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Group theoretic results in Clifford semigroups 
J. D. P. MELDRUM 
Clifford semigroups or strong semilattices of groups are a class of inverse semi-
groups which are obviously very closely related to groups. This paper attempts to 
exploit this close relationship. Petrich's characterization of congruences on inverse 
semigroups is analyzed in this special case to obtain a description of homomorphisms 
and their images in terms of the groups involved. Next, the idea of classes and closure 
operations due to P. HALL, which has proved very useful in group theory, is extended. 
Some results are obtained, but there are many interesting open problems left. This is 
applied to nilpotency of groups and a number of interesting results are extended, in 
particular Fitting's Theorem, the Hirsch-Plotkin Theorem and the characterization 
of nilpotent groups in terms of subnormal subgroups. Finally some remarks on 
solubility are made. The techniques demonstrated here should lead to a very large 
number of results being transferred. 
This paper describes a technique for applying group theoretic ideas and results 
to Clifford semigroups mainly by giving some examples of it in action. 
I would like to thank Drs. KOWOL and MITSCH for a preprint of their paper [4] 
and for stimulating conversation and, later, correspondence. 
I would also like to thank Dr. O'CARROLL for much help. 
We refer to Howie's book [3] for background on the subject. In this paper we 
are exclusively concerned with Clifford semigroups and we give a definition now to 
establish notation. 
Def in i t i on . A semigroup S is a Clifford semigroup or strong semilattice of 
groups if S is the disjoint union of a set of groups {Sa: a€£}, where E is a meet semi-
lattice and for all a, /? in E such that oi=/?, there exists a homomorphism ^Pa,p' 
S a ^ S p satisfying 
<Pa,f><P0,7 = <Pa,y f o r all in E. 
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The homomorphisms {<parp', in E) are called the linking homomorphisms. For 
all a in E, (pa<rt is the identity map on Sx. For slt s2 in S, the product is defined by 
where s2£Sfi, xfi is the join in E and the product on the right is the product 
in the group Sap. 
We denote the identity of Sx by ea. Then {ea: a£E} is a semilattice of idempotents 
isomorphic to E, and we will often denote it by E(S) or even simply E. This will not 
cause any confusion. Note that e2 is central in S for all aZE. 
It can be shown from HOWIE [3], and it is in any case well known, that Clifford 
semigroups form a variety of algebras, a subvariety of the variety of inverse semi-
groups. PETRICH [7] has defined a concept of congruence pairs for inverse semi-
groups and related them to congruences. This enables a link to be made between con-
gruences and a substructure which strongly resembles normal subgroups. This cor-
respondence is analysed closely in the context of Clifford semigroups in section 1. In 
section 2, some applications are made of the concept of closure operations. In section 
3, we deal with extensions of the idea of nilpotency from groups to Clifford semi-
groups, and finally we deal with solubility in the final section. 
1. Congruences on Clifford semigroups 
This material is a slight extension of the results of Petrich [7] as applied to Clif-
ford semigroups. From now on, unless explicitly stated otherwise, all semigroups 
are assumed to be Clifford semigroups. Let S be a semigroup, with constituent 
groups {Sa: a£is}, linking homomorphisms {<pa>/!: a^/?, a, fidE) and semilattice 
of idempotents {ea: otdE}. 
Def in i t i on 1.1. An inverse subsemigroup T of S is called normal if a~1TaQT 
for all and full if EQT. 
This definition departs from standard practice, as usually normal subsemigroups 
are necessarily full. We do not require this. 
Def in i t i on 1.2. A pair (q, N) is called a congruence pair if TV is a normal full 
subsemigroup and ae£N, eqa~la implies a£N, where a£S, e£E. 
If we define 
ax(g,N)b if and only if a^agb^b, ab^ZN 
then Petrich [7] shows.that X(Q, N) is a congruence on S and every congruence a on S 
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is of this form, where 
q = t r c (the restriction of a to EXE), 
N = ker a := {sae: e£E}. 
Our version is simpler than his because we take advantage of the fact that 5 is a Clif-
ford semigroup. We now present some fairly straightforward results concerning the 
concepts that we have just defined. But first a useful notational device. If T is an inverse 
subsemigroup of S we write Tx for TDSa. Then T= |J Ta. In general some of 
the Tx may be empty. But Tis full if and only if Tx^0 for all <x£E. 
Lemma 1.3. 
(i) If N is a normal inverse subsemigroup of S then Nx is a normal subgroup of Sx 
for all OL£E such that Nx^0. 
(ii) Let N be an inverse subsemigroup of S. Then NEQN if and only if 
for all a, fcE, 
(iii) Let N be an inverse subsemigroup of S such that NEQN. Then N is normal 
in S if and only if Nx is a normal subgroup of Sxfor all a £E such that Nx?±0. 
(iv) Let N be a full inverse subsemigroup of S. Then N is normal in S if and only 
if Nx is normal in Sxfor all <x.£E. 
(v) The condition in Definition 1.2 is equivalent to: for all a, fi£E such that 
exeep we have Nxp(p-1xfi^Nlx. 
(vi) If NEQN and Nx^0, then ker (pa,pQNx for all a, P£E. 
(vii) Let Q be a congruence onE, N a normal full subsemigroup of S. Then (Q, N) 
is a congruence pair if and only if for all a, fifE such that <?a qep then Nxp(p~1xfiQNx. 
These results can all be checked very easily and so no details of proof will be 
given. We now look at the minimum group congruence a on S. Then a is a congru-
ence on S such that S(a is a group and all group images of S can be factored through 
SI a. See Howie [3] p. 139. 
Lemma 1.4. Let S be a Clifford semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E. 
Let XQE be a chain with the property that for all a££ there exists such that 
/?Sa. Then S/er is the direct limit of the chain of groups 
{Sx,<px,p: a,p£X}. 
Note that such a chain always exists. If E has a minimal element <5, then we can 
take X— {¿>} and then A special case will be used later. 
Coro l l a ry 1.5. Using the notation of Lemma 1.4, assume that cpXtP is a mono-
morphism for all a, fi£X. Then without loss of generality we may assume SXQSP 
for all a a n d S/a= \J Sa. 
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These results do not need proving as they seem well-known, and can in any case 
be checked quickly. To finish this section we consider homomorphic images of 
Clifford semigroups. We use e to denote the identity congruence, i.e., aeb if and only 
if a—b. It is obvious from the definition that (e, N) is a congruence-pair for all full 
normal subsemigroups N of S. 
Lemma 1.6. Let g be a congruence on E. Then the least full normal subsemi-
group N(Q) such that (Q, N(Q)) is a congruence pair is defined by 
N(Q)*= 77KER 
In particular if q>aiXp are monomorphisms for all a, FI^E such that aqP, then (G, E) 
is a congruence pair. 
Again this result is easy to prove, especially if we use Lemma 1.3. 
Lemma 1.7. Let N be a full normal inverse subsemigroup of S. Let x=x(e, N), 
and let T=S/x. Then TX=SJNX and dXif: Tx^Tfi where aSj! is defined by 
tda,p=Nps(paiP, where t=Nxs, i.e., 6x fi is induced naturally by 
This follows easily from the definitions. We finally consider a general congruence 
pair. 
Lemma 1.8. Let {Q, N) be a congruence pair on S. Let x—x(g, N), T=S/x. 
Let k=x(g,E) defined on T. Then 
T/X = S/x(g, N). 
If {Ay: yiC} are the congruence classes of g on E, then Tj). is obtained from T by 
replacing (J Tx by its maximal group homomorphic image Ty, and for y, <5€C, mi Ay 
y=§, \¡/yii is defined as the natural extension of the 9XiP for 
Proof . We first note that, using the notation of Lemma 1.7, the homomorphism 
Qx>fi: Tx—Tp is a monomorphism. Hence (g, E) is a congruence pair on T by Lemma 
1.6. Hence Ty can be written as a union of a tower of groups as described in Lemma 
1.4. This makes the definition of i¡/y>s easy to verify. All the rest is very easy to check. 
2. Closure operations on classes 
We use the ideas of classes of groups and closure operations as developed by 
P . H A L L and apply them to Clifford semigroups. A good presentation of these can be 
found in Robinson [8] chapter 1, section 1. They have also been used in many other 
settings by many other people. In particular C O H N [1] uses them in the context of 
universal algebras. 
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The only condition imposed on a class X of groups is that {e}££ and if GdX 
and H^G then H£X. A closure operation on classes of groups is a map A from 
classes of groups to classes of groups A : X—AX satisfying AX 23E, 3EQ9) implies 
AX^Aty and AAX=AX. A class X is /i-closed if AX—X. Any intersection of A-
closed classes is ^-closed. Hence to define A we only need to specify the .¿-closed 
classes. For then AX= D {?): ^43) = s3)}- The concept of classes and closure 
operations can be transferred to any other algebraic structure, and, in particular, to 
Clifford semigroups. 
De f in i t i on 2.1. For a class X of groups, we define Xs to be the class of Clif-
ford semigroups given by 
SeXs if and only if Sx£X for all a£E(S). 
This gives the natural extension of the definition of a class of groups to a class of 
Clifford semigroups. We will see later that this extension of the definition is not 
always the most useful one. There is immediately a family of questions which can be 
posed. 
P rob lem 2.2. Given a class X of groups and a closure operation A on classes, 
determine whether AXS=(AX)S. Alternatively if AX=X, is AXS—XS? 
We will deal with a few cases of this problem, but there is a great deal more that 
can be done in this area. We first define the closure operations which we will be using, 
to cover both groups and Clifford semigroups. 
The class X is S closed if every substructure of an X structure is itself an X-
structure. 
The class X is Q closed (sometimes the symbol H is used) if every epimorphic 
image of an X structure is itself an X structure. 
The class X is R closed if given a structure Y such that a family of homomor-
phisms {0¡: /£/} exists with Y9£X for all /€/ and H ker 0¡ is trivial, then 
iil 
YdX. We say X is residually closed. 
The class X is L closed if given a structure Y such that every finite subset 
{^u •••> y„} of Y is contained in an X substructure of Y, then Y£X. 
The class X is N(N0) closed if every structure Y which can be expressed as a prod-
uct of a (finite) number of normal substructures is again in X. 
Lemma 2.3. Let SX=X. Then SXs=Xs. 
Proof . Let T£SXs. Then there exists U£XS such that T is a Clifford subsemi-
group of U. Hence for all a£E(U), Tx is a subgroup of Ux or is empty. But Ux£X= 
— SX. Hence Tx£X or is empty. Thus T£Xs. Thus Xs=SXs. 
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Example 2.4. Let X be the class of finite p-groups for some prime p. Let the 
semilattice E be the set of negative integers with the natural order inducing the semi-
lattice structure. So (—n)-(—m)=min {—n, — m). Let S_„ be the cyclic group of 
order p", (p _m for « S m be the natural embedding. Then S, the Clifford semi-
group so defined has as maximal group homomorphic image the group Cp~, the 
Priifer group of type p°°, which is certainly not a finite /?-group. So in this case 
X=QX but QXS^XS. 
The problem with Q closure occurs because group homomorphic images of 
Clifford semigroups include direct limits. This leads to the following result. 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a class of groups closed under the operation of taking 
direct limits. Then Xs is Q closed. 
Proof . Let S£QXs. Then S is the homomorphic image of a semigroup T£XS. 
From Lemma 1.8, we see that the component groups of S are obtained from those of 
T by taking homomorphic images and direct limits. Since the component groups of T 
lie in X and X is closed under direct limits, and hence Q closed, it follows that S£Xs. 
This finishes the proof. 
We next look at L closure. First we prove a result used later. 
Lemma 2.6. Let ..., sn} be a finite subset of a Clifford semigroup S. Then 
the inverse subsemigroup of S generated by {.vl5 ..., is contained in the union of a 
finite number of finitely generated groups forming a semigroup. 
Proof . Let E=E(S), and let X be the finite subset of E defined by OL^X if 
and only if s£Sx for some /, Isi^n. Then X generates a finite subsemilattice Y 
of E. For all /?€ Y, we define 
Zfi = {s,<patf: l S i ' S / i . t i S f t x£Y, Si£Sx}. 
Then Zfi is a finite subset of Sp and so generates a finitely generated subgroup Gp of 
Sp. It is routine to check that the inverse subsemigroup of S generated by {.sl5 ..., J,,} 
is contained in |J GB, and this is a semigroup, which is all we wished to show. 
Par 
Lemma 2.7. Let X=LX. Then LXS=Xs. 
Proof . Let S£LXs. We need to show that Sxe£ for all a £ E = E ( S ) . Let 
{jj, ..., j„} be a finite subset of Sx. Then {¿i, ..., s„}QT£Xs, Tan inverse subsemi-
group of S. In particular Ta 3 { , ..., j„} and lies in Thus Sx£LX=X. Hence 
the result is true. 
Lemma 2.8. Let X=QX=SX=LX. Then Xs =QX,S= SXs=LXS. 
Proof . Following Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.7, we only need to show that 
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XS=QXS. Let SdQXS, S a homomorphic image of T£Xs. From Lemma 1.8, 
each S„ is obtained from {Tp: fi£E(T)} by taking homomorphic images and unions 
of towers. Let {<Gy: yCA'} be a tower of groups in X, G= (J G... Then any finite Vtx 
subset of G is contained in Gv for some y, and G^X. Hence G^LX—X. Thus each 
S^X and S£Xs. 
For any class X we denote by VX the least variety containing X. It is a standard 
result from universal algebra that VX=X if and only if X—SX=QX=RX. (Cohn 
[1] IV. 3). We now state 
Lemma 2.9. Let X be a class of groups. Then Xs is a variety if and only ifX is a 
variety. 
This is an easy consequence of known results (Petrich [6]) or can be proved 
directly without much trouble. 
Coro l la ry 2.10. X is Q, R, S closed if and only i f X s is Q, R, S closed. 
3. Nilpotency and its generalizations 
Let 5R be the class of nilpotent groups, and let 9tc be the class of nilpotent groups 
of nilpotency class at most c. Then is a variety and S.R= (J 9tc. The most ob-csl 
vious generalization of 5R to Clifford semigroups is 9is, but this leads to problems as 
we now see. 
Example 3.1. Let Gn be a nilpotent group of nilpotency class exactly n, in 
particular let Gn be the group of ( n + l ) X ( n + l ) unitriangular matrices over some 
field F. Then we can embed Gn in Gn+1 by mapping (aiJ)£Gn~+(bu)£Gn+where for 
aij=bij+1, bii+1=0. Let S be the Clifford semigroup whose^ semilattice of 
idempotents is isomorphic to the negative integers with the natural order. Compare 
Example 2.4. For each —n£E, let S_„=G„ and (p_„,_,„ be the embedding obtain-
ed from the embeddings outlined above. Then 9ls, but S has as a homomorphic 
image G= IJ G„, the maximal group homomorphic image of S. And G is not nil-
ngl 
potent, since it contains subgroups of arbitrarily high nilpotency class. 
Because of this example, we make the following definition. 
Def in i t ion 3.2. The class of nilpotent Clifford semigroups is defined to be 
« = U W s -
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Hence if and only if S^SR,. for all a £ E = E ( S ) , and some c=c(S). 
This coincides with LALLEMENT'S definition [5]. As KOWOL and MITSCH dealt with 
finite semigroups, either definition would have served. In the infinite case this defi-
nition leads to a more satisfactory theory. Denote (9lc)s by 9lc. 
Lemma 3.3. 5ft is S and Q closed. 
Proof . Let T£S$l. Then there exists U£9l and T is a subsemigroup of U. 
So Uemc and S9lc=9lc . By Lemma 2.3 S9lc=mc, hence The case 
of Q closure follows the same pattern, using Corollary 2.10 since 9tc is a variety. 
We now introduce upper and lower central series for Clifford semigroups which 
extend the corresponding ideas for groups, as was done in Kowol and Mitsch [4]. 
De f in i t i on 3.4. Let S be a Clifford semigroup, Nt full normal subsemigroups 
of S for 0 S i S r . 
(i) Z(S), the centre of S is defined by Z ( S ) = { x £ S : xs=sx for all 
(ii) Let H, K be inverse subsemigroups of S. Define [H, K] to be the inverse 
subsemigroup of S generated by 
{[h, k] = h~1k~1hk: h£H,k£K}. 
(iii) A sequence 
E(S) = N0 Q Nx i ... g Nr = S 
is called a central series of S if 
Nt g Z(S!x(e, N ^ d A 
for l ^ i ' ^ r , where is the natural homomorphism associated with X(E, N^^. 
(iv) The upper central series of S is defined inductively by 
Z0(S) = E(S), 
Z , + 1 ( 5 ) 0 ; = Z(S/x(e, Z F ( 5 ) ) ) , 
for i s 0 , where 0f is the natural homomorphism associated with x(e, Z ;(S)) and 
Zi+1(S) is maximal such. 
(v) The lower central series of S is defined inductively by 
Vi (JS) = S, 
y . + i ( S ) = [ 5 , ^ ( 5 ) ] , 
for z s l . 
We now list some easy consequences of this composite definition. 
Lemma 3.5. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. 
(i) ZJ(S) is a normal full subsemigroup of S for all /SO. 
(ii) 7j(iS) is a normal full subsemigroup of S for all i^l. 
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(iii) Sjx{s, N) is commutative if and only if N^y2(S), where N is a normal full 
subsemigroup of S. 
(iv) [¿i, S2]£E(S) if and only if s1s2=s2s1. 
Proof . This is all easy to prove or can be deduced easily from Section 3 of 
Kowol and Mitsch [4]. 
Lemma 3.6. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Then 
ViiS) = u viW. 
Proof . Obviously yi(Sx)Qyi(S) for all a£E. Conversely we prove by induc-
tion o n / t h a t ftCSOiilJ fiiSa)- This is true trivially for z= 1. So assume that this 
is true for i. Let s£S, t^y^S). Then [s, t]=s~1t~1st=(s(pXiXp)~1(t(pPtXfi)~1 • 
• (s(px>xp)(t(ppixp), where s£Sx, tZSp. So [j, t]e[Sxp, ^ (5^ ) ] using the induction 
hypothesis. This suffices to prove the result since now the generators of y i + 1(S) lie 
in 1J yi+1(Sx) and this is easily checked to be a normal full subsemigroup. 
Lemma 3.7. The upper and lower central series of a Clifford semigroup are 
central series. 
Proof . This is immediate from Definition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. 
T h e o r e m 3.8. Let S be a Clifford semigroup with a central series 
(3.9.) E(S) = N0 g N! c ... QNr = S. 
Then Zr(S)=S, yr+1(S)=S and for alii, O^i^r, tygZ^S) and Nr_t ^y1+i(S). 
Proof . We only need to prove the two inequalities which we do by induction on i. 
Both are true trivially for /=0. Assume that both are true for i. Let x£Ni+1, 
Then Ni+19tQZ(Slx(e, AQ), where is the natural homomorphism associated 
with x(e, Nt). Let s£S. Then (xs)9i=x9is9i—s9ix9i since (3.9) is central, and so 
xsxfaNJsx. Since Zi(S)^Nii it follows that xsx(e, Z^Stysx for all s£S. Thus 
x(pi^Z(S/x(e, Zi(S)))=Zi+1(S)(pi, where q>{ is the natural homomorphism associat-
ed with x(e, Z-XS)). Hence x£Z i + 1 (S) . Thus Ni+1QZi+1(S). 
Let x£Nr_t, s£S now. Then xsx(e, N^^sx as before. So x~1s~1xs£Nr_i_1. 
Thus [Nr.„ SjQNr-t.i. Hence y2 + i(S)=[y1 + i(S), S]g[2Vr_„ S ^ N ^ using 
the induction hypothesis. This finishes the induction step for both inequalities and 
hence the proof of the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.9. A Clifford semigroup S is in fft if and only if there exist c and 
d such that ZC(S)—S, yd+1(S)=E(S) and the least such c and d satisfy c=d. 
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This is the nilpotency class of S and is the least c such that 
This result follows directly from Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and Theorem 3.8. Notice the 
close connection with the work of Kowol and Mitsch [4], Section 4. We now prove a 
selection of theorems about nilpotency and its generalizations in Clifford semigroups 
by transferring the results from group theory. As source book for the group theoretic 
results any standard text book will serve. We mention particularly Hall [2], an excel-
lent account of the particular areas under consideration here, but not widely avail-
able, and also Robinson [8] and Scott [10]. 
Theo rem 3.10. Let S be a nilpotent Clifford semigroup. Then elements of co-
prime order commute. 
Proof . The order of s£S is its order in S a , where s£Sx, i.e., the least integer 
n > 0 such that s"£E(S). Let s1,s2£S. If Ji£Sa , s2^Sp, then SiS2= 
=-Si <Pa, aD s2 <Pp,a^ sz <Pp, si <PX, ap > using the group theoretic result in Sxp. Since the 
order of s(pytt divides the order of s, the result follows. 
Theo rem 3.11. In a torsion nilpotent Clifford semigroup, the elements of order 
a power of p, a prime, form an inverse subsemigroup. 
Theorem 3.12. In a nilpotent Clifford semigroup, the elements of finite order 
form an inverse subsemigroup, the torsion subsemigroup. 
These both follow immediately from Theorem 3.10, and the corresponding 
results from group theory. Most of the results from Section 4 of Kowol and Mitsch 
[4] can be obtained by transferring from group theory, and we will not repeat them 
here. The exception to this is Theorem 4.3 on the representation of an element of a 
nilpotent Clifford semigroup as a product of elements of prime power order. 
Theo rem 3.13. Let S be a torsion nilpotent Clifford semigroup, and let {PL: 
/£/} be the Sylow subsemigroups of S, i.e., Pi— {s£S: order of s is a power of /?;}, 
where /6/} are a set of distinct primes. If s£S, then s=a1...a„ is a uniquely 
defined representation of s, where ai£Sxr\Pi, a is defined by s£Sx, l^i^n, a 
finite subset of I. 
This follows directly from the group theoretic result. This seems to be the only 
uniqueness result of this kind, applicable in general. But under very special circum-
stances, there is a maximal version of the theorem. 
Theo rem 3.14. Let S be a torsion nilpotent Clifford semigroup such that 
E=E(S) is a lattice with the maximal condition, and such that all linking homomor-
phisms are monomorphisms. Let {Pt : /£/} be the Sylow subsemigroups of S, where 
{pt: i£l} are a set of distinct primes. If s£S, then s—b1...bn is a uniquely defined 
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representation of s, where and fl(i) is defined by fi(i) is maximal in E 
such that bi(pf(i)ja=ai, using the notation of Theorem 3.13. 
Proof . Since £ is a lattice with the maximum condition, /?(/) is unique. Since 
' s a monomorphism b{ is uniquely defined, since a t is unique given Theorem 
3.13.' 
From the proof of Theorem 3.14, it is obvious how examples could be constructed 
to show that /?(/) has to be uniquely defined, and that <Ppw,x has to be a monomor-
phism, to obtain a unique "maximal" representation. 
The next results we will prove are the Clifford semigroup theoretic versions of 
famous group theoretic results on nilpotency. The first is Fitting's Theorem, the 
one about normal nilpotent subgroups. 
Lemma 3.15. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Let N be a normal inverse subsemi-
group of S, T an inverse subsemigroup of S. Then NT—TN is an inverse subsemi-
group of S. Also (NT)X=NXTX, if TE=T, for all a£E. If Tis normal, then so is NT. 
Proof . Let n1t1, n2t2£NT, where n^N, t^T, i— 1,2. Then «1f1H2i2= 
=n1t1t~1t1n2t2=n1t1n2t^1t1t2=n1n3t1t2^NT. So NT is a subsemigroup. Let tn£TN. 
Then tn=tt"1tn=tnt~1t=n'teNT. Hence TNQNT. Similarly NTQTN. Thus 
NT=TN is an inverse subsemigroup as (nt)~i= t ~1n~1£TN= NT. We now show 
that (NT)X=NXTX. Certainly NXTXQ(NT\. Let nt£(NT)x. Then there exist 
y ^ a such that Py=cc, n£Np, t£Ty and nt=nq>^xt(pyix. But n(pp>x^Nx, 
t<Py,«£Tx. Hence (NT)XQNXTX. Thus NXTX=(NT)X. Finally let T be also normal 
and let nt£NT, s£S. Then s-1nts-s-1ntss-1s=s~1nss~1tseNT, for all s£S. 
Hence the whole lemma is proved. 
This result extends directly Lemma 2.4 of Kowol and Mitsch [4]. We now come 
to Fitting's Theorem. 
Theo rem 3.16. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. The product of two normal nil-
potent subsemigroups of S is normal and nilpotent. 
Proof . Let N, M be normal and nilpotent subsemigroups of S. Then NM is a 
normal subsemigroup by Lemma 3.15. Also (NM\=NaMx for all a£E. Suppose 
Ne^tc, then Nxf9lc, Ma£SSld and by standard group theory, NxMx£'ilc+J. 
Hence (NM)xfMc+d for all atE, and NM£9lc+d. 
Coro l l a ry 3.17. Let N£9lc, Af£9td be normal nilpotent subsemigroups of S. 
Then NM£9lc+d. 
Coro l l a ry 3.18. Let S be a Clifford semigroup which satisfies the maximal con-
dition on normal subsemigroups. Then S contains a unique maximal normal nilpotent 
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subsemigroup containing all normal nilpotent subsemigroups, called the Fitting subsemU 
group. 
The next result which we extend is the Hirsch—Plotkin Theorem. 
Theo rem 3.19. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Then the product of two normal 
locally nilpotent subsemigroups is a normal locally nilpotent subsemigroup. There is a 
unique maximal normal locally nilpotent subsemigroup, containing all normal locally 
nilpotent subsemigroups, the Hirsch—Plotkin radical of S. 
Proof . Because of Lemma 3.15 we only need to show, for the first part, that if 
N, MeL<Jl are normal, then NM£L$l- Since N£L9l, it follows that Nx, Mx are 
locally nilpotent groups which are normal in Sx. Let {MJmx, ..., nrmr\ nt£N, m^M} 
be a finite subset of NM. Let Z={n1 ? ..., n,, m1, ...,mr). By Lemma 2.6, T, the 
inverse subsemigroup generated by Z, is generated by a finite set of elements of the 
form mj(pytg. Tx is generated as a group by a finite set of the form {«;<pPix, 
inj<Py,a}> which is a finite subset of NXMX, the product of two locally nilpotent nor-
mal subgroups of Sx. Hence NXMX is locally nilpotent by the Hirsch—Plotkin Theo-
rem and thus Tx is nilpotent. Tis the union of a finite number of groups of the form 
Tx. Hence we can find c such that Tx£9lc for all Tx, and so T£9lc. Since , ... 
...,nrmr}QT, we have shown that NM^Lil. 
The last part follows as in the group case. The product of any finite set of normal 
locally nilpotent subsemigroups is locally nilpotent by the first part. Consider the 
product H of all the normal locally nilpotent subsemigroups of S. It is normal and 
any finite subset of H is contained in the product of a finite number of normal locally 
nilpotent subsemigroups which is locally nilpotent, hence is contained in a nilpotent 
subsemigroup. Thus H is locally nilpotent. This finishes the proof. 
The next result which we extend is a well-known one concerning minimal normal 
subgroups of locally nilpotent groups. 
Theorem 3.20. Let S be a locally nilpotent Clifford semigroup, N a minimal 
normal subsemigroup of S. Then there exists a unique such that Nx^> {ex} and 
NXQZ(SX), and for all P^OL, we have ker 
Proof . By Lemma 1.3, it is easy to see that if there are two elements a, /? oiE 
such that Nxz>{ex}, {ep}, then Wis not minimal. If S is locally nilpotent, then 
so is Sx. So Nx is a normal subgroup of Sx such that for all fi^a, Nx Qker <pXtP. 
It follows that Nx can be replaced by any normal subgroup of Sx contained in it, and 
we would still have a minimal normal subsemigroup. Then minimality of N forces Nx 
to be a minimal normal subgroup of Sx, hence by group theory NXQZ(SX). 
The last results about nilpotency which we will present concern normalizers. 
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Def in i t i on 3.21. Let T be an inverse subsemigroup of a Clifford semigroup S. 
The normalizer NS(T) of T in S is the unique largest inverse subsemigroup of S in 
which T is normal. 
A priori NS(T) may not always exist. We will show that it does. 
Lemma 3.22. Let T be an inverse subsemigroup of a Clifford semigroup S. 
Then NS(T) always exists and is defined by 
NS(T) = {x£S: x~rTx g T}. 
Proof . If U defined to be {x: x^TxQT) is an inverse subsemigroup, then it 
mustbeiVsCO-Now J7 is obviously closed under products. Let x£ U. Then xTx^1 ^ 
¡2xx- 1 Txx~ 1 =Txx~ 1 . But x^TxQT. So if t£Tp and x£Sa then x~1tx= 
= x~1(pX:apt(pp_rxpx(pXta/)£T. Hence Tap^(p. So txx~1=t(pl)iXpexp=texl!^T, since 
e ^ T ^ T . 
Def in i t i on 3.23. An inverse subsemigroup T of a Clifford semigroup S is 
called subnormal if there exists a sequence of inverse subsemigroups 
T = T0 i7i g ... £ T„ = S 
such that T; is normal in Ti+1 for O^i^n— 1. The least length n of such a series is 
called the index of subnormality. 
Theorem 3.24. Let S be a nilpotent Clifford subsemigroup, T an inverse subsemi-
group such that TEQT. Then T is subnormal of index at most c where c is the nilpo-
tency class of S. 
Proof . We show that if {Z;: OS i ^ c } is the upper central series of S, then 7Z< 
is normal in TZi+1, replacing TZC by S. Note that Z0=E, so T=TE=TZ0. By 
Lemma 3.15 TZ, is an inverse subsemigroup of 5. Let x£Zi+1, y^TZt. Then 
x~1yx=x~~1yy~1yx=yy~1x~1yx=y[y, x]£TZi since y£TZt and [y, x]£Z ; since 
x£Zi+1. Thus Zi+1QNs(TZi). This is enough to prove the result. If i=c— 1, then 
Ze=SgNs(TZe-0, EQNS(TZC_1) so S=SEQNs(TZc_1). 
We could have used the group theoretic results and transferred them. But the 
details of the links to the group theory would be longer than the direct proof, which 
parallels very closely the group theory proof. 
Theorem 3.25. Let S be a Clifford semigroup with the property that all its full 
inverse subsemigroups are subnormal of index at most c. Then S£ where d is a 
function of c. 
Proof . Let a£E and consider U a subgroup of Sx. Let J1 be a full inverse sub-
semigroup of S such that TX=U, e.g. T„={ep} if fS^a, Tp=U(pXiP if 
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Then T=T0QT1^...QTC-S is a sequence such that Tt is normal in Ti+1 for 
O^j'^c— 1. In particular Ti x is a normal subgroup of Ti+ha. Hence T0 a=U is 
subnormal of index at most c in Sa. This is true for all subgroups of Sx. By Roseblade 
[9], Sx is nilpotent of class at most f(c)=d say. Hence 
Coro l l a ry 3.26. Let S be a finite Clifford semigroup such that all its full inverse 
subsemigroups are subnormal. Then S is nilpotent. 
The result that gives as a sufficient condition for a finite group to be nilpotent that 
all its maximal subgroups are normal does not carry over in the most obvious way. 
Example 3.27. Let E consist of three elements a, /J and <xfi=y. With S a = C 2 s 
= SP a cyclic group of order 2, Sy the symmetric group on three symbols. Then 
<paiy: Sa^{ey,( 12)}, <pft7: Sf^{eJt{ 13)} defines S ^ U S ^ U S , as a Clifford 
semigroup. It is easy to check that the only maximal inverse subsemigroups are 
E{JSyUSx and E\JSyliSfi, both normal. But S is not nilpotent. 
We leave the reader to find some possible generalizations of this result. 
4. Solubility 
Let <5 be the class of soluble groups, and <3d the class of soluble groups of solu-
bility class at most d. Then <3d is a variety and S = | J Example 3.1 shows that dSl 
S s again leads to problems. The semigroup S of Example 3.1 is in <5S, but its maximal 
group homomorphic image G is not soluble, although it is a homomorphic image of S. 
Defin i t ion 4.1. The class of soluble Clifford semigroups is defined to be 
® = U (Sd)s. 
i s l 
Hence S£<3 if and only if Sx£<5d for all a£E and some d=d(S). Denote 
(Sd)s by Lemma 3.3 extends very easily. 
Lemma 4.2. S is S and Q closed. 
Def in i t i on 4.3. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. The derived series of S is defined 
to be 
A sequence 
E(S) = N r g ...QN0 = S 
is called an abelian series of 5 if Nf is normal in yVj_, and N^Jy^c, Nt) is commu-
tative for r ^ / S 1. 
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L e m m a 4.4. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Then 8 ¡(S) is a full normal subsemi-
group of S for all z'^1. 
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Then 
Si(S) = U 
• ct££ 
L e m m a 4.6. The derived series of S is an abelian series. 
These results all follow in much the same way as the corresponding results at 
the beginning of Section 3. 
T h e o r e m 4.7. Let S be a Clifford semigroup with an abelian series 
E(S) = Nr^ N r c ... g No = S. 
Then N,^St(S) for all im0 and 8r(S)=E(S). 
Proof . We prove the result by induction. Obviously S=N0^80(S)—S' 
Assume that N^S^S). Then NJx(s, Ni+1) is commutative and so •s,2]€AT(+1 
for all s1,s2£Nl. Hence by Lemma 3.5 (iv) [J1s s^Ni+x for all st, s2£8i(S)QNi. 
Then This gives the result by induction. 
C o r o l l a r y 4.8. A Clifford semigroup S is in S if and only if there exists d such 
that 8d(S)=E(S). 
The least such d satisfying this is called the solubility class of S. It is the least d 
such that 
L e m m a 4.9. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Let N be a normal full subsemi-
group. Then S/x(e, N)£ Qd if and only if 8d{S)^N. 
Proof . It is immediate that if 0 is a homomorphism, then ¿ ' J s 2 0 ] . 
Hence 8¡(Slx(s, N))=8i(S)x(S, N')/x(s, N) by a simple induction argument. Then 
S/x(e,N)£GD by Corollary 4.8 if and only if 8D(S/x(e, N))=E(S/X(E, NJ), i.e. 
8d(S)x(s,N)=E(Slx(e,N)). This is just 8d(S)QN. 
T h e o r e m 4.10. Let S be a Clifford semigroup. Let N be a normal full subsemi-
group such that N(I<Zd and S/X(E, N)£8c. Then S£<Sd+e. 
Proof . By Lemma 4.9, S/x(e,N) is in <5e implies 8e(S)QN. By a simple 
induction argument 8t(N)^8e+i(S). But N£Sd implies 8d(N)-E(N) as N is 
full. So 8e+d(S) = E(S) and S e S i + , . 
T h e o r e m 4.11. Let be normal soluble subsemigroups of S, 
a Clifford semigroup. Then NMd <3c+d. 
2 
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Proof . The proof follows closely that of Theorem 3.16. It would be instructive 
to develop a proof involving a more general version of Theorem 4.10 and paralleling 
the group theoretic proof. 
Theorem 4.12. Let S be a Clifford semigroup which satisfies the maximal con-
dition on normal subsemigroups. Then S contains a unique maximal normal soluble 
subsemigroup containing all normal soluble subsemigroups. 
We present the locally soluble version of Theorem 3.17. 
Theorem 4.13. Let S be a locally soluble Clifford semigroup, N a minimal 
normal subsemigroup of S. Then there exists a unique ct(iE such that {ea}, N is 
commutative and for all P=a, we have ker 
Proof . A minimal normal subgroup of a locally soluble group is abelian by a 
standard result from group theory. The same technique as in the proof of Theorem 
3.20 now proves the result. 
We will leave the extension of results from group theory here. There is obviously 
an almost inexhaustible supply of results which could be transferred, and there are 
also some traps for the unwary. Before finishing a few comments might be in order. 
Finite soluble group theory has a beautiful set of results in the formation theory of 
GASCHUTZ. The right extension of this to finite Clifford semigroups should be an 
interesting exercise with pleasing results. The other point concerns nilpotent versus 
soluble groups. The laws of can be defined without reference to inverses. Using 
this LALLEMENT [5] showed that regular nilpotent semigroups were Clifford semi-
groups in 5RC. This might be expected because idempotents should be central in a 
nilpotent semigroup. The same could be done for solubility. There the natural ex-
pectation is for idempotents to commute. So it should be a theory naturally based in 
general inverse semigroups. This is what we hope to attempt soon. 
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Semigroups with a universally minimal left ideal 
STEFAN SCHWARZ 
A left ideal L of a semigroup S is called universally minimal if it is contained in 
every left ideal of S. In such a semigroup L is at the same time the kernel of 5 (i.e. 
the minimal two-sided ideal of S) and L itself is a left simple semigroup. We shall 
deal with the case that L is a left group. 
For simplicity we introduce the following notation. A semigroup containing a 
universally minimal left ideal which is a left group will be called a ULG-semigroup. 
If L is a group, such semigroups are called homogroups. Let S be a semigroup and A 
an ideal of S. An endomorphism h of S onto A is called an A-endomorphism if h 
leaves the elements of A fixed. 
In a forthcomming paper [5] I have been led in a quite natural way to the follow-
ing class of semigroups: S is a ULG-semigroup with kernel L and S has an L-endo-
morphism. The main goal of this note is to show that such semigroups have a rather 
simple structure. Though there are several papers dealing with analogous (and even 
more general) questions (see, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]), I can find nowhere the results given 
below (at least not in an explicit formulation). 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations. S is a ULG-semigroup, 
L is the kernel of 5 and E= {ev\v£M} is the set of all idempotents of L (i.e. primitive 
idempotents of S). It is well-known that L can be written in the form L= U Gv. 
v£Af 
Hereby each Gv is a group (with identity element ev) and at the same time a minimal 
right ideal of 5. We have eaGv=Ga, GxGv=Ga (for any v, af_M). Moreover each ea 
(aGM) is a right identity of L. 
In the sequel \A\ denotes the cardinality of A. 
1. In order to make this note independent of [5] we give in Lemma 1 a modified 
version of a few results proved in [5]. 
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Lemma 1. Let S be a ULG-semigroup with kernel L and E theset of all idempo-
tents of L. Then the following holds: 
a) Any L-endomorphism of S can be written in the form x*-*xea (x€.S, ea£E). 
b) If for some ea£E the mapping x>-*xex is an L-endomorphism of S, then 
x>-—xev is an L-endomorphism of S for any ev£E. 
c) The mapping x>-»xex is an L-endomorphism of S iff for any S we have 
| xE\=l. 
Proof , a) Let h be an L-endomorphism of 5 and x£S. Since xex£L, we have 
h(xea)=h(x)-h(ea)=xex, i.e. h(x)ea—xex. Since h(x)£L and ex is a right identity 
of L, we have h(x)=xex. 
b) By assumption we have xexyea=xyex for any x,y£S. Putting y=ev we 
have in particular Since exevex=ex and evea=ev, we have xea= 
= xev for any x£S. Hence xevyev=xeayea=xyex=xyev, i.e. x>-~xev is an L-endo-
morphism of S. 
c) If x>--xea is an L-endomorphism, we have [by b)] xex=xev for any v£M, 
hence xex—xE so that \xE\ = \. Suppose conversely that \xE\= 1 for any xdS 
and consider the product xexyex (x, y€ S, ex£E). The element yex is contained in L, 
hence there is a group GyaL such that yex£G.r Therefore (if ey is the identity ele-
ment of Gy) eyyex—yea. By assumption xea=xey, hence xexyex—xeyyex—xyex. 
The mapping x>--xex is an L-endomorphism. This proves the statement c). 
Remark . To understand well the statement a) consider the ULG-semigroup S 
given by the multiplication table 
a b c 
a a b a 
b b a b 
c a b a. 
Here L= {a, b}, E= {a}, hence S is a homogroup. S has an L-endomorphism 
q>i. x>—xa. Also <p2: x>—xc is an endomorphism though here c$E. But (p2 is the 
same endomorphism as (p1. By c) whenever S has an L-endomorphism we can rewrite 
it in the form x>--xE. 
Needless to remark that the mapping x>-+xea need not be an endomorphism of 
S. But if it is an endomorphism, it is automatically an L-endomorphism. Hence the 
result of Lemma 1 can be reformulated as follows 
Theorem 1. Let S be a ULG-semigroup with kernel L. Then S has an L-endo-
morphism i f f for any x w e have |x£| = 1. 
The condition |xE|= 1 is a very simple one. If S is given by a multiplication 
table it can be immediately verified. But this condition does not reflect any structural 
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property of S. The structure of such semigroups is given by Theorem 2. (A part of 
this theorem can be deduced from a result in [1].) 
Theorem 2. Let S be a ULG-semigroup with kernel L. Then S has an L-endo-
morphism i f f S can be written as a union of disjoint right ideals of S each of which is a 
homogroup. The kernels of these homogroups are then isomorphic to one another. 
Proof , a) Suppose that S has an 1,-endomorphism. We use the notations intro-
duced above. By Lemma 1 this endomorphism can be written in the form J O — X E 
(x€S) . For any OL£M denote Rx= {x | x€S, xE£Gx}. Clearly (J Rv and vgM 
if a ¿¿p. Further GxaRx (since GxE=Ga). 
We show that RxR„<zRx. Let x£Rx, i.e., xE£Ga, yE^Gfi. Then 
e$yE=yE and xyE=xepyE=xE- yE<zGxGp—Gx. Hence xy£Rx, i.e. RxRfi<zRx. 
In particular each Rx is a right ideal of 5, since Rx S= Rx • [ U i?v] cRx. v£M 
Finally we show that each Ra is a homogroup with kernel Gx. We have 
GxcLC\Rx, and since GpCiRx=0 for /Ma, this implies Gx=Lf]Rx. The inter-
section LC\RX is a two-sided ideal of Rx. Since it is a group, it is moreover the mini-
mal two-sided ideal of Rx. Hence Gx is the kernel of Rx. This proves the first part of 
Theorem 2. Moreover it follows from the proof that the kernels of all Rx are isomor-
phic groups. 
b) Suppose conversely that S is a ULG-semigroup with kernel L and S can be 
written as a union of disjoint right ideals of S in the form S= 1J R'„. Here we sup-
ViN 
pose that each R' is a homogroup, hence the kernel of R'̂  is a group K . 
Write again L~ (J Gv. Since R'^LczR^ClL, this latter intersection is not 
vgAf 
empty and it is a right ideal of S contained in L. Hence LClR'^ is a union of some 
groups from the family {G,}viM. If a group Gx, is contained in R'^, it is a 
minimal right ideal of R ' . Since a homogroup contains a unique minimal right ideal, 
we conclude G ^ K ^ . Hence LClR'̂  contains exactly one group from the family 
{Gv}veM and we have K^—LDR^. Otherwise expressed: To any R'̂  there exists 
an a£M such that Lf\R'=K=Gx. f* t* u 
Conversely: Any e ^ E is contained in some R'̂ , hence Gp is contained in R'^. 
Since Gp is a right ideal of S, it is also a right ideal of R'^ and (since Gp is a group) it 
is a minimal right ideal of R ' . Since R'̂  is a homogroup, Gp is the kernel of R'̂ . 
We conclude |M| = |AT| and we may write S = U R'v. Also the kernels of all v£M 
R'v are isomorphic groups. 
If x€S, then there is a unique R'v such that x£R'v. We denote this homogroup 
R'v by R(x). The kernel of Rix) will be denoted by G(x) and the identity element of G(x> 
by e(x). Note that R M e w = e M R M = G i x \ 
To prove that S has an L-endomorphism it is sufficient, by Theorem 1, to show 
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that x-ex=x-eM for any x£S, ex£E. Now x• R(x)• L c R ( x ) f ) L = G(x). Tak-
ing into account that ex is a right unit in L and eM is the unit element of the group 
G(JC) (the kernel of R(x)), we have 
(1) xex = eix)x • ex = ew • x = e(x) • xe(x) = xe(x). 
This proves our statement. 
Example 1. Suppose that S is a ULG-semigroup with kernel L, S has an L-
endomorphism and S is defined by its multiplication table. To find the right ideals 
Rx mentioned in Theorem 1 we may proceed as follows. We collect all "rows" of 
the multiplication table containing a fixed chosen ex£E (i.e. all sets {u, «5} contain-
ing ex). Then Rt— [J {«, uS}. Clearly Rx is a right ideal of S, it contains ex, and it 
u 
follows from the proof that it cannot contain any other idempotent of L. 
Consider, e.g., the semigroup S given by the following multiplication table: 
a b c d f 
a a a c c a 
b b b d d b 
c c c a a c 
d d d b b d 
f a a c c a 
Here L=E={a, b}. S has an L-endomorphism since |x-{a, fc}|=l for any x£S. 
The idempotent a is contained in {a, aS}, {c, cS}, { f , fS}. Hence R(a)= {a, c,f}. 
Analogously Rw={b,bS}U{d,dS}={b,d}. Finally 5-i? ( a )U/? ( 6 ) . 
We shall return to this procedure in Section 3. 
2. In Theorem 2 the right ideals Rv have the property that their kernels are iso-
morphic groups. The question arises whether there are some other limitations concern-
ing the ideals Rv. The answer is no. To any family of homogroups {Qv} with isomor-
phic kernels we can construct at least one ULG-semigroup which has an L-endo-
morphism. We give a special construction and we do not attempt to find all such 
semigroups. 
More precisely we have: 
Theorem 3. Let L0 be a left group. Write L0=G0XE0, where G0 is a group 
and E0 a left zero semigroup. Let {Qv | v£M) be a family of disjoint homogroups 
whereby each Qv has a kernel isomorphic to G0 and \En\ = \M\. Then there exists a 
ULG-semigroup S having the following properties: 
1) U Qv vgM 
2) Each Qv is a right ideal of S. 
3) The kernel L of S is isomorphic to L0 and S has an L-endomorphism. 
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Proof . Denote the kernel of Qr by Hv and denote the identity element of H, by 
ev. Suppose that 1 £M. For every v£M let <pv be a fixed chosen isomorphism of H1 
onto Hv. Define the mapping (pxp: Hx^Hp by (pap=(Pa1(Pfi- Then <pxp is an iso-
morphism and q>xx is the identity mapping of Hx onto Ha. For any Hx we have 
(a<P»p)<Pto = {a<Pz1(Pii)<l>el(Pi = aq>~1(py = a<pxy. 
In this way we get a set of mappings {<pfIV} where <pxp(ppy—<pxy for any a, /?, y£M. 
Note finally: Since cpxp is an isomorphism, we have (ea)(pxp=ep. 
1) We now use the set of these mappings to define on S = (J Qv a multipli-v£M 
cation (denoted by *). For a^p and y€Qp, we define 
x*y = (eax) • (epy)(ppx, 
while inside of each Qx the multiplication remains unaltered. 
The definition implies x*y£Hx • HX=HX, hence for a^P, Qx*QpczHx. 
Since HxczQx, (Hp)<ppx=Hx, we have Hx*Hp=Hx and therefore for cc^P, 
(2) Qx* Qp = QX*HP = HX*HP = HX*QP = Ha. 
In order to show that 5 is a semigroup we have to check associativity. 
a) Suppose first a^P, j M y and x£Qx, y£Qp, z£Qy. 
In the following we use: x*y£Hx implies ex(x*y)=x*y and u*v£Hp implies 
ep(u*v)=u*v. We have: 
x*(y*z) = x*[epy • (eyz)<pyP] = exx• [epy • (eyz)<pyp]<ppx = 
= exx-(epy)(ppx-(eyz)(pyx = (x*y)-(eyz)cpyx = ex(x*y)-(eyz)(pyx = (x*y)*z. 
b) Suppose next. <x?±p,p=y, and x£Qx, y£Qp, z£Qp. 
In the following we use epy£Hp, hence epy=epyep. We have: 
x*(y*z) = x * (yz) = exx-(epyz)<ppx = (exx)(epyepz)<ppx = 
= (e*x)-(epy)<ppx-(epz)(ppx = (x*y) • (epz)cppx = ex{x*y)-(epz)q>px = {x*y)*z. 
c) Suppose finally a = p , p^y, and x£Qx, y€Qx, z£Qy. 
x*(y*z) = x# [(exy) • (ey z) (pyx~] = x • (exy) • (ey z) <pyx. 
Now since exx£Hx we have exx—exxex and exxy=exxexy. Also since xexy£H„ 
we have e„xexy—xexy. Hence exxy—xexy. We may write therefore: 
x*(y*z) = exxy • (eyz)<pyx — (xy)*z = (x*y)*z. 
This proves that S is a semigroup. 
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2) The relation (2) implies Qx*Qp=HxczQx for a^fi and Q2xcQx (for any 
OL^M). Next 
QX*S= Ö«*[U ö j c ö , , v(.M 
so that each Qx is a right ideal of S. Denote L= | J H , then by (2) 
JifM 
s*l = [ u e»]*[ u = u hv = l , v£M fi£M v€M 
L * S = [ U # „ ] * [ U Öv] = U H„ = L. 
piM v£M ii£M 
Hence L is a two-sided ideal of S. 
To prove that L is a left group it is sufficient to show that for any y£ S we have 
L*y=L. Now y£S implies y€Qf f ° r some ftdM. Denote (e f iy)(pp v=y v£H v . 
We have 
L*y = [ U #v]*J> - U [í^v*^] = U tH 9-(e fy)q>,l = v£M v€M vgM 
= U [ # v J \ ] = U HV = L. v£M v£M 
This proves that 5 is a ULG-semigroup with kernel L and clearly L is isomorphic 
to L0. 
3) It remains to show that S has an L-endomorphism. Denote by E the set 
of all idempotents contained in L. It is sufficient to show that for x€ S we have 
I X Ü Í L I ^ I . If x£S we have x£Qx for some ct£M. Let ey£E. Then 
x*ey - (exx)-(ey)q>yx = exxea. 
The right-hand side is independent of ey, hence \x*E\ = \. This proves Theorem 3. 
3. The procedure described in Example 1 can be carried out in any ULG-semi-
group (even if S has not an L-endomorphism). To any minimal right ideal Gv of a 
ULG-semigroup S there is a largest right ideal R* of S (containing Gv) such that 
R* is a homogroup. This right ideal consists of all "rows" {w, uS} containing ev 
but no other idempotent of E. If ex^ef, then R*C\Rt=0. The union S*= IJ R* 
V£M V 
is a right ideal of S. If S does not have an L-endomorphism, then S* is a proper sub-
set of S. 
Lemma 2. The set S* consists exactly of those elements x£S for which \xE\~ 1. 
Proof , a) Let x€S*, hence x£R* with suitably chosen a£M. We have 
xE<zRxL<^R*OL=Gx. Note that in the homogroup R* we have xea=eax (for 
any x£R*a). 
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Let now ey be any element of E. Then xey£Gx implies (xey)ea=ex(xey). This 
implies xey=ex(xey)=(exx)ey=(xex)ey=x(exey)=xex. Hence xey = xex; therefore 
xE=xex, i.e., IJCJE"! = 1 for any x£S*. 
b) Suppose conversely that x£S—S*. We have to show that | xE | ^2 . The 
right ideal {x, xS} contains at least two idempotents of E, say ex,efi (e^e^). 
(Note that any right ideal of a ULG-semigroup contains at least one minimal right 
ideal hence some of the groups {Gy}.) Write {x, xS}= {ex, ep, S J , where Si is a 
subset of S. (We do not exclude that contains some further elements of E.) Mul-
tiplying by E we have 
{xE, xSE) = {exE, e^E, S1E}. 
Since SE=L, exE=ex, efiE—ep, we have 
{xE,xL} = {e^e^Ia}, 
where is a subset of L. Finally since xE<zxL we get • 
xL = {ex, e f , Li}. 
Hence there are two elements g£ L, g^ L, such that 
(3) xg = ex, 
(4) xgi = efi. 
Since L= (J Gy, there are two indices y, <5€M such that g£G , gi£Gd. Denote v£M 
by g ' 1 the element of Gy for which gg~1=ey and by g f 1 the element of Gs for which 
gigr1=es- T h e n ( 3 ) a n d ( 4 ) imply 
xgg-1 = exg~\ xgjgf1 = ejgi1, 
hence 
xey = exg-xdexL = Gx, xed = epg^defiL = Gp. 
Since GxC\Gfi=0, the elements xey, xes are different elements (contained in L). 
Hence xE contains at least two different elements (namely xey, xes) so that \xE\^2. 
This proves Lemma 2. 
The semigroup S* (being a union of right ideals of S) is a right ideal of S. But 
we easily show that S* is also a left ideal of S (hence a two-sided ideal of S). Suppose 
that x£S*, i.e. \xE\ = \. Then for any s£S (sx)E=s(xE) and since xEis a unique 
element (contained in L), we conclude |(JX).E| = 1, i.e. sx£S*, hence SS*cS*. 
We have proved: 
T h e o r e m 4. Let S be a ULG-semigroup with kernel L. Denote by E the set of 
all idempotents of L. Then there exists a unique largest subsemigroup S* of S containing 
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L such that S* has an L-endomorphism. The semigroup S* is a two-sided ideal of S and 
it can be characterised by the following two equivalent conditions: 
a) S* is the set of all x£S such that |x£"| = l. 
b) S* is the union of (disjoint) largest right ideals of S each of which is a homo-
group. 
Remark . The emphasis in the second characterization is on the fact that the 
right ideals in S*= (J R* are right ideals of S (and not merely of S*). 
OT£AF 
Example 2. Consider the ULG-semigroup S given by the multiplication table 
a b c d 
a a a a a 
b b b b b 
c a b c d 
d a a a d. 
Here L=E— {a, b). The semigroup 5 has no Z-endomorphism. The largest right 
ideal R* containing the idempotent a which is a homogroup is R*= {a, d). Next 
Rl is {5} itself. We have S*— {a, c?}U {£>}. The element c cannot be contained in a 
right ideal which is a homogroup, since {c, cS1} contains both idempotents a and b. 
It is worth noting that R* = {a, <f} is a homogroup, but not the largest homo-
group containing a. The largest homogroup containing a is the subsemigroup {a, d, c}. 
(Of course this semigroup is not a right ideal of S.) 
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Principal tolerance trivial commutative semigroups 
BEDRICH PONDELI'CEK 
Following I . CHAJDA [1] an algebra A is said to be (principal) tolerance trivial if 
every (principal) tolerance on A is a congruence. In [2] B . ZELINKA has shown that a 
commutative semigroup S is tolerance trivial if and only if either S is a group or 
card S-2. 
In this paper we shall describe all commutative semigroups which are principal 
tolerance trivial. Non-defined terminology and notation may be found in [3] and [4]. 
Recall that a tolerance T on a commutative semigroup S is a reflexive and sym-
metric subsemigroup of the direct product Sx S. For a, b£S we denote by T(a, b) 
the least tolerance on S containing (a, b), i.e. T(a, b) is the principal tolerance on S 
generated by (a, b). We shall use the following notation: (a, b)mz=(amz, bmz) for 
all a, b, S and for every positive integer m. The set of all idempotents of a commu-
tative semigroup S is denoted by E(S) and is partially ordered by: eSf if and only 
if ef=e. We write for e^f and e?±f. We denote by Ge the maximal sub-
group of S containing an idempotent e. The notation S 1 stands for S if 5 has an 
identity, otherwise it stands for S with an identity adjoined. 
The following lemma is clear: 
Lemma 1. Let S be a commutative semigroup and a,b£S, a^b. For x,y£S, 
x^y, we have (x, y)€T(a, b) if and only if there exist z^S1 and a positive integer m 
such that either (x,y)=(a,b)mz or (x, y)=(b, a)mz. 
Note 1. Let S be a zero semigroup, i.e. card S2— 1. Using Lemma 1 it is 
easy to show that S is principal tolerance trivial. 
No te 2. Now, we give another example of a principal tolerance trivial commu-
tative semigroup. Let G be a commutative periodic group and let A be a non-empty 
set. Suppose that GHA=0 and put S=G\JA. Let a multiplication on S be defined 
as follows: 
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a) If e,f£A, then ef—e for e=f and ef=h for e ^ f , where ft denotes the 
identity of G. 
b) If e£A and g£G, then eg=g=ge. 
c ) If SIDG, then the product G^2 is the same as in G. 
It is easy to show that S is a commutative semigroup which is a semilattice of groups. 
Clearly £(S)=v4U{/i}, Ge={e} for all e£A and Gh=G. 
Now, we shall prove that S is a principal tolerance trivial semigroup. Let 
a, b£S, a^b. It suffices to show that the relation T{a, b) is transitive. 
Case 1. Suppose that a, b£A. It follows from Lemma 1 that T(a, b)= 
= KU/?~1Uid s , where R= {(a, b), (b, h), (h, a)}. Clearly T(a, b) is transitive. 
Case 2. Suppose that a£A and b£G. Evidently T(a, b)=T(b, a). Let (x, y), 
(y,z)£T(a,b) and x^y, y^z. It follows from Lemma 1 that (x, y)=(a, b)mu or 
(x, y)=(b, a)mu for some u^S1 and some positive integer m. Analogously we have 
(y, z)—(a, b)"v or (y, z)=(b, a)"v for some v^S1 and some positive integer n. 
Subcase 2a. Assume that x=au, y=bmu—av and z—b"v. Then z=bnv= 
= b"av=bm+nu and so, by Lemma 1, we have (x, z)=(a, b)m+"u£T(a, b). 
Subcase 2b. Assume that x—au, y—bmu=bnv and z—av. If u—v, then x=z 
and so (x, z)£T(a, b). We can suppose that u^v. If u,v£G, then bmu—b"v and 
so uv~1=b"~m=br for some positive integer r, because the group G is periodic. By 
Lemma 1, we have (x, z)=(u, v)—(b, a)rv£T(a, b). If w£G and v£Sls\G, then 
bmu—b" and so u=b"~m—lf for some positive integer r. Hence we have {x,z)~ 
= (u,a)=(b,a)r for t>6{l,a} and (x, z)=(u, h)—(b, a)rv for (1, a}. This gives 
in both cases (x, z)£T(a, b). Analogously we can prove that udSX\G and v£G 
imply (x, z)£T(a, b). Let u,v£S^G. Then it is easy to show that (x, z)£{a, h}X 
X {a, h). Since G is periodic, there exists a positive integer k such that bk=h and 
so (a, h)=(a, b)k. Therefore we have (x, z)£T(a, b). 
Subcase 2c. Assume that x—bmu, y=au=av and z=b"v. Since b is a periodic 
element of G, there, exists a positive integer r such that b"~m—br. Thus we have 
(x, z)=(bmu, b"v)=(a, b)rbmau£ T(a, b). 
Subcase 2d. Assume that x=bmu, y—au=b"v and z=av. Using the same 
method as in Subcase 2a we obtain that (x, z)£T(a, b). 
Case 3. Suppose that a,b£G. Let (x, j ) , ( y , z ) £ T ( a , b ) and x^y, y^z. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that x, y, z£G and so (x, z)=(x, y)(y~1, y~1)(y, z)€ 
€T(a, b). 
Theorem. A commutative semigroup S is principal tolerance trivial if and only if 
S satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) S is group; 
(ii) S is a zero semigroup; 
(iii) S is of type defined in Note 2. 
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Proof . Let 5 be a commutative semigroup. If S satisfies one of the conditions 
(i), (ii) or (iii), then S is principal tolerance trivial (see Notes 1 and 2). 
Now, we shall prove the following lemmas, in which we shall suppose that the 
commutative semigroup S is principal tolerance trivial, card S 2 S 2 and S is 
not a group. 
Lemma 2. If aÇS\a2S, then a2 is a zero in S. 
Proof . Let a£S\a2S. Then a^a2 and, by Lemma 1, we obtain (a, a2), 
(a2, a3)£ T(a, a2). Since T(a, a2) is transitive, we have (a, a3)€ T(a, a2). According to 
Lemma 1, there exists a uÇ_Sx such that (a, a3)=(a, a2)u and so a3=a2u=a2. Put 
h=a2. Clearly h2=h—ah. Now, we shall show that hx=h for all x£S. Assume 
that hb^h forsome b£S. If hb=a, then a£a2S, which is a contradiction. We have 
hb^a. It is clear that (hb, h)=(hb, a) a. According to Lemma 1, we have (a, hb), 
(hb, h)iT(a, hb) and so (a, h)£T(a, hb)=T(a, a2b). It follows from Lemma 1 that 
(a, h)=(a, hb)u forsome u^S1. Hence we have h=ah=ahbu—ahb=hb, a contra-
diction. Therefore h is a zero in S. 
Lemma 3. Let S have a zero 0 and let a,b£S. If a2—0=b2 and a^O^b, 
then ab=0. 
Proof . Assume that ab^O. If a=ab, then a=ab2=0, a contradiction. We 
have a^ab. By Lemma 1, we obtain (a,ab), (ab, Q)£T(a, ab), because (ab, 0)= 
— {a,ab)b. Hence we have (a, 0)£T(a, ab). If a=abu forsome udS1, then ab=0, 
a contradiction. Lemma 1 implies that (a, 0)= (a, ab)u for some u<zSl. Then 
ab=aub=0, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4. Let S have a zero 0 and let a, e£S. If a2=0, e2=e and a^O^e, 
then ae= 0. 
Proof . Assume that ae^O. We have (e, 0), (0, ae)Ç.T(e, 0) and so (e, ae)Ç_ 
£T(e, 0). If e=ae, then e=a2e= 0, a contradiction. Hence we have e^ae and so, 
by Lemma 1, e=0 or ae=0, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5. S is regular. 
Proof . Suppose that S is not regular. From Lemma 2 it follows that S has a 
zero 0. Since card S2^2 by hypothesis, therefore there exist a,b£S such that 
ab^O. According to Lemmas 2 and 3, a or b is a regular element of S. This implies 
that there exists an idempotent e^O in S. Evidently, S has an element c^O, which 
is not regular. It follows from Lemma 2 that c2=0 and Lemma 4 implies that 
ce=0. Clearly c^e, and according to Lemma 1, we have (c, e), (e, 0)£T(e, c), 
because (e, 0)=(e, c)e. Thus (c, 0)£T(e, c). If c=eu for some u£S\ then 
0=ce=c, a contradiction. Hence, by Lemma 1, we obtain (c, 0)=(c, e)u for 
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some wÇS1. Then c=cu=cu2 and so wMO. Lemma 2 implies that M is regular, 
which means that u=u2v for some vÇ_S. Hence we obtain uv^O and (uv)2=uv. 
According to Lemma 4, we have cuv=0 and so c=cu=(cuv)u=0, a contradiction. 
Lemma 6. If for e,f,g£E(S), then e=f. 
Proof . Assume that e<f. Then e<g and ( f , e)=(g, e)f It follows from 
Lemma 1 that ( f , e), (e, g)£T(e, g) and so (f g)£T(e, g). By Lemma 1, we have 
either f—ez or g=ez for some zÇS1. If f=ez, then e=ef—f a contradiction. 
If g—ez, then analogously e—eg=g, a contradiction. 
Lemma 7. E(S) is of the type defined in Note 2. 
Proof . It follows from Lemma 5 that E(S)^0. If card E(S)=1, then S is 
a group, which is a contradiction. Hence we have card £ ( S ) = 2 . Our statement 
follows from Lemma 6. 
Lemma 8. S is periodic. 
Proof . It follows from Lemma 5 that S is a semilattice of maximal subgroups 
Ge (e££(S)). Suppose that there exists a cÇS which is not periodic. Then cÇ_Ge 
for some e£E(S). Clearly c^e. It follows from Lemma 7 that there exists an 
f£E(S) such that either or e< / . 
Case 1. /-=<?. According to Lemma 1, we have (c,/), (/, c2)£T(f c) and so 
(c, c2)£T(fi c). It follows from Lemma 1 that either c=fu or c2=fu for some 
udS1. Then either e=fuc~l or e— /W(c-1)2 (C-1 denotes the inverse element of c 
in Ge). This gives in both cases e=ef=f a contradiction. 
Case 2. <?</. Then we have (c, e)=(c,f)e and so, by Lemma 1, we obtain 
(f,c),(c,e)iT(fc). By hypothesis we have (f e)dT(f c). Lemma 1 implies that 
either ( f e ) = ( f , c ) m u or (fe)=(c,f)mu for some «ÇS1 and some positive integer m. 
If f—fu and e—cmu, then e—ef—cmuf=cmf—(cme)f=cm and so c is periodic, a 
contradiction. If f—cmu, then e=ef—ecmu—cmu=f, a contradiction. 
Lemma 9. If /i<e, e,h£E(S), then c a rdG e =l . 
Proof . Assume that there exists a cÇ_Ge such that c^e. It follows from 
Lemma 8 that ck=e for some positive integer k. By Lemma 1, we have (c, h), (h, 
Ç.T(h,c) and so (c, e)£T(h, c). It follows from Lemma 1 that either c=hu or 
e—hu for some uÇS1. If c=hu, then e=à=huk and so h=he—e, a contra-
diction. If e=hu, then analogously we have h=e, a contradiction. 
The proof of Theorem follows from Lemmas 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
Coro l l a ry 1. A semilattice is principal tolerance trivial if and only if its length 
is not greater than two. 
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It is known (see [5] and [6]) that the set of all tolerances on a semigroup S 
forms a complete algebraic lattice with respect to set inclusion. 
Co ro l l a ry 2. Let S be a tolerance trivial commutative semigroup. Then the 
lattice J¥(S) is modular. 
Proof . If S is a commutative group, then ¿¡?(S) is the lattice of all congruences 
on S and so £C(S) is modular. If S is a zero semigroup, then ¿C(S) is the lattice of 
all reflexive and symmetric relations on S and so JSP(S) is distributive. If S is of the 
type defined in Note 2, then it follows from Theorem 1 of [7] that ¿¡?(S) is modular. 
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On non-modular «-distributive lattices 
I. Lattices of convex sets 
A. P. HUHN 
1. Introduction. A lattice is called «-distributive if it satisfies the identity 
(1) *A v y, = V [*A V yil 
1=0 j=0 i=0 
>V7 
A lattice satisfying the dual of (1) is called dually «-distributive. The class of «-distri-
butive (respectively, dually «-distributive) lattices is denoted by An (respectively, 
Vn). «-distributive lattices were introduced to describe dimension like properties of 
modular lattices. Here we present some examples of non-modular «-distributive lat-
tices. E d e n o t e s the («— l)-dimensional Euclidean space and fi(£"-1) denotes its 
lattice of convex sets. Our first result describes how fi(En_1) is situated in the classes 
and Vm. 
Theorem 1.1. fi^-^e^.V.-jnCV.XV.-O. 
The proof of «-distributivity in Section 2 is based on Carathéodory's theorem, 
while the dual «-distributivity is derived from Helly's theorem. 
In Section 3 we strengthen part of this result. Let F denote the class of finite 
lattices. 
Theorem 1.2. fl^-^HSP^nF). 
In other words, £(E"~1) is in the lattice variety (equational class) generated by 
the finite «-distributive lattices. The intuitive reason for Theorem 1.2 is that, if we 
restrict the operation of convex closure to a finite subset H of E"~x, then this closure 
system has an «-distributive lattice of closed sets by Carathéodory's theorem, and this 
lattice resembles fi(£,n-1) as H becomes large. We note that fi(£n_1) is also in the 
Received June 5, 1985. 
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class HSP(V„DF). The proof of this theorem involves more geometry and will be 
published separately together with other Helly-type results. 
Notice that the above sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.2 gives rise to a high 
variety of «-distributive lattices: associated with any finite subset of £ n _ 1 there is an 
«-distributive lattice. The example given by the following theorem is of different 
character. Let 2 (£" _ 1 ) denote the lattice of closed convex sets of E"~l. In Section 4 
we prove: 
Theo rem 1.3. S ^ - ^ A ^ - j r K V A V , ^ ) . 
Carathéodory's theorem provides also a new aspect to the study of modular 
«-distributive lattices. In Section 5 we characterize complete, complemented, modu-
lar, completely «-distributive lattices among all projective geometries as those satis-
fying a Carathéodory type condition. (Completely «-distributive lattices are defined 
in Section 5 in analogy with completely distributive lattices.) An unexpected conse-
quence of our characterization is that this class of lattices (as well as the correspond-
ing class of projective geometries) is self-dual. 
Finally, in Section 6 we prove the following fact on modular «-distributive 
lattices: 
Theo rem 1.4. Every modular n-distributive lattice is a member o/HSP(¿ln f~l F). 
It is now natural to ask whether there are any further examples of non-modular 
«-distributive lattices in other branches of mathematics. It is not hard to show that 
the partition lattice of an («+l)-element set is in (^„\^„-i)n(V„\V„_1) . This 
example will be developed further in Part II of this paper, where graphs with an «-
distributive (respectively, dually «-distributive) contraction lattice are characterized. 
Partition lattices occur as special cases, as they are the contraction lattices of complete 
graphs. 
In an independent paper [3] HORST GERSTMANN also considers nonmodular 
«-distributive lattices, defines complete and infinite «-distributive laws and character-
izes the different sorts of «-distributivity of the closed sets of a closure space in 
terms of properties of the closure operator. Gerstmann's generalized distributive laws 
cover, beside the «-distributive laws, the concepts of (von Neumann) A-continuity 
and of Scott-continuity. 
2. The lattice of convex sets. We first quote the two classical theorems that are 
in the centre of this paper. 
Hel ly ' s theorem. Let 'tí be a finite family of convex subsets of E"~l. If any 
n elements of <6 have a non-empty intersection, then the intersection of the whole fam-
ily (6 is not empty. 
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C a r a t h é o d o r y ' s theorem. Let H be a subset of En_1 and let p be a point in 
En~l. I f p is in the convex closure of H, then it is in the convex closure of an n element 
subset of H. 
We first prove that £(Z¿"-1) is «-distributive. Let X, Y0, Yx, ..., Y^SliE"'1). 
Let p be a point of En~x and assume that 
p€XA V Y¡ 
¡=o 
(where the A and V are the operations of Then, by Carathéodory's theo-
n 
rem there are n elements of the set union |J Y¡, say p0, plt ...,p„-1, such that p 
¡ = 0 
is an element of their convex closure. If Pj€Y¡ , j= 0, 1, ..., n— 1, then p is also in 
n - i 1 
V Y i Of course, p£X, hence 
o > 




ZA V Y¡ g V V y t]. 
(=0 J = 0 i=0 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Now we prove that the dual »-distributive law holds in 2{En~Y). Let 
X, Y0, y l 5 ..., y„£2(2s"_1). Let 
p£ A A F j . 
j=0 ¡=0 
•Vj 
Then there exist points x0, x1, ..., xn and y0, y1, ..., y„ such that 
n 
Xj£X, y j £ A Y ¡ , ; = 0 , 1 , . . . , « 
i = 0 
IF* J 
and p is a convex linear combination of each pair Xj, yj. Now a trivial induction over 
k yields that, whenever y is a convex linear combination of y0,yi, t ( k s n ) 
then there is a convex linear combination x of x0, x1 ; ..., xk such that p is a convex 
linear combination of x and y. 
We are ready to apply Helly's theorem. Let Y¡ be the convex closure of {v0, ... 
^¡-1,^+1, •• •,:)>„}• Then 
Y J Z A Y I ' , 7 = 0 , 1 , . . . , « . 
i=0 
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By Helly's theorem, the intersection of the Y\ is not empty. Let 
A Y{. 
1=0 
y is a convex linear combination of, say, y0,yx, ..., yn~i- Applying our last obser-
vation, there is an JC in the convex closure of x0, ..., x„-l (hence also in X) such 
that p is in the convex closure of x and y: 
pZXV A Y{ Q XV A Y„ 
¡=o ¡=o 
as claimed. 
Finally, 2(E"~1) is not («— l)-distributive, as the following counterexample 
shows: Let S be a simplex, let x£S such that x is not contained in any (n—2)-
dimensional face of S, and let y0,yx, . . . , b e the extremal points of S. Then 
W A V ^ , } = {*} ^ 0 = V [ { * } A ' V W ] . 
¡=0 7=0 i=0 
2(E"~l) is not dually (n— l)-distributive either: Let X be a closed halfspace disjoint 
from S (S is also closed) and let F0 , YY, ..., 7„_1 be the (n— 2)-dimensional faces of 
S. Then 
XV A1Y i = XV 0 = X, 
i=0 
which is a proper part of 
" a [ * V A V j = 
j=0 ¡=0 j=0 
3. On the variety generated by all finite «-distributive lattices. In this section we 
prove Theorem 1.2 via the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. fi(£n-1)6HSP(£fin(£''-1)). where £fin(£n-1) denotes the set of 
all those convex sets of E"~x that are the convex closures of a finite set of points. 
Proof . Every element of fi(£"-1) is a join of atoms and every atom of £ ( £ n _ 1 ) 
is compact by Caratheodory's theorem. Thus ii(E"~1) is algebraic. Furthermore, its 
compact elements are exactly the elements of £ f in(£'n~1). Hence fi(£"_1) is isomorphic 
to the ideal lattice of £ f i n (£" - 1 ) , whence it is in the variety generated by 2.lin{E"~1). 
In the above proof we implicitely made use of the fact that fifin(£"_1) is a sub-
lattice of fi(£n_1), that is, the intersection of two convex polytopes is a convex poly-
tope, otherwise we could not have spoken of the lattice fif¡„(E"'1). 
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Now let H be any finite subset of E"'1, and let 2(H) denote the set of all those 
subsets X of H which are of the form X=CC\H with CQE"-1 convex. Clearly 
2(H) = { Z ( i i 7 ) | Z = (conv*)n#}, 
where "conv" denotes the operator associating with any set its convex hull. Now it is 
clear that 2(H) is a lattice relative to the inclusion and its operations VH and AH 
are as follows. 
X V H 7 = (conv XV conv y) 0 Hy 
Xh BY = (conv ZAconv Y)C\H = XC\Y, 
where V and A are the operations in 
Lemma 3.2. 2(H) is n-distributive. 
Proof . Assume that X, Y0, Yt, ..., Y„£2(H), p£H, and 
p£XAH VH Yt. i 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, Caratheodory's theorem and the descriptions of 




proving the lemma. 
The following lemma finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 3.3. ^ „ ( ^ " - ^ e H S P i f l ^ l f f g j E " - 1 , 
Proof . Let je={H\HQEn~1, |#|<K0}- Let 
L= ff2(H), 
H err-
and let M consist of all a£L for which there is a P€2[in(En~1) with the property 
that for some and for all H^tf containing H0, we have a(H)=HC\P. If 
a£M and P has the above property, then P is called a support of a. The support of a 
is uniquely determined. Indeed, if P*P'£2fln(E—1), H0, a(H)=PC)H 
for all and a(H)=P'f)H for all H'0QH£3#> then extend H0UH'o 
to an H£3tP that contains an element from the symmetric difference P A P ' . For 
this H we have a(H)=Pf)H^P'C]H=a(H), a contradiction. 
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We first prove that M is a sublattice of L. Let a, b£_M, let Pa and Pb be the 
supports of a and b, respectively, and choose Ha and Hb such that 
a(H) = HC\Pa if HaQH£3f 
and 
b(H) = HC)Pb if HbQH 
Let contain the sets Ha and Hb and the sets of extremal points of Pa and of 
Pb. Then we have 
conv (H n Pa) = Pa, conv (H PI P„) = Pb 
whenever H0QH£J#'. Compute the values of a\Jb and aAb at H {H as above). 
(aVfe)(H) = a(H)\!H b(H) = (H (1 Pfl)VH (H fl Pb) = 
= (conv (H fl Pa) V conv (H fl Pb)) fl H = (PaVPb)f)H. 
Clearly PaV^efifinCE"-1), whence a\JbiM, 
(.ahb)(H) = a(H)t\Hb(H) = (Hf)Pa)C](HnPb) = HC](PaAPb). 
Applying that P0APj,€fif in(£"_1), we obtain that aAbtM. 
We have also obtained that the map M—£ f i n(£"_ 1), a*-*Pa is a lattice homo-
morphism. For any P£fi f i n(£"_ 1), P is the support of the choice function a defined 
by a(H)—PC\H. Hence fifin(£"-1) is a homomorphic image of M, which completes 
the proof. 
4. The lattice of closed convex sets. In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. 
The operations of ^(E""1) will be denoted as sum and product. Obviously, 
XY=X!\Y and X+Y is the topological closure of X\JY if X, Y^iE"'1). Choose 
a point 
p€X ¿r„ 
i = 0 
where X, Y0, Ylt ..., y^SCE" - 1 ) . Then p£X and p= lim pm for some m-*-oo n 
{Pm)m6N§ V Yt. By Caratheodory's theorem, for every m£N there is a j(m)€ 
i = 0 
e{0, 1, ..., n} such that pm€ V Yi- For at least one 1, ...,«}, k-j{m) i = 0 
for infinitely many m£N. Therefore, the subsequence {/?,„}j(m)=f. of {/7m}m6N is 
n 
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Thus 
x jbr,g ¿ [ r i y , ] . 
¡ = 0 k=0 >=0 
ivfc 
To prove the dual «-distributivity, we need a lemma. 
L e m m a 4.1. Let p, q, rdE"'1. Then, for any u£conv {p, r}, i>£conv {q, i1}, 
and x£conv {p, q}, there exist y£ conv {r, J} and z£ conv {w, u} such that 
z£conv {x, j}. 
P roo f . We may assume that u${p, r} and {q, as otherwise the state-
ment is trivial. The conditions of the lemma show that there exist real numbers 
a1, a2, Pi, p2, Vi, y2 such that 
q = a x i - f tx2v, ofj + a, = 1, oîj ï"! 0, 
P = Pir + P2u, P1 + P2=l, ftsO, 
x = y iq + y2P, yi + ys=h 
X = yi<XiS + y1cc2v + y2pir + y2p2u — 
Hence 
where 
<5x = yi<Xi + y2Pi, 52 = y1a2 + y2p2, 
y = Ml J + 1111 r 
yiXi + yzPi yi^ + yiPi ' 
z yi«2 v , y2P2 u 
yiVz + yzPz ^ yia2 + y2p2 
This representation shows that y£conv {s, r}, zgconv {«, u} (the coefficients are 
non-negative and sum up to 1). Finally, <5i=0 yield that zfconv {x, 
The following extension of this lemma is now proved by an easy induction over k. 
Coro l l a ry . Let p0,plt ...,pk, q0, qx, ..., qk, r0, r l5 ..., rk€E"~'i. Assume 
/•¡€conv {p^ qi}, i=0, 1, ..., k. Let />£conv {p0>,Pi> - ^Pk}- Then there exist 
qdconv {q0,qx, ...,qk} and r£conv {r0, rlt ..., rk} such that r6conv {p, q}. 
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Now we pass on to prove the dual w-distributivity of S(.E" -1). Let 
j=0 i=0 
where X, Y0, Yt, ..., Yn^'2.(En~1). Then there exist sequences {pJm}miN, j= 0 ,1 , ... 
. . . ,«, each converging to p, such that 
PjmZXV flYi, mSN, J = 0,1, ...,». 
i=0 
Now choose, for all m£N and j= 0, 1, ...,n, 
XjmZX, yjmi A Y> i=o 
such that pJm is a convex linear combination of xJm and yJm. By Helly's theorem there 
exists an 
y^IiYi 
i = 0 
for all m£N, and ym can be chosen to be an element of conv {y0m, ylm, ..., ynm}. 
Thus, by the Corollary, there exist points xm£conv {x0m, xlm, ..., xnm} and />m€ 
€conv {p0m,plm, ...,pnm} with pm<iconv {xm,ym} for all tn^N. Obviously, pm^p 
as m—oo, thus p is in the topological closure of {pm}m£N and each pm is a member of 
X\J ¿ Y t . Hence 
¡=o 
p i X + j j Y . 
¡=0 
The counterexamples at the end of Section 2 also show that 
V . - i . 
5. Complemented modular lattices revisited, n-distributivity of comple-
mented modular lattices was studied in [4]. Here we add a result describing those 
projective geometries in which "Caratheodory's theorem holds". As it is well-known 
by FRINK [2] there is a one-to-one correspondence between projective geometries and 
their subspace lattices, which are exactly the complete, complemented, modular, 
atomic lattices such that every atom is compact. It will be convenient to call these 
lattices projective geometries. We say that a projective geometry M satisfies the prop-
in 
erty (C„) iff, for any atoms p,p1,...,pm, m l K + 1 of M with /»S V Pi, there 
i = l n 
exist i j , i2, ..., /„€{1, 2, ..., m} such that pS V Pi • 
i J 
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A lattice is called infinitely «-distributive iff it satisfies the identity 
xA V Y, = V [*A V Fil 
iil K5I /£K 
for arbitrary index set I. It is called completely «-distributive iff the identity 
A V x>j = V A V x u • a JiJ, V iil j€<p(0 holds in it for arbitrary I and /¡ , id I and where the at the right hand 
side is to be formed for all choice functions cp: /— (J Pn(Jt) (with cp(i)dPn(Ji)), 
iei 
where P„(Jt) denotes the set of n element subsets of / ¡ , id I. Now we are ready to 
state the main result of this section. 
T h e o r e m 5.1. Let L be a complete complemented modular lattice. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L is a projective geometry satisfying (C„); 
(ii) L is atomic and infinitely n-distributive; 
(iii) L is completely n-distributive, 
(iv) L is isomorphic to a direct product of irreducible projective geometries of 
length s«. 
Coro l la ry . The dual of a projective geometry satisfying (C„) also satisfies (C„). 
The dual of a completely n-distributive complemented modular lattice is also completely 
n-distributive. 
Proof . (i)=>(iv). If (i) holds, then, by FRINK [2], Theorem 7, Corollary, L is a 
direct product of irreducible projective geometries Ly, ydT. We show that Ly must 
be of length S « for all ydL. Indeed, in the contrary case Ly contains an independ-
ent set of n + 1 atoms: p0,ply ...,pn. By irreducibility, PoVPi=Poi for some atom 
Poi^PoiPi- W e have also />0VPiVp2^p0 1 \Jp2^p0 i2 for some atom p0i2^p01, p2. 
Clearly, Pon^PoWPi (otherwise p0VPi=/W/Aii=/>2 > a contradiction). Similarly, 
for {¡J} = {0, 1}, p012$PiVP2 as otherwise piVp2=PiVPouVp2=PiVPoiVP2= 
=PjVPoiVp2^Pj- By induction, we find an atom A>i...n=/>oV/>iV---V/>„ such that 
Poi...»^Po\/---VPi-iVPi+iV---VPn> i = 0 , l , ...,«. This contradicts (C„). 
(iv)=»(iii). Irreducible projective geometries of length are completely «-
distributive (in fact, any meet of joins equals one of the meets of « element subjoins), 
hence so are their direct products. 
(iii)^-(ii). It is easily seen that complete n-distributivity implies infinite n-distri-
butivity. So we only have to show that L is atomic. It suffices to show that every ele-
ment of L is a join of elements of height Let xdL be of height greater than «. 
' n 
Consider all independent sets {x^, x^ , ..., xyn}, ydT such that V xyi=x. As 
¡=0 
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usual, UTn denotes the set of all mappings of the set T to Hn— {0, 1, ..., «}. By the 
complete «-distributive law, 
n 
* = A V xyl= V ••• V A ( ^ l ( , ) V . . . V x № ( J ) ) . 
We show that the elements 
n zm1...m„ = A V xymi(y) yin=i 
are of height S«. Indeed, in the contrary case, some of the intervals [0, zm^ mJ 
contains a chain of n-t-1 elements. Thus there is an independent set x2, ..., xn} 
n n • 
such that x'0:= V and A Let x0 be a complement of x0 in i=l 1 " B ¡ = 1 » • n 
[0, x]. Then V Xi=x. Therefore, some of the joins V occurs in the 
¡ = 0 i = 0,i±j 
A-representation of zm m . For j= 0, this yields x'0^zmi a contradiction. If 
yVO, then 
n n n 
x'0 = x'0Azmi...mn XqA V -v.- = V *i < V xt = x'0. i=0 ¡=0 i=l 
iV0,y 
This contradiction yields (ii). 
The implication (ii)=>-(i) being very easy, the proof is complete. 
6. Modular lattices. In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. By a result of 
FAIGLE [1], every modular lattice M can be embedded into a modular lattice M' 
such that every element of M' is a join of compact completely join-irreducible ele-
ments. If we prove that M' is in HSP(^nf lF), then the theorem follows. Let & 
be the set of all completely join-irreducible elements of M (these elements are all 
compact) and let be the set of all finite subsets of 3P. For any H^Jif, let M„ 
denote the set of all finite joins (in M') of elements of H. MH is clearly a lattice relative 
to the ordering of M'. Let AH and VH denote the operations in MH (note that VH 
is the same as V)- For any element x£M', and, for any let xH=sup {y\yS 
^x,y£MH}. Then 
xAy = V (xHAHyH ) 
HiJC 
and 
xVy = V (xH^Hyn)-
¡Hie 
Indeed, observe that x=\JHxx and implies xH^xG. If p^xAy for 
some pit? then xH=yH—p holds for H={p}, whence p^pAp=xHAHyn-
This proves the first equality. Now let p^.x\/y. Then p^VHlK(xH\/yK)= 
= \/H(xH\/yH)=VH(xH\/HyB), proving the second equality. 
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Assume that p—q is an m-ary lattice identity holding in all finite «-distributive 
lattices. Then p=q holds in all the lattices MH. Let x, , x2, ..., xm£M', and let pH 
and qH be the realizations of p and q in M. Then 
p(xi, x.,, ..., xm) = V P"((xi)n> (x2)n, • ••, (x,,,)„) = He*? 
= V qa((.xl )h> (X2)h> •••! (xm)n) — q(x 1, Xn, ..., Xm). Hijse 
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Free product of ortholattices 
SYLVIA PULMANNOVA 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a structure theorem for the free product of 
ortholattices. The method of BRUNS [1] for constructing a free ortholattice is combined 
with GRATZER'S method for constructing the free product of lattices [2]. 
An ortholattice is a lattice L with a smallest element 0 and a largest element 1 
and with an orthocomplementation such that 
(i) a"=a, a£L, 
(ii) а ё Ь implies b'^a', a,b(iL, 
(iii) a\/a'=l, aha'=0, a£L. 
The free product of ortholattices is defined as follows. 
De f in i t i on 1. Let (¿¡, 0г, If, ")> be a set of ortholattices. An ortholattice 
(L, 0 ,1 , ' ) is a free product of the ortholattices Lt, if 
(i) for any /£/, there is an injective homomorphism щ: Ц-*Ь which preserves 
the lattice operations and orthocomplementation so that each Li can be considered 
as a subalgebra of L, and for i, /, iV/, Ц— {0f, 1,} and L}— {Oj, l j} are dis-
joint; 
(ii) L is generated by U {«;(£,): /£/}; 
(iii) for any ortholattice A and for a family of homomorphisms (pt: L^A, 
there exists a homomorphism (p: L-+A such that (рощ agrees with q>t for 
all г 6 7. 
Def in i t ion 2. Let X be an arbitrary set. The set P(X) of polynomials over X 
is the smallest set satisfying (i) and (ii), where 
(i) XczP(X), 
(ii) if p, qdP(X), then p\/q and p!\q<iP{X). 
For a lattice A we define Ab=A{J{(P, l6}, where 0b, 1 b$A, and we order Ab 
by the rules: 0ь<л:< 1ь for any x£A, in Ab if x,y£A and in A. Thus 
Received February 13, 1985. 
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Ab7iA and we have aAb=Ob only if a=0b or b=O6, and a\/b= l6 only if a=lb 
or b= 1". 
Let {L;: /'€/} be a set of ortholattices. Put Q = U { : /'€/}. We suppose that 
L; and Lj are disjoint provided i^j, i,j£l. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let P(Q) be the set of polynomials over Q. The upper /-cover 
of p£ P(Q), p(i), is an element of (Li)b, defined as follows : 
(i) for a£Q (i.e. a£L ; for exactly one j£7), aU)=a if j—i, au>— lb if 
(ii) (pAq)<-i)=p(i)Ac/i) and (pVi)(0=/>(iV<7(,\ where A and V is taken in 
m f . 
The definition of lower i-cover, />(i), is analogous, with 0b replacing l 6 in (i). 
It is clear that p(t>^0t and p(i)^lb. An upper or lower f-cover is proper if it 
is not 1" or 06. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. [2] For any p£P(Q) and i£l we have that and if 
p(i) and pU) are proper and p^Spu\ then i=j. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. For p,q£P(Q), we put pQq if one of the following cases 
(i)—(vi) below occurs: 
(0 p=q, 
(ii) for some /£/, p0) ^ q{i), 
(iii) p^PoAp! where p0Qq or pxQq, 
(iv) p=p0Vpi where p0Qq and pl'=q, 
(v) 1=chAql where pQq0 and 
(vi) q=q0V<h where pQq 0 or 
The rank r(p) of a p£_P(Q) is defined as follows: for p£Q, r(p)= 1 and r(p)= 
=r(p1)+r(p2) if p=p1Api or p—PiVPi-
L e m m a 6. [2] Let p,q,r£P(Q) and i£l. Then 
(i) pQq implies p^^q^ and 
(ii) pQq and qQr imply p<=r. 
Since by 5 (i), p*=p for any p£P(Q), the relation g is a quasiordering, and so 
we can define p=q iff pQq and q^=p, P,q£P(Q)- We put 
R(P) = {?: ?6P(G) and p = q), R(Q) = {U(p) :>€P(G)} , 
R(p)^R(q) if pQq. 
L e m m a 7. [2] R(Q) is a lattice, and we have 
R(p)AR(q) = R(pAq), R(p)V R(q) = R(pVq). 
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Furthermore, if a, b, c, , i£l, and if aKb — c, ayb=d in Li, then R(a)AR(b)= 
= R(c) and R(a)VR(b)=R(d). 
As a consequence of Lemma 7 we get that p>-+R(p), p^L^ is an embedding of 
L; into R(Q). Therefore, identifying p£L; with R(p) we get each Lt as a sublattice 
of R(Q), and hence QcR(Q). It is also obvoius that the partial ordering induced by 
R(Q) on Q agrees with the original partial ordering. 
Let us add the set {0, 1} to P(Q) and let us define OQpQl for any p£P(Q), 
p\/0=p, />A0=0, p\J\ = \, pM=p. Let us further define the m a p ' o n P ( 0 U { 0 , 1 } 
as follows: if x£L t for some put l ' = 0 , 0 '=1 , and recursively, 
(at\b)'=a'\Jb', {a\Jb)'—a'Ab'. 
We note that the elements 0, 1 are different from the auxiliary elements 0b and 
1' used in the definition of the lower and upper covers. In the following lemma we 
put (0")'=16, (lb)'=0 fc. 
. L e m m a 8. For any piP(Q), O')(0=(/>(.))' and (P%)=P(i)'-
Proof . We shall proceed by induction on r(p). If r(p)—], then p£Lt for 
some i a , and p<»=p(i)=p, /»= 1", pU)=db for j^i. Therefore, pin'=(lb)'= 
=0 b =Pa) for j^i, and as p'=p" is the orthocomplement of p in Ln we have 
(p')U )=l*, (p'\j)=0b for j ^ i . From this we obtain that (pU))'==0b=(p')U), 
( p a ) r = ^ ( P ' ) U > for Further, (pT=p'=(p(i))', (p'\^p'=(p^y. Now 
let p=qVr, then p'=q'Nr\ and (p ') ( i )=(i ' ) ( 0A(r ') ( 0=to ( 0) 'A(r ( i )) ' by the induc-
tion hypothesis, so that (/»') ( 0=(?(i)Vr0 )) '=(pwy, and dually for p=qhr. The 
proof of (/»Oio^O**0)' is similar. 
L e m m a 9. a"=a for any a£P(0U{O, 1}, and aQb implies b'<=a' for any 
a,b£P(Q) U{0,1}. 
P roof . By the definition, 0 " = 1 ' = 0 , 1"=0 '=1 . If a£L{ for some /£/, then 
obviously a"=a. Let a=b/\c. Then a'=b'\Jc', and a"=b"/\c". By induction we 
obtain that a"—a. For a=b\Jc the situation is dual. 
Now we shall prove the second statement. If a=0 or b= 1, it is obvious. 
We shall suppose that a, 1} and proceed by induction on r(a)+r(b). If 
r(a)+r(b)=2, then aQb holds by 5 (i) or 5 (ii), so that a, b£Li for some /£/, 
and a'=a", b'=b'1, which implies that b'Qa'. Now let r(a)+r(b)=r, and let 
the statement hold for all r(a)+r(b)^r. If aQb holds by 5 (i), then a'=b'. If 
a Qb holds by 5 (ii), then for some i f j . By Lemma 8, (aa))'=(a')(i) and 
(b(l)Y=(b')(i). Therefore a(i)sb0) implies (b')0>^(a')(i), which in turn implies that 
b'Ga' by 5 (ii). If aQb by 5 (iii) with a=a0Afli, then a0Qb or a^b, which 
implies by the induction hypothesis that b'Qa'0 or b'QaAs a'=a'0\Ja[, we get 
that b'Qa' by 5 (vi). If aQb by 5 (iv) and a=a0\ta1, where a0Qb and diQb, 
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then b'^a'Q and b'Qa[ and this implies that b'<ga^Aa'x=a' by 5 (v). If aQb by 
5 (v), then b=b0Sbi and aQb0 and a^b1. This implies that b'0Qa' and b^Qa', 
which implies that b'=b'0\/b[^ by 5 (iv). If aQb by 5 (vi), where b=b0\/b1 « 
with aQb0 or then b'0Qa' or b^Qa', and therefore bgAb^Qa' by 5 (iii). 
Following BRUNS [1], we shall define the subset S of reduced elements in 
P(0U{O,1}. 
De f in i t i on 10. Define a subset S of P(g)U{0,1} recursively as follows: 
a is in S if 
(i) fl€{0,1} or a€U{L ( -{0 ( , 1J: idl}, 
(ii) a=byc with b,c£S and b'%a, c'%_a, 
(iii) a=Z?Ac with b,cdS and a%b', a<£c'. 
Lemma 11. The set S is closed under '. 
Proof . If a£{0, 1}, then obviously a'€{0,1}. If a£Lt-{0f, 1,} for some 
idl, then «'€¿¡-{0;, 1,} so that a'dS. If a=b\/c, b,cdS and b'%a, c'%a, 
then a'—b' Ac' and a'%b, a'^c. By induction, b', c'dS, and a'd S by 10 (iii). 
If a=bAc with b,cdS and a%b', a%c', then by induction, b', c'dS, and b%a', 
c<£a' implies that a'dS by 10 (ii). 
Lemma 12. If adS-{0, 1} then and a ^ l , for all idl-
Proof . We shall proceed by induction. If adLt— {0,-, 1,} then a ( i ) =o ( i ) = 
l j , and aU)—0b, aU)—lb for j^i. Now let a—b\Jc. Let us suppose 
that a ( i )=0 f for some id I. Then a ( i )=b ( i )Vc ( , ) implies that and c(i) are proper, 
and b(i)—c(i)—0;, which contradicts the induction hypothesis. Now let a—bAc, 
b,cdS, agb', a%c'. If a ( i )=0 ; , then a(i)=fc(i)Ac(i) implies that b(i) or c(i) are 
proper, and aw=0,g(fc(i))'=(fe')(i) implies by 5 (ii) that aQb', a contradiction. 
Now let us suppose that for adS, id I- By Lemma 11, a'dS, and by 
Lemma 8, (a(i))'—(a')w=0i, which contradicts the above part of the proof. 
Lemma 13. For any a € S - { l } , a'^a. If adP(Q) and 2>£S-{1}, then 
a%b or a%b. 
Proof . If a G S - { l } by 10 (i), then a=0 or adLi~{ 0,-, 1,} for some id I. 
In both cases a'^a holds. Now let us suppose that adS— {1} and a'Qa holds 
by 5 (ii). Then (a')(i).^fl(0 for some id I. This implies that (a') (0=(a ( i )) '=ia (0 , but 
this is impossible by Lemma 12. Now let adS by 10 (ii) with a—b\/c. If b'Ac'Q 
<=b\/c holds by 5 (iii), then b'Qbyc or c'Qb\/c, which contradicts 10 (ii). If 
b'Ac'Qbyc by 5 (vi), then b'Ac'Qb or b'Ac'Qc. From this it follows that b'Qa 
or c'Sa, contradicting 10 (ii). If a=bAc, then if b'yc'QbAc by 5 (iv), then 
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b'Qb Ac and c'QbAc. But this implies that b'Qb and c'Qc by 5 (v), contradict-
ing the induction hypothesis. If b'Mc'QbAc by 5 (v), then b'Mc'Qb and b'у c'Qc, 
and this implies by 5 (iv) that b'Qb and c'Qc, contradicting the induction hypothe-
sis. Thus the first part of Lemma 13 is proved. 
Finally, if flCj, and a'Qb with af_P{Q) and b£S- {1}, then a'Qb implies 
b'Qa, and this together with aQb gives b'Qb, which contradicts the first part 
of the proof. 
Obviously, the relation Q defined on SX S by Definition 5 together with the rule 
O g x g 1 for all x£S, is a quasiordering on S. Let 0 be the relation defined on 
SX S by aQb iff aQb and bQa. We prove now that S /0 is an ortholattice with 
0 /0 as the smallest and 1/0 as the largest element, a/0\Jb/0 = {a\Jb)/0 if a\fb£S 
and a/0\Jb/0= 1/0 if a\Jb$S, and, finally, that a/Q^a'/Q is an orthocomple-
mentation. 
Let us define й / 0 ё Ь / 0 iff aQb, a, bdS. Obviously, S is a partial ordering 
on S/0, and 0/0 and 1/0 are the smallest and largest element of S/0, respectively. 
If, for a, fe6S, the element ayb£S, then a/0\Jb/0={a\lb)/0 by Lemma 7. If, for 
a,b£S, theelement a\Jb$S, then a'Qa\jb or b'Qayb holds, and for every с in S 
such that a,bQc we get by 5 (iv) that a,a'Qc or b,b'Qc. This implies by Lem-
ma 13 that с— 1. Thus 1/0 is the supremum of a/0 and b/0. For meets the situa-
tion is dual. Therefore, S /0 is a lattice. For every a£S—{0, 1} the elements a\Ja' 
and aha' are not in S, and this implies that a'/0 is the complement of a/0 in S. 
Theorem 14. Let {L;: /£/} be a set of ortholattices and let Q— U i£I}. 
Denote by P(Q) the set of all polynomials over Q and by S the subset of P(0U{O, 1} 
given by Definition 10. Finally, let 0 be the congruence relation defined by a0b i f f 
aQb and bQa. Then S/0 is a free product of Lt, 
Proof . Put L=S/0. We have to prove that 
(i) each Lt, i£l, is a subalgebra of L and for i, у € I, i^j, Lt—{ 0 ;, 1,} and 
Lj—{0j, 1 ;} are disjoint, 
(ii) L is generated by U{L t: i£l}, 
(iii) for any ortholattice A and for a family of homomorphisms L^A, 
/£/, there exists a homomorphism <p\ L—A such that cp agrees on Lt with cpt for 
all iO. 
(i) We have already proved that L is an ortholattice. Define Lt—L by 
\l/i(x)=x/0=R(x) if *€! , , -{0„ 1г}, and ^ ;(1 ()= 1/0, ^¡(О,)=О/0. Clearly, we 
have ЫзО=ЫхУ, and ЫхУу)=Ь(х)УФХу) for x,y£Lt. If x ^ , 
then x/0 т^О/0, which implies that il/t is an embedding. 
(ii) is clear. 
(iii) We define inductively a map v: P(Q)-~A as follows: for p£Q we set 
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v(j>)=<Pi(j>) if PdLt, idl. If p=p 0 hpi or P=P0VP1, V(p0) and v ^ ) have already 
been defined, we set v{p)—v(p0)Av(p1) or v(p)=v(p0)\Jv(p1), respectively. 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 15. For pdP(Q) and idl, the following hold. 
0) If P(o is proper, then v(p(i))Sv(p). 
(ii) If p^ is proper, then v(p)Sv(p(,)). 
(iii) pQq implies that v(p)^v(q). 
(iv) v(p')=v(pY in A. 
Proof , (i)—(iii) The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 9 in [2]. 
(iv) If pdQ, then pdLt for exactly one id I, and v(p)=(p;(p), so that v(p')= 
= Vi<J) = Vi{p)'=v{pY- If P=Po*Pi, then v(p')—v(p'0\/p'1)—v(p/0)\/v(p/1)= 
= v(Po)'Vv(PiY by the induction hypothesis, which implies that v(p')=(v(p0)A 
A v(Pi))'=v (p)'. The situation for p—p^Mp^ is dual. 
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 14. Take a pdS and define 
q>(p/0)=v(p) if pdS-{0, 1}, and <p(l/0)=l, <p(O/0)=O in A. cp is well-defined 
since if p, qdS— {0, 1} and pl0 — qj0, then p^=q and qQp, which implies by 
Lemma 15 that v(p)=v(q). Further, (p(p/0Aq/0) = q>((pAq)/0) = v(pAq)— 
= v(p)Av(q)-q>(pl0)A<p(q/0) if pAqdS, p,qdS-{0,1}. Clearly, <p(p/0A 
MI0)=<p(P/0)=O=<p(pl0)A<p(Oie), and <p(pl0Al/0)=<p(pl0)=<p(p/0)A 
A<p(l/6>). If p,qdS, and pAq$S, then pAq^p' or pAq^q', so that v(pAq)^ 
^v(p)' or v(q)', which implies that v(pAq)=v(p)Av(q)=0. Hence, (p(p/0)A 
A<p(ql0)=v(p)Av(q)=O=<p(O/0)=<p(p/0Aq/0). Further, <p(p'/0)=v(p')= 
= v(p)'=<p(p/ey if pdS-{0, 1}, and (p(l/0)=(p(p/0y. We see that cp: S/0^A 
is a homomorphism. Finally, for pdLh p^0(, l f , we have (p(p/0)=q>(/?))= 
= v(p)=Ç»,(p), <Ptyi(0,)) = </> (0/0) = 0 = (0j), "<pO/>,(W)=<p(1/0)= 1 = <pM SO 
that (pofi—cp^ This completes the proof. 
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Abstract spectral theory. II: Minimal characters and 
minimal spectrums of multiplicative lattices 
N. K. THAKARE, C. S. MANJAREKAR and S. MAEDA 
1. Introduction 
A multiplicative lattice is a complete lattice in which there is defined a commu- • 
tative, associative multiplication which distributes over arbitrary joins (i.e., a(yxbx)= 
=\/xabx), ab^ahb and the greatest element 1 acts as a multiplicative identity. 
Throughout this paper, let L denote a multiplicative lattice. In L an element p dif-
ferent from 1 is called prime if ab=p implies a^p or b^p. A minimal element in 
the set of prime elements of L will be called a minimal prime element of L. A charac-
ter of L is a homomorphism of L onto a two element chain C2 • It was shown in [9] 
that an element a of L is prime if and only if there is a homomorphism (p of L onto 
C2with a=\/{x: <p(x)=0}. This means that a prime element of L can now be equiv-
alently associated with a character of L, and so a prime element itself will be called 
a character of L. We denote by a(L) and n(L) the sets of characters and minimal char-
acters of L respectively. 
This work is a continuation of the work initiated by THAKARE and MANJAREKAR 
[9]. Here we are concerned mainly with minimal characters of L and with the topology 
on the set n(L) which is the restriction of the hull kernel topology introduced on the 
set <j(L) (see [9]). 
The studies of minimal prime ideals for commutative rings, commutative semi-
groups, distributive lattices, lattice ordered groups,/-rings and recently O-distributive 
semilattices (THAKARE and PAWAR [11], [7]) have been carried out extensively. An 
attempt to unify these scattered studies was nicely made by KEIMEL [4]. Our study in 
this paper is close in spirit to the study [4], though however we carry out investiga-
tions to include many more novel notions the motivation for which stems from the 
desire to abstract available notions in commutative rings on the lines of DILWORTH [2]. 
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The notion a* of an element a of L is defined as the join of annihilators of powers 
of a, and this concept plays an important role in the investigations of minimal char-
acters in Sections 2 and 5. The concept of minimal characters belonging to an ele-
ment, appeared in MURATA [5] and ANDERSON [1], is discussed in Section 3. We ab-
stract the notion of an ideal B of a commutative ring R that is related to an ideal A 
of R, and this concept is used in the arguments on primary decompositions of ele-
ments of L in Section 4. 
In the previous paper [9], we assumed that L always satisfies the following condi-
tion which is equivalent to the ascending chain condition: 
(K) Every element of L is compact. 
In this paper, we assume that condition (K) or some weaker ones according to the 
need. 
We remark that for any p£o(L), the existence of a maximal character q with 
p=q can be proved under the assumption that L satisfies (K) (see [9]) but the exist-
ence of a minimal character r with rSp can be proved without this assumption 
(because, if Q is a chain of characters then p— f\Q is also a character). 
2. Characters and minimal characters 
A subset S of L is called multiplicatively closed if a, S implies ab€ S, and S 
is called submultiplicatively closed if for a, b£S there exists c£S with c^ab. With-
out assuming the condition (K), the Separation Lemma can be stated as follows 
(cf. [9], Lemma 2.2): 
Separa t ion Lemma. Let S be a submultiplicatively closed subset of L, and 
assume that every element of S is compact. If SH[0, d\—Q for some a£L, then there 
exists a character p of L which is a maximal element of the set {x£ L: a=x and 
SD[O,x]=0}. 
In fact, this set has a maximal element p by Zorn's lemma since every element 
of S is compact, and we can prove that p is a character since S is submultiplicatively 
closed. 
An element a of L is called M-compact if a" are compact for infinitely many in-
teger n. Every nilpotent element is M-compact. An idempotent is M-compact if and 
if it is compact. 
P ropos i t i on 2.1. If a is an M-compact element of L and if a"^b for every 
integer n, then there exists p£cr(L) such that b^p and a^p. Especially, if a is 
M-compact and is not nilpotent then there exists p£cr(L) such that a^p. 
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Proof . The set S={an: a" is compact} is submultiplicatively closed and 
Sn[0, b\=0. Hence, by the Separation Lemma there is p£<r(L) such that b^p 
and STl[O,/>]=0. Then, ai$p. 
Coro l l a ry 2.2. If the greatest element 1 of L is compact, then for any bÇ_L 
with b< 1 there exists p£a(L) such that b=p. 
Proof . Put a— 1 in Proposition 2.1. 
We need to introduce the following notation which is important in the arguments 
on minimal characters. For a£L, 
a* = V{x£L: ( f x = 0 for some integer n}. 
Evidently, 0*=1, 1* = 0, and a^b implies b*Sa*. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) If a* is compact, then (fa*—0 for some n, and aha* is nil-
potent. 
(ii) In the case that 1 is compact, a£L is nilpotent if and only if a*= 1. 
Proof . (i)Theset S={x£L: anx—0 for some «} is an ideal, since ara+"(xV> ,)s 
Samx\J(fy. Hence, if a* is compact then a*£S. Thus, a"a*=0 for some n, and 
(a/\a*)n+1=0. 
(ii) If a*— 1 then a is nilpotent by (i). The converse is evident. 
Lemma 2.4. Let a£L and pdcr(L). a^p implies a*^Sp. (Hence, aAa*^p 
always.) 
Proof . Assume a^p. If a"x—0 then we have anx=p and a"^p. Hence, 
x^p. Therefore, a*=p. 
Using the condition (K), we now get a fundamental result with some interesting 
corollaries. 
Theorem 2.5. Assume that L satisfies (K). For a£L and p£a(L) the follow-
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) a*^p; 
(2) -there is some q£n(L) with q~p and a^q. 
Proof . (1)=K2): Let S={a"x: x^p, «=1 ,2 , ...}. Then S is multiplicatively 
closed. We have because if a"x=0 then x^a*^p by (1). By the Separation 
Lemma there exists r€<r(L) such that ST)[0, r]=0. Take qdn(L) such that q^r. 
We have r^p, since otherwise ar£Sf)[0, r], a contradiction. Also, a^=r, since 
a£S. Hence, q^p and a^q. 
(2)=>(1): If q ^ p and a ^ q , then a * ^ q S p by Lemma 2.4. 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.6. Assume that L satisfies (K), and let p(Lo(L). If p*~p then 
p is not minimal. 
Proof . If p*^p, there is q£n(L) with q^p and p^pq by Theorem 2.5. Thus, 
q<p, and p is not minimal. 
As stated in the previous paper [9], the hull kernel topology on o(L) is given as 
follows. For a£L we put 
V(a) = {pdo(L): a =§ p}. 
Since V(0)=o(L), F(1)=0, V(a)UV(b)=V(ab) (=V(aAb)) and nxV(ax)= 
= V(Vxax), we obtain a topology on a(L) such that {V(a): a£L} is the family of 
all closed sets. It is easy to verify that the closure R of a subset R of <r(L) coincides 
with V(AR). 
C o r o l l a r y 2.7. Assume that L satisfies (K), and let a£L. V(a*) is equal to the 
closure of the open set a(L)—V{a). 
Proof . By Lemma 2.4, we have o(L)— V(a)aV(a*). Hence, it suffices to show 
that if a(L)-V{a)<zV(x) then V(a*)cV(x). Let p€V(a*). By Theorem 2.5 there 
is q£n(L) with q^p and a^q. Then, qdo(L)— V(a)aV(x), and hence x^qSp. 
Hence p£V(x), and we obtain V(a*)<zV(x). 
The concept of regular characters was introduced by [3], [8] and [9], while its dual 
concept, coregular characters, appeared in [8] for bounded distributive lattices. 
A character r£<x(L) is called coregular if for p, qdo(L), r^p and q=p 
together imply r ^ q . The companion of Theorem 2.7 of [9] would now be proved. 
T h e o r e m 2.8. Assume that L satisfies (K). For r$.o(L) the following five state-
ments are equivalent: 
(1) r is coregular; 
(2) the set V(r) is open; 
(3) V(r)DV(r*)=0; 
(4) r \ / r * = 1; 
(5) there is xZ L such that x\/r= 1 and r"x=0 for some integer n. 
(We remark that (5)=>(4)=^(3)=>-(2)=>(l) can be proved without the assumption 
(K).) 
P roo f . (5)=>(4) is evident. (4)=*(3): If V(r)f]V(r*) had an element p then 
r\Jr*^p< 1, contradicting (4). (3)=>(2): We have V(r)UV(r*)=(r(L) by Lemma 
2.4. Hence, by (3) we have F(r)=a(L)-V(r*), and then V(r) is an open set. (2)=>-
( l ) :Let r^p and q^p, and put G=a(L)—V(r). Since G is closed by (2), we have 
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p$G=G=V(AG), and hence A G ^ p . As q=p, we have A G ^ q , whence q$G. 
Hence, r ^ q . 
Next, we assume that L satifies (K). (4) implies (5), since r"r*—Q for some n 
by Lemma 2.3 (i). (l)=K4):If r\Jr*<l, then there is pdo(L) with r\Jr*^p by 
Corollary 2.2. By Theorem 2.5 there is q£n(L) with q^p and r^q, con-
tradicting (1). 
Recall the concept of multiplicative normal (i.e. M-normal) lattice introduced in 
[9]. A multiplicative lattice L is called M-normal if each character of L contains a 
unique minimal character of L. We shall have several characterizations of M-nor-
mal multiplicative lattices in the following two theorems. 
T h e o r e m 2.9. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) L is M-normal; 
(2) every minimal character of L is coregular. 
If 1 is compact, (1) is also equivalent to the following statement: 
(3) <7IV<?2= 1 for any distinct minimal characters qx, q2 of L. 
P r o o f . (1)=>(2): Let r£n(L), and we take p,qdo(L) with r^p and q^p. 
There is q'dn(L) with q'=q. Then, r,q'^p, and hence r=q'^q by (1). Hence, r 
is coregular. (2)=>-(l): Let pdcr(L), rfcn(L) ( /=1 ,2) and r^p. Since rt is coregular 
by (2), we have r^r2. Similarly we have r2—ri> and hence rl=r2. 
(1)=*(3): Assume that 1 is compact. If ^1V<y2< 1> then there is p£a(L) with 
qj\Jq2^p by Corollary 2.2, and hence q1 — q2 by (1). (3)=>(1) is evident. 
Recall that a topological space is called extremally disconnected if the closure of 
each open set is open. 
L e m m a 2.10. A topological space X is extremally disconnected if and only if 
for open subsets GX,G2 of X, G 1 HG 2 =0 implies G1PlG2=0. 
P r o o f . Assume that X is extremally disconnected. If G 1 f lG 2 =0, then 
GX<ZX—G2, since X~G2 is closed. Hence, G2<ZX—G1, Since GI is open, we have 
GaCX-Gx, and then G1F)G2=0. 
Next we shall prove the converse. For an open set G, we put U—X— G. Then, 
U is open and U(1G=0, and hence U(1G=0. Hence, U<zX—G=U, which im-
plies that U is closed. Hence, G is open. 
T h e o r e m 2.11. Assume that L satisfies (K). The following five statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) L is M-normal; 
(2) if GI and G2 are open sets of a (L) with G1f)G2=0 then G1DG2=0; 
(3) o(L) is extremally disconnected; 
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(4) V(a*) is open for every a^L\ 
(5) if V(a){JV(b)=a(L) then a*\Jb*=l. 
Proof . The equivalences (2)o(3) and (3)<=>(4) immediately follow from Lemma 
2.10 and Corollary 2.7, respectively. 
(1)=>(2): Let Gj. and G2 be open sets with G i n G 2 = 0 . We can put G f=<7(L)-
- F ( a . ) for some a£L ( i= l ,2 ) . By Corollary 2.7, we have Gt=V(af). If GlilG2 
had an element p, then a f s p and by Theorem 2.5 there would exist q1, q2£n(L) 
with q^p and at^qt. By (1), we have q1=qiwhich implies q^G^G^, a 
contradiction. 
(2)=>(5): Let V(a){JV(b)=o{L). Putting G^o^-Via) and G2 = o{L)~ 
-V(b), we have G1HG2=0. By (2) we have V(a*)nV(b*)=G1DG2=0. Hence, 
a*Vb*=l by Corollary 2.2. 
(5)=>(1): Let qi, q2£n(L) with q1^q2, and we shall show V (ql)]JV (q^)—a(L). 
For any p£cr(L), there is q£n(L) with q=p. If q^qi, then since q^q we have 
q*^q^p by Lemma 2.4. If q=qlt then q^q2 and hence we have q2^p. Thus, 
we get V(q*)\JV(qt)=a(L), and then q**\/q**=l by (5). Since qf^qt by Cor-
ollary 2.6, we get q**^q t by Lemma 2.4. Hence, qiVq2= 1, and there is no char-
acter which contains both qx and q2. 
3. Minimal characters belonging to an element 
We consider a relation between characters and multiplicatively closed subsets. 
For a£L, we put 
C(a) = {x£L: x $ a}. 
(This notion was introduced in NEMITZ [6].) The set of all multiplicatively closed 
subsets of L is denoted by Jl (L). 
Lemma 3.1. C(p)£Jl(L) if and only if p is a character of L. The mapping 
pi-^C(p) of o(L) into Jl(L) is one-to-one, and p^qoC(p)z)C(q). 
Proof . Evident. 
Lemma 3.2. Let a£L, and take M£J/(L) with MC\[0, a]=0. 
(i) ale={NdJi(L)\ Nz)M and TVflfO, a]=0} has a maximal element. 
(ii) is maximal in if and only if for any x(LL with x$N* there exists 
y£N* such that xny~a for some integer n. 
Proof , (i) For any chain -f the union U {N: N Z ' f } belongs to aU. 
Hence, Ql has a maximal element by Zorn's lemma. 
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(ii) Let N* be maximal and let x$N*. The set N1={xn,y,xny: y£N*, 
n= 1 ,2, . . .} is multiplicatively closed since (L), and NXt>N*. Moreover, 
N^N*, for xdN} and x$N*. Hence, by the maximality of N* we have A^fl 
fl[0, a]=0. Then, there exists y£N* such that x"y^a for some n. 
Next, take N£J((L) with N^N*, and take x£N-N*. If N* satisfies the 
given condition, there exists y£N* such that xny=a for some n. Then, 
D[0, a]. Hence, N* is maximal in 
Recall the concept of minimal characters belonging to an element, which was 
initiated by MURATA [5]. For a£L with A < 1, a minimal element of V(a)= 
= {p£a(L): a=p) is called a minimal character belonging to a. The set of all minimal 
characters belonging to a is denoted by Vmia(a). For any chain Q in V(a), we have 
AQ£V(a). Hence, for any p£V(a) there is q£Vmm(a) with q^p by Zorn's 
lemma. We remark that J^nin(0)=7t(L). 
T h e o r e m 3.3. Let a£L with a < l and let p£a(L). If L satisfies (K) then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) /№„ ( « ) ; 
(2) C(p) is maximal in the set {N£Jt(L): Nf)[0, a]=0}; 
(3) aSp and there exists x£L such that x^p and p"x^a for some integer n. 
Moreover, without assuming (K), the statements (2) and (3) are equivalent, and 
(2) implies (1). 
Proof . (2)o-(3): Putting M= {1} in Lemma 3.2, (2) is equivalent to the follow-
ing statement: " a s / ; and for any x ^ p there is y%p such that x " y ^ a for some 
n". Evidently, this is equivalent to (3). 
(2)=>(1): If a^q^p with q£o(L), then C(q)iJ({L), C(?)n[0, a]=0 and 
C(q)z>C(p). Hence, C(q)=C(p) by (2), and then q~p. 
We assume (K) and prove (1)=K2). Put ¿11= {N£ Ji(L): iVn[0, a]=0). C(p)£W 
by a ^ p . If C(p)<zN£%, then AT)[0, a]=0, and by the Separation Lemma there is 
q£<x(L) with a^q and A^D[0, q]=0. Then, C(q)z>Nz>C(p), and hence p^q. 
Hence, p=q by (1), and then C{p)=N. Thus, C{p) is maximal in 
T h e o r e m 3.4. Let a£L with a < 1. If every finite product of elements of 
Vmia(a) is compact (especially, if L satisfies (K)J, then Fmin(a) is a finite set. 
Proof . Assume that Vmia(a) is an infinite set. The set M of all finite products 
of elements of Vmin(a) is multiplicatively closed. If b£M, then b=p1...p„ with 
Pi^Vmm(a), and by the assumption there is q£Vm-m(a) which is different from all 
Pi. We have b^q since p&q for all i, and then b^a. Thus, we have Mf][0, a]=0. 
By the Separation Lemma there is r£<x(L) with a^r and MC\[O,r]=0. But, we 
can take r0£ Vmia(a) with r0^r, and then roCMfl[0, r], a contradiction. 
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The concept of radicals is a classical notion of commutative ring theory and its 
abstract formulation has been attempted long back and is scattered in several papers 
in various forms (see for example MURATA [5] and ANDERSON [1]). Let us recall this 
concept in abstract form. The radical of an element a£L, denoted by J f a , is de-
fined by 
/ a = V{x£L: / s a for some integer n}. 
Evidently, asfa for any a£L, and p—fp if p(Lo(L). Hence, we have 
V(fa)=V(a). 
Lemma 3.5. (i) If j/q is compact then | / a n S a for some integer n. 
(ii) If i a and fb are compact then fab = y aAb - fa Afb. 
(iii) If 1 is compact, then 1 implies fa< 1. 
Proof , (i) The set S={x£L: x"^a for some w} is an ideal, for (xVj>)m+"s= 
^Xm\/y". Hence, if fa is compact then fa£S. 
(ii) Evidently, fab s^aAb ^ f a A]/b. By (i), fam^a, fbnSb for some m, n. 
Then, (faAfb)m+n=(faAfb)m(faAfb)n^famfbn^ab. Hence, faAfb^fab. 
(iii) By Corollary 2.2, there is p£a(L) with a^p. Then, fa ^ f p = p< 1. 
Theo rem 3.6. Assume that L is generated by M-compact elements, that is, 
every element of L is a join of M-compact elements. For a£L with a < 1, 
}/a = A{p: PdVmin(a)} = A{p: p£V(a)}. 
Proof . Evidently, AVmia(a)= AV (a), and / a ^ A F ( / a ) = A F ( a ) . If fa-,: 
< A V(a), there would exist an M-compact element x such that x^A V(a) and 
x^fa. Then, xn^a for every n, and by Proposition 2.1 there is pdo(L) with 
a=p and x^p. This contradicts x^A V(a). 
Coro l l a ry 3.7. Assume that L is generated by M-compact elements, and let 
a£L with 1. Vmin(a) contains only one element if and only if fa is a character. 
Proof . The "only if" part follows from the theorem, and the converse is evident. 
We remark that the r-lattice introduced in [1] satisfies the assumption of this 
theorem, because any compact element of an r-lattice is M-compact by Theorem 2.1 
of [1]. 
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4. Related elements and associated characters of primary elements 
We now take up a notion of one more related concept which is found in ring 
theory. The notion so far has not been pulled down to lattice theory nor has been 
abstracted in the sense of DILWORTH [2]. 
Let adL with 1. An element b£L is said to be related to a if there exists 
x£L such that x.^a and bx^a. If b is related to a and b'^b then evidently b' 
is related to a. Hence, the set of all elements of L which are related to a is multiplica-
tively closed. Next, let p£o(L). Evidently, b is related to p if and only if b^p. 
Hence, the set of all elements of L which are unrelated to p coincides with C (p) and 
hence it is multiplicatively closed. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a£L with 1, and let bdL. 
(i) If a=a1A...Aa„ 1) and i f b is related to a, then b is related to at for 
some i. 
(ii) If there exists x£L such that x^a and b"xSa for some integer n, thenb 
is related to a. 
(iii) Assume that fa is compact. I f b is related to fa then b is related to a. Espe-
cially, fa is related to a. 
Proof , (i) is evident. 
(ii) If J t^a and b"x^a, then taking the smallest integer i such that b'x^a, 
we have b'~1x^a and b(bi~1x)^a (b°— 1). Hence, b is related to a. 
(iii) By Lemma 3.5 (i), for some n. If x^a and bx^ fa, then x"^a 
and b"x"^fan^a. Hence, b is related to a by (ii). 
T h e o r e m 4.2. Assume that L satisfies (K), and let a£L with a<l. Every 
minimal character p belonging to a is related to a. 
Proof . By Theorem 3.3, there is x£L such that x ^ p and p " x ^ a for some«. 
Then, we have x^a, for aSp. Hence, p is related to a by Lemma 4.1. (ii). 
Following DILWORTH [2], an element q£L with 1 is called primary if xy=q 
implies x^q or y"=q for some integer n. 
Lemma 4.3. If q£L is primary and if i q is compact, then Yq£a(L) and 
Vm-m(q)={^ q}. Moreover, b£L is related to q if and only if b^q. 
Proof . This can be proved by using the fact: Yq"^q for some n, and the details 
are omitted. 
Hereafter in this section, we assume that 
(*) For every primary element q of L the element )jq is compact. 
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By this assumption, we have f l f ^ q for some integer n, and fq is the least 
element of V(q). We call fq the character associated with q. 
As stated in [2], we have the following lemma (the proof is omitted). 
Lemma 4.4. If q1, q2 are primary elements associated with the same character p, 
then qtAq2 is also a primary element with the same associated character p. 
Following [2], an element a£L is said to have an irredundant (or normal) pri-
mary decomposition, if a=q1A...Aqm for some primary elements qx, ..., qm and if 
this expression cannot be reduced further. Then, by Lemma 4.4, qt, ...,qm are asso-
ciated with distinct characters. 
Remark 4.5. If a£L has an irredundant primary decomposition a=q1A... 
...Aqm (ms2), then a is not primary. This fact can be proved by the same way as 
[5], Lemma 7, since fa =fq1A...Afqm by Lemma 3.5 (ii). 
Lemma 4.6. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition a—q^A... 
...A qm and put p=fqi (p£a(L)). 
(i) For pda(L), a^p if and only if pt=p for some i. 
(ii) An element c£L is related to a if and only if c^pi for some i. 
m 
Proof , (i) Let a^p. We have p">^q; for some integer nt. Put b= JJp"1. i = l 
Since b^q-t for every i, we have bsa^p. Then, pt=p for some i, since p is a 
character. The converse is evident. 
(ii) If c is related to a, then c ^ = pt for some i by Lemma 4.1 (i) and Lemma 
4.3. Conversely, let cSpl for some /. Putting b= ¡\ qJf we have ¿>>a since the 
m 
decompositon is irredundant. Since p1=qi for somen, we have f\ q}=a. 
i=i 
Hence, c is related to a by Lemma 4.1 (ii). 
Theorem 4.7. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition a=q1A... 
...A qm and put Px—fqi. The set of all minimal elements of {pl5 ..., pm} coincides 
with Fmin(a). The set of all maximal elements of {px, ...,pm} coincides with the set of 
all maximal elements of the set {x£L: x is related to a}. 
Proof . These statements immediately follow from Lemma 4.6. 
Coro l la ry 4.8. If a£L has an irredundant primary decomposition, then every 
maximal element among all the elements related to a is a character containing a. 
For a£L and p£a(L), we put 
a(p) = V{x£L: xy s a for some y ^ p). 
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We now set ourselves to describe the elements a(p). 
Lemma 4.9. If a^p then a^a(p)Sp. If a^p then a{p)= ]. 
Proof . Let a ^ p . If x y ^ a and y ^ p , then we have xSp , since xy^p . 
Hence, a(p)^p. Moreover, a^a(p), since al^a and Next, a^p implies 
a(p)= 1, since 1 aS.a. 
Lemma 4.10. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition a—qlt\... 
...Aqm and put Pi — iqi- For p£o(L), if we put l(p)~{i: pt^p}, then a{p)= 
= A{GI: iel(p)}. (a(p)= 1 if I(P)=0.) 
Proof . Let /€/(?)• If xySa and y ^ p , then since p ^ p , we have y ^ p t = 
= ]/qi, and hence yn^qt for every n. Since xy^qt, we have x^q^ Thus, a(/>)— 
^qt. Put b—A{qi: i£l(p)}. As above we get a(p)sb. Next, since p"jJ=qj for 
some nj, we put c=JJ{py: j$I(p)}. Then, c^p, since pj^p for every j£l(p). 
We have CS A {qj: j$I(p)}, and hence bcSa. Therefore, b^a(p). (If I(p)=0 
then we may put ¿=1.) 
Theorem 4.11. Let a£L have an irredundant primary decomposition a=q1f\... 
...A qm and put p-=fqi. For p£a{L), p=pt for some i if and only if a(p)< 1 and 
p is maximal among all the elements related to a(p). 
Proof . Let p=pk and put 1= {i: pi=pk} ( / ^0 , since k£l). By Lemma 4.10, 
a(pk) has an irredundant primary decomposition a(pk) = A : i£l}. Since pk is 
maximal in {/>,: /£/}, pk is maximal in {x(!L: x is related to a(p)} by Theorem 4.7. 
Conversely, if a(p)< 1, then I(p)={i: pt=p} is non-empty and a(p) has an 
irredundant primary decomposition a(p)=/\{qi: i£l(p)}. If p is maximal among the 
elements related to a(p), then p coincides with a maximal element of {/?,: i£l(p)}. 
Coro l la ry 4.12. Any two irredundant primary decompositions of an element 
a£L have the same number of components and the same set of associated characters. 
5. Minimal spectrum 
First we shall introduce a new concept. A character p£o(L) is called purely 
minimal if C(/>) is maximal in the set {M£ Jl(L): 0 I t follows from Lemma 3.1 
that any purely minimal character is minimal. The set of all purely minimal charac-
ters is denoted by n0(L). This is a subset of n(L). 
Theorem 5.1. (i) For p£<j(L) the following four statements are equivalent: 
(1) p is purely minimal; 
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(2) there exists x£L such that x^p and p"x—0 for some integer n: 
(3) 
(4) for any x£L,p contains precisely one of x and x*; 
(ii) if L satisfies (K), then any minimal character is purely minimal, that is, 
n0(L)=n(L). 
Proof . The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 3.3 by putting a=0. 
The statement (ii) also follows from Theorem 3.3. The equivalence (2)«-(3) and 
the implication (4)=>(3) are evident. (3)=>-(4): If x^p, then x*Sp by Lemma 2.4. 
If x ^ p , then p*^x*, and hence x*^p by (3). 
Coro l l a ry 5.2. If pd(j(L) is purely minimal then p**^p, and x=p implies 
x**Sp. . 
Proof . Since p*^p by Theorem 5.1, we have p**^p by Lemma 2.4. If xSp, 
then we have x*^p*, and hence x**^p**^p. 
The hull kernel topology on n(L) is the induced topology of the hull kernel top-
ology on a(L). n(L) with this topology will be called the minimal spectrum of L. For 
any a£L, the set h(a)= {p£n(L): a^p} is called the hull of a. For any subset R 
of n(L), the element K(R)= A {/>: p£R} is called the kernel of R. Then, a subset R 
of n(L) is closed if and only if R=h(a) for some a£L. Evidently, a^K(h(a)) for 
every a£L, and for every Rcziz(L), h(K(R)) is equal to the closure of R. 
Now we get an important topological property of purely minimal characters. 
Theorem 5.3. If p£n(L) is purely minimal then p is an isolated point of n(L). 
Proof . Put G=n(L)—h(p*). G is an open set, and p£G since p*^p. If 
q£n(L) and q^p, then pi^q and hence p*=q by Lemma 2.4. Hence we have 
G={p}, and p is an isolated point. 
Coro l l a ry 5.4. The induced topology on n0(L) from n(L) is discrete. If L satisfies 
(K) then the minimal spectrum n(L) is discrete. 
Proof . These statements follow from Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.1 (ii) imme-
diately. 
Remark 5.5. If every finite product of elements of n(L) is compact (especially, 
f L satisfies (K)), then n(L) is a finite set. This follows from Theorem 3.4 by putting 
a=0. 
Finally, we shall obtain several important results about hulls and nilpotent 
elements, assuming the condition (K). 
Lemma 5.6. Assume that L satisfies (K). For a£L and pZn(L), a^p if aud 
only if a*^p. Hence, h(a)=n{L)-h(a*) = h(a**). 
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Proof . This follows from the property (4) in Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.7. Assume that L satisfies (K), and let R be a subset of n(L). If we 
put a= V{p*: p£R), then R=h(a*)=h(K(R)). 
Proof . If p£R, then we have p*^a and p*^pp, and then a^p. Conversely, 
if a^pdn(L), there exists q£R such that q*^pp. Then, q=p by Lemma 5.6, and 
hence p-q£R. Therefore, R=n(L)-h(a)=h(a*). Next, we have a*^K(h(a*))= 
= K(R), and hence h (K(R))czh(a*)=R(zh (K(R)). 
Lemma 5.8. Assume that L satisfies (K). 
(i) fa is the greatest nilpotent element and is equal to A {p: pdn(L)}. 
(ii) x£L is nilpotent if and only if h(x)—n(L). 
(iii) x* is nilpotent if and only if h(x)=0. 
(iv) xAx* is nilpotent for every x£L. 
Proof , (i) follows from Lemma 3.5 (i) and Theorem 3.6. Evidently, (ii) follows 
from (i). (iii) follows from (ii), since h(x*)=n(L)—h(x). (iv) follows from Lemma 
2.3 (i). 
Theorem 5.9. Assume that L satisfies (K). The following eight statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) no nonzero element of L is nilpotent; 
(2) A {p: p£n(L)}=0; 
(3) x*= t\{p£n(L): x^p) for every x£L; 
(4) x* = K(h(x*)) for every x£L; 
(5) x** = K(h(x)) for every x£L; 
(6) x^x** for every x£L; 
(7) xAx* = 0' for every x£L; 
(8) x * = l implies x=0. 
Proof . The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Lemma 5.8 (i). The equiva-
lence of (3) and (4) follows from Lemma 5.6. (2)^(4): Putting y=K(h(x*)), we have 
x*^y. If x^p£n(L), then y~p, since x*Sp. Hence, xySp for every p£n(L), 
and hence by (2). Thus, y^x*. (4)=>(5) is evident, since h(x**)=h(x). 
(5)=>.(6) is evident. (6)=>-(8) is evident, since 1*=0. (8)=>(1) follows from Lemma 
2.3 (ii). (1)=>(7) follows from Lemma 5.8 (iv). (7)=>(8) is evident. 
Theorem 5.10. Assume that L satisfies (K) and that no nonzero element of L is 
nilpotent. 
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(i) L is pseudo-complemented and x* is a pseudo-complement of x for any x£ L. 
(ii ) For x,y£L, h(x)<zh(y) if and only if x* S y*. Hence, h(x)=h(y) if and 
only if x*=y*. 
(iii) x***=x* for every x£L. 
(iv) For a£L, the following four statements are equivalent: 
(1) a—a** (following [10], a may be called normal); 
(2) a= b* for some b£L; 
(3) a=K(h(a))-, 
(4) a is the kernel of some subset of n(L). 
Proof , (i) If yAx=0, then xy—0 and hence ySx*. Then, by (7) of Theorem 
5.9, x* is thé greatest element of the set {y£L: jAx=0}. 
(ii) If h(x)ah{y), then h(x*)=7t(L)-h(x)^>n(L)-h(y)=h(y*), and hence 
x*=K{h(x*))^K(h(y*))=y* by (4) of Theorem 5.9. Conversely, if x*^y*, then 
h(x*)z>h(y*) and then h(x)ch(y). 
(iii) By (6) of Theorem 5.9, we have x*ë(x*)**, and moreover implies 
(x**)*^x*. .... -
(iv) (1)=>(2) and (3)=>(4) are trivial. (1) and (3) are equivalent by (5) of Theorem 
5.9. (2)=>(1): If a=b* then a**=b***=b*=a by (iii). (4)=>(3): If a—K(R) for 
some Rcm(L), then we have h(a)—R by Theorem 5.7. 
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Varieties and quasivarieties, generated by two-element 
preprimal algebras, and their equivalences 
KLAUS DENECKE* 
Dedicated to Professor H.-J. Hoehnke on his 63rd birthday 
1. Introduction 
The subsequent considerations on universal algebras are stimulated by the follow-
ing situation in the variety of Boolean algebras: It is generated by the two-element 
Boolean algebra 2 which has the property that every function defined on the two-ele-
ment set {0, 1} is a term function of 2. This property corresponds to the functional 
completeness of classical propositional calculus since the class of Boolean algebras 
constitutes a semantical basis for classical logics. As a generalization one defines a 
finite nontrivial algebra A = ( A ; F) to be primal if every function on A is a term 
function of A. Then many properties of Boolean algebras carry over immediately to 
varieties generated by a primal algebra. This is already implied by the categorical 
equivalence between any variety which is generated by a primal algebra and the 
variety of Boolean algebras. 
This equivalence is generalized now in two directions: firstly to preprimal alge-
bras and secondly to quasivarieties. The term functions of a preprimal algebra 
A=(A; F) constitute a dual atom in the lattice of closed classes of functions defined 
on A. All two-element preprimal algebras were determined by E. L . POST [11]. Iden-
tifying algebras with the same term functions we obtain exactly the following two-
element preprimal algebras (up to isomorphisms): 
C 3 = <{0, 1}; A, + ,0>, A ! = <{0, 1}; A , V , 0 , 1), 
D 3 = <{0, 1}; d, x+y + z, N>, LX = <{0, 1}; +,N,0, 1). 
Received January 7, 1985, and in revised form July 3, 1985. 
*) During the preparation of this paper, the author worked at the Institut für Züch-
tungsforschung der Akademie der Landwirtschaftswissenschaften der DDR, Quedlinburg. 
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Here A , V , +,N are the Boolean operations conjunction, disjunction, addition 
mod 2, and negation. Further d is the ternary operation with d{x,y,z)~(xt\y)\J 
\/(x{\z)V(yhz). Our main result is the following: A quasivariety is equivalent to the 
quasivariety generated by one of the two-element preprimal algebras if and only if it 
is generated by a preprimal algebra of a special form. The result can be applied in 
non-classical logics and in electrical circuit theory. Consider a variety V r generated 
by a two-element algebra and assume F2,=ISP(2') (I—isomorphisms, S—sub-
algebras, P—direct products), i.e., assume the quasivariety QF r =ISP(2 ' ) generated 
by 2' agrees with the variety generated by 2'. In [2] the algebras B£ ISP (2') are called 
pure dyadic algebras. Boolean algebras and Boolean rings, distributive lattices, 
implication algebras, median algebras, and Boolean groups are well-known examples 
of pure dyadic algebras. Let B(X)£V2, be the free algebra freely generated by 
X— {JCx, ..., and let p, q be two terms of B(X). The fact that every algebra of Vv 
is isomorphic to a subdirect power of 2' implies that p, q£B(A') are identical if for 
all homomorphisms h: B(X)—2' one has /i(p)=/i(q). In the case of Boolean 
algebras this property is meaningful in the complexity theory of Boolean functions 
and the truth table method of classical logics ([8]). Let J f be a variety which, as a 
category, is equivalent to V2,. Then there is a map t from the «-ary terms of Vv to 
the «-ary terms of № such that 
(i) Kx;) = x ;, 
(ii) if a and P are self-maps of {1, .. . ,«} and Vv satisfies p(xai, ..., xan) — 
=V(xi!1, ..., xfin), then X satisfies (ip)(xal, ..., x j = ( t q ) ( x ^ , ..., xPn). 
It follows that Jf satisfies (ip)(xa l , ..., xm) = ( /q)(x f i l , ..., xpn) if /¡(p)=/j(q) holds 
for all homomorphisms h: B(X)—2'. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let A be a nonempty finite set. The collection of «-ary operations on A will be 
denoted by O^ («Si) . We set 0A= (J O f . Let Q be an h-ary relation on A nsl 
(As 1), i.e. gQAh. Let Pol g denote the set of all operations from 0A preserving g, 
i.e. all operations f £ 0 A such that g is a subalgebra of (A;f)h . A ternary operation 
d^O^f is called a majority function if for all x,y£A we have 
d(x, x, j>) = d(x, y, x) = d(y, x, x) = x. 
We adopt the terminology of [7] except that polynomials will be called term 
functions. 7*(A) denotes the set of term functions of an algebra A=(A; F). A is 
said to be primal if T(A)=0Á. A is order complete if there is a lattice order ^ on A 
such that Pol ^ = T(A). A is said to be preprimal if T(A) 0A and the algebra 
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(A; FU{/}> is primal for every operation f£0A\T(A). By a compatible relation of 
an algebra A=(A; F> we mean a relation g on A such that FQ Pol g. The compat-
ible binary reflexive and symmetric relations on A are called tolerance relations of A. 
We say a relation g generates an algebra A if T(A)—Pol g, and we write Ag for any 
such algebra. 
For 2sA<«> let ah = {(a1, ..., ah)£Ah: a^aj, lsi<j^h). Furthermore, we 
set ih=Ah\oh. An /t-ary relation g on A (/i^3) is totally reflexive if A binary 
relation on A is called trivial if g = i2 or g=A2. 
We say that an algebra is tolerance-free if it has no nontrivial tolerance relation. 
An algebra A = ( A ; F) is said to be semiprimal if every operation on A admitting 
all subalgebras of A is a term function of A and demiprimal if A has no proper sub-
algebra and every operation on A admitting all automorphisms of A is a term func-
tion of A. We need the following result from [1]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A = ( A ; F) be a finite algebra with a majority term function. 
Then an operation on A is a term function of A. iff it preserves all compatible binary 
relations of A. 
From Theorem 2.1 we obtain immediately the following 
Coro l l a ry 2.2. Let A—(A; F) be a finite algebra with a majority term func-
tion. Then A is primal iff it has no nontrivial compatible binary relation. Moreover, 
A is preprimal i f f it has a nontrivial compatible binary relation and for any two nontri-
vial compatible relations gt and g2 of A we have Pol g ^ P o l g2. 
We need the following list of preprimal algebras ([12], [5]): 
A s , where ^ is a lattice order on A, hence A s is order complete, 
A{6(, where {b} is a one-element subalgebra of A{(,}, hence A{i,j is semiprimal, 
A s , where s2 is a permutation on A without invariant elements and with cycles of 
the same length 2, hence ASj is demiprimal, \A\=2m, m£N, 
A, , where a = {(x, y, z, e): e—x+y+z}, x+y+z is the operation of a Boolean 
3-group G" = (/4; x+y+:z> with M| = 2m, m£N, m&l. 
Clearly, A1; C3, D3 and Lx are preprimal algebras of these forms with \A\=2. 
Let and JT be quasivarieties which are equivalent as categories, i.e., there 
are functors G: and H: jSf-JT, and for each A£ jf" and B6.S? there 
are isomorphisms <xA: A—HG(A) and PB: B—GH(B) such that for each 
g: A-+A' in jf and each h: B—B' in if the following diagrams commute: 
A 9- A' B — B' 
"xj \"A' Ifa' 
HG (A) HG (A') GH(B) GH(B') 
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The question arises, which properties of a quasivariety carry over to equivalent 
quasivarieties? Necessary conditions are given by 
T h e o r e m 2.2. [3] Let i f and X be quasivarieties which are equivalent as cate-
gories via the functors G : J f — i f and H: 
(1) If A€ i f is a finite algebra, then H( A) is a finite algebra. 
(2) For all A£ i f the subalgebra lattices of A and H( A) are isomorphic. Therefore 
the subalgebra lattices of A2 and //(A2) are isomorphic and since H(A2) is isomorphic 
to H{A)2, the subalgebra lattices of A2 and H(A)2 are isomorphic. 
(3) H maps subdirectly irreducible algebras to subdirectly irreducible algebras, 
simple algebras to simple algebras, and tolerance-free algebras to tolerance-free algebras. 
(4) If i f is the variety generated by some algebra A, then X is the variety generated 
byH{ A). 
(5) If i f and X are varieties and if in i f there exists a majority term then in X 
there also exists a majority term; i.e. if i f is the variety generated by A and A has a 
majority function among its term functions then H(A) also has a majority function 
among its term functions. 
3. Tolerance-free algebras having majority term functions 
The two-element preprimal algebras C3, Aj and D3 have majority functions among 
their algebraic functions ([4]) and admit no nontrivial tolerance relation. By [4] the 
quasivarieties generated by C3, Ax and D3 agree with the varieties generated by these 
algebras. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2 (3), (4), (5), varieties equivalent as categories to 
VCs, VAi, Fp3 are generated by tolerance-free algebras H(C3), H(Aj), and H(D3) 
having majority functions among their term functions. In order to characterize 
varieties equivalent to FCa , FA i , FD s we give some properties for tolerance-free 
algebras having majority term functions. 
For a binary relation on A define two n-ary relations Q„ and Q'N (2^n = \A\) as 
follows: 
Qn = {(^1. a^An: (ah U)£Q, i = 1, ..., n, for some u£A}, 
Qn = {(°i> •••> an)€4": (o, Q, i = 1, ..., n, for some o£A}. 
L e m m a 3.1. Let Q be a binary relation on A preserved by a majority function 
d t o f . If e°e-1=A* (e~1og=A2), then Qn=An (Qn=A") for every n=2, ...,\A\. 
Proof . We prove the lemma by induction on n. Clearly, Q2=QOQ~1=A2. 
Suppose that q„_1 = A"~1, \A\. From the definition of g„ it follows that 
=2z„, i.e. Q„ is totally reflexive. Now, if (at, ..., an)£An then (a2, a2, a3, 
a4 , ..., a„)eg„,(ai, au a3, a4 , ..., a„)€gn and (ax, a2, a2, a4 , ..., an)£gn. Therefore 
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{fix, a„)=(d(a2, ax, d(a2, au a2), d(a3, a3, a2), d(at, c4, a4), ..., d(an, an, att))e 
£Q„. Hence E„=A". (Similarly, we can prove that Q~1OQ=A2 implies Q'N=A", 
N=2,...,\A\.) 
L e m m a 3.2. Let A = (A; F) be a tolerance-free algebra admitting a majority 
term function, and let Q be a binary nontrivial reflexive compatible relation of A. Then 
Q is a lattice order. 
Proof . g H g - 1 ( £ q) is a tolerance relation of A distinct from A2. Therefore 
QC\Q~1=I2, i.e. Q is antisymmetric. QOQ~x and 6_1OQ are tolerance relations dis-
tinct from I2. Therefore, QOQ~1=Q~1OQ=A2, which by Lemma 3.1 implies that 
Q\A\ = e\A\=^A*- Hence there are elements 0, Id A such that (a, 1)6q and (0, a)dq 
for every ad A. Let d be a majority term function of A. It is known [6] that 
d(0, a, b)=a/\b and d(l, a, b)~a\Jb are the infimum and supremum of a and b 
with respect to Q. Finally we show that Q is transitive. Let (a, b)d Q and (b, c)€ Q-
Then d(0,a,b)=aAb=a and d(],b, c)=b\Jc=c. Therefore (a,c)=(d(0,a,b), 
d(\,b,c))dQ, which completes the proof. 
L e m m a 3.3. Let A = ( A ; F> be a tolerance-free algebra with a majority term 
function admitting no proper subalgebra. Let Q be a binary nontrivial symmetric com-
patible relation of A with QC\I2=0. Then ¡3= {(a, s (a)): AD A} where s is an automor-
phism of A without fixed points and with cycles of equal length 2. 
Proof . Since QOQand Q~1OQ are tolerance relations of A it follows that 
QOQ-1, Q~1OQÇ:{I2, A2}. If QOQ~1=A2, then by Lemma 3.1 Thus there 
is a udA such that (a, u)dg for every ad A, implying that (u,u)dQ, a contradic-
tion. Similarly we can prove that Q~1OQTîA2. Hence QOQ~1—Q~1OQ=I2, which 
implies that Q—{(a, s(a)): ad A} for a permutation s on A. Clearly, s has no fixed 
point ( e n i 2 = 0). From Q = Q~1 one gets Q2=I2. Therefore each cycle of s has 
length 2. 
The proof of the next lemma is given in [6]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let A=(A; F) be a tolerance-free algebra having a majority term 
function. Then A has at most two compatible lattice orders Q and Q~ 1. 
L e m m a 3.5. Let A=(A; F) be an algebra with a majority term function and 
exactly one proper subalgebra which moreover has exactly one element. Let {6} be 
the one-element subalgebra of A. Suppose A has exactly three nontrivial binary compa-
tible relations. Then A is a semiprimal algebra of the form A^ and thus preprimal. 
Proof . {b}x{b}, Ax{b}, and {b}xA are all nontrivial compatible binary rela-
tions of A. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, T(A) = Pol ({6}X {b}) fl Pol (A X {6}) fl 
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DPol ({¿>}X/4)=Pol ({/?}), i.e. A is a semiprimal algebra of the form A(b) and thus 
preprimal. 
We are ready to formulate and prove our first theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let P be one of the two-element algebras Ax, C3, D3, and let 
VP be the variety generated by P. Let JT be a variety equivalent as a category to VP. 
Then JT is generated by one of the preprimal algebras As, A{i)) or ASj. 
Proof . Let Jf be a quasivariety which is equivalent as a category to the quasi-
variety QVP via some functors G: tf—QVP and H: QVP-~Jf. Since P has a 
term function which is a majority function, by a result of J6NSSON [10], we have 
QVp=Fp. By Theorem 2.2, JT is the variety generated by the finite algebra H(P) 
and H(P) is tolerance-free, having a term function which is a majority function. 
H(Aj) and //(D3) have no proper subalgebras and H(C3) has exactly one (one-ele-
ment) subalgebra. By Theorem 2.2 (2), the subalgebra lattices of P2 and H(P)2 
are isomorphic. Therefore H(D3) has exactly one nontrivial compatible binary rela-
tion Q and I ? N Z 2 = 0 holds. By Lemma 3.3, Theorem 2 .1 , and Corollary 2 . 2 H(D3) 
is a demiprimal preprimal algebra of the form ASj. Further, H( Ax) has exactly two 
binary nontrivial compatible relations which are reflexive. By Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.4, 
Theorem 2.1, and Corollary 2.2 H(AX) is an order-complete preprimal algebra 
A s . H(C3) has exactly three nontrivial binary compatible relations. By Lemma 3.5, 
H(C3) is a semiprimal preprimal algebra of the form A{i>J. 
4. Dualities and full dualities of quasivarieties 
The next statements concern the category equivalence of a quasivariety generated 
by any preprimal algebra of the form As, A{fc}, A v A ^ to the quasivariety gen-
erated by a two-element preprimal algebra Ax, C3, D3, Lx. These considerations rest 
upon concepts and results of DAVEY—WERNER [3] on dualities and equivalences of 
quasivarieties. 
Let C=(C; F) be a finite algebra and let i?=ISP(C) be the quasivariety 
generated by C. Let C=(C; t, R) be a topological relational structure where R is 
a set of compatible relations of C, and T is the discrete topology on C. Let 2C be the 
class of all topological relational structures of the same type as C. For X, 
a morphism X-+Y is a map between the carrier sets of X, Y, which preserves the 
defining relations of X, Y. Let ¡E (X, Y) denote the set of all continuous morphisms 
Z— Y. A mapping Y) is an embedding if it is one-to-one, closed, and for 
each relation r£R and ..., x„£X we have 
(«Hxj), •••> $(x„))£r => (*!, ...,x„)€r. 
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An onto-embedding is an isomorphism in Let and YQX. Y is a closed 
substructure if the inclusion map F—X is an embedding. A power of C is always 
endowed with the product topology and the pointwise relations, i.e. the sets 
(i; p):= {xeC":*^) = p} with and p£C 
form a subbasis for the topology on C1. For ..., xn£C' one has 
The subclass of 2£ consisting of all members isomorphic to a closed substructure of 
a power of C is denoted by 3k. Symbolically, we write J?=ISP(C). 
The following lemma shows the interconnection between the categories i'£ and 2k. 
Lemma 4.1. There exists a pair of adjoint contravariant functors D : Z£-~3k, 
E: 
A pair (D, E) as in Lemma 4.1 is called a protoduality. The protoduality is called 
a duality if for each algebra A in i f the embedding eA \ A—ED (A) is an isomor-
phism. 
Let Sfr^QM be the subcategory consisting of all structures isomorphic to some 
closed substructure of a power of C. Then the duality (D, E) is called a full duality 
between and 2k^ if for all X£3S0 the embedding ex: X—DE(X) is an isomor-
phism. C is said to be injective in Sk^ (with respect to some class £ of embeddings) 
if for each embedding <r: X—Y in every continuous morphism 
<p: X—C extends to a continuous morphism t/r V—C with \\ioa=q>. 
The next statements rest upon the following two conditions (IB) and (EF). 
(IB) For every substructure X of a finite power C" of C, each morphism (p: X—C 
extends to a term function <p: C"— C of C. 
(EF) If X is a proper substructure of some finite then there exist two differ-
ent morphisms (p, ij/: Y—C such that <plX=\pjX. 
Lemma 4.2. Let <S?=ISP(C) for a finite algebra C = (C; F). Let C= 
= (C; t, jR) be a (finite) relational structure where R is a finite set of compatible rela-
tions on C and 3i = ISP(C). Suppose the conditions (IB) and (EF) hold. Then the 
protoduality (D, E) is a full duality between <£ and 3$0, and C is injective in 3l0. 
Now we assume that C admits a majority term function. 
Lemma 4.3. Let C=(C; F> be a finite algebra with a majority term function. 
Let R be the set of all binary compatible relations on C. Then the protoduality (D, E) 
is a duality between ££ and !%0, and C is injective in 3$0. If( EF) holds, (D, E) is a full 
duality between !£ and 31Q. 
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We are ready to apply the preceding duality theory to obtain dualities or even 
full dualities for varieties (quasivarieties) generated by two-element preprimal 
algebras. 
Theorem 4.4. Let 2P=({0, 1}; F) be a two-element preprimal algebra 
(2P£ {Ax, C3, D3, L j ) . Let 2P = ({0, 1}; Q) be a finite relational structure with 
F— Pol Q and ISP (2P). Then the protoduality is a full duality between i ? and 
and 2P is injective in 
Proof . By Corollary 2.2 for any two nontrivial compatible relations gt, g2 
of a preprimal algebra A = ( A ; F) we have F = P o l ^ 1=Pol g2. Therefore we can 
set 2P=({0, 1}; g) with /7=Pol g. The algebras Ax, C3, and D, have majority term 
functions. In view of Lemma 4.3 it is sufficient to prove that condition (EF) is satis-
fied. We define ^=<{0,1}; C3=<{0, 1}; 0>, D3=<{0, 1}; N). In the first 
case, if X c l T f ^ 0, Y finite, and a£Y\X, then both (fl]={>»eF: y^a} and (a) = 
= {y£Y: y^a) are ideals such that XC\(a]=XC\(a). Thus (p,<p: 1}, 
(p(x)=0-t>xSa, i / i (x )=0ox<a are two order-preserving maps which agree on X. 
In the second case, let X c Y be a substructure of a finite i.e. 06 X and let 
(p,\j/: Y—C3 with <p(x) =0 and 
if x£X 
if x$X. = {j 
Then cp and tp are morphisms, (p^tf* but (p/X—\jj/X. 
Now we consider D3. Let XCIY£&0, Y finite, i.e. NXQ X where N is a permu-
tation on Y with cycles of the same length 2 and without fixed points. Then we con-
sider two proper subsets Xlf X2czX with X^lxdX: Nx£X2}, X2 = {x£X: Nx£X^, 
QeX1, \ex2, N0=1. From Nx^x, x£Y it follows X^X^Q. Further, we have 
X1UX2=X, Xx and X2 can be extended to yx and Y2, respectively, such that 
Y^IXTY: NXD Y2}, Y2={X£Y: NX^Y,}, Y ^ Y ^ Q , YTUY2^Y. We choose 
(p(x) = 
0 if x i Z j 
1 if x£X2 . . 
0 if x e r ^ ' H x ) 
1 if x£Y2\X2 
0 if x£X! 
1 if X£X2 
l if x e y x ^ i ' 
.0 if X£Y2\X2 
(p and 11> are two distinct morphisms which agree on X. 
Finally, we consider L1 = <{0, 1}, + , N, 0, 1). Let i ? = ISP(Lx) be the quasi-
variety generated by Lx ( i? ^ VL). The term functions of Lx are exactly all Boolean 
functions which preserve a={(x, y, z, e): e=x+y+z}. Here x+y+z is the ternary 
operation of the Boolean 3-group G3=({0, 1}; x+y+z). For LX=G3 condition 
(IB) is satisfied. ISP(G3) is the variety of Boolean 3-groups. X being a proper subal-
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gebra of a finite Boolean 3-group we choose a maximal subgroup Z of Y 
containing X. Y\Z is simple and thus isomorphic to Lx. Hence we have two homo-
morphisms Y-*-/^ with kernels Z and Y, respectively, which therefore agree on X. 
Thus condition (EF) is satisfied. 
5. Application of the Equivalent Quasivarieties Theorem 
In this section we prove that the quasivarieties generated by the preprimal alge-
bras A=g, A{6j, A v Ax , respectively, are equivalent as categories to the varieties 
(quasivarieties) generated by the two-element preprimal algebras A t , C3, D3, Lx. 
We need the following Equivalent Quasivarieties Theorem [3]. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the protoduality (D,E) is a full duality between 
<£ and and assume further that C is injective in Then a quasivariety is equiv-
alent as a category to the quasivariety if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) there is a finite algebra Q in Jf and a family R of compatible relations on 
Q such that Q=(Q; R) is an object of M0, 
(ii) (a) j f= ISP (Q) , 
(b) C is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a power of Q, 
(iii) Q is injective in 8&0 (or equivalently, Q is a retract of a finite power of C), 
(iv) for each positive integer n every morphism Q"—Q is a term function on Q. 
If Jf is equivalent as a category to <£, then Q above can be chosen to be //(C). 
Let 2P=({0, 1}; F> be a two-element preprimal algebra and let 2P=({0, 1}; Q) 
be a relational structure with F = P o l g . We set jS? = ISP(2P) and ISP (2P). 
By Theorem 4.4 (£>, E) is a full duality between <£ and and 2P is injective in 
In order to apply Theorem 5.1 for the proof that the quasivariety generated by one of 
the preprimal algebras A s , A{6}, ASj, A ^ is equivalent as a category to the quasi-
variety S£ one has to show that conditions (i)—(iv) are satisfied. 
Lemma 5.2. The variety generated by a preprimal algebra A s is category equiv-
alent to VAi. 
Proof . By Theorem 3.6 JT=ISP(A s ) is the variety generated by A s . It is 
clear that C=A1 = <{0,1}; Q = A S , Q=AS = (A; s ) fulfil the conditions 
(i), (ii) (a), and (iv). At is isomorphic to the substructure of consisting of the least 
and the greatest element with respect to i.e. (ii) (b) holds. Then the lattice P(A) 
of all subsets of A is isomorphic to a finite power of Ax, and the maps a and r 
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given by 
a\ As - P(A), a(a) = {x£A: (x, a)£ ^ for all a£A), 
x: P(A) - As, t ( B ) = sup B for all B g A, 
are order preserving and such that a or— . Hence (iii) holds. 
Lemma 5.3. The variety generated by a preprimal algebra A{i>} is category equiv-
alent to Vr . 
Proof . By Theorem 3.6 we have Jf=ISP(A{ i ) )) = KA{|j). For C = C 3 = 
= ({0, 1}; 0>, Q = A{6), Q = 4 { 6 ) = ( ^ ; b), conditions (i), (ii) (a), and (iv) hold. 
C3 is isomorphic to a substructure of A((j} consisting of b and any other element of A. 
Hence (ii) (b) holds. We choose a positive integer n such that \A\s2". Then there 
exist a monomorphism a : —({0, 1}"; 0) and an epimorphism r : ({0,1}"; 0)— 
—A,., such that O-OT = 1. . Hence (iii) holds. 1 1 W 
Lemma 5.4. The variety generated by a preprimal algebra AH is category equiv-
alent to Vn . 
Proof . By Theorem 3.6, we have J f = I S P ( A ) = F A j . For C = D 3 = 
= <{0, 1}; N), Q = A V Q = ASf=(A; N), conditions (i), (ii) (a), and (iv) hold. C3 is 
isomorphic to a substructure of consisting of any two elements a, b, a^b, of A 
with Na=b, Nb=a (\A\=2k). Hence (ii) (b) holds. We choose n such that 
|/4|s2". Without restriction of generality we choose As =({0, 1, ..., 2k— 1}; N) 
with Af=(01)(23)...(2£—1 2k), and 2" = <{a0, ax, ..., a2„^}, N). Then we can 
define a monomorphism a: A^-*2" by a{i) — a„ i=0, ...,2k—I, and an epimor-
phism t : 2"-~ASt by t(oJ) = i for j=0 , . . . , 2k— 1 and t(o2*+;) = ' for i=0, ... 
..., 2"—2K such that <TOT = 1. . Hence (iii) holds. 
Lemma 5.5. A quasivariety is category equivalent to the quasivariety gen-
erated by L t if and only if it is generated by a preprimal algebra Ax . 
Proof . Let jSf^ISPiLO be the quasivariety generated by Lx. By Theorem 
4.4,for C=L 1 = G3 = ({0, 1}; x+y+z), ¿ ^ I S P ^ ) the protoduality (D, E) is a 
full duality between St? and and Lt is injective in ¿¡$0. 
Let X be equivalent to i f ^ I S P i L j ) . Then by Theorem 5.1 (i), there exist a 
finite algebra Q in X and a family R of compatible relations of Q such that 
Q=(Q', R) is an object of i.e. Q is a Boolean 3-group and therefore Q is a finite 
power of the two-element Boolean 3-group. By (iv), Q is a preprimal algebra of the 
form A, with am = {(x,y, z, e): e=x+y +z} and x+y+z the operation of a Boolean 
3-group"" G3 =(/4; x+y+z), \A\=2m, w > 1. Conversely, let ISP(A a J be the 
quasivariety generated by Ax . Taking Q = Ax , Q = G3 , (i), (ii) (a), (b), and (iv) 
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are satisfied. Since <*3 is injective in Q=G% also is injective in á?0. Hence (iii) 
holds and ISP(A a J is equivalent to I S P ^ ) . 
Finally, by Lemmas 5.2—5.5 and Theorem 3.6 we obtain 
Theorem 5.6. A quasivariety is category equivalent to the quasivariety generated 
by a two-element preprimal algebra iff it is generated by a preprimal algebra of one of 
the forms A S , A W , ASt (\A\ = 2k), A,m (Ml=2m). 
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Examples of local uniformity of congruences 
IVAN CHAJDA 
Following [6], a congruence 0 on an algebra A is uniform if every two congruence 
classes of 0 have the same cardinality. An algebra A is uniform if each 0 6 Con A 
has this property. A class of algebras is uniform if every algebra of this class has this 
property. 
It is well known that groups and Boolean algebras are uniform. Moreover, 
every variety generated by quasi-primal algebras (i.e. a discriminator variety, see [7]) 
is uniform, see [6] or Theorem 2.2 in [7]. Some classes of uniform algebras are depicted 
also in [3]. Although such "nice" varieties are uniform, W. TAYLOR [6] proved that 
the class of uniform varieties is not definable by a Mal'cev condition. He introduces 
the following concept: an algebra A is weakly uniform if for every cardinal m there 
exists a cardinal n such that whenever and B2 are congruence classes of some 
0£Con A, if c a r d B ^ m then c a r d — I t was proven in [6] that the class of 
varieties of weakly uniform algebras is definable by a Mal'cev condition. 
For algebras with a nullary operation, we can give a local version of uniformity : 
Def in i t ion . An algebra A with a nullary operation c is c-locally uniform if for 
each element a£A and each 0£Con A, card [a]e^card [c]g. A class K of algebras 
of the same type with a nullary operation c is c-locally uniform if each has 
this property. 
It is clear that every uniform algebra with a nullary operation c is c-locally 
uniform and every c-locally uniform algebra is weakly uniform with n=card[c] e . 
Recall that an algebra A is regular if every two congruences on A coincide 
whenever they have a congruence class in common. An algebra A with a nullary 
operation c is weakly regular (with respect to c) if every two congruences 0 , 
6Con A coincide whenever [c]e=[c]<p. A class J f of algebras is (weakly) regular if 
each A£ Jf has this property. 
Received January 23, 1985. 
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Propos i t i on (Lemma 2.6 in [5]). Every uniform'variety is regular. 
We can prove a similar result for c-locally uniform algebras. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a class of algebras of the same type with a nullary opera-
tion c closed under homomorphic immages. If X is c-locally uniform, then X is 
weakly regular with respect to c. 
Proof . Let c be a nullary operation of a c-locally uniform class Let JT be 
closed under homomorphic immages. Suppose 01, 02£Con A and 
(* ) Me, = [ c W 
In this case we have clearly [c]e Aet=[c]e V 9 t =[c] e =[c]e ; without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume 0±=02. Denote by <x> the identity relation on A/0x. By (*) , 
the congruences co=01/01 and 02/01oi A/01dJf have the same congruence class 
containing the nullary operation of A/0X. Thus 
card [c]e2/ei = card [c]m = 1. 
Since A/01 is c-locally uniform, we have 
1 ^ card [a]edei card [c]0a/ei = 1 
for each a£A, thus 0J0X—O), i.e. 0 2 = 0 a . 
The aim of this paper is to show that there exist important classes of finite alge-
bras which are c-locally uniform but not uniform. By Theorem 1, they must be weakly 
regular. By [4], such algebras can be found among Heyting algebras, implication 
algebras and other types of lattice ordered algebras with pseudocomplementation. 
An algebra (L;\J, A, •, 1) with three binary and one nullary operations is an 
rp-algebra if (L; V, A, 1) is a lattice with greatest element 1 and • satisfies the follow-
ing identities: 
(* *) x-x=\, (x-y)hy = y, (x-y)hx = xhy. 
T h e o r e m 2. The class of all finite rp-algebras is \-locally uniform but not uni-
form. 
Proof . Let X be a class of all finite rp-algebras. Clearly J f is not uniform, 
because, e.g. the three-element chain C={0,a, 1}, 0 < a < 1, with a binary operation 
• defined by 
a • 0—0, 1 - 0 = 0 and x-y= 1 for all other combinations of variables 
is an rp-algebra but the partition {0}, {a, 1} forms a congruence on C which is not 
uniform. 
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We prove that J f is 1-locally uniform. Let A£c/C, z£A, 06Con A. Since A is a 
finite lattice, the congruence class [z]e contains a greatest element a. Put <p(x)= 
=a-x. We prove that q> is an injection of [z]e into [l]e . If x£[z]e, then (x, a )€0 . 
Since <p is an algebraic function over A, it follows that (<p (x), cp(a))— (cp (x), a • a)= 
= (<p{x), 1)60, i.e. <p{x)£[\]e. Thus q>: [z]0-[l]e. Suppose <p(x)=<p(y) for 
x,y€[z]e. Then a-x=a-y, whence af\{a-x)—af\(a-y). By (* *), this yields 
af\x=af\y. Since x^a, y^a, we obtain x=y. Thus <p is an injection, and therefore 
card [z] egcard[l] e . 
Let I be a lattice and a,b£L. An element x£L is called a relative pseudo-
complement of a with respect to b if x is the greatest element satisfying at\x=a!\b; 
denote it by a*b. A lattice L is relatively pseudocomplemented if a*b exists for each 
a,b£L. Then clearly L has a greatest element 1, and a*a— 1 for each a£L. Clearly 
the operation * satisfies the identities (* *), i.e. we obtain the following 
Coro l l a ry 1. Every finite relatively pseudocomplemented lattice is 1-locally 
uniform. 
Note that a finite lattice is relatively pseudocomplemented if and only if it is 
distributive. Corollary 1 implies immediately (for the definition, see e.g. [7]) 
Coro l l a ry 2. Every finite Heyting algebra is 1-locally uniform. 
Remark . By [4], a Heyting algebra is regular if and only if it is a Boolean 
algebra. Every three-element chain 0 -=a<l with a pseudocomplementation is a 
Heyting algebra which is not uniform. 
Following [1], an algebra (A; •) with one binary operation is an implication 
algebra if it satisfies 
(x-y)-x = x, (x-j>)-j> = x-(y-z) = y-(x-z). 
As it was proven in [1], every implication algebra A has a nullary operation 1 such 
that a-a= 1 for each a£A. 
Lemma 1. Every implication algebra is a V-semilattice with greatest element 1 
with respect to the operation a\Jb=(a-b)-b. 
For the proof, see Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in [1]. 
Lemma 2. (Theorem 5 in [1]). Let A be an implication algebra and a, b£A. 
If p is any lower bound for a and b (with respect to the semilattice ordering), then 
the infimum a Kb of a and b exists, and a Kb—[a • (b • p)] • p. 
Theorem 3. The class of all finite implication algebras is 1-locally uniform but 
not uniform. 
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Proof . Let A be free implication algebra with two free generators a, b. By the 
Corollary of Theorem 2 in [1], A has the following diagram (as a V-semilattice): 
1 
{b-a, 1}, {a,(a-b)-b}, {a-b}, {Z>} 
is a congruence on A which is not uniform. 
Let A be a finite implication algebra, 0£Con A and z£A. By Lemma 1, there 
exists a greatest element a in [z]e. Put q>(x)=a- x. Clearly <p(a)=a- a— 1. If 
then (x, a ) € 0 which implies (q>(x), (p(a))= (q>(x), 1)£0, i.e. q>(x)£[\]e. 
Thus <p is a mapping of [z]e into [l]e . 
We prove that <p is an injection on [z]0. Suppose x,y£[z]0 and (p{x)~(p(y). 
Then a-x—a-y. Since x S a , x^a-x and y^a, y^a-y, therefore x is a lower 
bound of a and a • x, y, is a lower bound of a and a • y. By Lemma 2, aha • x and 
aha-y exist,and a-x=a-y impliesthat a- xAa=a-yAa. By Lemma 2, a-xha— 
= [ ( a - x ) ( a - x ) ] - x = l - x = x , and analogously a-yf\a=y. Hence x—y. 
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On the category of S-posets 
SYED M. FAKHRUDDIN 
0. Introduction. Generalizing usual posets as well as semilattices both of which 
have been treated from categorical viewpoint in [5] and [8], we study in this article 
the category of posets acted on by a pomonoid S and the action satisfying the usual 
properties. Our main results are: 
(i) adjunctions from our category to the category of usual posets, 
(ii) a structure theorem for projective S-posets, and finally 
(iii) if S is a pogroup, our category admits injective hulls. 
1. The category of S-posets — SPOS. Let S be a pomonoid which is not 
necessarily commutative and let E be a poset. We call E a left S-poset (the adjective 
"left" would be omitted in the sequel) if S acts on E in such a way that (i) the action is 
monotonie in each of the variables, (ii) for s, t£S and x£E we have s(tx)—(st)x 
and (iii) ex—x where e is the identity of S and sx stands for the result of the action 
of s on x. Let us call such an order on E an S-order. A morphism from an S-poset E 
to another S-poset F is a monotonie map which preserves S-action. The class of S-
posets and morphisms evidently forms a category, which we denote by SPOS. 
2. Congruences in SPOS. An equivalence relation 0 on an S-poset E is called 
a congruence if* 0 is compatible with the S-action on E and the quotient set Ej0 
can be endowed with an S-order so that the canonical surjection is a morphism in 
SPOS. Let now 0 be an equivalence on E compatible with S-action and 
A — {A1,A2, ..., A„j be a finite sequence of distinct equivalence classes of 0. A 
is called a 0-chain if each class in A contains an element which is smaller than some 
element of the following class. Then 0 is a congruence iff no element belonging to a 
member in a 0-chain is smaller than an element of a previous member in that chain 
(cf. [4], p. 177 or [1], p. 42)*. 
If © is a congruence on E then the induced S-order on E/0 is given by [a] ̂  [b\ 
iff there is a 0-chain from [a] to [b]. Moreover, every equivalence relation R on E 
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compatible with S-action generates a congruence 0R: a 0Rb iff there is an i?-chain 
from [a] to [t] and another from [b] to [a] (cf. [1], p. 46 or [4], p. 182). Finally if Qi 
and 0 2 are congruences on E such that 0 j ^ 0 2 then the unique map E I & ^ E j Q z 
is a morphism. 
3. Standard constructions in SPOS. Let E be an S-poset. The usual notions of 
S-subposet, S-subposet generated by a subset XofE and convex S-subposet, etc., can 
be defined in the obvious way. The convex S-subposet generated by X will be denoted 
by <*>• 
The usual definitions of monies and epimorphisms carry over to SPOS. However, 
an epimorphism need not be surjective. Let f: 2?— F be a surjective morphism. Then 
one can check that k e r / = 0 is a congruence over E and E/0, equipped with the 
smallest order making the natural surjection E-*Ej0 an order-preserving map, 
is isomorphic to F. Let {£,•};6J be a family of S-posets. Then the categorical product 
is the usual cartesian product with product order and the coproduct is the disjoint 
union. 
The equalizer of f,g: E—F is j: G—E where j is the natural injection and G 
is given by G= {x|x6ii: /(x)=g(x)}. The coequalizer is F—F/0 where 0 is the 
congruence generated by the binary relation R over F, where aRb iff there exists an 
x£E such that the sets {/(x), g(x)} and {a, b} are the same in F. 
By [7], Theorem 1 and its dual on page 109 we have 
3.1. Theorem. SPOS has arbitrary limits and colimits. 
There is another construction which is peculiar to SPOS. Given a family of S-
posets {-EJjgj. indexed by a poset P, the ordinal sum JJ° Et of the family is the dis-
i(.P 
joint union and obvious S-action; the order relation is now given for x, y£ JJ° E t by ¡ep 
x<y if x£Ei and y£Ej with i<j or else x=y in E^Ej. The ordinal sum has 
the universal mapping property (UMP): given a family fi: E^F' of morphisms 
such that for x£Eu ydEj with f ^ x ) s f j ( y ) in F, there exists a unique morphism 
/ : J J ° E t-*F with / • ji—fi whe're j\ is the canonical injection of Et into the ordinal 
sum. 
4. Free S-posets. Let P be a poset. Then a free S-poset over P is a pair (E, <p) 
where E is an S-poset and <p: P—E is a monotonic map such that for every monot-
onic map ip: P—F into an S-poset F, there is a unique morphism / : E—F such 
that i j /= f - (p . 
4.1. Theorem. Given a poset P there exists a free S-poset E over P and E is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
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Proof . Let E= JJ° Si where St= S for each i and (p: P—E given by 
i€P 
q>(i)=e, the identity of S in S,. Then the UMP of the ordinal sum implies the UMP 
for the pair (E, cp) as given above and the uniqueness is clear. 
We shall denote the free S-poset over P by F(P). It is isomorphic to PX S where 
PX S is the product poset with lexicographic order and ¿»-action only on the 
second component. 
The subset B= {bt=(i, e)} of P X S has the property: every element of P X S 
is a unique multiple of one (and only one) member of B and if b^bj then for any 
s, t£ S, sbi< tbj. If we call such a family an ordered base, then clearly an S-poset E 
is free over a poset P iff E has an ordered base {x;}i6P indexed by P. In this case 
Sxi=(xi). The poset P is called the order type of the free S-poset E. Then two free 
S-posets E and F are isomorphic in SPOS exactly if their order types are isomorphic 
in POS — the category of posets. 
Not all S-posets are free even if S is a pogroup. For example, let E be the set Z 
of all integers and S be the full permutation group of E. Then S acquires a poorder 
from the natural order of Z and the resulting S-poset E is not free. 
Let E be an S-poset. Consider the free S-poset over the poset E, F (E)=EX S 
with the map cp: E—EXS defined by cp(x)=(x, e), then there is a unique mor-
phism 17: FXS—E defined by n((x,s))=sx such that II • <p—IE and we have 
F(F)/ker I I ^ E . Hence 
4.2. P ropos i t ion . Every S-poset is the quotient of a free S-poset. 
Remark . For a systematic study of standard constructions in ordered algebras 
we refer the reader to [2] and [3]. 
5. Some functors. An ordinary poset can be considered as an S-poset with 
trivial S-action. Let POS denote the category of posets and U be the inclusion func-
tor. In this section, we shall find a left adjoint H to U and study the properties of the 
resulting adjunction. 
First observe that a morphism from an S-poset to a poset is just a monotonic 
map which is constant on each orbit Sx for x£E. 
5.1. P ropos i t ion . Let E be an S-poset. Then there is a poset H(F) and a mor-
phism hE: E-»11(E) such that for any morphism f : E-*X into a poset X, there exists 
a unique monotonic map f : H(F)—X with f-hE=f. 
Proof . Let 0 be the congruence on E generated by the binary relation aRb 
iff there exists J€S such that sa=b. More specifically define xQy for x,y£E if 
there exist elements x—a0, ay, ..., an=y such that SaiC\Sai+17i0. Let H(E)=E/0 
and hE be the natural morphism: E-+E/0. Suppose / : E-+X is a morphism into a 
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poset X. Then clearly k e r f — Q and so there exists a monotonic map / : H ( E ) - ~ X 
such that f-hE=f. 
Now if / : E— F is a morphism in SPOS, the above construction implies that 
there exists a unique montonic map fH: H(£)—H(F) such that fH • hE=hF • f 
and the correspondence (H() , ( )H) defines a functor from SPOS to POS. Let 
r^E—U-hE: E—UH(2s) be the natural homomorphism. Then we have 
5.2. Theorem. H is left adjoint to U. 
Proof . The correspondence tj: 7SP0S—UH is clearly a natural transformation 
such that r]E: E— UH(Zs) is universal — from E to U for every E in SPOS. Then the 
assignment <pf=Uf- r\E\ £ - -U(X) for / : H(£)—X establishes a bijective corre-
spondence between the respective hom-sets. Now the theorem follows (by [7], Theo-
rem 2, condition (i), p. 81). 
R e m a r k . The unit of this adjunction is r] and the counit e: HU-+/POS is 
the natural order isomorphism. 
Now let us discuss the associated monad of this adjunction ([7], p. 134). This is 
given by (UH; r\\ /SPOS—UH; /i: UHUH—UH) where /j, assigns to every object 
E in SPOS the map U-eH ( £ ) : U H U H ( £ ) - U H ( £ ) given by the rule [[x]] mapped 
to [x] for each x£E. 
If (T, rj, n) is a monad in a category X, then an Eilenberg—Moore algebra (in 
short: EM-algebra) is a pair (x, h) where x is an object (the underlying object of the 
algebra) and h is an arrow h: 7x—x of X (called the structure map of the algebra) 
with the following properties: 
(i) hTh: T2x—x is the same as h • nx (associative law), 
(ii) h-t]x: x-~Tx^-x is the identity on x ([7], p. 136). 
Hence applying this general definition to our situation, we find that an Eilen-
berg—Moore algebra for the monad above is a pair (E, g) where E is an S-poset and g 
is a left inverse for hE such that the associative law above holds. 
A morphism / : (E,g)-*(E',g') of Eilenberg—Moore algebras is a morphism 
in SPOS such that g'-fk=f-g. 
Now consider the category of EM-algebras (SPOS)T. This gives rise to an ad-
junction <Hr, U r , nT, eT): (SPOS)-(SPOS) r in which H r and UT are given by the 
respective assignments 
(E,g) - E £~(UH(£),^e) 
UT ! ' j ' and H r I ' 
and t]T=r] and eT(E,g)=g for each algebra in (SPOS)T (cf. [7], Theorem 1, p. 136). 
The monad defined by this new adjunction on SPOS is the same as the original monad. 
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Also, this new adjunction is related to the original adjunction by the comparison 
functor. This functor K is from POS to (SPOS)T with U r K = U and K H = H T . 
This is defined by K(P)=<U(P), UeP> for any P in POS and K ( / ) = U ( / ) : 
<U(P), Uep>-(U(P), UeP.) for any morphism/ in POS ([7], Theorem 1, pp. 138, 
139). When this functor K is an isomorphism, the functor U is called monadic. In 
the present case U is indeed monadic, and we shall indicate the proof. 
A functor G: A->*X creates coequalizers for a parallel pair fg:a-+b in A 
when to each coequalizer u: Gb-»z of Gf, Gg in X there is a unique object c and a 
unique arrow e: b-*c with Gc=z and Ge=u and when, moreover, this unique 
arrow is a coequalizer o f / and g. Also a fork a =*b-<-c in a category is called an 
absolute coequalizer if it remains a coequalizer under the action of any functor. Hence 
in particular it is a coequalizer. By Beck's theorem ([7], Theorem 1, p. 147), the func-
tor U: POS-»-SPOS is monadic iff U creates coequalizers for those parallel pairs 
/ , g in POS for which TJf and Vg has an absolute coequalizer in SPOS. Now this is 
easily verified, since a coequalizer is surjective both in POS and SPOS. Hence we 
have 
5.3. Theorem. The inclusion functor U is monadic. 
On the other hand, let F be the free S-poset construction. Then it is easily seen 
that F defines a functor from POS to SPOS and let V be the forgetful functor from 
SPOS to POS. The map <PP: P—F(P) associated with F is a natural transformation 
from 7POS to F. Let SP— \<PP: P—VF(P). Then 5P is a universal arrow from P to 
V. Hence we conclude 
5.4. Theorem. F is left adjoint to V. 
The unit of this adjunction is 5 and the counit is the canonical epimorphism 
(Prop. 4.2) 77: FV—7SP0S. The associated monad is given by (VF, S: 7POS—VF, 
a: VFVF—VF) where a assigns to every object P in POS the map V77F(P) from 
VFVF(P) -VF(P) given by the rule ((/>, e), e) of VFVF(P) is mapped into (p, e) 
of VF(P) for P in POS. 
Now an Eilenberg—Moore algebra for the monad above is a pair (P, h) where P 
is a poset and h: VF(P)—P is a left inverse for 8: P— VF(P). Using the method of 
([7], Theorem 1, p. 152) we can show 
5.5. Theorem. The forgetful functor V is monadic. 
Summarising we have 
5.6. Theorem. In SPOS the functor UV which trivialises S-action has a left 
adjoint FH. 
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6. Projective S-posets. An S-poset E is called projective if every epimorphism 
to E is a retraction. 
By 4.2 an S-poset E is projective iff it is a retract of a free S-poset. The following 
theorem gives a characterisation of a projective S-poset similar to the one valid for 
projective modules. 
6.1. Theorem. Let E be an S-poset. Then E is projective iff there exist maps 
h: E^-E, g: E^-S with the following properties: 
(i) h is a monotonic map which is constant on (x) for x£E. 
(ii) g preserves S-action, and if x, y£E, x^y, h(x)=h(y) then g(x)Sg(y). 
(iii) g(x)h(x)—x for every x£E. 
Proof . Suppose E is projective. Then II: EXS—E given by n((x,s))=sx 
is a retraction, so there exists an S-morphism / : E—EXS where f(x)—(h(x), g(x)) 
such that n((h(x),g(x)j)=g(x)h(x)=x for every x£E. Thus it remains only to 
check conditions (i) and (ii) above. 
Since / is monotonic h is also monotonic. Also, if y—tx for some t£S then 
f(tx)=(h(tx),g(tx))=tf(x)=t(h(x),g(,x))=(h(x),tg(x)). Thus h(tx)=h(x) and 
g(tx)—tg(x). If, however, ax^y^bx then f(ax)^f(y)^f(bx). Therefore (h(x), 
ag(x))^(h(y), g(y))^(h(x), bg(x)). Thus h(x)=h(y) and ag(x)*g(y)mbg(x). 
Conversely, given h and g a priori satisfying the above conditions, define 
/: E^EXS by f(x)=(h(x), g(x)). Then by (iii) (/I -f)(x)=x for every x£E. 
Also f(tx)=(h(tx),g(txj)=(h(x), tg(x))=t(h(x),g(x))=tf(x) and if x<y then 
h(x)<h(y) or else Then (h(x),g(x))r=(h(y),g(y)) and t h u s / i s an 
S-morphism and E is a retract of a free S-poset, so it is projective. 
Since the map h factors through hE: E-<-H(E), we have a different, but equiv-
alent formulation of the theorem above. 
6.2. Theorem. Let E be an S-poset. Then E is projective i f f there exist maps 
h': H(E)-+E and g: E—S with the following properties: 
(i) h' is a montonic map. 
(ii) g preserves S-action and if xS.y, h'([x])=h'([y]), then g(x)^g(y). 
(iii) ^ ( X ) / J ' ( [ X ] ) = X for every x£E, where [x] is the class of x in H(E) for x£E. 
Example. If E=XXS, the free S-poset over X, then h: XXS-»XXS is 
given by h((x, s))=(x, e) and g: E^S by g((x, s))=s. 
Call an ideal / in S projective if 7 is a projective S-poset. Then we have 
6.3. Theorem. An S-poset E is projective i f f E is isomorphic to an ordinal sum of 
the form J]° /¡Zj where zt is a suitable element of E and Ji is a projective ideal of S •g/ 
with the property 
(i) there exists an st£Jt such that s^^z^ and 
(ii) a = i in 7,- exactly if az^bz^ 
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Proof . Projective property is stable under isomorphism and ordinal sum, hence 
sufficiency is clear. 
Conversely let £ be projective and h: £—2?, g: E-+S be the functions given in 
Theorem 6.1. Then the equivalence classes Et of h are convex S-subposets. Let 
hi=h\Et and gi=g\E.- By the previous result Et is projective with the aid of the 
maps gi and /¡¡; also ht is constant on Et and (gihi)(x)=x, so gt is an isomorphism. 
Thus g i(£ ' i)=/ i is a projective ideal of S and if h^E^—z^Ei then J i s i / i z i =£ ' i . 
Consider E'= TT° E^ TT°Jizi. Then E' is projective and as sets E—E'. However, ¡6/ itl 
the identity map x—gi(x)zi is a bimorphism, so in particular an epimorphism from 
E to E' and since E' is projective this is an isomorphism. 
6.4. Coro l la ry . Over a pogroup G, all projective G-posets are free. 
7. Complete S-posets — completion — injectivity. An S-poset E is complete 
if E is a complete lattice and given a family of elements { x j in E and S we have 
where V denotes the supremum. A morphism between complete 
posets is complete'if it preserves supremum of arbitrary family of elements. 
A completion of an S-poset E is a pair (£*, <p) where E* is a complete S-poset 
and q>: E-+E* is a monomorphism with the property that (p(x)<(p(y) exactly 
if y in E and for any other pair (F, if/) with the above data there exists a unique 
complete morphism f : E*-*F such that f-(p=\j/. 
7.1. Theorem. Every S-poset E admits a completion, which is unique up to iso-
morphism. 
Proof . The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2 in [6]. 
Now call a monomorphism/of an S-poset strict if f(x)<f(y) exactly if x^y. 
An S-poset E is injective if given a strict monomorphism g: A->-B and a morphism 
f : A—E, there exists an extension o f f to B, h: B--E such that h-g—f. 
7.2. P ropos i t i on . An injective S-poset is complete. 
Proof . If E is an injective S-poset and {E*, <p) its completion then by the de-
finition applied to the identity morphism on E, (p is a coretraction. Hence E is 
already complete. 
For a converse, we have 
7.3. P ropos i t i on . Let G be a pogroup. Then a complete G-poset is injective. 
Proof . Let E be a complete G-poset and g: A^-B be a strict monomorphism 
of S-posets and / : A-*E be a morphism. For b£B we define h(b)= V f(a). 
Now h(b) exists in E and clearly h is monotonic; moreover, since g is strict, we have 
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h-g=f- For s£G we have 
h(sb) = V m s V f(.sa) = s( V f(a)) = sh(b). 
g(x)Ssb g(.a)sb g(a)sb 
Further sh(b)—sh(s~1(sb))^ss~1h(sb) which gives sh(b)^h(sb). Thus h(sb)= 
=sh(b) and h is an S-morphism. 
Noting that a minimal injective extension is a hull, we have 
7.4. Coro l l a ry . If G is a pogroup, then the category of G-posets admits injective 
hulls. 
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On the minimal ring containing the boundary 
of a convex body 
IMRE BÁRÁNY 
1. Let .KcR2 be a convex compact set with boundary C. For each point x£K 
there exist a minimal circular disc B(R(x), x) containing К and a maximal circular 
disc B(r(x), x) contained in K, where B(r, x) denotes the disc with radius r and cen-
ter x. 
The function R(x)—r(x) attaines its minimal value in a unique point x0£K. 
This was shown by BONNESEN [1], Bonnesen and FENCHEL [2]. So the circular ring 
around x0 with radii R(x0) and r(x0), respectively, is the minimal ring containing the 
boundary С of K. 
This result was used by Bonnesen and Fenchel [2] to sharpen the isoperimetric 
inequality in R2. Later I. VINCZE [7] showed that 
r n min |Д(х): x<jK) f$ 




and these inequalities are sharp. 
Answering a question due to I. Vincze we generalize the inequalities (1) and (2) 
to arbitrary dimension. To do so we need a theorem characterizing the minimal ring 
in Rd. For d—2 and d= 3 such a theorem was found by Bonnesen [1] and by 
KRITIKOS [4]. The main tool in the proof of our results is the use of convex analysis 
(see: Йоффе — Тихомиров [3] and ROCKEFELLAR [5]). 
2. Again, let Kc. R"1 be a convex compact set with boundary C. B(r, x) stands 
for the ball with radius r and center x. For x£K we define 
R(x) = min {R: B(R, x) ¡5 K), 
r(x) = max {/•: B(r, x) g A"}. 
Received January 18, 1985. 
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It is easy to see that the maximum and minimum above exist, so the definition is 
correct. Moreover, this means that for each x£K there exist points p and q such that 
p,q£C and [|;c—/>|| = R(;c) and q\\ = r(x). In this case we say that p supports 
R(x) and q supports r(x). 
Theorem 1. There exists a point x0(:K in which the function R(x)—r(x) 
attaines its minimal value. This point x0 is unique. 
Theset {x€Rd: r ( x 0 ) s | | x — i s called the minimal ring containing C. 
The characterization theorem for the minimal ring is this: 
Theorem 2.. The point x0£K is the center of the minimal ring if and only if 
there are points pi, ...,pk£C supporting R(x0) and qy, ..., qfcC supporting r(xQ) 
(k, /Si) such that 
'" t}rwii55r! 1= '1" 
where conv denotes the convex hull. 
There is a certain converse to this theorem. We describe it when x 0 =0. 
Theo rem 3. Letpx, ...,pk, q1} ..., qi be vectors in Rd such that 
(0 ll/>ill = ... = llAll = Ksr , 
(ii) M = ... = | |g I | |=»^0, 
(iii) {pJR: /=1 , ...,k}Dconv {qj/r:j= 1, ...,/} ^0 , 
(iv) each pt is contained in the halfspaces 
{x€R": ( q j , q j - x ) ^ 0} ( j = 1, ...,/). 
In this case there exists a convex compact set Kcz Rd for which R(x)—r(x) attaines 
its minimal value at x0=0, R(0)=R, r(0)=r and R(0) is supported by plt ...,pk£C 
and r(0) is supported by q2, ...,qt(iC. 
Now we give the generalization of the inequalities (1) and (2). 
Theo rem 4. For d s 3, max r(x)lr(x0) is not bounded from above. On the other 
hand, for d^3, 
min R(x)/R(x0) S 1cos2 a0 + cos <x0 - 1 + — - — ) » 0.8054, 
jL \ COS OCq / 
where a0£(0, n/2) is the root of the equation sin2 a—2 cos3 a=0 . This inequality is 
sharp. 
3. This section contains the proofs. We start with some simple facts and obser-
vations. 
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Cla im 1. 
R(x) = max.\\x-p\\ = max\\x-p\\, Pfcii pet, 
r(x) = inf II*-/>11 = min ||x-/>||, 
p(K pZC 
and the points in which the maximum (minimum) is attained support R(x) (r(x), re-
spectivelyJ. 
Cla im 2. 
(a) " P ^ ^ j - ^ C x O + K f e ) ) 
and if equality holds here, then there is a unique p£C supporting iî((*1+*2)/2) 
and this point lies on the straight line through xx and x2, and p supports R(xJ and 
R(X2) as well. 
(b) r ^ j ë y N + ' W ) 
P roo f , (a) Let p£C be a point of support for R((xx+x2)/2). Then 
p£B(R(x1), x1)r\B(R(x2), x2) and the triangle-inequality proves the claim. 
(b) Obviously conv (B(r(xx), Xx)UB(r(x2), and an easy calculation 
shows that 
E conv(B(r(Xl), Xl)UB(r(x2), x2)). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. By Claim 2, R(x) is a convex, r(x) is a concave func-
tion. So R(x)—r(x) is convex and attaines its infimum. What we have to show is the 
uniqueness of the minimum. This will be done by showing that x1, x2dK, x19£x2 
and R(x1)—r(x1)=R(x^)—r(x2)=h implies that R((xx+x2)/2)— r((xx+x2)j2)<h. 
Convexity implies that R((x1+x2)/2)—r((x1+x2)/2)^h, so assume, by way of 
contradiction, that R((x1+x2)l2)—r((x1+x2)l2)=h. Then by Claim 2, we have 
R((x1+x2)/2)=ll2(R(x1)+R(x2)) and a unique point p£C supporting ^ ( x j , 
R(xs) and R((x1+x2)/2) a n d p lies on the straight line through xt and x2. Without loss 
of generality we suppose that x2 lies between Xx and p on this line. By our assumption 
R(xx)~f(xj)=R(X2)—r(x2), so B(r(x2), x2)QB(r(xi), XX), and then there is a 
unique point qÇC supporting r(x2) and this point lies on the line segment joining 
x2 and p. But K contains the set conv (B(r(x{), X])U {/>}) and this set contains q in 
its interior. This contradicts the assumption 
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For fixed p£C define Z(p) as the set of unit outer normals to K at p, i.e., 
Z(p) = {zdRd: ||z|| = 1 ,{z,p) = max(z, x)}. 
Define now 
r = {(p,z)£RdxRd: z£Z(p)}. 
It is clear that T is compact. 
Claim 3. (a) R(x) — max {(z,p—x): {p,z)^T}, 
(b) r(x)=min {(z,p-x): (p,z)£T}. 
Proof , (a) Clearly for each (p,z)£T 
(z,p-x) =S | |z|H|/?-x| | = ||/>-x|| == R(x). 
If p0 supports R(x), then (p0, ((p0-x)l\\pa-x\\)£r and 
( l ^ r l I T , P o - x ) = R(x). 
(b) Trivially (z, p—x)sr(x) for each (p, z)£T. On the other hand it is easy 
to check that if p0 supports r(x), then Z(p0)={p0—xl\\p0—x\\} and 
( l = D 
Using Claim 3 the function r: K^-R1 can be extended over the whole space 
Rd. It is again easy to see that the extended r(x) is concave, and so the function 
R(x)—r(x) (x£Rd) attaines its minimal value at x0£K only. 
To prove Theorem 2 we need some definitions and theorem from convex analysis. 
Def in i t ion . Let f: Rd—R be a convex function. The set 
df(x) = {x*£Rd: <x*,z-x> s / ( z ) - / ( x ) (for every z£Rd)} 
is the subgradient of f at x. 
It is well-known that the subgradient of a finite convex function is nonempty, 
convex and compact. 
Theorem A (Fenchel, Rockafellar—Moreau, see [5]). Let f : Rd—R be con-
vex, g: Rd—R concave functions, finite over the whole space. Then f(x)—g(x) 
attains its minimum at x0 if and only if 
0 idf{x0) + d(-g)(x0). 
Here the last addition is meant in the Minkowski sense; (—g) is a convex func-
tion so d(—g)(x0) is its subgradient at x0. 
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Theorem В (Йоффе — Тихомиров [3]). Assume Г is compact and the map 
y~-{x*, fly)6R'lXR is continuous. Let f(x)=sup {(x*, x)+ar: y€f}. Then f : Rd—R 
is a finite convex function and r)/(x0)=conv {x*: у£Г and (x*, x0)+ay=f(x0)}. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 2. First by Theorem В 
dR(x0) = conv { - z : (p, z)£T, <z,p-x0> = Л(х0)}, 
d(-r)(x0) = conv {z: (p, z)€T, (z,p-x„> = r(x0)j. 
By Theorem A, R(x)—r(x) is minimal at x„ if a n d only if for some x*€ Rd, x*£dR(x0) к 
and —x*€#(—r)(x0). But x*£dR(x0) is the same as x*= — ^aizi for some i=l к 
a^O, 2, a ; = 1 and z; with (pt, zt)£T, (zi,pi-x0)=R(x0). i 
This is true if and only if z—/»;—x0/||p,— x0||, i.e., if pt supports R(x0). Simi-
i i 
larly — x*$D(— r)(x0) is equivalent to — x*= 2 PJWJ f ° r some fij^Q, 2 Pj— 1 and 
j=i i 
Wj v/itb(qj,Wj)£r, (Wj,qj-x0)=r(x0). In this case, again Wj=(qj-x0)l\\qJ—x0\\ and qs 
supports r(jc0). These conditions imply that R(x)—r(x) is minimal at x0 if and only if 
there exist points p1,...,pk£C supporting R(x0) and qx, ..., qt£C supporting 
r(x0) such that 
'И-
So we are finished with the proof. We mention that к— 1 (or 1= 1) implies 
that К is a ball. Further, it can be shown that if conv Pflconv Q ^ 0 for some 
P,Q£ Rd, then there are subsets P'QP and Q'QQ such that conv P'f lconv Q V 0 
and \P'\ + \Q\'sd+2. This means that we can suppose k+l^d+2 in Theorem 2. 
I mention here that the "only if" part of Theorem 2 can be proved in a simpler 
way: Set P={(pi-x0)/R(x0): i= 1, ...,*} and Q = {(qs-x0)/r(x0): y'= 1,.. . , /}. If 
conv Pflconv Q—0, then there is a hyperplane separating P and Q with normal 
fl€Rd, say. One can easily see that R(x0)>R(x0+a) and r(x0)<r(x0+a) which 
shows that R(x)—r(x) cannot attain its minimal value at x0. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 3. Set 
*min = СОПУ (В(Г, 0) U {P1, ..., Pk}). 
K^ = B(R ,0 )n П {*•• <qj, gj-x) s o}. 
J=1 
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It is easy to see that both Kmin and Kmax satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 with 
x 0 = 0 and Pi, ...,pk, <7i, ..., q,. Moreover, any convex compact set K with KmiaQ 
QKQ Kmux will do the same. 
P roo f of Theorem 4. First part. We construct a convex compact set K<z Rd 
for each d^ 3 such that max r(x)[r(xQ) is "large". 
Let Pi, p2,q!, q2 be the vertices of a square such that \\pL\\ = || j?2|| = ll?ill = ll^ll = 1 
and the length of the diagonals pxp2 and qxq2 is 2—e (where e > 0 is small). The hy-
perplanes (q!,qi—x)=0 and (q2, q2—x)=0 meet in an affine flat A. The halflines 
starting from the origin in directions py and p2 meet A in the points p^Rpi and 
p2—Rp2• Consider the set ATmM from Theorem 3 with Pi, p2 and qx,q2. A simple 
calculation shows that 
(2 / 2 \ — e — , r(0) = 1, and maxr(x) = 
So we have 
maxr(x) _ ( eM - 1 '2 
r(xo) " r ~ T j 
which indeed tends to infinity as e—0. 
Second part. Let J£czRd (d^ 3) be convex compact body and suppose that 
R(x)—r(x) attaines its minimal value at 0 and r(x0)= 1, R(x0)—R. By Theorem 2 
there exist points px, ...,Pi supporting R(x0) and q±, ...,qt supporting r(x0) with 
com{pi/R: i = 1, ..., fc}Plconv {q}\ j = 1, ..., /} ^ 0, 
and we may assume k, / s 2 , k+l^d+2. Then com {px, ...,pk} is a simplex 
whose nearest point to the origin is p0 say. Clearly ¡Pi—Poll — •••=11 Pk—Po\\ and 
the angle between the vectors pt and p0 is the same for each z. Denote this angle by a. 
Now the halfspaces {q3,q}—x)^0 (j=\, ...,l) have to contain the simplex 
conv ...,pk} and so the point p0 as well. On the other hand, for some j— 1, ..., I 
the angle between the vectors qs and p0 is not larger than a for otherwise 
conv{pi/R: i = 1, ..., k}Dconv {qj: j = 1, ...,/} = 0. 
This implies that 
0 S (qs, qj -p0) - 1 - (qj, p0) = 
= 1 - M • llA.ll cos (<.qjOp0) 1 - R cos2 a. 
Consider now min R(x)= Q and set R(x)— g, x£K. Then B(g, x) contains the 
points pi, ...,pk and the ball B(l, 0), so it contains the point p0— —Po/llPoll a s well. 
We are going to give an estimation from below for the radius of the smallest ball 
containing the points p 0 , p t , . . . ,pk . It is clear that the smallest ball containing 
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Pi, ...,pk is B(Rsin a,p0) and so R sin k^q. However if ||p0—/»0[| = 2? cos a + l > 
>/? sin a, then B(R sin a,p0) does not contain p0. In this case, using some elemen-
tary geometry, we get the estimation 
Define now 
1 + 2.R cos g + R2 
' - 2(1 + /?cos a) ' 
sin a if Ps ina s -Rcosa + l, 
l+2 i?cosa + R2 
otherwise 2/?(l + cos a) 
where K s l , 0Sa^7t /2 and i?cos2a=Sl. 
What we have to do is to find the minimum o f / in the domain determined by 
these inequalities. This is a routine calculation. The main steps are: 
1) for R fixed f(R, a) is monotone non-decreasing, so the minimum is attained 
on the curve R cos2 a = 1; 
2) on this curve the minimum of / is equal to 
j (cos2 oc0 + cos Oo — 1 + cos a0) 
where a0 is the solution of the equation sin2 a—2 cos3 a = 0 with 0^a0^7r/2. 
This proves that 
t(*) 1 ( 2 , 1 1 S cos2a0 + c o s a 0 - l + . o) 2 \ cos a0 ) 
(A\ min R(x) 
Finally we give an example showing that equality can occur here for d= 3, 4, . . . . 
Again, let pi, p2, qx, q2 be the vertices of a square such that the diagonals plt p2 
and qu q2 meet in a point q and the angle between q and p1,p2,q1, q2 equals a0 . 
Now set p= cos - 2 a0 px and p2= cos - 2 a0 p2 and apply Theorem 3 with the vectors 
Pi,Pz, q2 to get the convex compact set Kmtn. An easy calculation shows that for 
A"mln (4) holds with equality. 
Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to professor I . VINCZE for raising the 
problem and for fruitful discussions. • 
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Об одном интерполяционном процессе Эрмита—Фейера 
при ультрасферических узлах 
Д. Л. БЕРМАН 
1. Пусть С множество всех функций, непрерывных в [—1,1]. Для матрицы 
чисел 
(ш) {4")}, к = йя, п = 1,2, ..., -1 < *<"> < < ... < *<"> < 1, 
строим полином Hn(f,x) степени 2п — 1, однозначно определяющийся из ус-
ловий #„( / , #„'(/, 4п))=О, к = 1, 2, ..., п. Классическая теорема 
Л. Фейера [1] утверждает, что, если п-я строчка матрицы (ш) состоит из чисел 
(1) х1п> = cos , к = 1, 2, и, п= 1 ,2 , . . . , 
то для любой /(ЕС выполняется равномерно в [—1,1] соотношение 
(2) Н а ( / , х ) ^ / ( х ) , 
Хорошо известно, что процесс {#„(/, х)} называется интерполяционным про-
цессом Эрмита—Фейера. 
Пусть полином H„(f, х) построен для и-й строчки произвольной матрицы 
узлов вида (пз). Наряду с полиномом Hn(f,x) рассмотрим полином F„(f,x) 
степени 2я+3, который однозначно определяется из условий 
Fn(f, 4 п ) ) = f ( 4 n > ) ; F n ( f , ± l ) = f ( ± l ) ; F„'(f,x(">) = F„ ' ( f ,± l ) = 0, 
к = 1 ,2, ...,п. 
В [2]—[3] автор изучал процесс {Fn(f,x)} для случая узлов 
4"+2> = 1 ,4" + 2 } = cos( (2к- \)л/2п), к = Т~п, х ^ = - 1, п = 1,2 
Оказалось, что этот процесс, построенный для / (х )= |х | , расходится в точке 
jt=0. В [4] было доказано, что он расходится всюду в (—1, 1). Такое же утверж-
Поступило 5-ого декабря 1984. 
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дение имеет место для / ( * ) = и для f(x)—x при х^О [5]—[6]. В [7]—[8] 
изучался процесс Эрмита—Фейера при узлах 
( m j 4 n + 1 ) = 1, = cos ((2к — 1)я/2л), к = Т7п, п = 1, 2, ..., 
(т 2 ) xSf t 4 = - 1, 4" + 1 ) = cos ((2к - 1)л/2п, к = 17Я n = 1, 2, ..., 
Было доказано, что процесс Эрмита—Фейера, построенный для f(x)=\x\ 
при узлах (mj) расходится в каждой точке из [— 1,1). Если же этот процесс пос-
троить при узлах (та), то он расходится всюду в (—1, 1]. 
На первый взлгяд может показаться, что эти отрицательные результаты 
связаны с отсутствием производной у функции /(х) = |х| в точке х=0. Но 
это не так, ибо в [9] установлено, что процесс Эрмита—Фейера при узлах (mj) 
Для / ( * ) = * расходится всюду в [—1,1). С другой стороны, простой проверкой 
можно убедиться, что процесс Эрмита—Фейера при узлах ( m j для / (*) = 
=(х— I)2 сходится равномерно в [—1,1]. Поэтому возникает вопрос о нахож-
дении необходимых и достаточных условий для функции для равномерной 
сходимости процесса Эрмита—Фейера при матрице узлов (mj . Аналогичный 
вопрос возникает для матрицы узлов (т2). Этим вопросам, в основном, и пос-
вящена эта заметка. Аналогичная задача возникает также для процесса 
{F„(f, х)}. Она изучалась в [10]. Рассмотрение будем вести для некоторого 
класса матриц узлов, включающего матрицы узлов корней ультрасферичес-
ких полиномов где — 1 / 2 ^ а < 0 . Недавно R . BOJANIC [13] изучал 
эту задачу для узлов (1), что соответствует тому, что а = — 1/2. Следует под-
черкнуть, что наше рассмотрение совершенно элементарное и не пользуется 
асимптотическими формулами для полиномов Лкоби. 
2. Хорошо известно, что при любой матрице узлов ( т ) полином #„ ( / , х) 
может быть представлен в виде 
(3) #„( / , х) = Í / ( 4 * } ( * ) , *í"4*) = М О = 
t=i 
К(Л)(Х) = К(Х) = 1-а1''(х<">)(х-х<»>)(со'(х(»)))->. 
Из однозначности полинома #„( / , х) следует, что 
2h?>(x)=l, и = 1,2, 
t=i 
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Будем говорить, что матрица узлов ( т ) обладает свойством (F), если выпол-
няются условия: 
1) й<">(1) s 0, к = 17й, « = 1 , 2 , . . . ; 
2) lim 2 4 n }hi n ) ( l ) = 1; п~°°к=1 
л 
3) существует конечный предел lim ^[4п )(1)]2-
Обозначим через Л подмножество из С, состоящее из всех функций f(x), имею-
щих левую производную / ' (О- Введем функционал 
(4) <*„(/) = К ( / , 1)/2 + К(1)/ш„(1))[/(1) - Я„(/, 1)], 
п 
где соп(х)= nix—xf*) и числа {х-")}"=1 составляют и-ую строчку матрицы (т) . >=1 
Справедлива следующая лемма. 
Лемма . Пусть функционал а„(/) построен при матрице узлов (т) , обла-
дающей свойством (F). Тогда для любой f£A существует конечный lim <*„(/) 
II-» СО 
и выполняется равенство 
(5) l ima„( / ) = ((l + rf)/2)/'(l), 
где d= lim 2 [/¡(п)(1)12-
Доказательство . Мы часто опускаем верхний индекс п ради простоты 
письма. Очевидно, что d^O — конечное число. Из (3) получим, что 




После простых вычислений имеем 
«1) = - » y v i ' - ^ O - ^ ) -0}'n(xk)(l-xkf \ tü„(l)v 
Поэтому 
i ( W ( l ) + 2/*(l)/»(l)F t(l) = + 
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Отсюда и из (6) получим, что 
(7) Н'я{/, 1) = - 2 1). 
к = 1 1—Хк к=1 1~Хк ЮУ.!) 
Из (4) и (7) вытекает, что 
(8) « „ е л = 4 1 4 ^ - / 1 ( 1 ) ^ / ( 1 ) . ¿»=1 1— Хк I *=1 1—Хк Юу1) 
Положим в (8) /(*) = 1 и учтем, что из (4) следует, что в этом случае <*„(/)=0. 
Стало быть, из (8) выводим, что 
(9) 
Подставляя (9) в (8), получим, что 
ВД + 4- 2 / ( 1 ) ' { ( Х к ) /|(1) = 
А 4=1 1 — Хк 
(10) « к л ' ¿ Д Ц = £ Ё Й / 4=1 х — хк 
По условию существует/'(1)-Поэтому по е > 0 можно найти такое ¿ > 0 , что 
(П) - / ' О ) 1-хк 
п 
если 1— хк<д. Так как ^^ йл(1) — 1, то «1=1 
Из (11) и (12) вытекает, что 
(13) / ' (1 ) ^ 4 - 2 1**0)1+4 2 
т - / ( Х к ) 
1-хк |А*(1)1-
Согласно условию 1) теоремы 1 й*(1)ё0, к=\,п. Поэтому из (13) получаем, 
что 
(14) | 5 1 - / ' ( 1 ) / 2 | ё е / 2 + (1/2)(2||/||/5 + |/ '(1)|) 2 Ш , 
где [|/|| = _ т а х 1 |/(х)|. Заметим, что 
(15) 2 2(1-хк)Ик{\), 
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и что для матрицы обладающей свойством (F) 
(16) lim 2 О - 4n))hin) 0 ) = 0. 
Из (14) и (15—(16) выводим, что 
(17) lim S<"> = / '(1)/2. П— оо 
Рассмотрим теперь Очевидно, что 
где dk= 2 420)- Ясно, что к = 1 
(19) S i . » - M ^ 4 - 2 / 2 ( 1 ) + 1 2 *=1 ^ l-jc.se ш l - x k 
Поскольку матрица узлов обладает свойством (F), то существует такая конс-
танта Сх>0, что 2 [ ^ ( O f ^ C i , и= 1 ,2 , . . . . Поэтому из (19) выводим 
*=i 
(20) \SP-f\\)dJ2\ti еС1/2 + (1/2)(2||/||/5 + | / ' (1) |) 2 № 
Очевидно, что 
(21) 2 /?(i)s(i/i)i(i-xÄ)4a(i). 
Из тождества 
п п 
х = 2 Xkhk(x) + 2 (х-хк) ¡¡(х) к =1 к=1 
следует, что 
(22) 2(l-xk)ll(l)=l- 2xkhk(l). к=1 *=1 
Из условия 2) матрицы узлов, обладающей свойством (F) и из (22) получим, 
что 
(23) Hm ¿ ( 1 - 4 м ) ) Й л ) ( 1 ) ] 2 = 0. п-°°к=1 
Поэтому из (20), (21), (23) выводим, что 
(24) lim = f'(Y)dß, 
П-» ОО 
ибо lim Из (10), (17), (24) вытекает (5). 
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3. Интерполяционный полином Q„(f,x) Эрмита—Фейера степени 2л+ 1 
для точек < • • • < 1 определяется однозначно из условий 
Qnif, 4Л)) = / ( 4 n ) ) . Q'n(f,4n)) = о, к= йп, a ( / , i ) = / ( i ) , ß i ( / , i ) = o. 
Положим 
(25) /•„(/, ж) = г„ = 0„(/ , ж) - Я п ( / , *). 
Из определения полиномов Qn(f, х) и H„(f, *) имеем, что 
(26) тп = со2(х)(Ах+В), 
где А и В определяются из системы уравнений 
со2(1)(А+В) = / ( 1 ) —#„(/ , 1), 
2со(1)со'(1)(А+В) + АсоЦ1) = -H'„(f, 1). 
Отсюда и из (26), после простых вычислений, получим, что 
(27) гп = 2(ш*(*Ж(1))(1 - ф „ ( Л + К М М ( 1 ) ) ( / ( 1 ) - Я , ( / , 1)), 
где а„( / ) определяется согласно (4). Теперь можно доказать следующую 
теорему*. 
Т е о р е м а 1. Пусть интерполяционный процесс {Q„(f,x)} построен для 
fdA при матрице узлов (т), обладающей свойствами: 
1) h<£\x)^0, |*| 2=1, 
2) lim г=1,2, равномерно в [ -1 ,1 ] . 
п - ~ к = 2 п 
3) Существует конечный предел lim 2 ['¿"'О)]2-п~"*к=1 
4) Выполняется неравенство |со„(*)| ёС2|со„(1)|, где | * | S l , С2 — конс-
танта. п 
5) К ( - 1 ) 1 = К(1)1, где соп(х)= JJ (*—) и составляют п-ую /с = 1 
строчку матрицы (т) . 
Тогда для равномерной сходимости процесса {Q„(f,x)}K /(*) в [—1,1] 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы выполнялось условие / ' ( 1 )=0 . 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Докажем сперва достаточность. Из (3) и из условия 1) 
теоеремы 1 следует, что оператор Я„(/, *) положительный. Поэтому из условия 
л 
2) теоремы 1 и из равенства 2 h k ( x ) = \, в силу теоремы П. П. К о р о в к и н а *=i 
*' Отметим, что все результаты этой статьи без труда переносятся на случай, когда 
процесс Эрмита—Фейера строится для матрицы узлов — ^дс^-вдс^! -« . . . - « :*^ , п= 1, 2 , . . . . 
Условие/'(1)=0 заменяется условием/'(—1)=0. 
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[12], заключаем, что для любой / 6 С выполняется равномерно в [—1,1] соотно-
шение #„( / , х ) - / (х) , 
Стало бьпъ, нужно доказать, что при /" ' (!)=0 выполняется в [—1,1] 
равномерно соотношение 
(28) r n ( f , х) - 0, и - с. 
Из условий теоремы 1 непосредственно следует, что 
(29) |г„(/, х)| ё 4Сг |а„(/)| + С 2 1/ (1) - Я„(/, 1)|. 
Ясно, что матрица узлов обладает свойством (F). Поэтому применима лемма. 
Отсюда, поскольку / ' (1 )=0 , то получаем, что lim а„( / )=0. Кроме того, из 
Л-*-оо 
(2) следует, что /(1)—#„(/, 1)—0, и — П о э т о м у из (29) вытекает (28). 
Необходимость. Положим в (27) х=— 1 и учтем, что по условию 
|cü„(— l)| = |ct)„(l)|. Поэтому из (27) получим, что 
(30) 0 „ ( / , - 1 ) - Я л ( / , - 1 ) = 4а„ ( / ) + ( / (1) — #„ (/, 1)). 
По условию lim Q„(f, —1)=/(—1). Кроме того, согласно 2) имеем 
И-* ОО 
lim #„( / , ± 1 )= / (± 1). Стало быть, из (30) заключаем, что lim а„( / )=0 . 
Ц-* оо П-*-ео 
Отсюда в силу леммы выводим, что ((1+d)/2)/ '(l)=0. Так как rfsO, то от-
сюда получаем, что / ' (1 )=0 . 
4. Пусть и-я строчка матрицы (т ) С О С Т О И Т И З корней полинома со„ (х) = 
п 
=а)(х) = / 7 Согласно JI. Фейеру [11] матрица ( т ) является ¿>-нор-
¡=1 
мальной, если существует такое число 0, что всюду в [—1,1] вьшолняется 
неравентсво 
Vk(x) = 1-(х-хР)а:(хР)(о>'п(хР))-г > е > 0, к = ТГп, п = 1, 2, ..., 
где — корни co„(x). JI. Фейер [11] доказал, что, если матрцца ( т ) 
составлена из корней полиномов Якоби J^n ,ßn\x), где — 1 < а„, /?„<— у<0, 
л = 1,2,. . . , а у — сколь угодно малое фиксированное число, то она ^нормаль-
ная. Г. Г р ю н в а л ь д [14] доказал, что при ß-нормальной матрице узлов ( т ) 
для любой /6 С выполняется в [—1, 1] равномерно соотношение (2). Поэтому 
из теоремы 1 вытекает 
Теорема 2. Пусть матрица узлов ( т ) д-нормальная и пусть выполняются 
условия 3), 4), 5) из теоремы 1. Тогда для равномерной сходимости процесса 
Ш / , х)} К f ( x ) ö [ —1, 1] необходимо и достаточно, чтобы выполнялось условие 
/ ' (1 )=0 . Дадим приложение теоремы 2 к случаю, когда матрица узлов ( т ) 
составлена из корней ультрасферических полиномов J^x\x), —1/2 ̂  а <0. Для 
этого нужна следующая теорема JI. Фейера [15] 
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Т е о р е м а (JI. Фейера). Если п-я строчка матрицы (m) составлена из корней 
полинома Якоби л=1 ,2 , ... и а, ß удовлетворяют неравенствам 
— 1<а, то справедливы равентсва 
(31) Hm Z [ Г (I)]2 = - 1/а; 
(32) lim 2VÍ"4-i)Y = - m n-°°fc=1 
(33) lim (*)]» = 1, w < 1. 
У Фейера [15] равенства (31) и (32) имеют следующий вид: 
(34) lim ¿ f l í " W = 1 / ( 1 - 2 0 ; 
(35) lim 2 [ Г ( - 1 ) ] 2 = 1/(1-2a) , n-°°fc=1 
ибо он пользуется обозначениями Стилтьеса [16], где а и ß соответствуют в 
наших обозначениях (ß+L)/2 и (а +1)/2. Равенства (34) и (35) приводятся также 
в работе Г. Г р ю н в а л ь д а [14]. По поводу доказательства этой теоремы Фейер 
[15] пишет „Auf dem beweis werdeich hier nicht eingehen". У Г р ю н в а л ь д а [14] 
также нет доказательства. Мне неизвестно, где изложено доказательство упо-
мянутой теоремы Фейера. Поэтому я здесь вкратце йздожу её доказательст-
во. Идея этого доказательства, для случая полиномов Лежандра, принадле-
жит JI. Фейеру [15]. 
Рассмотрим сперва случай, когда Х=1. Введем функцию 
(36) / ( * ) = (1+ *)/?(*), 
где (р(х)=(1+0)(1-х) -а (1+х) . Очевидно, что ср(-1)=2(1+/?) >0, ибо 
/?> — 1. <¡¡>(1)= — 2а<0, ибо по условию а < 0 . Поскольку (¡»(ж) — линейная 
функция от х, то отсюда заключаем, что <р(лг)>0, в [—1, 1]. Значит функция 
(36) непрерывна в [—1,1]. Поэтому согласно упомянутой теореме Г. Г р ю н -
вальда [14] выполняется равенство 
(37) lim 2 / ( 4 * n ) ( l M n , ( l ) ] 2 = / ( ! ) • л-°°*=1 
Но функция (36) выбрана так, что /(^4"))^")(1) = 1, k— 1, и, л = 1,2, .... Стало 
быть, (37) принимает вид: 
lim 2 [Г(1)]2 = - 1/«-
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Аналогичным образом доказывается равенство (32). Докажем теперь равенство 
(33). Итак, пусть а — фиксированное число из (— 1, 1). Введем функцию 
(38) Л(*) = (1 - * 2 ) М « , 
где (р1(х) = (р1(х, а, ß)=(a + ß + l)x2+[(a—ß) — (v. + ß + 2)a]x+ l—a(a+ß). Пос-
кольку <р±(х, а, ß) — линейная функция от а и ß, то нетрудно проверить, что 
при *€[— 1, 1], —1+yiSaSO, —Í+^S/SSO, (р(х, а, /?)>0, приэтом Vi>0— 
сколь угодно малое число. Согласно теореме Г. Г р ю н в а л ь д а [14] имеем, что 
(39) lim 2 Ш " № Ч < 0 Ш я Ч а ) ] л = Л(а), |a| < 1, 
к=1 
ибо А(х) непрерывна в [—1, 1]. Функция /г(х) выбрана таким образом, что 
fi(xln})Vln)(a)=l, к = \ ,п. Поэтому (39) принимает вид: 
(40) lim 1 [/¿">(я)]2 = Л(я), \а\ < 1. B-°°*=i 
Из (38) видно, что f1(a)=l. Поэтому (40) совпадает с (33). 
Пользуясь теоремой JI. Фейера [15] можно доказать такую теорему 
Теорема 3. Пусть п-я строчка матрицы ( т ) состоит из корней ультра-
сферических полиномов J« (x ) , где 
(41) - 1/2 ^ a < 0, 
и пусть fdА. Тогда для равномерной сходимости процесса {Qn(f, *)} к f(x) 
в [—1,1] необходимо и достаточно, чтобы выполнялось условие / ' ( 1 )=0 . 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Эта теорема непосредственно следует из теоремы 2> 
ибо все условия теоремы 2 выполнены. Действительно, при выполнении (41) 
матрища узлов ( т ) ^-нормальная. Как известно, при a S —1/2, ё 17^(1)1, 
Стало быть, вьшолняется условие 4) из теоремы 1. Для ультрасфери-
ческих полиномов = Поэтому вьшолняется условие 5) из 
теоремы 1. В силу (41) и (31) вьшолняется условие 3) из теоремы 1. Итак, тео-
рема 3 доказана. 
В связи с этой теоремой возникает вопрос о нахождении аналога этой 
теоремы, когда неравенства (41) заменяются условием a€(— 1, °°)\[—1/2,0). 
Вероятно, для решения этого вопроса будут полезные исследования SZABADOS 
[17] и Р . VÉRTESI [18]—[19]. 
Замечание. Как видно из доказательства леммы условие, что сущест-
вует конечный lim dn=d<°° можно заменить условием, что существует 
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Пш и тогда равенство (5) заменится равенством 
Л-*-со 
И т ( а л ( Л - ( ( 1 + ^ ) / 2 ) / ' ( 1 ) ) = 0, (1—00 4 
которое достаточно для доказательства теореамы 1. Поэтому в теореме 1 
можно равенство lim d n = d < ° ° заменить равенством Em d n = d < ° ° . Хорошо П-+-со П-*-оо 
известно [11], что для ß-нормальной матрицы узлов dn S 1 /д. Поэтому в этом 
случае П т d , С т а л о быть, из теоремы 2 можно исключить условие 3). Л оо 
JI. Фейер [11] доказал что, если матрица узлов ( т ) составлена из корней поли-
номов Якоби / ¡ f ' ß \ x ) , где — 1 < а , ß < —у, у — сколь угодно малое фиксиро-
ванное число, то 
2 uín)(*)]2 — m a x ( - l / a , - 1 / 0 ) , W ^ l , 
k=1 
Поэтому при доказательстве теоремы 3 можно обойтись без теоремы JI. Фе-
йера (см. стр. 7). Выражаю благодарность референту за полезные замечания. 
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A note on optimal interpolation with rational functions 
THEODORE KILGORE 
Introduction. This note provides a further application of results derived in [7], 
which dealt with polynomial interpolation. 
Let Y be the space of rational functions whose numerators are of degree n or less, 
with denominator 
<2(0 = ( ' - ' n + i ) - 0 -
If nodes of interpolation tQ, ...,/„ are chosen on an interval, [a, b\ such that 
a = t0 < h < tn = b, 
and such that 
tn+A[to,Q for ...,«}, 
it is possible to construct fundamental functions y0,...,yn such that yi(tj)=5l} 
(Kronecker delta) for /£{0, ..., n} and for ./€{0, ..., «}, by means of the formula 
v.(0 = m . niLzlA 
jVi 
One defines an interpolating projection L: C[a, fc]-«-Y by 
L f = 2 f ( t t ) y i for f£C[a,b]. i=0 
Clearly, L is bounded, and 
m i = || ¿ 1 * 4 ¡=0 ' 
Our purpose here is to minimize ||JL||. 
Notation. We define, for i£{l,...,n}, Xt to be the function (in Y) which agrees 
with on the interval [/¡_l5 ?,], ^-Xi(T,), and T, as the point in ?,) 
Received March 11, 1985. 
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at which h is attained. We note that 
X!(Ti) = 0, for /£{1, 
Results. 
Theorem. If interpolation is done on an interval [a,b] with rational functions 
having denominator 
fi(0 - ( ' - ' „ + l ) - ( > - ' n + m ) 
and nodes of interpolation t0, ..., t„, such that 
a = t0 <... < t„ = b < tn+1 < ... < tn+m, 
then 
(i) interpolation of minimal norm is characterized by the Bernstein condition [1] 
that ... = ).„, which is produced by a unique choice of nodes; 
(ii) the quantities ).1, ..., Xn obey the Erdos condition [3] that if one of them is 
greater than the common value given in (i), another is less; 
(iii) the norm of interpolation is governed by the ratio (b—a)l(tn+1—b). Specifi-
cally , the norm increases without bound as bi->-tn+1 and decreases as b-*a, with lower 
limit equal to the norm of optimal Lagrange interpolation with polynomials of degree n 
or less. 
Coro l l a ry 1. The above theorem also holds when the space of interpolation con-
sists of all multiples of the function 
by a polynomial of degree n or less, with kj<- 0 for {1, ..., n). 
Coro l l a ry 2. Some or all of the points tn+1, ..., t„+m can be to the left.of t0 
as well as to the right of t„, and the above results are still valid. 
Proof of Theorem. One notes that the functions 
dxi/dtj = -yJ(Ti)Xi'(tj), /e{i , . . . ,«} , ye{0,.. . , «} 
exist and are continuous in t0, ..., ta. The points T0, ..., T„, of course, depend in an 
analytic fashion upon the nodes. 
All of our results will follow from properties of various submatrices of 
A = (d),/dtj)lj=u 
which represents the derivative of the function 
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We define Al for z'6{l, ...,»} to be the matrix obtained by deleting the i"1 
column and nth row of A. To prove (i) and (ii) of the theorem, it suffices to show 
(1) det for i£{l, ...,«} for arbitrary t0, ..., tn+m, 
and 
(2) det Ai alternates in sign on {1, ...,«}. 
To prove (iii), it is enough to prove 
(3) det A^O. 
To show (1) and (2), we first perform some row and column cancellations. For 
./€{1, ..., n), the jth row of A is given by • 
-yi(T1)X[{t])...-yj(Tn)X^tJ). 
It is possible therefore to multiply the jth row by the "denominator" of y}, namely by 
1 n+m 
2 (',-'<)• QOj) 
When this procedure has been completed, the ITH column, for {1, ..., n+m} is of 
the form 
1 
Q(Tt) A JV1 
n m - t j m t o 
Wd £ ( T i ~ t j ) x ; ( a 
and the non-zero quantity j j (Tt— t.) may be divided from the ith column. Follow-
j=o 
ing this operation by multiplication of the i"th column by the matrix is left in 
the form 
B = 
Now, it is possible to multiply the jtb row by (Q(tj))2, and the expression 
Xlit) 
9,0) = t.-Tt - ( Ô ( 0 ) \ »"€{!, . . . , " + m) 
is a polynomial of degree n+m—2 or less which is evaluated at the successive points 
ti, ..., t„ down the ith column of the matrix. 
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Clearly, the roots of the polynomials (t— T^q^t) will strictly interlace on the 
interval [Tlt •»], and it is possible to choose points Tn+1, ..., Tn+m with 
T„< ta< T„+1 <... < Tn+m 
such that the following conditions are satisfied by qlt ..., qn. 
(i) Each polynomial qt has exactly one root in each of the subintervals (Tj, 
TJ+1),j£{ 1, ...,n+m— 1} of the interval fT x , r„+m], except that qt has no root in 
(Tt, Ti+1) for /€{1, ..., n+m— 1}, nor in (T(_ lf Tf) for /€{2, ...,n+m}. 
(ii)qt{Tj)*0 for |J6{1, ...,nfm). 
P r o p o s i t i o n . Let polynomials qx, ..., qn+m and points 7\ , ..., Tn+m satisfy 
(i) and (ii), and let points t1, ..., tn_1 be situated so that 
Tx < h < Tz < ... < < <r„. 
Then, for {1, ..., n}, 
»v* 
A proof of this Proposition appears in [7]. 
At this point, (1) and (2) follow. To prove (3), we need only to note that, in the 
present context, n— 1 may be replaced by n in the above Proposition, with k=n+1 
and the proposition still holds, permitting one to analyse what occurs as or 
tn—tn+1, subject to the condition A!=...=A„. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. Corollary 1 is now established by a re-
examination of the steps of matrix cancellation, leading to a similar system of poly-
nomials qlt ...,q„. Details of a similar argument appear in [7]. Corollary 3 can clearly 
be obtained by a slight modification of the above Proposition. 
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Operators of Toeplitz and Hankel type 
VLASTIMIL PTAK and PAVLA VRBOVA 
In the present note the authors investigate abstract analoga of classical Toeplitz 
and Hankel operators and extend to these more general classes some of the results 
known from the classical theory. The investigation is based on the use of isometric 
dilations of contractions and on the properties of their Wold decompositions. In 
particular the unitary part of the isometric dilation plays a decisive role. To explain 
the genesis and motivation of our investigation let us recall some of the classical facts 
which are essential for our considerations. 
We denote by T(cp) the Toeplitz operator on Я 2 defined for /€ H2. by the formula 
T(cp)f=P+<pf where P+ stands for the projection operator of L2 onto Я 2 and cp is 
an L°° function, the symbol of T(<p). The projection onto the orthogonal complement 
H2_ = L2QH2 will be denoted by . Since P+zP_=0 we have P+zP+(p(z)zf(z)= 
— P+(p{z)f(z) for every f£H2. If Sstands for the shift operator (multiplication by z) 
on Я 2 this relation may be restated in the form 
S*T(<p)S = T(q>) 
and it turns out that the relation S*AS=A is characteristic for Toeplitz operators 
on H2 . 
There is another important class of operators which may be characterized by a 
similar relation. Hyponormal operators are defined by the inequality TT*^T*T 
and may accordingly be characterized by the existence of a contraction С such that 
T*=CT. Hence 
CTC* = T*C* = (iCTf = T 
so that T satisfies a relation of the same type. 
In a paper on hyponormal operators [ 4 ] C . FOIAS andB. SZ.-NAGY used dilation 
theory to show that for each hyponormal operator T acting on a Hilbert space $ 
there exists a normal operator N on a suitable Hilbert space ©, a unitary operator 
Received November 20, 1984, and in revised form April 23, 1986. 
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U on © and a contraction X: § - © such that T=X*NX while N*= UN and 
\\x*ug\mx*g\\ for all g€®. 
The relation T=X*NX is clearly an analogon of the formula T=P+q>\H2: X 
replaces the injection operator H2—L2, N replaces the symbol cp and X* plays the 
role of a projection of © onto Starting from this observation these two authors 
developed a theory of Toeplitz type operators [3] where the L°° function cp is replaced 
by an abstract symbol. 
It is interesting to note that the relation N*= UN implies N= UNU*. Indeed, 
N=(UN)*=N*U*=(UN)U*; it is one of the purposes of the present note to 
explain the importance of this relation. 
In the classical case there is a parallel theory for Hankel operators. Starting from 
a (p£LT we define H(<p): H2*H2_ by the formula H(<p)f= P_(pf. Since 
P_zP+ = 0 we have 
H(<p)zf = P. z<p(z)f(z) = P_ zP. <p(z)f(z) = P_ zH(<p)f 
so that 
H(<p)S = ZH((p) 
if Z denotes the operator g—P_zg on H i . Again, this relation turns out to be char-
acteristic for Hankel operators from H2 into Hi. 
In the present paper we intend to show that the class of Hankel operator also 
has an abstract analogon and propose to out line a theory of symbols for operators of 
Toeplitz and Hankel types. 
To obtain the symbol for an operator Aon H2 satisfying the relation S*AS=A 
we first use this relation to extend A to the whole of L2; it turns out that this extension 
commutes with the shift so that it coincides with the operator of multiplication by 
an L°° function (p. The operator A appears then as a compression to H2 of this mul-
tiplication operator M(<p). 
In the sequel we shall view the symbol of A as this multiplication operator rather 
than the function generating it — this is possible in view of the isometric isomorphism 
between L°° taken as an algebra and the corresponding algebra of multiplication 
operators. 
To obtain a symbol for an operator X: H2-*-H2_ satisfying XS=ZX we use 
first the theorem on intertwining dilations to obtain an operator from H2 into L2 
intertwining S and M(z); extending its domain of definition to the whole of L2 we 
obtain an operator which commutes with M(z) and which yields the original operator 
as a compression, this time from H 2 into H2_. 
Observe that Z= P_M(z)\Ht and that M(z) = M(z)* is the minimal iso-
metric dilation of S*. A similar situation obtains in the general case. 
In a manner of speaking the construction of symbols for generalized Toeplitz 
and Hankel operators proceeds —: in its early stages — along similar lines as in the 
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classical theory ; at a certain point, however, difficulties present themselves which have 
no counterpart in the classical case. In particular, a relation of the type XS=ZX 
alone is not sufficient to characterize a class with satisfactory properties. We intend to 
show that, in the general case of abstract Toeplitz and Hankel operators, it is also 
possible to construct a symbol which is characterized by a certain commutativity 
relation and as a compression of which the given operator may be reconstructed. 
The investigations of B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias indicate the important role played 
by the space 9Î, the unitary part of the Wold decomposition of the isometric dilation of 
the contraction T by means of which the abstract Toeplitz operator is defined. The 
results of the present note seem to confirm the hypothesis that this space forms the 
natural domain of definition for operators which should play the role of an abstract 
symbol both for Toeplitz and Hankel operators. The main difficulty seems to lie in 
the fact that the Wold decomposition is trivial in the classical case, the isometric 
dilation of S* being unitary, so that little help can be expected from immediate anal-
ogies. 
It turns out that the methods presented below work even in the more general 
case when a Toeplitz operator X is defined by the relation X= TtXT* where 7\ 
and T2 are two arbitrary contractions acting on the spaces and § 2 which may be 
different from each other in general. In this manner we hope to eliminate results 
whose validity is essentially based on the equality 7 \ = T2; at the same time, this 
generality does not seem to be excessive. We still obtain analoga of the Kronecker 
theorem as well as of the identity 
T(^)-T(cp)m) = H(<p*)*H№ 
In a paper on operator equations [1] R . G . DOUGLAS considered operators satis-
fying X— TxXT2. His investigations proceed along different lines; nevertheless, his 
ideas provided inspiration for some of our methods. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In the first section we list some technical 
facts from dilation theory which will be needed in the main text. 
Section two contains a short exposé of the theory of Toeplitz operators. In spite 
of the fact that the emphasis of this note is on Hankel operators it is, in our opin-
ion, useful to include this short section. Our approach differs in details from that of 
Sz.-Nagy and Foias, the differences being motivated by the necessity to prepare the 
ground for the theory of Hankel operators. Since we intend to represent Toeplitz 
and Hankel operators as compressions of their symbols (like in the classical case) we 
use the term symbol in a slightly different way — nevertheless there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between symbols in our sense and those used by Sz.-Nagy and Foias. 
This makes it possible to present a unified theory for both types of operators. 
Section 3 contains the definition and basic properties of Hankel opreators includ-
ing a generalization of the Nehari theorem. The last two chapters are devoted to an 
analogy of analytic symbols and to a generalization of the Kronecker theorem. 
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1. Preliminaries 
We start by recalling some of the properties of the minimal isometric dilation of 
a contraction. Let § be a Hilbert space, be a contraction. We denote by U 
the minimal isometric dilation of Ton the space i.e. an isometry U defined on a 
space satisfying 
Tn = P(§)C/" |5 for n = 0, 1, ... 
and = v Uk&. 
kso 
We shall denote by P(2) the orthogonal projection of onto a subspace 
Any two minimal isometric dilations of a given contraction are unitarily equiv-
alent. 
We shall frequently use the following facts: 
(1) TP®)=P(<D)U; 
(2) U*§>cz§> and U*\9>=T*i 
(3) the subspace = can be decomposed as follows 
= 2®u2®ui2®..., 
where 2=((U-T)Z>)~; 
(4) US}-1 cSt)1- and i / | § x is a unilateral shift of multiplicity d imf i ; 
(5) the sequence {i5(§±)C/+n} tends to zero in the strong operator topology; 
(6) T* is an isometry if and only if the minimal isometric dilation of T is a unitary 
operator; 
(7) let W be a unitary operator on a Hilbert space ©, let 9Jtcz© be a subspace 
invariant with 
respect to W; then the restriction of W * to the W* invariant 
subspace of © generated by 501 is the minimal isometric dilation of the operator 
The reader is referred to [2] for proofs of (1)—(4). 
For lack of space the proofs of the remaining results in this section have to be 
left to the reader. 
If S is an arbitrary isometry on a Hilbert space Si then the Wold decomposition 
applies. In other words, the space R can be decomposed into a direct sum of two sub-
spaces reducing with respect to S, 
it = ( n s ' , f t ) © ( ( f t e . s ' f t ) © 0 s f t e s , 2 « ) e . . . ) 
so that the restriction of S to the first subspace is a unitary operator and the restric-
tion to the second one is a unilateral shift. 
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Now, let 91 be the reducing subspace in the Wold decomposition of the minimal 
isometric dilation U on on which U is unitary, i.e. 91= p| U"S<+. Then we have 
nSO 
(see [2]): 
(8) UP(9l)=P(9l)U, [/*P(9l)=P(m)U*; 
(9) the sequence of projections {(/"(/*"}" is decreasing, 
P($R)s UnU*n for n= 0,1, ... 
and 
P(W)k=\mU"U*nk for all 
(10) P(«)/i=Tim VT*"h for all 
There are two subspaces of the space 91 which play an important role in our 
investigations, namely, (P(9t)§) - and §H9l. Denote by R the restriction of U 
onto the subspace 9t. 
1.1. Lemma (see also [3]). The operator U* maps P(9l)§ into itself and 
t/*|(P(9t)|>)- is an isometry. The sequence of linear manifolds {i?nP(9l)§}~M is 
increasing and 
91= ( U K"P(9i)§)-. Oi0 
If T is a contraction on a Hilbert space § then § can be uniquely decomposed 
into an orthogonal sum of two subspaces reducing T, § = § „ © § s such that T l ^ 
is unitary and J | § s is completely non-unitary. We have 
= 111**11 = \\T*"h\\ = ||A|| for all n ^ 0}. 
See [2]. 
1.2. Lemma. We have 
§ 0 9 1 = §DP(9?)§ = {A€$: \\T*nh\\ = Ml for all n ^ 0} = 
= [he&: TnT*"h = h for all n s 0}. 
The subspace § f l 9 t is invariant with respect to U* and U*DM is an iso-
metry whose Wold decomposition has the form 
§ n 9 t = $„e(9 i®t /*9i te t /* 2 9i©. . . ) 
where 9l=(§n<R)e£/*(Sn9t) . 
We close this section with two results of a different character which we shall use 
later. The first is a technical proposition based on the following observation. We have, 
for each complex number a, 
U(\ — O.T)—(\ — olU)T = U-T. 
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If | a | c l this relation implies 
(l-aUy^U-TXl-aT)-1 = (l-aU^U^-Til-oiT)-1. 
1.3. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space with the minimal 
isometric dilation U. Let alt a2, ..., a„ be complex numbers of modulus .less than 1. 
Then 
i / " ( l - a 1 C / ) - 1 . . . ( l - a n C / ) - 1 | § - r n ( l - a 1 r ) - 1 . . . ( l - a n r ) - 1 = 
= 2 t/*-1(l - - akU)~\U- T)Tn~k(l - atT)-1....^ - *nT)-\ 
k = 1 
1.4. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let § 2 , ^ 1 , ^ 2 be Hilbert spaces, §2), 
2,fl2). if ¡(Xh^hjmAM-UMl for all h ^ , 
h2(L?)2 then there exists a contraction operator C : (Ran y^) -—(Ran A2)~ for 
which X=A$CA1. 
2. Toeplitz operators and their symbols 
Consider two contractions T ^ ^ ^ ) , T2£ J?(fj2); denote by Ux and U2 their 
minimal isometric dilations acting on the spaces Stf, ft^ respectively. We denote by 
and 9?2 the subspaces of ^ and ftjj" which reduce U1 and U2 to their unitary 
parts Rx and R2. We denote by P(3) the orthogonal projection of onto a subspace 
3 c fit. 
2.1. P r o p o s i t i o n . Consider the set Tlt T2) of all operators H2, 
satisfying the condition 
ZR2= RiZ, 
and the set Sf'iT^ T2) of all operators satisfying 
Y = UiYUt 
If then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
1° YZWi, T2); 
2° YU2 = UXY and F=FP(<R2); 
3° YU*=U^Y and Y=P(%)Y; 
4° 7 = l i m C/J,P(§1)yP(52)C/2n in the strong operator topology. 
Furthermore 
5° if Z<LSf{Tx,T^ then Z P ^ ) ^ ' ^ , T2)\ 
6° if Y£Sr'(Tlt T2) then YW^yiT^T,). 
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Proof . If satisfies Y= U^YU^ then YU2= UXY. Also, for 
each 
yi>(5R2)* = lim YUlUfx -
= lim U^YUfx = lim Yx = Yx. 
On the other hand, YU2=U1Y and rP (9 l 2 )=F implies 
U^YUt = YUM = YP(<Si2)U2Ut = Y 
since U2U2^P(SR2). This proves the equivalence of 1° and 2°. 
YtST'iT^TJ if and only if Y*e.9"(T2, TJ. The last inclusion is equivalent to 
Y*Ux= U2Y* and Y*= Y*P(9t1). Taking adjoints we obtain the equivalence of 1° 
and 3°. 
The implication 4°=>1° is obvious. On the other hand, if Y=U{YU% then, for 
n s 0, 
Y = U"YU2n = 
= UiPiZJYP®,) U? + i / f ( l - P(^))YUt"+ 
+ C/1"P(§1)y(l-P(§2))t/2*B = 
= c / r p ^ m ^ ^ + ^ C i 
+ t / 1 n P(S 1 )y( i -P(S 2 ) ) t / r . 
Both (1-P(§1)){7*n and (l-P(§2))C/*n tend to zero in the strong operator 
topology. 
Now suppose (9*2,9^) satisfies ZR2=R^Z. Then Y=ZP(9t2) satisfies 
FC/2=ZP(9l2)C/2=Z£/2P(9i2)= {71ZP(9i2)=i/1y and FP(9i2)=y. It follows from 
2° that Y t & ' i T ^ T J . 
If we have, for each n and each x£S{+, Yx= WJU^xd 
so that the range of Y is contained in 9tx. Since Y= UXYU* we have YU2~UiY 
and, in view of the inclusion F^Stx for each x, this implies 
(7|9i2)tf2 = R1(Y\3l2) 
as asserted. The proof is complete. 
2.2. Remark. The correspondence between elements of sets Sp and 9 " described 
in 5° and 6° is contractive in both directions and so it is an isometric linear mapping. 
2.3. Def in i t ion . An element of the set T2) will be called a symbol 
with respect to 7\ , T2. 
2.4. P ropos i t ion . Let Y=SP\T1, T2) be a symbol. Denote by 
A = P(Z1)Y\§>i, B = P(<ot)Y\%2. 
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Then 
(12) A — TXAT2, 
(13) (U^TB = BT2*. 
Moreover, there exists a positive K such that A satisfies the estimate 
(14) \\Ah2\\ s K• ||P(H2)/Y 
for all /I2€§2 and similarly, B satisfies 
(15) (Bh2, hi) ^ K• | |P(9?2)FC2 | |: | |P(SRI)AI-|| 
for /I2€§2, 
P r o o f . Using the relation 7T1P(§1)=P($1)C/'i we have, for /z2£§2, 
T^&JYTfh, = P^U^Uth = P(?>i)Yh2 
which proves (12). Similarly, using the inclusion U f S ) ^ ^ , 
BT*h2 = P(<bi)YU*2h2 = P(§>i)U*Yh2 = 
= P(ibi) UtP&t)Yh2 + P(U) UtP(^)Yh2 = 
= P ( § I " ) U*P(§>i)Yh2 = P(§>i)U*Bh2 = 
= {UAUfBK. 
The estimates (14) and (15) with K—|| Y|| are immediate consequences of the relation 
Y = FP(<R2) = /»(SyiTiM,) . 
It is interesting to observe that the estimate (14) is a consequence of (12). On the 
other hand, we shall see that condition (13) alone does not imply (15). 
2.5. R e m a r k . If A—TXAT2 then 
\\Ah2\\ ^ |M||||P(3?2)/y 
for each /I2€§2. 
P r o o f . For each ft2€§2 and each natural number n, 
Ah2 = T f A T f h 
so that \\Ah2№\A\\\\TZnh2\\ = \\A\\ -\\UZTi,h2\\. Since P(5?2)/j2=lim Un2T*"h2 the 
assertion follows. 
2.6. Example . Let $ l s § 2 be Hilbert spaces, T^gS&J be such that T* is 
a nonunitary isometry. Then the minimal isometric dilation Ux of 7\ is a unitary 
operator acting on the space Stf, and the operator P^*=(i/j )* has a 
nontrivial kernel. 
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The operator T2= 0 on § 2 is a contraction whose isometric dilation U2 is a 
unilateral shift on the space The subspace 9i2 reduces to {0} and the operator 
Vl=(JU2\$)2)* again has a nontrivial kernel. 
Take an arbitrary nonzero operator such that Ran X c K e r V*. 
Then obviously V*X=0=XT* and \\X*h£|| 11**11| | = | !X* | | | |PWJhf | | for 
all Since 3?2= {0} the operator X does not satisfy \\Xh2\\mk • ||P(9?2)/I2|| 
for all h2£ § 2 with any positive k. 
Similarly, let Y be any nonzero operator from which is zero on 
(T*&)~ and with values in Ker V*. Then V*Y=0=YT*, || FA J || F | P J = II • 
•IIPWAxll for all h ^ ^ , but Y* does not satisfy l i y ^ N ^ I I ^ W ^ I I on & 
with any positive k. 
2.7. D e f i n i t i o n . Denote by 
r(TltT2) = A = T1AT2*}. 
Operators from the set T2) will be called Toeplitz operators with respect to 
T\, T2. 
Further, operators S^ ) satisfying (13), i.e. (U1\§>^)*B=BT* and 
11(5^,^)11 S y | | P ( 9 y № ( « i ) A i l l 
for all /I2€§2, and a suitable constant y will be called Hankel operators 
with respect to 7\ , T2. Similarly, the family of all Hankel operators will be denoted by 
*(Tlt T2). 
2.8. Lemma. Suppose X£@l($j>2, satisfies the relation 
X = TxXT2.. 
Then there exists exactly one operator X: with the following three properties: 
1° 2 = T x X U t , 
2° X=X\&, 
3C 11̂ 11 = 11̂ 11. 
Conversely, if satisfies 1° and if X is defined by 2° then X=TlXT* 
and priMM. ' 
P r o o f . Suppose first that 2 satisfies 1° and X is defined by 2°. Then, for § 2 , 
Xh2 = Xh2 = T^Uth2 = T^T2*h2 = TxXT%h2. 
It follows that X=T±XT*. 
Further, given n^O, h2d%>2, we have 
XUSh2 = TiXU?UZh2 = T?Xh2 = T?Xh2. 
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This together with = span U%h2 proves that there is at most one ^satisfying 1° nso 
and 2° for a given X. 
Now, suppose X£38(!b2, satisfies X=T1XT*. To prove the existence of X 
it would be sufficient to define it for finite sums of elements Ukh (/cSO, /i£§2) which 
form a dense subset in ftj. Let m^k , h£9)2, then 




2 Tfxhk = T1mxu*m{2 0 0 
for each M ^ m and hk£$j2. In particular, 
m m 
m m 
It follows that the operator X defined on Hm Uk§>2 by 2 2 U % h k = 2 TxXhk 
is well defined, Xh=Xh for h£%2 and ||JF||==||X|| so that | |£| | = ||An|. Moreover, 
T^u*(2 ukhk) = T J 2 v^K+T^utK = 0 1 
m m 
= T12T1k-1xhk+T1xT2*h0 = 2T1kxhk+T1XT*h0 = 1 1 
= 2 TfXhk + Xh0 = X 2 U£hk. 1 0 
The proof is complete. 
2.9. R e m a r k . The preceding lemma can be reformulated in a dual version. 
Namely, if A ^ ( S 2 , S 0 satisfies X=TxXT* then * * € ^ ( S i , S 0 satisfies 
X*=T2X*T*. It follows that there exists exactly one operator W* SO 
such that 
W* = T2W*Ut, X* =W* |S i , 11**11 = P H , 
' or equivalently, 
x=p(&>w, i m ^ p n i . 
2.10. Theorem. Suppose X£&8(&2, SO satisfies 
X=T1XT2*. 
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Then there exists exactly one operator with the following proper-
ties 
1° Y is a symbol with respect to 7i, T2, 
' 2° X=P(<odY\?,.,, . 
3° ||Z|| =1711. 
The operator Y will be called the symbol of * . 
P roof . According to 2.8 there exists an §i) such that * = Tx*t/*, 
* = * | § 2 and | |*| | = ||*||. Again, according to 2.9 there exists a «+) 
such that 
Y = UjYUi, P (S 1 )F |$ 2 = * | § 2 = * 
and 
¡|F|| = ||*|| = ||*||. 
The rest of the proof is straightforward. 
Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.10 show that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between T2), T2) and T2). Summing up, we have the following 
2.11. Theorem. Let Si) be defined by 
/SF = P(§ 1 )F |§ 2 for Y ^ m , 
Then p maps 9"(J\,T2) isometrically onto ST(7\, T2). 
The inverse mapping a of the restriction of p to 9"(Tly T2) assigns to a Toeplitz 
operator T2) its symbol and 
a * = lim U! XP(§>2) U2" 
in the strong operator topology. 
Proof . Suppose * belongs to 2T{T1, T2) and that * is generated by a symbol 
F(E^ ' ( r i , T2) so that * = P ( § 1 ) F | § 2 . Since F=l im U"1P(?>1)YP(?>2)Uln and 
P(§!)FP(§ 2 )=*P(§ 2 ) we have Y=lim U^XP^Uf. 
3. Hankel operators 
In this section we intend to develop an analogous theory for generalized Hankel 
operators. To obtain a symbol for operators of this type we shall apply Lemma 2.8 
again, this time to a certain operator of Toeplitz type which we shall construct using 
the theorem on intertwining dilations; as a consequence of the nonuniqueness of 
the intertwining dilation a situation analogous to the classical case presents itself: 
a Hankel operator has more than one symbol in general. 
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The theory is based on the following lemma, a particular case of which is already 
contained in [5]. 
3.1. Lemma. Let 93il5 9ft2 be two Hilbert spaces, Gx, G2 isometries on 9Kls 3ft2 
respectively. Denote by W^^CUl¡) the minimal isometric dilation of G* so that the Wt 
are unitary ( / = 1, 2). 
Suppose SDlj) satisfies the relation G*C=CG2. Then there exists an 
operator D: 9l2-»9l1 such that 
D = Wl*DWi\ ||Z)|| = ||C[| 
and 
c = PM;£>iaK2. 
Proo f . The operator G2 is its own minimal isometric dilation. By the 
theorem on intertwining dilations [2] there exists a D: 3 J t 2 — s u c h that 
W1D=I)G2, P%\D=C and ||5|| = ||C||. Since Wx is unitary we may write 
D=WlDG2=W*D{G*2f. 
Now apply Lemma 2.8 in the situation TX=W*X, T2=G*, § 2 =2R 2 . 
It follows that there exists a D: « ¡ ¡ - S ^ such that D=W*DW*, z5=D|9Jt2 and 
l|5|| = ||D||. Hence C=P*}3=P*}D\<m 2 and ||Z)|| = ||C||. 
A linear transformation A from § 2 into is said to be SR-bounded if there 
exists a constant a such that 
\(Ah,k)\s a ||P($R2)fc|| H P i W H 
for all /I£§2 and all The minimum of all a for which the above inequality 
holds will be called the SR-norm of A and will be denoted by MHj,. Clearly every SR-
bounded operator A is norm bounded and its norm does not exceed the SR-norm. 
3.2. T h e o r e m . Suppose ¡r^) satisfies 
Vj*X = XT2*, 
where Vx is the restriction of Ux to Sjj1- and the domination condition 
holds for all h2€§>2 and 6 . 
Then there exists an operator with the following properties 
Y=U,YU*, ||F|| = |№ 
and 
X = P(&)Y |§2. 
P r o o f . Introduce the abbreviations ^ ^ P W I S i 1 , y42=P(SR2)|§2, 9 ^ = 
= 9W2=(P($R2)S2)-. According to Proposition 1.4 there exists an 
operator C£;0(9H2, 9)1,) such that UCUHI*!!,, and X=A*CA2. Thus V*A*CA2= 
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=A*CA2T*. Consider first the product V*A*. We have ^1F1=P(5H1)i/1 |§ iL = 
= (C/i№)P(9i1)|§ iL = (i71|'!Dt|)A so that V*A*=A*(U!\Wti)*- Furthermore, for 
A2T*h2 = P(<R2)i/*fc2 = U2P(9i2)h2 = U*A2h2. 
Thus 
AiiU^fCA.h, = V*A*CA2h2 = AtCA2T2*h2 = AtCU*A2h2. 
Since A* is injective on 9^=(Ran Ax)~ we have 
, , ( f ^ i l V C = C(i/2*|9Jt2). 
The minimal isometric dilation of the coisometry (C/jISRi)* is unitary. Since 
9Ji2c9i2 the operator (f72|99i2) is an isometry. 
Now apply Lemma 3.1 with Gi=l71|9M1, G2= £/2*|9Jt2. Since G2*=P(2R2)£/2|SDi2, 
its minimal isometric dilation is U2 on the smallest U2 invariant subspace of 
containing 9Jl2: this is 3?2. Thus W2~ i/2[9i2, 9i2=5R2. 
Since Gi=P(9K1)i71*p i we have Wx= U* on the smallest V* invariant sub-
space of containing P(9i1)§1±: thus ^ c S R i but the inclusion may be a strict 
one. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a D: SRa-S?! such that D^U^DU*^, ||Z)|| = ||C|| 
and 
Finally, set Y=DP(?i2). Then 
Y = DP(iR2) = UiDUZPCHJ = UiYUt, 
liril = m = lie II = 11*11« 
and 
X = A*CA2 = A?CP(iR2)|§2 = ¿iP«;Z)P(9?2)|§2 = AtP^Y\§2. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that ^ P U ^ P ^ ^ ) ! ? ? ! . Indeed, for 
r i e W i . A ^ f t S 
(AtP^r,, hir) = ( P f a , PWJht) = ( n , Pmht) = 
Notation: Suppose T2). We shall denote by T(Y) and H(Y) the 
corresponding Toeplitz and Hankel operators, i.e. 
TOO = ^(SO^I 
and 
H(Y) = P(§iL)I ' |§ 2 . 
The well-known identity for products of Toeplitz operators extends to the ab-
stract case without any change. 
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3.3. P ropos i t i on . Let Tlt T2, T3 be contractions acting on spaces §2, 
respectively. If Y£Sr'(Tlt T2), Zi&"(T3, 7\) then ZY£9"(T3, T2) and 
T(ZY)-T{Z)T(Y) = H(Z*)*H(Y). 
Proof . Consider Y£@(K+,K+), Z£@(K+,K+) satisfying Y=U1YU%, 
Z = U3ZU*. Then 
ZY = U3ZUtUxYUt = U3ZYU£ 
and 
P(Z>s)ZY\Z>2 = P($)3)ZP($)1)Y\§2 + P(<b3)ZP(Zi)Y\§2 = 
= T(Z)T(Y) + H(Z*)*H(Y). 
3.4. Def in i t ion . The operators T2) for which the corresponding 
Hankel operator H(Y) is zero will be called analytic symbols. Thus Y is analytic if 
and only if Y maps § 2 into . The set of all analytic symbols with respect to 7\ , T2 
will be denoted by T2). 
Obviously 
^ f f i , T2) = T2)/st(T,, Tt) 
in the sense of isomorphism of linear spaces. 
The classical theorem of Z . NEHARI may be formulated as follows. We denote 
by {ej} the natural basis of L2 and consider a linear operator A defined on the alge-
braic linear span of the {Cj} with nonnegative indices taking its values in H2_. Further-
more, we assume the existence of a sequence of complex numbers a0, alt ... such 
that 
(Aek, ej) = ak+j 
for k^O and 0. Then the Nehari theorem asserts that the operator A is the 
Hankel operator corresponding to some q>£L°° if and only if A is bounded. 
We intend to show that the Nehari theorem has an analogon in the general situa-
tion described in the preceding sections. In the abstract theory, however, the bound-
edness condition has to be replaced by a stronger one — this boundedness condition 
reduces to ordinary boundedness in the classical case but is different from it in gen-
eral. It is only in the present generality that the role played by the spaces 91 as well as 
their meaning for the theory manifests itself; since = 91 in the scalar case, it is 
not so easy to see the essential features of the classical results which make the theory 
work. 
Using the notion of 9i-boundedness it is possible to formulate the following 
extension of the Nehari theorem. 
3.5. Theorem. Suppose 9Jic§2 is such that the linear span §0 of all elements 
of the form T2km, k^O, m£9Ji is dense in 9>2. Let X: §0—5jL be a linear trans-
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formation which satisfies 
Vx*Xh = XT2*h 
for all h£9)0. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
1° X is <R-bounded; 
2° X is a Hankel operator. 
Moreover, if X satisfies 1° or 2° and X=H(Y) with a Y£9"{TX, T2) then 
||ff(F)||* = d i s t ( r , ^ ( r 1 , 7 » ) 
and the infimum is attained. 
Proof . If 1° is satisfied then X can be regarded as an operator acting on the 
whole space § 2 . Thus X is a Hankel operator and according to Theorem 3.2 there 
exists a symbol Y such that X=H(Y) and 11*11̂ =11 i l - To complete the proof it 
is sufficient to observe that H(Y+A)=H(Y) for all T2). 
4. Symbols 
One of the interesting questions to be asked in the context of the abstract theory 
is a more detailed description of the set of all symbols. We can only give partial 
results in this direction: we do give, however, a complete characterization of those 
pairs TX,T2, for which nonzero Toeplitz operators exist. This question is equivalent 
to that of the existence of non zero symbols and will be given in terms of the spaces 
9?! and 9?2, the unitary parts in the Wold decomposition of the minimal isometric 
dilations of Tx and T2. The answer is particularly interesting in the case 7 \ = T2= T. 
The nonzero Toeplitz operators exist if and only if SR ̂  {0}. The situation is consi-
derably more complicated in the case of analytic symbols. More delicate considera-
tions are necessary this time; we show that it is possible to reformulate conditions 
for the existence of nontrivial analytic symbols in a form which may not be much 
easier to verify but which provides, in principle, a complete description of the set of 
all analytic symbols. 
Consider now the particular case where TX=T2; it is interesting to characterize 
those contractions Tior which the corresponding set of Toeplitz operators consists of 
the zero operator only. In other words, to characterize those contractions i) 
for which X£®(9)) and X= TXT* implies X=0. 
4.1. P ropos i t ion . Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space Then these are 
equivalent: 
1° the only operator X satisfying X= TXT* is the zero operator; 
2° lim T*nh=0 for each 
9* 
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3e P ( 9 î ) § = 0 ; 
4° P ( § ) 9 i = 0 ; 
5° P(§)P(<R)P(§)=0; 
6° 5R=0. 
P r o o f . Assume 1°. According to 2.1 the projection P(9Î) is a symbol so that 
X= P(§)P(9Î) |§ is a Toeplitz operator. Since X=0 we have also P(§)P(5R)P(§)= 
=0 . Since P(§)P(<R)P(§)=P(§)P(9l)(P(S)P(9l))* the condition 5° implies 4°. 
If 4° is satisfied we have P(SR)P(§)=0 as well. Now assume 3°. According to Lemma 
1.1 we have 9 Î = ( U £/"P(9l)5)_ so that 91=0. The implication 6° =>2° follows 
nso 
from (10) and the implication 2° =>1° is obvious. 
Let us remark that condition 5° appears implicitly in the paper of R . G . DOUG-
LAS [1]. The ideas used in the proof of Theorem 3 in [1] may be used to describe 
existence conditions even in the case of operators Toeplitz with respect to possibly 
different Tx and T2. To this end it will be convenient to recall a definition. 
Consider two unitary operators and £/2£^(§2) with spectral meas-
ures Ex and E2 respectively. Following R. G. Douglas we shall say that the operators 
Ui and U2 are relatively singular if, for each h1Ç§>1 and /I2£§2, the measures 
(Ex(-)h 1,h1) and (E2( • )h2, h2) are mutually singular. 
According to R. G. Douglas [1] the set of operators intertwining UX and U2 is 
trivial if and only if Ux and U2 are relatively singular. 
Using this notion it is possible to formulate conditions for the existence of 
Toeplitz operators. 
4.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . The following assertions are equivalent: 
1° the only operator satisfying X=TxXT* is the zero operator; 
2° either one of the subspaces 9î l5 9Î2 is trivial or the unitary operators Rx and R2 
are relatively singular. 
P r o o f . In view of what has been said above it suffices to observe that, according 
to 2.11 and Remark 2.2 condition 1° is satisfied if and only if the only operator inter-
twining Rx and R2 is the zero operator. 
In the classical theory analytic Toeplitz operators may be characterized by the 
relation XS=SX. The corresponding relation T*X= XT* does not guarantee, in 
general, that X is (Tl9 T2) Toeplitz; we list below some supplementary condition 
which, together with the above relation, make X Toeplitz in which case the corre-
sponding symbol is analytic. 
4.3. P r o p o s i t i o n . Suppose X£38($2, SjJ satisfies 
(16) XT* = T*X. 
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Then the operator P^P^iiJX belongs to ST (Tx, T2) and the following four 
conditions are equivalent: 
1° X t S T ^ T J , 
2° X=P(f>1)P(9l1)X, 
3° X=P(%1f)W1)X, 
4° Ran J f c ^DSRi. 
Moreover, if X satisfies (16) and one of the conditions 2°, 3°, 4° then X is a Toeplitz 
operator whose symbol is analytic. 
On the other hand, if T2) is analytic then the corresponding Toeplitz 
operator X satisfies (16) and the conditions 2°, 3°, 4°. 
Proof . Consider an Xe^(§>2,§>i) satisfying XT*=T*X. Then 
T.P^P^XT* = P®1)U1P(M1)T1*X = PCojUiPWjutx = 
= P(&JP(*0X 
so that the operator P & J P C H J X is Toeplitz. 
Now, assume (16) and 1°. Then, for h2d§>2 and each natural number n, 
Xh2 = T^XT2*"h2 = T?T?»Xh2 = Pi^UZTfXh,— *(&)/>(« l)Xht. 
This proves the implication 1°=>2°. 
If 2° is satisfied then 
* = ( P ( § 0 P ( S 1 N 9 L 1 ) I R 
so that 3° is satisfied. The equivalence of 3° and 4° is obvious as well as the implica-
tions 4°=>2°^1°. 
Again, assume 4° and (16). Let Y be a symbol corresponding to X. Then, accord-
ing to 2.1 
Yh2 = lim U"XT2 "h2 = lim U?TfnXh2 = P(%)Xh2 = Xh2€§>x 
for all h2£§>2, so that Y is an analytic symbol. 
It remains to show that the Toeplitz operator X corresponding to an analytic 
symbol Y satisfies (16). Since X=Y|§2 we have Ran X=Ran F ^ c ^ n S ? ! and 
XT2*h2 = XU2h2 = YU2h2 = U}Yh2 = T*Xh2 
for h2€§2- The proof is complete. 
The following example shows that the condition (16) alone does not imply 2°. 
4.4. Example. Let us take T~0 on a Hilbert space ( i= l , 2). Then any 
X £ & ( & 2 9 S I ) satisfies (16). Since both and 3J2 are trivial, the only Toeplitz oper-
ator with respect to 7\ , T2 is the zero operator. 
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Now let us turn to existence conditions for analytic symbols. To this end we 
introduce some notation. The space SjflS?! is invariant with respect to U* and the 
restriction of U* to it is an isometry. Let us denote by 9Jli and 9tx the unitary part 
and the wandering subspace respectively in the Wold decomposition of C/*|§1 f l . 
Similarly, U2 maps the subspace P(9i2)§7 into itself and the restriction of U2 to 
it is an isometry; we denote by 9Jl2 and 9t2 the analogous subspaces for the Wold de-
composition of t / 2 |P(9i 2)§7. Using this notation, we intend to prove the following 
4.5. T h e o r e m . Nontrivial analytic symbols with respect to and T2 exist if 
and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
1° 93?! and 9JJ2 are both nontrivial and the unitary operators and U2|9J?3 
are not relatively singular; 
2° and 9t2 are both nontrivial; 
3° 93?! and 9l2 are both nontrivial and the spectral measure E of t/j^JJ^ is not 
concentrated on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
P r o o f . In view of the one-to-one correspondence between the set of all 
symbols and the set of all Toeplitz operators, the set si(Tx, T2) will be nontrivial if 
and only if the corresponding set ^""{Ty, T2) of Toeplitz operators is nontrivial. 
According to 4.3 this set consists of all X£3S($>2, S iDS^) satisfying XT*—T*X. 
We shall establish a one-to-one linear correspondence between elements of the 
set &~a(Tx, T2) and certain triangular matrices. To simplify the notation we shall 
write £ i = (§i H 9i1)Q93i], £2=(P(9i2)91,)-Q2R2 . TO each X£2Ta{T^ T2) we 
assign a matrix 
defined by the following relations 
where YÇ.Sf'(7\, T2) is the symbol corresponding to X. 
Now denote by M the set of all matrices of the form 
\Mn M12\ 
I 0 M22J 
with M n ^ a m ^ m ù , M1 2Ç^(fi2 , I J , M 2 2 Ç^(£ 2 , £ 0 such that the following 
relations are satisfied 




(Utm^Mn = Mu(£/2*|2n2), 
(Un^)M12 = M12(U*\22), 
(Ut\2,)M22 = M22{U*\22). 
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We intend to show that 9 is an injective mapping of the set ¿Ta(T1, T2) onto JL 
Let us consider an with the corresponding symbol Y. Since 
Y= 7P(9?2) we have 
YP(%)§>2 = Yij2 = X.$2 c &D 
Furthermore, the relation UXY=YU% implies that 3X£Jt. 
Consider now the operators Z=P(£ 1 ) r |9K 2 and S ^ t / * ^ . Using U*Y= 
= YU* again we have also 51Z=Z(t^ |9Ji2) so that Z*St"={Ut\m2)*nZ* for 
every natural number n. Given m£9Jl2 we have 
\\Z*m\\ = ||(*72*|9K2)*"Z*m|| = 
= \\Z*S?m\\^ ||Z*||||5i"/«|| - 0 , 
so that Z * = 0 and Z = 0 as well. Thus, for each /z2£§2, X can be decomposed as 
follows 
Xh2 = YP(W2)h2 = YnP(m2)P(ft2)h2 + 
+ Y12P(22)P(M2)h2 + F22P(£2)P(9?2)/i2. 
Hence 9X=0 implies X—0 and 5 is injective. 
On the other hand, each Jl defines an operator from P(9i2)§2" into 
SiflSRj. The relations (17), (18), (19) imply that 
0 1[mu M12i = [Mu M12\\u*2\m2 0 l 
I 0 C / i l f i J L 0 M22\ I 0 A f j l 0 £/2*|£2J' 
so that U*M=MU*\P(^2)9>2. If we set Xh2=MP(%)h2 for h2£9>2 then 
X££ra(T1, T2) and 9X=M. 
In view of the isomorphism between 3~a(Tx, T2) and Jl our problem is equival-
ent to that of describing conditions for Jl to be nontrivial. An element M^Jl is 
nonzero if and only if at least one of its entries is nonzero. 
If M n ^ 0 then clearly both and 9Ji2 must be nontrivial subspaces; at the 
same time M n is a nonzero operator intertwining the unitary operators |9Jii and 
U2 |9Jt2 and this yields condition 1°. On the other hand, if condition 1° is satisfied, 
there exists a nonzero operator Z€ ^(®i2 , 90^) for which 
W W j z = z(y$\m2y, 
then 
[o 
If M2 2j±0 both its domain and range must be nontrivial, hence condition 2°. 
Conversely, if condition 2° holds, take a vector and a vector It is 
easy to see that {(U^g, U\g)=0 for all integers p^q. The sequence U\h, k(iZ 
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possesses the same property so that it is possible to define an operator 5*+) 
by the formula 
Yx= 2 (x, Uig)U!th-
— oo 
clearly Y= U^U*. If fcisl we have 
(U2kg, §2) = (g, U?%2) = (g, P(m2)UZk%2) = 
= (g, U*kP(K2)?>2) = 0, 
so that Yx= 2(x,U%g)U*h<^?> 1 for xe%2. Thus Y£si(Tx, T2). 
kSO 
Consider the case M12^0; it follows that £2^{0}. The operator S2= U2\Q2 
is a unilateral shift so that the minimal isometric dilation of S2 is a unitary operator 
W with the following properties (see [2], Ch. 2, Theorem 6.4): 
(i) the spectral measure Ew( •) of W is equivalent to Lebesgue measure, 
(ii) for each nonzero z€Q2, the measure (Ew( • )z, z) is equivalent to Lebesgue 
measure. 
Since M12 satisfies (18) we have M*2= S*M*2(U*^) so that M*2£Sr(S*, 
(C/^Pi)*). The corresponding symbol G satisfies G=WG(U*\mi) so that 
G(U*[Mi)=W*G and this implies condition 3°. 
On the other hand, if condition 3° holds there exists a nonzero vector xCSDij 
and a set M of positive Lebesgue measure for which (E(M)x, Furthermore, 
if z is an arbitary vector in 9i2 the measure [Ew ( • ) z, z) is equivalent to Lebesgue meas-
ure. It follows that there exists a nonzero operator K defined on SOî  which inter-
twines W and (£/*№), KiU^m^WK. Hence K=WK{U*\mi)* so that 
K££T(St, U*^) and the corresponding Toeplitz operator T(K) satisfies (18). 
Accordingly, 
K TV-
The proof is complete. 
4.6. Coro l la ry . If Tx is completely nonunitary then si(7\, T2) is nontrivial if 
and only if both 9ti and 3i2 are nontrivial. 
Proof . It follows from Lemma 1.2 that ®i1=§1J(7,1). If Tx is completely non-
unitary then 5Dii=Su(7'1)={0}. It follows from the preceding theorem that s4(Tx, T2) 
is nontrivial if and only if 2° is satisfied. 
Of course it is possible to reformulate the existence conditions for analytic 
symbols in a manner analogous to Proposition 4.2 The problem does not become 
any easier in this reformulation; nevertheless, it provides some more insight into the 
structure of these symbols. 
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4.7. P ropos i t i on . Let T T 2 £ i % ( § 2 ) be two contractions. Let us 
denote by ©i the smallest Ux reducing subspace containing fl SRj.. Then these are 
equivalent: 
1° sf(Tlt T2)={0}, 
2° the unitary operators R2 and C/x| are relatively singular. 
Proof . If Y is an analytic symbol then Y— UyYU^ and Y maps 
9?2= V P(9l2)i72"§2 into V ^iCSinSRi) which is nothing more than the smallest 
NS0 NSO 
reducing subspace ©x for Ux containing fl Slj. Thus 
5. Rational symbols and the theorem of Kronecker 
It might seem that there is little hope that a reasonable extension to this general-
ity of the algebraic notion of rational function would be possible. We intend to show 
in this section that such an extension does exist and that it may be used to obtain a 
generalization of the theorem of Kronecker. 
We shall use an abbreviation: if p is a polynomial of degree n, we shall write px 
for the polynomial defined by the relation p1(x)=xnp(l/x). 
5.1. P ropos i t i on . Suppose YZsfiT^T^ and let q be a polynomial of degree 
n with roots of modulus less then 1, q(x)=(x— aj)...^— a„). 
Then q(R^)~1Y is a symbol and the corresponding Hankel operator may be expres-
sed as follows 
k=1 
or in an equivalent form 
2 (c/i - **+i)...(i/i - «MUJ-Wr1^ - 71) • *=1 
• T r W J - ' Y i T * - a/t-i)...(T2* - «0. 
Proof . Since Y=P('M1)Y we have 
U1q(R*)~1YU£ = RMRlr'YUl = qiRfi^RiYU* = qCR^Y 
so that q(R*)~xY is a symbol. 
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Since R t is unitary we have 
?(*i)_1 = ¿(Rr1-^)-1 = Ri(l — cc1R1)~1...(l — ccnR1)~1 = 
= R l q M - 1 
and 
= Uiqi(U1)-1r\&-P®1)U;ql(U1)-1Y\$2 = Ulq^U^Y^-
- T i W i ) - 1 ! ^ . 
Now, it suffices to apply Proposition 1.3. 
5.2. Theorem. Let H be a Hankel operator, T2). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
1° the range of H is finite dimensional; 
2° there exists a polynomial q with roots of modulus less than 1 and an analytic 
symbol Ye , T2) such that 
2.1° H = HfaiRfi-iY) 
and one of the two following equivalent conditions is satisfied 
2.2° dj=&m (U1-T1)Ti(l-OL1T1)-\..{l-aj+1T1)-iYZ>^~ for j= 0, . . . , « - 1 
where a l s ..., a„ are the roots of q, deg q—n, 
2.3° dim ( U 1 - T 1 ) T l - \ \ - x 1 T J - \ . . { \ - o i n T i r i Y ^ ~ > . 
If these conditions are satisfied then 
dim Ran H ^ + ••• +4,-1-
Proof . The range of H is invariant with respect to V*. If it is finite-dimensio-
nal there exists a polynomial q such that g(F*|Ran H)=0 so that q(V*)H—Q. 
Since Vx is a unilateral shift both Vx and V* have no eigenvalues on the unit 
circle. Hence we can assume that all the roots of q lie inside the unit disc. If Z is any 
symbol for H, i.e. / / = P ( § i L ) Z | § 2 , T,) we have 
0 = qiV^H = Hq(T*) = P(%i)Zq(U?) |$„ = P{$t)q(Ut)Z\%2. 
Hence q(U*)Z%2<^$)i- Since the range of Z is contained'in 9?! it follows that 
Y=q(U*)Z is an analytic symbol and Y=q(R*)Z whence which 
proves 2.1°. 
The range of the operator P(£i)?i(£/i)// is also finite dimensional and it follows 
from Proposition 5.1 that it is equal to the space (C/1-7 ,1)7 ,1n-1^1(T'1)- iy§2. Thus 
condition 2.3° is satisfied. 
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Let us show now, that, for any polynomial q with roots inside the unit disc and 
any analytic symbol Y, condition 2.3° implies 2.2°. Since Y is an analytic symbol 
we have Y ^ c S ^ n ^ . On the other hand T* is an isometry on SiflSRi and 
T^T^h—h for all fl9ix. Using these facts we can write, for | a |< l , 
Y§>2 = (l-aT1)-1(l-ar1)Y$2 = 
= (1 - a T O - W i * - «71 № = (1 •- a T J - ^ T ? - a ) Y§2 = 
= 7 1 ( 1 - a T l ) - 1 } ^ * - « ) ^ g 71(1 - a T ^ Y ^ . 
It is easy to deduce from the just established relation that 2.3° implies 2.2°. 
Assume that 2.2° is satisfied for a polynomial q with roots inside the unit disc 
and some analytic symbol Y. Then, according to Proposition 5.1, the Hankel oper-
ator H(q(Rl)~1Y) is finite dimensional and dim Ran H(q(R%)-1Y)^d0+d1+... 
... + dn_1. 
The proof is complete. 
5.3. Coro l la ry . Suppose dimfix^oo. Given a symbol of the form 
qiRlr'Y, 
where q is a polynomial of degree n (with roots inside the unit disc) and Yd si (7\, T2), 
condition 2.2° is automatically satisfied and 
dim Ran H(q(R*1)~1 Y) =s n dim £x . 
The corollary applies in particular in the case where dim £x = 1. Furthermore, 
for classical Hankel operators it is more natural to view the symbol as an equivalence 
class in L°°jH°° rather than as an individual function; in conformity with this point of 
view it seems natural to define a rational symbol as a class which contains a rational 
function, or equivalently, a class which contains a quotient h/q, h£H°°, q a poly-
nomial. In view of this it is not unnatural to use the name rational symbol for opera-
tors of the form q(R*)~xY, Y analytic. 
Theorem 5.2 appears thus as an extension of the well-known theorem of Kronec-
ker. It is natural to ask whether the assumption 2.2° in Theorem 5.2 is essential for 
the validity of the generalized Kronecker theorem. We limit ourselves to stating that 
there exist examples which show that ranges of Hankel operators with rational 
symbols may be both finite and infinite dimensional if dim £x is infinite. 
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Normalcy is a superfluous condition in the definition 
of (7-finiteness* 
JOSEPH M. SZŰCS 
Dedicated to Professor Károly Tandori on his 60th birthday 
Let M be a W*-algebra and let G be a group of *-automrophisms of M. In [2] 
we have proved that if there exists a faithful G-invariant normal state cp on M, then 
for every t£M, the w*-closure of the convex hull of the orbit of t under G contains a 
unique G-invariant element t° and the mapping /—/ff is normal. (In fact, we have 
proved this result under the more general assumption that the family of G-invariant 
normal states on M is faithful, i.e., M is G-finite [2]. If M is <r-finite, for example, 
if M is an operator algebra in a separable Hilbert space, then this assumption ob-
viously implies the existence of a faithful G-invariant normal state on M.) In the pre-
sent paper we shall prove that the assumption of normalcy of cp is superfluous in 
this theorem (cf. Theorem). Under additional hypotheses, we shall also prove that (p 
itself is a normal state (cf. Corollary 1). Furthermore, we shall prove some converse 
results (cf. Corollaries 2 and 3). 
For the general theory of H/*-algebras, we refer the reader to [1] and [3]. 
At the end of the paper we shall make two comments on our paper [4]. 
Theorem. Let Mbea W*-algebra and let Gbea group of * -automorphisms ofM. 
If there exists a faithful G-invariant state cp on M, then there exists a faithful G-in-
variant normal state i¡/ on M, i.e., M is G-finite. 
Proof**. Let (p=<p„+(ps be the canonical decomposition of <p into normal part 
<p„ and singular part cps [3]. Consider an element g£G. Then <p„(g-) is normal due to 
* This work was supported in part by organized research money granted by Texas A&M Uni-
versity at Galceston. 
** The author's first proof of this theorem was much more complicated. This proof originated 
from a comment by R. R. Smith at a seminar at Texas A&M University, College Station. 
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the continuity properties of g. On the other hand, (ps(g-) is singular, since a positive 
linear form p on M is singular if and only if every nonzero projection p£M majorizes 
a nonzero projection qdM such that p(q)=0 [3]. Since (p is ^-invariant and the 
decomposition into normal and singular parts is unique, we obtain that <p„ is ¿^in-
variant (for all g£G). Furthermore, <pn is faithful. For let p be a nonzero projection 
in M. Since <ps is singular, there exists a nonzero subprojection q of p in M, 
such that (ps{q)=0. Then (pn(j>)=<p„(q)=<p(q)-(ps(q)=<p(q)>0 because q> was 
assumed to be faithful. Summing up, we can choose ip = (pn. 
Coro l l a ry 1. Let M be a W*-algebra and G a group of * -automorphisms of M. 
Suppose that for every t£M, the norm-closed convex hull of the orbit Gt of t under G 
contains at least one G-invariant element. If q> is a G-invariant faithful state on M and 
the restriction of cp to the fixed-point algebra MG is normal, then (p is normal. 
Proof . According to Theorem, M is G-finite [2]. Consequently, the G-invariant 
element, say tG, in the norm-closed convex hull of Gt is unique [2]. Moreover, the 
mapping t—tG: M—MG is normal [2]. Since cp is G-invariant and norm-continuous, 
q>{t)—(p{tc) (t£M). Therefore, the mapping t-^cp(t): C is the composite 
mapping of t-*t°: M—MG and t-~cp(t): MG-~ C. Since both of these mappings 
are normal, cp is normal. 
Coro l l a ry 2. Let M be a W*algebra and G a group of * -automorphisms of M. 
Suppose that for every t£M, the w*-closed (norm-closed) convex hull of the orbit Gt 
of t under G contains exactly one G-invariant element, say t°. If for isO, 
t7±0, then M is G-finite. 
Proof . The mapping t->-ta: M->-MG is linear. In the case of the norm-closed 
convex hull, this can be proved as follows. The homogeneity of the mapping t-*tG 
is obvious. To prove its linearity, let t, s£M and let £>0 be a given number. There 
exists a v0 in the convex hull conv G of G, such that ||u0(/)— ZG|| <e/2. Similarly, 
there exists Did conv G, such that ||u1i;0(5)—iG||<£/2. Since every element of G has 
norm 1, we have ||i>i»0(f)— tG\\<e/2. Consequently, | |^v0(t-hs)—(tG+Jg)||^ 
^l |f i I ,o(0~ i G l l + ll i ;i t 'o(5 ')—jGll<e- Since £>0 was arbitrary, this proves that 
In the case of the w*-closed convex hull, the linearity of i—iG can be proved as 
follows. The homogeneity of i—iG is obvious. Let us verify its additvity. Let s, t£M. 
Then there exists a net vn in conv G, such that lim vn(s)=sG. Since the unit ball of n 
M is iv*-compact, there exists a subnet vk of vn, such that i f t=lim vk(t) exists. Then 
lirri i)=limyfc(5)+lim t > f e ( i ) = l i m b e l o n g s to the w*-closed 
convex hull of G ( J + t). By the definition of (tk)G, there is a net w„ in conv G, such 
that lim«'n(/jt)=(iJt)c. Then 1 i m w n ( + =1 im [ iv„()+w„(/ t ) ]=l im [ i G + H n n n 
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+ wn (01=-s0+lim vv„ ( 4 )=s 5 + ( t k ) G . Consequently, (5 c +/ i t ) c =5 G +( / J c . Since tl 
sG + tk belongs to the w*-closed convex hull of G ( j + t), we have ( j + i ) G = ( j G + 0 G -
Therefore, (s+t)G=iF+(tJG. Similarly, since tk belongs to the vi>*-closed convex 
hull of G(t), we have tG=(tk)G. Summing up, we have obtained that ( j + i ) G = 
= j G + ( i f c ) G = i c + / G , which was to be proved. 
So far we have proved that i—tG: M-*MG is linear. On the other hand, it is 
evident that [g(t)]G=tG for every g£G, t£M and tG=t for t£MG, the G-fixed-
point algebra in M. 
Now let <p„ be a normal state on MG. Let <p(t)=(p0(tG) for t£M. Then cp is a 
G-invariant state on M. Le tp be the support of <p„. Then p£MG and (ptp)G=ptGp. 
Consequently, <p is faithful on pMp, by the hypotheses of the corollary and by the 
faithfulness of <p0 on pMGp. Since <p is invariant under the restriction of G to pMp, 
Theorem can be applied. We obtain that pMp is finite with respect to the restriction of 
G to pMp. This implies [2] that cp is a G-invariant normal state on M with support p. 
Since sup p= 1 if (p0 runs over all normal states of MG, we obtain that M is 
G-finite [2]. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let M be a W*-algebra and G a group of *-automorphisms of 
M. If T : M^MG is a G-invariant faithful positive linear mapping which leaves M° 
elementwise fixed, then M is G-finite. 
Proof . It is similar to the end of the proof of Corollary 2. 
Remarks . 1. The proof of one half of Corollary 2 does not require Theorem: 
Let M be a W*-algebra and G a group of * -automorphisms of M. Suppose that 
for every t£M, the norm-closed convex hull of the orbit Gt of t under G contains 
exactly one G-invariant element, say tG. If tGji0 for t^0, then M is G-finite 
(and t-»tG is a normal positive linear mapping of M onto MG). 
Proof . As in the proof of Corollary 2, we first prove that is a linear 
mapping. This done, let (p0 be a normal positive linear form on MG and let p denote 
the support of <p0. Then (jptp)G=ptGp and ;—<p0(/G) is a faithful positive linear 
form (p on pMp, invariant under the restriction of G to pMp. Let e be a nonzero 
projection in pMp, such that q>(e -e) is normal [1]. Then <p(- e)dMG. Let 
i;„£convG be such that ||i>„(e)—eG\\ — 0 as «-"<*>. We have q>(-v„(e))£Ma by 
the G-invariance of cp and by the fact that (p(- e)Mjf. Then the norm limit of 
(p( • v„(e)) in MM is q>(- eG), since cp£M*. Therefore, Consequently, 
t-+(p(eGteG)=(p0((eGteG)G)=(p0(eGtGeG) is a normal positive linear form on M. Since 
eG^p, eG£MG, we obtain that t-»eGtGeG is normal on M. If cp0 runs over all nor-
mal forms on MG, we obtain that every nonzero projection p£M° majorizes a 
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nonzero projection e£M (it is e c ( M c ) such that tece is normal. This implies 
that i—ta is normal on M and thus M is G-finite [2]. 
2. The assumption of Theorem that q> is faithful is essential. Indeed, let G be 
an abstract infinite Abelian group. Then G acts naturally on M=/~(G) as a group 
of *-automorphisms. A G-invariant state on M is noting else but an invariant mean 
on G. We know that there are ¡finitely many invariant means on G, none of wich are 
normal (actually, they are singular). 
Finally, the author would like to make two comments on his paper [4]. The 
first comment is that in Proposition 2 and in its corollary the assumption that M is 
c-finite should be replaced by the assumption that the predual of M is separable. 
The second comment is that all the results of the above mentioned paper remain 
valid if G is only assumed to be an amenable group (instead of an Abelian one). 
Indeed, if £/„cG is a summing sequence [5], then it is easy to prove that under the 
hypotheses of Lemma 1, the sequence —— 2geu S( 0 w*-converges to tG for every 
I u„\ 
t£B*. The remaining results of the paper can be extended to amenable groups G 
without altering the proofs. 
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Commutative G H^*-algebras 
JÁNOS KRISTÓF 
GW*-algebras (i.e. generalized ff*-algebras) were introduced in [2]. In this paper 
the structure and the spectral properties of commutative GW*-algebras will be ex-
amined in detail. 
I. Preliminaries 
Here we give a short summary of our former results concerning GW*-algebras. 
The vector space of the linear forms on the * -algebra A will be denoted by A* 
and the weak cr(A*, A) topology relates to the canonical duality between A* and A. 
If A is a unital *-algebra (whose unit is denoted by 1 throughout this paper) and 
Pis a set of positive linear forms on A then the set { /€P | / (1)= 1} will be denoted by 
the symbol P(l). Further, assuming that P( l ) is non-void and bounded in the a (A*, A) 
topology, || • ||p denotes the mapping from A into R + defined by 
11*11,:= sup Y / V ^ ) 
f£P(1) 
11 
for all x£A. It is obvious that || • ||P is a seminorm on A; the dual seminorm is denoted 
by II - Up. 
If S is a subset of A* then the linear subspace of A* spanned by S and the convex 
hull of S is denoted by sp (S) and co (S), respectively, while the a (A*, ^)-closed 
linear subspace of A* spanned by S and the a (A*, v4)-closed convex hull of S is de-
noted by sp(S) and co (5), respectively. If the elements of S are || • ||P-continuous 
forms (where P is a set of positive linear forms on A such that P(l) is non void and 
a (A*, ^-bounded) then the || • ||p-closed linear subspace of A* spanned by S and the 
|| • ||p-closed convex hull of S is denoted by sp (S) and co (S), respectively, provided 
there is no danger of confusion as for P. 
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I f / i s a linear form on the »-algebra A then for every x£A we define the linear 
forms x • / a n d / • x on A as the mappings y*-+f(xy) and y^f(yx), respectively. If 
f£A* and x, y£A then x •/• y stands for (x • / ) • y. 
Def in i t i on . The pair (A, P) is called a weak GW*-algebra if A is a unital 
* -algebra and P i s a separating set of positive linear forms on A satisfying: 
(I) P(l) is non-void and a{A*,A)-bounded; 
( I I J R + P c ? and x * - P - x c c o ( P ) for all x£A; 
(III) x -Pcs j5 (P ) for all xeA; 
(IV) A is sequentially complete with respect to the uniform structure defined by 
the a (A, sp (P)) topology. 
The pair (A, P) is called a GW*-algebra if it is a weak GW*-algebra and instead of 
( I I J satisfies the more restrictive condition: 
(II) R + ? c P and x* • P - x c c o (P) for all x€A. 
Finally, the pair (A, P) is referred to as a complete GW*-algebra if it satisfies: 
(IV,) A is quasi complete with respect to the uniform structure defined by the 
a (A, sp (P)) topology. 
The most important elementary facts concerning weak GW*-algebras are the 
following. If (A, P) is a weak GW*-algebra then: 
— A is a C*-algebra whose C*-norm coincides with || • ||P, that is why we refer to 
|| • Hp as the C*-norm of A (cf. [1] and [2]); 
— the a (A, sp (P)) and o(A, sp (P)) topologies coincide in every C*-norm bounded 
subset of A (cf. [1] Lemma 1); 
— the multiplication of A is C*-norm boundedly left and right continuous in the 
a [A, sp (P)) topology (cf. [1] Lemma 2); 
— the involution of A is proper and continuous in the a (A, sp (P)) topology; 
— the set of projections (i.e. self-adjoint idempotent elements) of A, equipped with 
the natural ordering: g^hog—hg and the orthocomplementation: e- L:=l—e, 
is a cr-complete orthomodular lattice admitting a separating set of u-additive states 
(cf. [2] Theorem 1); 
— the partial isometries are countably summable in A and, consequently, the equiv-
alence of projections is countably additive in A (cf. [2] Proposition 2). 
Here we deduce an important auxiliary result for general (not necessarily com-
mutative) weak GW*-algebras. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let (A, P) be a weak GW*-algebra. Then the order in A defined 
as x^y i f f f{y—x)£R+ ( /€P) coincides with the algebraic order of the C*-algebra A. 
Proof . Since the elements of P are positive linear forms on A, we have obviously 
xSO with respect to the order defined by P, if x^O in the C*-algebra A. 
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Conversely, suppose that x ^ O with respect to the order defined by P. Since the 
set of positive linear forms f on A satisfying / (x)€R+ is a (A*, j4)-closed, we have 
/(;r)i£0 for every /€co(P) . Since / (x )£R + (/<EP), we h a f ( x * ) = f ( x ) = f ( x ) , 
hence x=x* since P separates the points of A. We know that A is a C*-algebra 
thus we may write x—x+—x~, where x+ and x~ denotes the positive and negative 
part of the self-adjoint element x, respectively. Then the positive square root / x ~ 
of x~ exists in A and it is well known that the set {Yx~, x + , x~} is commutative; 
moreover, x+x~=x~x+=0. Fixed a linear f o r m / i n P, we have (Yx~) • f • 
6 c o ( P ) thus 
0 ( ( f i F ) . f . ( V ^ ) ) ( x ) = / ( / P r ( x + -x~) faF) = 
= / ( x - - (x~ ) 2 ) = - f ( ( x ~ f ) ^ 0, 
i.e. f((x~)*x~)—0 (f£P). Since P separates the points of A and the involution of A 
is proper, it follows that x~ = 0 thus x = x + is a positive element in the C*-algebra A. 
II. A type of commutative GW*-algebras 
If 38 is a c-algebra of subsets of the set T then 38) will denote the set of 
bounded complex valued 38—38(C) measurable functions defined on T. The set 
38) will always be thought of equipped with the pointwise defined algebraic 
structure and the sup-norm on T (denoted by 111 • 111T), thus J2^ (T, 38) will be regarded 
as a commutative unital C*-algebra. 
It is known that given a c-algebra of subsets of the set T and a finitely additive 
mapping 0: 38^-C, the following statements are equivalent: 
— 0 is bounded, i.e. sup |6>(£)|< + =»; 
EiSS 
— there is a unique continuous linear form 0 on ¡^¿{T, 38) (called the integral on 
^¿(T, 38) defined by 0 ) such that Q{Xe)=Q(E) for all 
Moreover, 0 is a-additive if and only if the integral 0 defined by 0 satisfies the con-
dition : 
(L) For every uniformly bounded sequence (<?„)„ 6 N of functions in ¿F£(T, 3%), if 
<pn-*-0 pointwise on T then 0(cp„)—O. 
Lemma. Let 38 be a o-algebra of subsets of the set T and P the set of integrals on 
&c(T, 38) defined by positive o-additive set functions on 38. Then P is a separating set of 
positive linear forms on the unital * -algebra A 38), P satisfies (I) and sp (P) 
is a || • || 'r-closed set. 
Proof . Since {S,\t£T}czP, the set P separates the points of A. On the other 
hand, P(1)={/2|/k R + <r-additive and p(T)=p.(l)^ 1}, thus for every cp£A 
10« 
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and /x£P we have the inequality |/5(<p)|^/i(r)|| |9|||T showingthat P(l) is <r(A*, A)-
bounded and non void. 
Now we prove that II • lip—III • IIIT- Indeed, if cp£A then 
\\<p\\P sup tfWv) = sup =§ sup T/W)\M\\T S HMIIr, 
P€P(1) /¡€P(1) i€P(1) 
i.e. || • Uphill • | | | r . Conversely, if <p£A and c<|| |<p|| | r then there is a point t in T 
such that = i-e. Ill • | | | r ^ l l • IIj,. 
Let 0£sp (P) and choose a sequence (0„)„eN in sp (P) with the property 
II 0||p—0. We have to show that 0£sp (P). With regard to our former consider-
ations, it sufficies to prove that for every uniformly bounded sequence <= (<p„)n€N 
in A, if <?>„—0 pointwise on T then 0(<p„)—O. If n, m£N then 
|0(<pra)| |0(<pm)-0n(«pm)| + |0n(<?)m)| ^ | | 0 - © J p | I W I I r + l ® . ( i » - ) | . 
If £>0 is arbitrary then there is a number N0 in N such that | | 0 — E / 2 ( M + 1) 
where M:= sup| | |<pj | | r . Since 0 w € s p (P) we have 0N (<pm)—0 (m— + 
m€N 0 0 
thus there is a number N in N with the property that \0Na((pm)\^e/2 for m£N, 
m ^ N . Then the above inequality implies that |0(^>m)|^e for w€N, m ^ N , i.e. 
© f a » ) - 0 . 
T h e o r e m 1. Let @ be a o-algebra of subsets of the set T, A:=&g(T, and P 
the set of integrals on A defined by positive a-additive set functions on £8. Then (A, P) 
is a commutative GW *-algebra. 
Proof . With regard to our Lemma we have only to prove that the pair (A, P) 
satisfies (II), (III) and (IV). If cp£A and /}£P then q>* • fi • <p= \(p\2n where \(p\2p 
is the positive cr-additive set function on defined as: /¡(|<p|2^£), thus 
<p*-fi.-(p€P and, consequently, (p • (i£P-P+iP— i P c s p (P), i.e. (A, P) verifies 
(II) and (III). 
In order to prove (IV), let (</>„)„ £ N be a sequence in A such that (fi(<p„))niN is 
convergent for every fi€P. Since P (t£T), there is a unique function <p: T— C 
with the property that (pn-*(p pointwise on T. From this we infer that cp is necessar-
ily measurable. We intend to show that (p£A and (pn-*q> in the 
o(A, sp (P)) topology. In order to prove this we first define for all «£N the linear 
form <pn\ sp (P)—C; 0>-—0(<p„). On account of our Lemma, sp (P) will be consid-
ered a Banach space whose norm equals || • ||p. Then <p„ is a continuous linear form 
on the Banach space sp (P) for every n£N and, by our assumption, the sequence 
(<P„)„€N i s pointwise convergent in sp (P). Consequently, the theorem of Banach— 
Steinhaus implies that sup ||<pn||< + If n£N and |||<pn|||r then there is a 
n£N 
point / in T such that c<|<?>„(0l = l<Pn(^)|s||4|^||(pn|| = ||^n||, since 1 ^ = 1 holds 
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obviously, thus |||<p„|||rS||<pJ showing that the sequence (<?>„)„ € N is uniformly bound-
ed in T. From this we obtain that the mapping (p is bounded, i.e. (pi A. 
Finally, if fid P then the theorem of Lebesgue applied to the measure p and the 
uniformly bounded, point wise convergent sequence (<?„)„ 6 N result in fi((p„)-"fi((p), 
i.e. (p„—(p in the a (A, sp (P)) topology. 
This theorem provides a great deal of commutative GPF*-algebras that are not 
• -isomorphic to any W*-algebra. 
HI. On the Gelfand representation of commutative GW*-aIgebras 
If Tis a compact Hausdorff space then %>C{T) and Jic(T) will denote the vector 
space of complex continuous functions defined on T and the vector space of complex 
Radon measures on T, respectively. Then <g'+ (T) and Ji + (T) denote the convex cone 
of positive elements in VC(T) and Jtc(T), respectively. The complex vector space 
VC(T) will always be thought of equipped with the pointwise defined multiplication 
and conjugation, i.e. <6C(T) will be considered a commutative unital *-algebra. It is 
well known that <6C(T) is a C*-algebra whose C*-norm equals the sup-norm ||| • | | | r 
on T. 
Given a commutative unital C *-algebra A, the celebrated representation theo-
rem of Gelfand and Naimark assures that A and ^C(X(A)) are isometrically *-iso-
morphic C*-algebras, where X(A) denotes the compact Hausdorff space whose 
underlying set is the set of non zero multiplicative linear forms on A and whose topo-
logy is the well known Gelfand topology (cf. [3] ch. I, §6, Theorem 1). The Gelfand 
isomorphism between A and %C(X(A)) is denoted usually by we have 
( ^ ( * ) ) 0 t ) = z W f o r a11 X f-A a n d xeX(A). 
In this section the structure of the compact Hausdorff space X(A) will be ex-
amined in the case when (A, P) is a commutative GfV*-algebra. 
P ropos i t i on 2. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space, PcJi+ (T) and sup-
pose that (<%C(T), P) is a weak GW*-algebra. Then 
(i) T= ( U Supp p)~ and sup/i(G)>0 for every non-void open subset G of T. 
N€P NIP 
(ii) The interior of a closed Gs-set in T is closed. 
(iii) If F is a closed G6-set in T and there is a measure p, in P such that fi(F)>0 
e 
then the interior F of F is non-void, i.e. F is not nowhere dense in T. 
Proof , (i) Let G be a non-void open subset of T. Then there is a function 
(p£<&+(T) such that 1, Supp <pcG and (p^O. Since P is a separating set, 
there exists a measure p. in P with the property p(q>)>0. Then we have ¿i(G)S 
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This proves the second part of (i) and the first part of our assertion is an 
easy consequence of the second part. 
(ii) Let F be a closed G6 -set in T. Then there is a sequence of functions (<?„)„ 6 N 
in (T) such that <pn^(pn+1 (n£N) and <pn—%F pointwise on T. If P then 
{f-(<?»))„ eN ' s a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers thus the sequentially 
completeness of # C ( T ) in the a(<gc(T), sp (P)) topology now gives the existence of 
a function <p in <&c(T) such that /i(<p„)-"/*(<?) for all n£P. Since fi^P implies 
H((p)^0 and n(cp„)Sn((p) (n£N), by Proposition 1 we obtain that <pn^(p^0 
(n£N). From this we conclude that <p^Xr- If V ' ^ + i T ) and <p'^Xp then <p's 
^(pn («6N) thus n((pn) and p.((p')^lim p((p„)-p((p) for every p£P, i.e. n 
applying again Proposition 1, we find that cp'^cp. This means that 
(1) 9 = sup {cp': q>'eg+{T), cp' ^ XF}-
If n€N then inf(nq>, l)==xF and inf(ncp, (T) thus by (1) we obtain 
inf (ncp, Then we have 
Zc<j>>o] = sup (inf(«iff, 1))S<|»S XF 
showing that cp= 1 on the set [<¡»>0] thus cp — 1 on the set Supp <p=[<p>0]~ as 
well. Since cp—0 on T\Supp cp we deduce that x S u p p V =<p^+(T) , i.e. Supp q> 
is an open-closed subset of T and Supp cpczF thus Supp <p(z F. We claim that 
F equals Supp cp. On the contrary, suppose that Supp cp^F. Then P \ S u p p cp is 
a non-void open subset of 7" thus there is a mapping (T) such that O^cp'^ 1, 
Supp (¡o'cF\Supp cp and cp'^O. Then (p+q>'£^+(T) and cp+cp'^XF thus by (1) 
O 
we have (p+q>'^<p in contradiction to cp'^O. This proves that Supp (p—F, i.e. 
the interior of the closed (/¿-set F is closed in T. 
(iii) If F is a closed G3-set in T and fi£P is a measure such that / i (F)>0 then, 
applying the notations introduced in the proof of (ii), we obtain 
H(<p) = lim p(<pn) = H(xf) = fi(F) fl 
thus (p^O, i.e. 0^Supp <p=F. 
Coro l la ry 1. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space and let PczJi+[T) be a set 
such that (^C(T), P) is a weak GW*-algebra. Then the open-closed subsets of T form 
a basis for the topology of T and the closure of every open Fa-set is open in T. Partic-
ularly, Supp q> is open-closed for all (p^c{T). 
Proof . Let t be an arbitrary point of T and G an open neighbourhood of t. 
Then we can choose a function with the property that 1, 
Supp (pczG and t is in the interior of [9=1]. Since [cp= 1] is Gd in T, by Proposition 
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2 we deduce that the interior of [<p— 1] is open-closed and contained in G. This means 
that at every point of T there is a basis consisting of open-closed sets, or equivalently, 
the topology of T has a basis formed by open-closed sets. 
The second part of our assertion is a simple reformulation of (ii) in Proposition 2. 
Theorem 2. Let (A, P) be a commutative weak GW*-algebra. Then A is a 
C "-algebra whose underlying * -algebra is a Rickart *-algebra. Consequently, the set 
of projectors in A is total in the topology defined by the C*-norm of A. 
Proof . Compare Corollary 1 with Theorems 1, ch. I, §6. in [3] and 1.8 in [4]. 
IV. Spectral theorem for commutative GW*-algebras 
If T is a compact Hausdorff space then @0(T) denotes the c-algebra in T gen-
erated by the closed Gs subsets of T; &0(T) is usually referred to as the Baire <7-algebra 
of T. On the other hand, a mapping <p: T—C is called a Baire function if (p~1(E)£ 
for every Borel set E in C. It can be shown without difficulty that @0(T) 
coincides with the least cr-algebra in T with respect to which every continuous complex 
valued function defined on T is measurable. 
Let T be a compact Hausdorff space; for every countable ordinal number a we 
define by -induction the function space ^¿(T) as follows: 
- V£(T):=VC(T), 
— if 0< <*<<«! then cpe^Q (T) if and only if <p is a function T-+C such that there 
is a sequence (<p„)„£N in [J which is uniformly bounded and pointwise 0 <a 
converges to (p in T. 
Then we define (T):= (J (T). It is easy to show that 
a<©! 
=&\S(T, 0SQ(T)), i.e. ^c(T) consists of the bounded complex valued Baire functions 
defined on T and a subset E of T belongs to 3da{T) if and only if Xe^c(t)- I n t h e 
sequel the sequence of function spaces will be referred to as the standard 
graduation of (T). 
According to Theorem 1 and the fact that (T)=&g(T, @0(T)), the pair 
(T), P) is a commutative GW*-algebra, where P is the set of integrals on ^ (T) 
defined by positive a-additive set functions on 3Sa(T). 
Lemma 2. I f T is a compact Hausdorff space, P<zJtc{T) and cp is a univer-
sally integrable complex valued function defined on T then the relation J cp dfi—0 
T 
(ti£P) implies that J (p d / i = 0 for all /(Gsp (P), where sp (P) is the closure of 
T 
sp (P) in Jlc{T) in the measure norm topology. 
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Proof . Since the mapping J/c(T)-+C, &>-* J <p d0 is a measure-norm conti-
r 
nuous linear form on Jic(T), the assertion is obviously true. 
Lemma 3. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space and let PaJi+(T) be a set 
such that (VC(T), P) is a GW*-algebra. If <pZ<g£(T), <pbe<#c(T) and f (p dp= 
T 
=p((pb) for all p£P then we have |||<p,'|||T^|||<?'|||T. 
Proof . Let t be a fixed point of T and 38t denote the basis at t of T consisting 
of open-closed subsets of T (see Proposition 2, Corollary 1). With regard to (i) in 
Proposition 2, to every there is a measure pE in P such that /¿£ (£")=>(). Let 
pE be such a measure and put XE:=xEpE/pe(E) for every E£3ST. Then ¿ £ 6sp(P) 
by (III), and it is easy to see that the continuity of <ph in t implies that lim XE(<pb)— E, 381 
= cpb(t). Now Lemma 2 yields that J q> dXE—XE(<pb) for all E£38t, since the meas-
T 
ure-norm closure of sp (P) in J(C(T) equals sp (P) (viz. ||| • | | | r = | | • ||P). From this 
we infer that 
\cpb(t\ = lim \XE(cpb)\ = lim I f <p dlE\ s HMIIr, E,S9t bt96t l 
i.e. | | | ^ | | | r s | |K» | | | T . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space, PczJi+(T) and suppose 
that (%>C(T), P) is a GW*-algebra. Then to every bounded complex valued Baire 
function cp defined on T there is a unique continuous function <pb defined on T with the 
property that <p=(pb a.e. for all ¡id P. 
Proof . Since P separates the points of %C(T), the uniqueness of cpb is obvious. 
The existence of q>b will be shown by the use of the standard graduation of %>q(T). 
Assume that and by -induction we show that for every a~=.co1, if 
(p£<g£(T) then there is a function q>b^c{T) such that (p=<pb a.e., for all p£P. 
The assertion holds for a=0 , evidently. Suppose that 0 < a < a j ! and the 
assertion is true for every /?<a. Since (p£<H?£(T), there is a uniformly bounded 
sequence (<p„)n£Nin | J ^(T) such that <p„—<p pointwise on T. With regard to our 
induction hypothesis, for every w£N we can define a function (pbn in %C(T) such that 
(pn—<pbn a.e., for all p£P. Now Lemma 3 gives that || |<p'|| | r=|||f/'n | | |T (m£N) so the 
sequence (<?£)„ e N in # c ( r ) is also uniformly bounded. 
If p£P then the theorem of Lebesgue applied to p and the sequence (<?„)„ e N 
implies J (pn d/i— f (p dp. On the other hand, J <pn dp=p(<pb) (h£N) thus we obtain 
X T T 
(2) lim p((pb) = f <p dp (p£P). n J* 
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The sequentially completeness of <£C(T) in the a(^c(T), sp (P)) topology now results 
in the existence of a function (pb£<%c(T) such that 
(3) lim p(<pb) — ¡i{(pb) (piP). n 
Comparing (2) and (3) we deduce that p{(pb)— j q> d/i for every ¡i^P. According to 
T 
Lemma 3, 0((pb)= f (p d0 for all 00p(P). If ,u€P and il/£<$c(T) then by (III) 
T 
we have ^¿¿(isp(P) thus {<pp){\p)— J cp d(\j/p)=(}]/p)(<pb)— (q>bp)(\l/), i.e. (pp=(pbp 
T 
for all p£P. This shows that q>—<pb a.e., for every p£P. 
We call the attention to the fact that Proposition 3 holds only for commutative 
GW*-algebras and not for commutative weak GW*-algebras. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let (A, P) be a commutative GW*-algebra. Then there is a unique 
*-homomorphism 0P: 1^q(X(A))—A preserving the unit elements satisfying 
(4) f(®P(<p))= J ( P d ( f o ^ ) 
X(A) 
for all fdP and cp£<$Z(X(A)). 
R e m a r k . Note that f f o r every positive linear f o r m / o n A. 
P r o o f . The uniqueness of 0P follows from (4) and the fact that P separates the 
points of A. In order to prove the existence of 0P we first mention that the pair 
C(X(A)), PoS?"1) is a commutative GW*-algebra. Then, by Proposition 3, we can 
define the mapping 
<?c (X(A)) - (X(A)), cp^cp" 
satisfying (p=(pb a.e., for every /¿gPo^" 1 and <p^^(X(A)). It is routine to 
check that this mapping is a *-homomorphism between (X(A)) and <gc(X(A)) 
preserving the unit elements. For every (X(A)) we define 0p((p):=&A1(<pb). 
Then 0P is a unit preserving *-homomorphism between ^(X(A)) and A, evidently. 
If f£P and (p£<#£(X(A)) then / o ^ J ^ P o ^ " 1 thus (p=<pb a.e., for / o ^ " 1 , 
showing that the equality holds for <p and / . 
Of course, Theorem 3 can be appreciated as the global (or better to say, collec-
tive) spectral theorem for commutative GW*-algebras. In order to formulate an indi-
vidual version of the spectral theorem, we note that the spectrum of an element x 
in a unital algebra A is usually denoted by Sp^ (x), or, if no confusion arises as for 
the algebra, the letter A is omitted. It is well known that given a unital C*-algebra A, 
to every normal element x of A there is a unique unit preserving * -homomorphism 
0X: # c (Sp (x))—A such that 0X (idSp(x ))=x and 0X is an isometry whose range 
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equals the C*-subalgebra of A generated by the set {1, x, x*} (cf. [3] ch. I, § 6, Propo-
sition 5). 
Theorem 4. Let (A, P) be a commutative GW*-algebra and x£A. Then there 
exists a unique unit preserving *-homomorphism 0X: #c(Sp (x), &(Sp (x)))—A 
which is an extension of 0X and satisfies 
(5) f(0PA<P))= J <pd(fo0x) (f£P), 
Sp(*) 
for every bounded complex valued Borel function cp defined on Sp (x). 
Remark. Note that f o0x£Ji+(Sp (x)) for every positive linear form on A. 
Proof . The set P separates the points of A, thus the uniqueness of 0P follows 
from (5), evidently. 
Since Sp (x) is a metrisable compact topological space, the a-algebra ^?(Sp (x)) 
of Borel sets in Sp (x) coincides with the <r-algebra i^0(Sp (x)) of Baire sets in Sp (x). 
Consequently, we have J^(Sp (x), ^ (Sp ( * ) ) ) = ( S p (*)). Since the mapping 
<SA(x) is a continuous function from X(A) onto Sp (x), the operator 
: (Sp (x)) - Vc(X(A)), <p ~ cpo<SA(x) 
is an injective unit preserving *-homomorphism between the C*-algebras ^ ( S p (x)) 
and Wg(X(A)). Then we put 
0PX := 0po<gA(x)*, 
where 0F denotes the * -homomorphism between &c(X(Aj) and A, introduced in 
Theorem 3. Thus 0P is a unit preserving » -homomorphism between ^ (Sp (x))andA 
It remained to prove the equality (5). Let there be given a linear form / £ P and a 
function (Sp (x)). Then, by the definition of 0X, we have 
(6) f(0p (cp)) = / ( 0 p f t W * (q>))) = f(0p(cpo$A(x))) = 
= fcpo&A(x)d(fo^)= / <pd($A(x)(fo$X% 
X(.A) X(A) 
where <$A{x){f oc§~v) denotes the Radon measure on Sp (x), which is the image of 
the measure fo<S~1^^+(X(A)) established by the continuous function (SA(x). 
It is obvious that the mapping 
^c(Sp (x))~A, t/'^&l'O\>o<SA(x)) 
is a unit preserving *-homomorphism between ^ c(Sp (x)) and A which assigns x 
to idSp(x), so the uniqueness of 0X results in 0x(ij/)—^A'i(\J/o(x)) for all 
p ( 4 Thus we obtain ( / o e j f ^ - f / o ? ; 1 ) ^ <$A (x)) for every 
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(*)) showing that f o0 x =^ A (x ) ( fo^^ 1 ) . Comparing this equality with 
(6), we finally deduce that (5) holds for every f£P and (x)). 
At last we mention that both the *-homomorphisms 0 P and 0 PX introduced in 
Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, respectively, depend essentially on P. 
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The invariance principle for functionals of sums 
of martingale différences 
I. SZYSZKOWSKI 
1. Introduction. Let {(Xnl, Fnl), « s i , be a double array of square-
integrable random variables whose rows are martingale difference sequences (MDS), 
i.e. for each n S 1 the rv's Xni, 1 ̂  i=k„, given on some probability space (Q, si, P) 
with sub-cr-fields F„ 0 cF„ 1 c . . . cF J ! l , are such that Xni is Fni-measurable and 
E(Xni\F„j_1)=0 a.s. for every 1 Define 
k 
Snk = 2 *ni, = EmF^.J, 
i= l 
s^k=ES%k and Snk—slk=0 if k=0, n S l . Let us observe that without loss of gen-
erality we may and do assume that for every n s l , E X ^ O , 1 sl=s2k =1, 
where as n->-
Let D[0, 1] be the space of functions defined on [0, 1] that are right-continuous 
and have left hand limits, endowed with the Skorohod Jx-topology (cf. [1, §14]). 
By W we will denote the Wiener measure on D[0,1] with the corresponding Wiener 
process {W(t): O ^ i ^ l } . 
Let FM be the space of functions defined on [0, 1]X(—«>, satisfying the 
following condition: there exists an absolute constant M such that if / £ F M , then f 
and its derivatives satisfy inequalities of the form 
(1) \Df(s,x)\^M(l + \x\"), 
where D denotes either the identity operator or a first derivative and a is some positive 
constant. 
Define a random function W„(t), by 
(2) m(o = Sn,mM, «Si, 
where mn(t)=max {i^kn: s^t}, /€[0,1]. 
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We shall give sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the process 
m„(t)-l 
{Zn(t)= 2 Sni)X„J+1, OS/S i} , in Skorohod's space D[0, 1], to i=0 t 
the process | j" f(s, W(s))dW{s)\ O S f S l } in D[0, 1], which we denote by 
{Z(0, 0 ^ 1 } . 
The results obtained are generalizations or extensions of those given in [1, 
Theorem 16.1], [3, p. 179], [2], [4] and [5]. 
2. Limit theorems. Suppose there exists a double array {Cni, 1 n S l } 
of nonnegative numbers such that 
(3) a% == Cni, a.s. l s / s t , , n s 1. 
and set 
K* = 2 Cni, 0, 1], n s 1 (C„o = 0). i=0 
The main result of this paper is given in the following 
Theorem 1. Let {(Xnk, Fnk), l^ksk„}, n S 1, be a double array of random 
variables whose rows are martingale difference sequences such that s^= 1, nsl. 
Assume 
(4) the finite dimensional distributions of {lVn,. n s 1} converge weakly, as 
n-oo, to those of {W(t), 
(5) there exists an array of nonnegative numbers satisfying (3) such that for every 
*i,fi€[0, 1], U - t ^ m i n ) , a s l , 
W*(t2)-W*{h) =s [FCtJ-FOJY, 
where m (n)—min {EX^: 1 S i ̂  kn}, F is a nondecreasing continuous function on [0, 1] 
and r > 1/2 is some positive constant. 
Then Z„—Z as n—/« Z)[0, 1], provided that f f„^FM, n s 1, and for every 
s€[0, 1] 
(6) *) - *)> iw " 
uniformly in x on every finite interval. Here, the stochastic integral in the definition of 
Z(t) is taken in the L2-sense. 
From Theorem 1 we get the following 
Theorem 2. Assume {(Xt, FJ, i s l ) is a square-integrable martingale dif-
ference sequence such that EXf = 1, /Si, and 
(7) supE(Xf\F,.J o x 
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/ — for some positive constant M. If (4) holds with W„(t)= 2 XJyn then, in D[0, 1], 
i=0 
(8) (I ¡fa) /„('/". Jf(s,W(s))dW(s), as 
1 = 0 0 
provided (6) holds as well. 
To prove Theorem 2 we note that, in this case, (5) is satisfied with Xnk= (Xx +... 
...+Xk)/Yn, C„k=M/n, lsk^k„=n, F(t)=2t, r=\, m„(t)=[nt]. ThusTheorem2 
follows from Theorem 1. It is easy to see that Theorem 16.1 in [1] is a consequence of 
Theorem 2 (it is enough to put / „ = / = 1 , n s l ) . 
We note that a necessary and sufficient condition for (4) to hold is given in Theo-
rem 7.7 fl, p. 49]. Furthermore, if W„={W„(f): 1} converges weakly, in 
D[0, 1], to a standard Wiener process fV-{W(t), O s i ^ l } , then (4) also holds. 
On the other hand, the assertion of Theorem 1 implies the weak convergence of 
W„, as /2—°°, to W. Thus the assumption (4) is necessary for (6) to hold. For exam-
ple, it is well known that if {(*„,-, Fni), 1 n ^ l , is a double array of 
square-integrable random variables whose rows are martingale difference sequences 
K 
satisfying the Lindeberg condition and 2 a2m then (4) holds. Moreover, one 
i=l 
can easily observe that every sequence {X„, n £ l } of independent random variables, 
with EXn=0, EXl= 1, n^ 1, satisfying the central limit theorem also satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 2. It should also be mentioned here that the assumptions 
(1) and (6) concerning the functions^, n ^ 1, and /a re very general. Some examples 
of such functions can be found in [3, Section 5]. 
To give a better illustration of the meaning of Theorem 1, let us note that from a 
very special case of it we immediately obtain the following assertions. If {(X{, 
/ S i } is a sequence of random variables with EXt=i, /= 1, and satisfy (4) and 
(7), then in D[0, 1], 
{n-1 2 XiXj. 0 ^ t 1} ^ { / W(s)dW(s), 0 ^ t s 1} 
isi<;s[ni] V 
and 
[ill] a r r ^ 
{"-3/2 2 0 ' - 0 ^ ' = I}-5* { / sdW{s), 0 ^ t s 1} 
/=1 0 
as «—oo. The first assertion follows from Theorem 2 with f„(t, x)=f(t, x)=x, and 
the second one with f„(t, x)=f(t, x)=t. The distributions of the integrals 
t i 
/ W(s)dW(s) and / .v dW{s) 
0 0 
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are well known. For example, 
t 
/ dW{s) = (W2(t)-1)/2 
o 
Remark. We note that condition (5) implies 
(9) S K, n s 1, for some constant K. 
Moreover, by (5), 
max Ctti ^ sup QF(tJ-F(tJY: ti-t1 = m(ri)}, n s 1, 
and, by (3), EXh ^ Cni, and lim m(n) = 0, so that n~*~00 
(10) max EX%i — 0, as n — 
1=S>S*„ 
because the function F is uniformly continuous. 
3. Auxiliary lemmas. Let for every function /€F M 
fc(s, x) = /(*, *)/([- C , q ) ( x ) , jg [0, 1], 
where C is a positive constant and I(A)( •) denotes the indicator function of the set A, 
and set 
11(^,7)112 = (x2+y2)1/2, (x,y)dR2. 
Lemma 1. Let [f„, n s l } be a sequence of functions such that f„£FM, n= 1, 
andlet 0=/70</j1< ... </>,= /, (=i0<i1<...</1=j, be partitions of the 
intervals [0, /] and [t, $], respectively. Assume that for each n the MDS {(Xn{, Fnl), 
1 satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then, for every e=-0 and each 
C > 0, 
(11) lim lim ii(e, y, n, C) = 0, 
where 
y = max (pi-pi-1)+ max: (tt-t,-0 
lSlSr l^lSb 
and 
m„( 0 r-1 
?! «, C) = P ( | | ( 2 fnC(sZ,Sni)Xn,i+1- 2 fnC(Pj,Wn(pj))(Wn(pj+1)-Wn(pj)), ¡=o j=o 
m„(s) 6—1 
'=«„(0+1 >=o 
= i ( P ( B , y, 0, 0 , V , i ) ) | | . > e) = P( | | (*i , X2)\\2 > a). 
Proof . To prove Lemma 1 it is enough to show that 
(12) lim lim EX2(n, y, t, s) = 0, 
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because, in the same way, we can prove that (12) holds with X(n, y, 0, t) and then 
Pi(e, y, n, C)*sr\EX*+EX*). 
Let, for every / (mn(tj)^i^mn(tJ+1)), Sni)-fnc(tj, Wn(tj)). 
Then we have„ 
, »-1 mn('j + l> 
P&, y, n, C) = P( 2 2 WtJXnii+1\ > e). j=0 i=mn(tj)+l 
On the other hand, for every i < f (m„(iJ)Si<w„(iJ+1), m n( t r)^i '<m„(t j ,+ 1)) 
EWljX^W.yX^.+x = EWijX„ii+1 Wi'j- E (X„t f+i\ Fni-) = 0. Thus 
6-1 ">n(fJ + 1) 6-1 m„(fJ + 1) 
EXl = 2 2 m2-ijXZi= 2 2 W i . j W i K f - i ) s 
j=0 ¡=m„(tj)+l j~0 i=m„(tj)+l 
^ s u p 2 Cm.) W*{\)suVEWl 
i,j •=">„(<) I, J 
Hence, by (9), 
(13) EXl = KsapEWij. 
I, J 
Let us observe that, by (1), for every f£FM and (s, x), (¿i, ;q)€[0, 1]XP, 
(14) | fc(s, x) - / c ( * , Xl)\ s Kc(\s - +1* -
where Kc is an absolute positive constant which depends only on C. Thus, for every 
mn(tj)^ismn(tj+1), 
EWJ S 2Kc {\4i ~ Ol2 + E(Sni - 5Bmn(0))2} 
S 2KI {(i,+1 - tj + max E X f f + (0+1 -1} + m w EX2)}. 
Taking into account (10) and (15) we obtain (12). 
Lemma 2. Let f,fn,n^\, be functions satisfying the assumptions of Theorem I. 
If the assumptions of Lemma 1 are also satisfied, then for every C > 0 
(16) lim lim P2(e, y,n,Q = 0, 
where 
P2(e, y, n, C) = P(\\(r2{fn(Pj, W n ( p j j ) - f c ( p j , Wn(pj))}(jvn(pj+1)-Wn(pj)), o 
"2{fnC(tj, Wn(tj))-fc(tj, Wn(tj))}(Wn(tj+J-Wn(tj))) ||, => e) = 
= P(ll(*i, > £), 
11 
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Proof . Again, it is enough to show that 
. . . lim lim E{X£f = 0. 
Let, for every 0 m j m b , V„J(x)=fnc(tJ, x ) - f c ( t j , x). We have 
E(X{f = ZE{(FnjWn(0)r """I"' CWnnJ'j))}-j=0 ¿ = mn(tj)+l 
Let i?„=o jnax t sup Vn2j(x). Then, by (6), /?„—0 as n— 
Thus 
6-1 m„('j+i) 
EX? 2 EX»> = Rn{EWn\s)~EW*(t)) S Rn - 0, as it — . 
j=o i=mn(rJ)+l 
Lemma 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then 
for any given C > 0, 
{Zfc{Pj,K(Pj))mPj+i)-wn(Pj)), b 2 f c { t j , i=o y=o 
(17) ' 
. - - ( r 2 f c ( P j , W(PJ))WPJ+1)-W(Pj)), b2 fc{tj,w(tj)){w(tj^)-w(tj))) j=0 j=0 
as n 
.where {W(t): 0 = 7 ^ 1} is a standard Wiener process in D[0,1]. 
The assertion of Lemma 3 follows from (4) and Theorem 5.1 [1]. 
Lemma 4. If fCFM,,, then for every E>0 and any given C > 0 
^(||( > - - //C(*> W(xj)dW(x), 
J—0 o 
(18) 
' |VC(0. mtj)){W(tj+x)- *F(0)) - / / c ( x , TO) > e) - o 
as 
where 0=p0<p1< ...<pr=t, ...<tb=s, are partitions of the 
intervals [0, t] and [t,s], respectively. , • •, 
The proof of Lemma 4 is essentialy the same that is given in [4], 
4. Proof of Theorem 1; Let us observe that 
(19) P( max |Sni| > C) ^ C~2. 
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Furthermore 
(20) i>( sup \W(t)\ > C) - 0 as C -«,. 
osrsi 
Thus, taking into account (11) and (16)—(20) we get 
(21) (Z„(0, Zn(s)- Z„(t)) (Z(t), Z(s)- Z(t)) as n , 
for every 0 s 1. Clearly, using this method we may prove that the finite dimen-
sional distributions of { Z „ , h S 1 } converge weakly, as n — ° o , to those of {Z(t): 
O^tSl}. 
To complete the proof, we have to verify the tightness condition. We use Theorem 
15.6 in [1]. From this theorem and (19) we infer that it suffices to show 
( 2 2 ) E(Zcn(t)-Zcn(h)f ( Z „ C ( R 2 ) - Z „ C ( 0 ) 2 S [ F I ^ - I ^ R , 
for any tx-&t^t2, « S i , C>0 , where 
m„( o- i 
Z f ( 0 = • 2 fn(4i, Sni)X„,!+1, /€[0, 1]. i=0 
We first note that, by (3) and (1), 
£ ( Z „ C ( I ) - Z S ( H ) ) \ Z Z { T J - Z Z { T ) F S 
where is some positive constant which depends only on C. Hence, by assump- > 
tion (5) condition (22) holds, because in the case t2— ̂ cmin), Z%(t)=Z%(t1) or 
Zcn(t)=Zcn(t2). 
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the referee for helpful comments. 
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On the group of analytic automorphisms of the unit ball 
of /^-algebras 
JOSÉ M. ISIDRO(*) 
1. Introduction 
Our purpose is to present an elementary method to integrate a certain Riccati 
differential equation that plays an important role in the study of the unit ball of /* -
algebras of operators as symmetric spaces. Our approach consists in the use of Pota-
pov's generalized Möbius transformations together with some elementary facts in 
the theory of holomorphic functions between Banach spaces. These methods have 
proved to be successful in the study of/*-algebras and in some other questions, too 
([1], [2], [3]). 
Let § and ft be complex Hilbert spaces and denote by °U a 7*-algebra of bounded 
linear operators X: ft. That is, by definition, % is a closed complex subspace of 
if (§, ft) such that AB*C+CB*A£<% whenever A, B, C€<&. Let Biß) be the open 
unit ball of % and assume that and X£B(ßl) are given. Then, we consider the 
Riccati initial value problem: 
(*) = A-y(t)A*y(t), y(0) = X, y(t)€B(«), 
where A* stands for the adjoint of A. We give an explicit formula for the maximal 
solution yA(t \ X) of (*) in terms of the initial value X and the parameter A. See also 
([3], page 57) and ([4], page 509) where other (but non elementary) approaches to the 
problem can be found. 
We recall the following principal property of /*-algebras [1]: 
Given MÇ.Biyi), the Möbius transformation 
(1) TM(X) = (l-MM*)-ll2(X+M)(l + M*X)~1(l-M*M)1l2, XdB(<%) 
Received November 2, 1984 and in revised form September 24, 1985. 
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is a holomorphic automorphism of B(tft). Moreover, we have 
(2) TM(Q) = M, T_M = Tjj1, TM(Xf = TM.(X*) 
and 
(3) dTM(X)Y = (l-MM*)1/2(l + XM*)-1Y(l + M*X)-1(l-M*M)l>2 
for and 
Here, positive and negative square roots are defined by the usual power series 
expansions and, at each ocurrence, 1 denotes the identity operator on the appropiate 
underlying Hilbert space. 
Furthermore, we recall from [5] or [8] the following basic facts concerning 
Aut the group of holomorphic automorphisms of B(%): ^ 
Let the vector field f ( X ) —— be complete in B(<%) and denote by y(t, X) the 
oX 
solution of 
(4) -^y(0=/[y(0l y(0) = x, y(oeB(<%) 
Then, for each fixed ?€R, the mapping X-»y(t, X) is an element of Aut B(°U). 
Moreover, the mapping t>-*y{t, •) is a continuous one-parameter group of auto-
d 
morphisms of B{°U) and we have f(X)=— 
dt i 
y(t,X) for X£B(<%). 
2. The main result: one-parameter groups 
Let us fix arbitrarily any operator A£<%. By the polar decomposition [6], there 
is a partial isometry such that A = WP where P=:(A*A)1/2 and 
E=\W*W is a projector onto the closure of the range of P. Let t g h ( 0 = 
= 2 a2n+i'2n+1> be the power series expansion of the function hyperbolic 
1 1 = 0 
tangent tgh and define 
tgh( /P)=: ¿ a 2 B + i W + 1 , t<LR. 
n = 0 
Then tgh and | | tgh(iP) | | s tgh | | iP | |< l for all i£R. 
2.1. P r o p o s i t i o n . For /£R, the operator F(t)=:W tgh( iP) satisfies F(i)6 
£B(%) and the mapping t>-+F(t) is continuous. 
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Proof . One has 
F ( f ) = Wtgh (tP) = W 2 a2n+l{tPf"+1 = 
n = 0 
= Z "2n+it2tt+1WP(A*A)n = j? a2n+1t2n+1A(A* n=0 n=0 
Moreover, | | F ( 0 N | | » 1 • | | t gh( /P)H 1 so that Obviously, t-»F(t) 
is continuous. 
2.2. P ropos i t i on . Let the operators M, N£B(<%) be given with 
(5) MN* = NM*, M*N = N*M. 
Then we have TMoTN=TT^m. 
Proof . By Cartan's uniqueness theorem, it suffices to show that the automor-
phisms TMoTN and TT m have the same image and the same derivative at the 
origin 0. 
From (2) we obtain (TMOTN)0= TM(N)=TTMW(0). On the other hand, 
from (3) we get 
(6) dTTMW(0)X = (l-TM(N)TM(Nyfi*X{l-TM(NrTM(N)y/2 
where, by ([1], p. 22) 
(7) 1-TM(N)*TM(N) = 
= (1 - M*Mf'\ 1 + N*M)~1( 1 - N*N)( 1 + M*N)~1(1-M*M)1'2. 
Using (2) together with (7) we obtain 
(7') 1-TM(N)TM(N)* = 1 -TM.(N*)*TM,(N*) = 
= (l-MM*)1'2(l + NM*)-1(l-NN*)(l + NM*)-:i(l-MM*)1/2. 
Now, from the assumption (5) we see that the operators MM*, NM* and NN* 
commute; thus the operators (I—MM*)112, {l + NM*)"1 and (1 —AW*) also commute 
and (7') yields 
1 ~Tm(N)Tm(N)* = (I — MM*)(l 4- NM*)~2(l — NN*), 
whence 
[l-rM(JV)rM(tf)*]1/2 = (1 - MM*)1'2(I + NM*)~1(l- NN*)1'2. 
In a similar manner 
[l-TM(N)*TM(N)]1i2 = (l-N*N)1i2(l+MN*r1H-M*M)1l2. 
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Substitution in (6) gives 
(8) dTTMm(0)X = 
= {\-MM*?l2(\ + NM*)~1(\-NN*?l2X(\ - N*N)ll2(l + MN*)-1(l-M*M)1'2. 
By the chain rule and (3) we have 
dTMoTN(0)X = dTM(N)odTN(0)X = 
= (1 - MM*)1'2(1 + iVM*)-1 (1 - NN*)1'2X(l-N* N)1'2(1 + MN*)~1( 1 — M* N)1'2 
which is the same as (8). 
Let us fix any and consider the operator 
F ( 0 = : Wt&L(tP)ZB{<*), i<ER. 
2.3. P r o p o s i t i o n . The mapping R-» Aut B{°U) given by t>~*Tm is a contin-
uous one-parameter group of Möbius transformations. 
Proo f . Since the mappings and 5(^)—Aut B(ß ) given respectively 
by ti—F(t) and M^~TM are continuous, so is the composite. 
Obviously, we have TF(fS)—idBW. Let us fix s, teR arbitrarily. As E=W*W 
is a projector onto the (closure of) the range of P, the operators M=: F(s) and 
N=:F(t) satisfy 
MN* = W tgh (sP) tgh (tP)W* = PFtgh(iP)tgh(iP)PK* = NM*, 
M*N = tgh (sP)W*W tgh (tP) = t g h \ s P ) tgh (tP) = tgh (tP) tgh (sP) = 
= tgh (tP)W*W tgh (sP) = N*M, 
and we can apply Proposition 2.2. Therefore 
TmoTm = TMoTN — TTm(n) 
and, in order to obtain the result, it suffices to show that 
TM(N) = Wt&(s+t)P. 
By the spectral calculus we have 
(N+M)(l+M*N)~l = W(tgh /P+tgh jP) (1+tgh fP tgh sP)-1 = 
= W tgh (s+t) P. 
Since the operator tgh obviously commutes with (1—M*M) l l 2 = 
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= (1 —tgh2 tP)112, we have 
(9) TM(N) = (l-MM*)1'2(N+M)(l + M*N)-1(l-M*M)1'2 = 
= (1 — MM*)1/2[PFtgh (J+0-P](l — M*M)1/2 = 
= (1 - MM*)-1!2 _ M*Mf'2 tgh (s + t)P. 
As W is a partial isometry, we have WE— WW*W= W and, as E is a projector onto 
the range of P, EP=P=PE. Therefore 
Etgh(sP) = tgh (sP) = (tgh sP)E. 
Let us set ß = : tgh (.sP). Then 
1-MM* = \-WQ2W*, \-M*M=l-Q2 
and 
(1 -MM*)1i2W(l-M*M)1'2 = {\-WQ2W*)-1'2W{\ - Q2)1/2 = 
= [ 2i~1)" Jf) (WQ2W*)»\ W( 1 - Q2)1'2 = 
= {Z(-1)" ]j2) m2nE\ (1 - Q2)1'2 = 
= [ })" (~lJ2) WEQ2"] (1 - Q2)1'2 = 
= - ß 2 ) - 1 / 2 ( l - ö2)1/2 = W. 
Substitution in (9) gives the result. 
2.4. Theorem. Let be any J*-algebra. Let be arbitrarily given and 
write P=:(A*A)112, A=WP and F(t)=:W tgh. (tP) for i£R. Then, the mapping 
R->-Aut B(fU) given by t^TF(f> is a continuous one-parameter group of automor-
d d phisms of B{Qt) whose associated vector field is fA(X)--—= (A—XA*X) ——. oX oX 
Proof . By Proposition 2.3, the mapping t*-+TF(f) is a continuous one-para-
meter group of Möbius transformations. Therefore, the mapping 
v d 
) 
is a holomorphic vector field that is complete in Bifll). Now an easy calculation gives 
4- T m ( X ) = A-XPW*X=A-X(WP)*X=A-XA*X. dt o 
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2.5. Coro l la ry . If is any J*-algebra and A ^ , then 7V(() is the maxi-
mal solution of the initial value problem 
-^y(t) = A-y(t)A*y(t), y(0) = X, Y{t)iB(W) 
for X£B(W). 
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Sur un théorème de J. Bourgain 
C. FINET 
Introduction 
J. Bourgain a démontré (voir [1] et [1']) que le dual de l'algèbre du disque a la 
propriété de Grothendieck. Nous étendons ce résultat aux algèbres séparables uni-
formes A sur un compact X telles que : 
(1) Il existe une suite (<p„) dans le spectre de A telle que pour tout n, <pn ait une 
unique mesure représentante ¡in sur X(les mesures n„ étant mutuellement singulières); 
(2) Il n'y a pas de mesure non nulle dans Ax qui soit orthogonale à toutes les 
mesures (Où A± = {n^(X)' : ¡x\A=0}). 
L'article comprend trois parties. La première consiste en des rappels notamment 
sur les algèbres uniformes. Nous nous intéressons à l'opérateur de conjugaison dans 
le cadre des algèbres dites « &>*-de Dirichlet ». Dans la deuxième partie, nous établis-
sons quelques propriétés de la projection de Riesz d'où nous tirons des conséquences 
analogues à celles obtenues par J. Bourgain dans [1]. La dernière partie de ce travail 
est consacrée à la démonstration du résultat principal et à quelques exemples et 
problèmes. 
I. Rappels 
Soient X, Y deux espaces de Banach. Notons B(X, F) l'espace des opérateurs 
linéaires bornés de X dans F, Tlp(X, Y) l'espace des opérateurs p-sommants de X 
dans F et X' le dual de X. Rappelons la définition des algèbres « a>* -de Dirichlet » 
(voir [2]). 
Dé f in i t i on 1. Soit (X, n) un espace de probabilité. On dit que A est une al-
gèbre « £»*-de Dirichlet » si A est une sousalgèbre de L°°(ji), contenant les constantes, 
telle que la mesure fi soit multiplicative sur l'algèbre A et A +Â préfaiblement dense 
dans L°°(/i). 
Reçu le 3 janvier, 1985. 
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Notons que si A est une algèbre uniforme sur X et p. l'unique mesure représen-
tante de <p dans le spectre de A, alors A est une algèbre « a>*-de Dirichlet ». Pour 
/>6[U + c o[ , l'espace Hp{p) est la fermeture de A dans Lp{p), et H°°(p) est la fermeture 
préfaible de A dans L°°(ji). Sur Lp(ji) (1 on définit l'opérateur de conjugai-
son (noté «~») qui possède les principales propriétés de la transformée de Hilbert 
( « classique » ) (voir [2]) : on commence par définir la con jugée / pour une fonction / 
dans A+Â : /s 'écri t alors de façon unique : f=fi+C+f2 avec CÇC et fi,f2£A0 
où A0={f£A, J/d/i=0}). On pose f=if2-ifi. 
Déf in i t i on 2. Pour chaque p£\ 1, il existe dans Lp(ji) un unique opéra-
teur continu, que l'on appellera « opérateur de conjugaison », (et que l'on notera « ~»), 
qui coincide avec l'application « ~ » définie précédemment sur A+Â. 
Rappelons les principales propriétés de l'opérateur de conjugaison : 
1. Si l < p < ° ° , pour tout f£Lp(jî), f+ifeHp(ji). 
2. If existe une constante M telle que si p£\\, et f£Lp(jx), on ait : 
11/11, ^ Mpp' \\f\\p (où p' = (p/p - 1)). 
3. Si / £ Re LT{ji), alors exp t(f+if)eH°°(p), pour tout t£R. 
De plus, il existe ([2]) un unique opérateur « ~ » défini sur D(ji) qui coincide avec 
« ~ » définie sur Lp(jî) ( p > 1) et de type faible (1—1). 
II. Lemmes préparatoires 
Dans ce qui suit (X, fi) est un espace de probabilité et A une algèbre « tu*-de 
Dirichlet». Nous définissons la projection de Riesz (notée R). Soient pÇ\ 1, <»[, 
et f£Lp(fi), on pose : 
H(/ ) = 2 - 1 ( f + i f + f f ) . 
Des propriétés de l'opérateur de conjugaison, on déduit le lemme suivant. 
Lemme 3. (1) Soient 1</»<OO et p/—p/(_p— 1), si \\R\\P désigne la norme de la 
projection de Riesz considérée comme un opérateur sur LpQi), alors il existe une cons-
tante C (indépendante de p) telle que 
11*11, — Cpp'. 
(2) La projection de Riesz est de type faible (1—1). 
Mentionnons quelques propriétés faciles qui nous seront utiles par la suite. 
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L e m m e 4. (a) Pour tout f£Lp(ji) (!<;>< /=-/+ f / 
(b) La conjuguée d'une constante est la fonction nulle. 
(c) Soit l</><°°, pour tout f£Hp(p), R ( f ) = f . 
On aura aussi besoin du 
L e m m e 5. Pour tous f et gÇ.L2(p), on a 
(1) f f R s = f sR-f> 
où R_ désigne la projection de Riesz négative : 
R M ) = 2 - 1 { f - i f + J f ) . 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Prouver l'égalité (1) revient à démontrer : 
f f g + g f = o. 
Supposons d'abord / e t g dans A+Â et à valeurs réelles. On peut écrire : 
f = fi+ f f + h = 2Re/x+ / / , fi£A0 ; 
g = 2Regl+fg, gi£A0. 
Dès lors, f=2 I m / et g=2Imgl. Ainsi, 
Jfg+gf= / ( 2 R e / 1 + / / ) 2 I m g 1 + (2 Re gl+f g ) 2 Im f , 
= / 4 ( R e / i I m g l + R e g l I m / ) = 4 Jim ( f l g l ) = 0. 
On obtient alors facilement le résultat souhaité pour / , g£A+Â. Par densité de 
A+A dans L2(p), l'égalité (1) est vérifiée pour tous f , g£L2(j¿). 
De la propriété de type faible (1—1) de R, on déduit lé 
L e m m e 6. Si feLHjx), CÛÇL~(/Î), 0<<X<1, on a : 
f (f)\"co S C.( l — a ) - 1 M i - 0 1 IMIÎL ll/llï-
D'autre part, on a 
L e m m e 7. Si K est un sous-ensemble mesurable de X et E>0, alors il existe 
deux fonctions <p et \¡/ dans H°°{¡i) telles que : 
(1) H + | f | á l ; 
(2) |<p(z)-l/5| s pour z£K; 
(3) №(z)| s e pour z£K ; 
(4) M ^ C f l o g s - ^ p i K ) ; 
(5) W l - n ^ C Q o g E ^ M K f ' 2 . 
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Démons t ra t ion . Soit T = 1-(1-E)XK, log T=(log E)*K€Re Lm(ji). Donc 
/ = e x p (log T+z log T)dH°°(jî) (propriété 3 de l'opérateur de conjugaison). L'opéra-
teur de conjugaison est borné en norme L2, ainsi : 
II1-/IU S ||l-T||2+||logT||2 s ( H - l o g e - X * ) 1 ' 2 . 
On choisit (p=5-l(l-f)2£H~(ji). Soient G=\-\cp\ et g=G exp (/logG)6 
puisque log <?€Re LT(p). On prend alors \j/=f-g£H°°(n) et les cinq 
conditions sont remplies par les fonctions <p et ^ de H°°(n). 
Nous obtenons, dès lors, le même lemme de découpage que dans [1]. 
Le m me 8. Il existe une constante C telle que pour toute fonction f dans 
J f = 1 et 0<<5< 1, il existe des scalaires positifs (c() et des suites (0,), (T,) de fonctions 
de H°°(n) telles que : 
(1) ¡0 , - IU^C; (4) 
(2) || 2 M M C ; (5) / | 1 - Z W l f ^ à -
(3) | t , | / s c ( p.s. ; 
n i . Le résultat principal 
1. Nous étudions les opérateurs /»-sommants définis sur des algèbres uniformes 
vérifiant les conditions 1, 2 citées dans l'introduction. Notons A une telle algèbre. 
Nous établissons le théorème de décomposition suivant : 
Théorème 9. Tout opérateur Tp-sommant sur A (/? = 1 ) se décompose comme 
suit : T— 7\ + T2 où Tx, T2 vérifient les propriétés suivantes : 
(1) np(T,y+np{T,y^np(Ty ; 
(2) Il existe une suite d'opérateurs S„ : <ë(X)-*A telle que (T2S„) converge en 
norme np vers un opérateur T2 vérifiant T2=T2oj où j est l'injection canonique de A 
dans <8 (X); 
(3) La première composante Tx s'étend à H°°(m) où m est une des mesures repré-
sentantes Hi-
Démons t ra t ion . 1) Comme T est /»-sommant sur A (p^l), par le théorème 
de factorisation de Pietsch ([5]), il existe une mesure de probabilité /i sur X telle que 
pour tout <p£A : 
||7X<p)|| ^ np(T)\\<p\\LPM. 
La mesure /t admet la décomposition de Lebesgue : n—fia+fis avec pa<sza et ps a où 
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ot= 2 2 nH„- On a: (ia= y. hnpn. Puisque ¡ia n'est pas nul, on peut supposer / î ^ 
n=l n=l 
oo 
non nul. Soit a— 2 Il existe L= (J Fn, Fn fermé tel que p1(L)=0= /1 = 2 «SI 
= On applique alors le lemme de Forelli ([3]): il existe (i//k)c:A 
telle que II »Afcl  œ = 1, (\pk) converge ponctuellement vers 0 dans L et (ij/k) converge 
vers 1 -presque partout). Dès lors, si on définit 7'1(<p)=jlim T{q>\pk) et T2= 
= T-T1, on obtient : 
2) On désire étendre l'opérateur T2 à tout l'espace ^(X). Soit alors F={J K„, 
Kn compact, Knc.Kn+l tel que ns(X\F)=0=ot(F). Puisque A est séparable et 
A±c:L1(oc), on peut définir une extension linéaire préservant la norme : E„ : — 
-A ([4]). Soit l'opérateur restriction : i?„ : On pose S„=EnRn. Et 
on montre alors facilement que la suite (,T2S„) converge en norme np. 
3) De l'inégalité (2), on déduit que 7\ s'étend en un opérateur sur / /~(/j j pj) 
et donc en un opérateur sur H°°(fi,). 
Le théorème est ainsi démontré. 
2. Le résultat principal de notre travail est le 
Théorème 10. Si une algèbre séparable uniforme A sur un compact X vérifie 
les deux conditions suivantes : 
(1) Il existe une suite (<p„) dans le spectre de A telle que pour tout n, <p„ ait une 
unique mesure représentante p„ sur X (les mesures pn sont mutuellement singulières) ; 
(2) Il n'y a pas de mesure non nulle dans Ax qui soit orthogonale à toutes les 
mesures p„. 
Alors le dual de A a la propriété de Grothendieck, c'est-à-dire B(A, l1)=n2(A, l1). 
Démons t r a t i on . La démonstration du théorème est basée sur l'inégalité 
d'interpolation suivante. 
P ropos i t i on 11. Soit T 2-sommant sur A. Soient 2 < c / < e t 9 tels que 
(2) ||7i(<p)|| s nP(T)\\<p\\mhillih ||T2(ç>)|| S np{T)\\(p\\LP(a+ttj. 
Et donc : 
n„{T,y + np{T2y =s np(T)". 
Jl 
Alors, pour tout Oë<p<0, on a l'inégalité 
(A) i , C T ) ^ C ( 0 - ç > ) - 1 F i r {Tf-o 
(où iq(T) désigne la norme.q-intégrale dé l'opérateur T). 
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Pour démontrer cette proposition, il suffit en fait ([1]) d'établir le lemme suivant. 
Lemme 12. Sous les hypothèses de la proposition et pour 0<<5<1, l'opérateur 
T a une décomposition T—I+S où 
(1) I est strictement q-intégral et 
(B) iq(i) s № ( 0 - ^ ô - ^ - ^ w r r ^ i T ) ^ ; 
(2) I I S M C P 1 et n2(S) ^ C81/2n2(T). 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n du lemme. En vertu du théorème 9, on peut identifier T 
avec sa composante Tl. Donc T s'étend à H°°(m) (où m est une des mesures représen-
tantes nù, il existe fÇ.L\{m), jf— 1 telle que pour tout <p£H°°(m), on ait 
\\T(<p)\\ s n2(T) WcpWwm-
Soient (q), (flf), (t;) les suites obtenues par application du lemme 8 à la fonction f et 
0<<5< 1. Définissons 
m = T{<p26rf), S = T-I. 
i 
On obtient ([1]) : | |S | |âC| | r | | et n2(S)^C •ô1,2-it2(T). On désire étendre / à <ê{X). 
Soit pour <pdA+Â : 
I(<P) = T& TtRWnq»)), 
i 
l|/(<P)il = s u p \ f ( 2 : r i R ( 9 i r i ( p ) ) F \ 
pour FÇ.LHpt) tel que 
\f (pFdm\ ^ ||JQ>|| pour tout 
On procède alors comme dans [1], A+Â jouera dans ce cadre, le rôle de l'ensemble des 
polynômes trigonométriques. L'opérateur / s'étend à ^(X) (densité de A+Â dans 
V(X)) et vérifie l'inégalité (B). 
Revenons maintenant à la démonstration du théorème. Du théorème fondamen-
tal de Grothendieck B^, lr)=n2(%>, Z1) et de l'inégalité d'interpolation (A), nous 
obtenons l'équivalence des normes opérateur et 2-sommante pour les opérateurs de 
rang fini de A dans l1. Puisque l1 a la propriété d'approximation bornée, on obtient : 
B(A, l1)=n2(A, /i). 
3. Conséquences, exemples et problèmes. Dans ce qui suit, A désignera une algèbre 
séparable uniforme vérifiant les conditions 1, 2 du théorème 10. Notons que l'on a 
démontré en fait le résultat suivant. 
Coro l la i re 13. Si Y est un espace de Banach ayant la propriété d'approximation 
bornée et tel que B(<ë(X), Y)=ni{eë(X), Y) alors B(A, Y) = II2(A, Y). 
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Coro l l a i r e 14. Si Y est un espace de Banach de cotype 2 ayant la propriété 
d'approximation bornée, alors B(A, Y)=II2(A, Y). 
Coro l la i re 15. Si T£II2(A,Y), T s'étend en un opérateur f sur <#(X) tel que 
| | f | | s C | | n | log(772(r)/||7ï|). 
Coro l l a i re 16.' Tout opérateur de rang n sur A s'étend en un opérateur T sur 
<${X) tel que \\f||SC(logn)||r||. 
Coro l l a i re 17. Si X est un sous-espace de dimension n de A, complémentépar 
une projection P, X est un Px-espace avec A=sC(log ri) | |r | | . 
Nous mentionnons quelques exemples d'algèbres vérifiant les hypothèses du 
théorème 10. Soit K un compact du plan complexe. P(K) est l'algèbre uniforme des 
fonctions à valeurs complexes qui sont limites uniformes sur K de polynômes en z. 
A(K) est l'algèbre des fonctions continues sur K et analytiques sur l'intérieur de K. 
R(K) est l'algèbre des fonctions limites uniformes sur K de fonctions rationnelles 
avec pôles sur C/K. Les algèbres suivantes (considérées sur leur frontière de Shilov) 
vérifient les hypothèses du théorème ([6]) : P(K) pour tout compact K, A(K) quand le 
complémentaire de K est connexe et R(K) quand R(K) est une algèbre de Dirichlet. 
Remarque . Soient 0 < r ^ R et JC1={z£C: r^\z\^R). R ^ ) en tant qu'es-
pace de Banach est isomorphe à l'algèbre du disque et le dual de R(KX) a la propriété 
de Grothendieck. Par contre, l'algèbre R(Kj) ne vérifie par les hypothèses du 
théorème 10. 
Problèmes . Si A a la propriété de Grothendieck et est isomorphe à sa c„-
somme directe, A' est de cotype 2. Il serait donc intéressant de savoir si, sous les 
hypothèses du théorème, l'algèbre A est isomorphe à sa c0-somme directe. 
Si A est une algèbre uniforme et p. une unique mesure représentante, l'espace 
L \ i i ) \ H ^ est-il de cotype 2 ? 
Les résultats de J. Bourgain et ce travail conduisent à la question : tout opérateur . 
0-sommant de A (algèbre uniforme vérifiant les conditions du théorème 10) est-il 
nucléaire ? 
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On perturbations of boundary value problems for nonlinear 
elliptic equations on unbounded domains 
L. SIMON 
Introduction 
In [1] it has been proved the existence of variational solutions of boundary value 
problems for the elliptic equation 
2 ( - 1 ) 1 * 1 / ) " / . ( * , « , . . . , D » « , . . . ) + 
{aĵ m 
+ 2 (-\)MirgAx,u, ...,D»u, ...) = F, x£Q 
where Q is a possibly unbounded domain in R"; |/?| Sm; I is an integer with the prop-
erty l<m—(n/p)(l—p+Q); p and q are real numbers such that p—1< 
< Q=P- Functions fa satisfy the same conditions as in [2] and gx satisfy (essentially) 
£«(-*> OL S 0, 
where £=(<!;', £") and <T contains those coordinates ^ of £ for which |j8|<m—(n/p), 
In the present paper we give some stability results for solutions of the above prob-
lem. These results are connected with [3] and with several works referred in [3] 
where perturbation of other boundary value problems and variational inequalities 
has been considered. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let i2cRn be a (possibly unbounded) domain, />> 1, m a positive integer. 
Assume that Q has the weak cone property (see [4]), and for all sufficiently large p, 
there exists a bounded Q^czQ with the weak cone property such that Q^z> (x€i2: 
|x|</i}. Denote by Wpm(Q) the usual Sobolev space of real valued functions u 
Received February 21, 1985. 
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whose distributional derivatives of order ^m belong to LP(Q). The norm on Wpm(Q) 
is defined by 
N = { 2 f ^uYdx}1'" 
where 
d a = (a l5 ..., a„), |a| = 2 a / > Dj = TwT> j=1 OXj 
IT = D\l...D'n". 
Let N and M be the number of multiindices a satisfying |a |Sm and 1, 
respectively. The vectors ¿; = (<!;0, ..., . . .)£R" will be written in the form 
£=(ri, 0 , where RM consists of those ^ for which 1. Assume that: 
I. Functions ftij: i 2 X R w - R ( | a |^m; j= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) satisfy the Caratheo-
dory conditions, i.e. they are measurable with respect to x for each fixed £GR'V 
and continuous with recpect to £ for almost all x£ Q. 
II. There exist a constant c ,>0 and a function K ^ L ^ Q ) (where 1/p+l/q—l) 
such that 
\fx,j(x,Z)\ SCl|fl'"l + Ai(*). 
for all |a|=Sm, j= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , a.e. x € ß and all ¿leR*. 
III. For all (ti, 0 , (l, 0 € R " with ^ RM, and a.e. x £ ß 0 = 0 , 1, 2, ...) 
2 IAJ(X, i f , 0-fa,j(x, n, OKL-O > 0. 
|a| = m 
IV. There exist a constant c 2 > 0 and a function K ^ L \ Q ) such that for a.e. 
x £ ß and all {gR* 
2 /«..,(*,€)«. ^ CzW-K^x) \ j = 0, 1,2, ...). 
\x\Sm 
V. lim £U> = £(0) implies 
lim /„,,(*, {«>) = /„.„(*, {<«) 
for a.e. x £ ß and all |a|S/jj. 
VI. Functions pxj,rXtJ: G X R ^ - R 
( | a | ^ / , 7 = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
satisfy the Caratheodory conditions and 
VII. paij(x, and |/-a„.(x, ö l ^ W for all and a.e. 
x € ß where ha£Lple(Q), j= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
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VIII. There exist a continuous function K3 and C1£Lple(Q) such that 
\pXiJ(x, 01 s K3(0(C1(x) + |«rie) 7 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
for all |a|==/, £ = (<f, O C R " and a.e. x£Q (<f contains those Qp for which \p\< 
<m~(njp)\ p-l<Q^p, l<m-(n/p)(l-p+Q)). 
IX. lira = £(0> implies 
Hm pXiJ(x, = Px,o(x, t(0)), • lim rx,j(x, = rXi0(x, $<»>) J-TOO J-+-00 
for a.e. x£(2 and all 
X. V is a closed subspace of Wpm(Q) with the property: v£V, <p£C~(R") 
imply that <pv€V. (By C~(G) is denoted the set of infinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support contained in G.) 
XI. Fj€V 0 = 0 , 1, 2, ...), i.e. Fj is a linear continuous functional on V and 
l im H^-'FOIIK, = 0. 
J - ™ 
Remarks . 1. Assume that I—IV, VI—VIII are fulfilled for j= 0, i.e. /a>0, 
gx_0 satisfy conditions of the existence theorem in [1]. Further suppose that f x j , 
g*,j (7=1 >2, ...) satisfy I, VI such that 
lim [sup \fa,j{x, £)- / a ,0(x, 01] = 0 for a.e. xfQ, 
sup I A j ( x , 0~f*,o(x, 01 S <PO) for a.e. x£Q 
where <p£Lq(Q), j= 1 ,2 , . . . ; 
lim [sup \gXlj(x, 0-g«,o(x, 01] = 0 for a.e. x£Q, 
sup |gX l J(x, 0-g*,o(x> 01 ^ <K*) for a.e. x£G sen" 
where i^Lp/c(i2), j = 1, 2, ... . 
Then I, II, IV—VIII are satisfied for fxJ, gxj(j= 1,2,...) with px,j:=ptttC, 
rx,j--=(gx,J—gx,o)+rll,0-
2. If there is a constant c>0 such that for a.e. x£Q, all (tj, Q, (q, 
2 if*,»(*> i, 0-/«.<>(*, r,, OKL-O ^ c\C-C'\p \a\ = m 
and 
I[/„;(*, 1, 0 - / a n , O - [/*,„(*, r,, 0 -/„«,(*, r,, C')]| =S 
s r f y l C - C r - 1 0 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
where lim d}=0, then fxJ satisfy III for sufficiently large j. 
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Lemma 1. Assume that m weakly in V and for any bounded domain coczQ 
(1.1) lim fhjdx = 0, 
0> 
where 
(1.2) A/*) = 2 [fatJ(x, uj, ..., DrUj, ..., D>uj, ...)-
- f x , j ( x , U j , ...,DyUj, ...)](/>*«,-
|y|< w, |/J| = m. Then there is a subsequence (ujJ of (uj) such that D^uJk~*Dpu a.e. 
in (2 for all p with and for any bounded coc Q, Uj --u with respect to the 
norm of Wpm((o). 
Proof . Since uj—u weakly in V there is a subsequence (ujJ of (uj) such that 
for | y | cm 
Dyujk -* Dyu a.e. in Q 
and 
(1.3) lim ||DyuJk - Dyu}\Lp(a) = 0 
• 
for any bounded subdomain co of £2 (see e.g. [5] and [4]). Further, by assumption III 
feySO and so (1.1) and Fatou's lemma imply that hj—0 a.e. in co. Thus there exists 
©Oc:co of measure 0 such that for x£co\co0 
(1.4) \D^u(x)\ l^ iWI <«, <», 
(1.5) Dyujk(x) - Dyu(x) (|y| < m), hJk(x) - 0, k 
Set 
where \P\ = m. By assumptions II, IV, V and (1.4), (1.5) we have 
(1.6) hJk(x) S 2 fa,jk(x, Ujk, ..., DyUJk, ...,D«uJk, ...)D1UJk — 
| « | = m 
- , 2 I fa , J k Ax,U J k , ..., DyUjk, ...,Dl>uJk, ...)D*U\-
~ 2 I A J k ( x , u j k , ...,Dyujk, ...,DI>u, ...)(irujk-D*u)\^ |a|=m 
if x€co\co,j where |y|<m, = m. (For a fixed x£a>\(o0, DyUj (x) and 
f,jk(x, uJk, ..., DyUjk> Dfiu, ...) are convergent and thus they are bounded.) By 
(1.5) (hJx(x)) is bounded for a fixed x£co\a>0, thus (1.6) implies that (¿;w(x)) is boun-
ded, too. Consequently, for a fixed x£(o\a>0, (<^(t)(x)) contains a subsequence 
which converges to a vector £*(x). 
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Now we show that 
(1.7) № ) = {(x) = (...,D'u(x), ...)• 
Indeed, applying (1.2) to the subsequence of (hJk(x)) with k-+ <*>, by (1.5) and as-
sumption V we obtain 
0 = 2 [/«.o(*,•••>Wuix),...,rw)-
|«|=m 
which implies (1.7) in virtue of assumption III. 
So we have shown that all convergent subsequences of the bounded sequence 
tend to £(x). Therefore, Hm £ w (x)=£(x) if x€co\a>0 and thus, by (1.5) 
a.e. in a> for all p satisfying \fi\Sm. Since co is an arbitrary bounded 
subset of Q we have 
(1.8) D?uJk D<>u a.e. in Q if \p\ s m. 
By using notations 
*"*(*) = 2 f*,Jk(x, uJk, ...,DPujk, ...)D*ujk, 
|a|=m 
Fo(x) = 2 /«.o(*. u, D>u, ...)iyu, 
|a| = m 
from (1.1) one obtains that 
/Fkdx- 2 //«,yfc(*> uJk, ..., D?ujk, ..., Z>*«,t, ...)D"udx — 
a> kl = mo) 
- 2 ffa,jk(x,uJk, ...,DyUjk, ...,DI>U, ...)IT(ujk-u)dx + 0, 
\t\=m m 
i.e. 
(1.9) / F k d x - JF0dx— 
O CD 
2 / [L,Jk(x, uJk, ...,D?ujk, ...,D'uJk, ...)-I«l=m ai 
- / a > 0 (x , u, ...,Diu, ...,D»u, ...))D*udx-
- 2 I fa,jk(x, UJK, ...,D?UJK, ..., D"u, ...)D*(uJk-u)dx~ 0. I«l = m to 
By assumptions II, V, (1.8), Holder's inequality and Vitali's theorem the third term 
in (1.9) converges to 0. Furthermore, (1.8), assumptions II, V, (1.3) and Vitali's 
theorem imply that 
f„jk(x,ujk ...,D>uJh, ..., Dfiu, ...) -/„„(*, u, ..., Dyu, ..., D^u, ...) 
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in the norm of Lq(a>). Since lim U)—0 weakly in LP(Q) one finds that the 
fourth term in (1.9) converges to 0, too. 
Therefore, from (1.9) it follows that 
(1.10) lim J Fkdx — f F0 dx. 
CO CO 
By assumption IV 
Fk(x) ^ c2 Z \DpUjk(xr-K2(x). \f\ =m 
Thus for functions Gk=Fk+K2, G0= F0+K2 we have 
(1-11) Gk(x) S c2 2 \DpuJk(x)\" s 0, \f>\ = m 
and by (1.10) 
(1.12) lim ¡Gkdx= J G0dx. 
(O CO 
(1.8) and assumption V imply that Gk^G0 a.e. in co, thus from (1.11), (1.12) it fol-
lows that 
(1.13) Gk - G0 in L\a>) 
(see [6]). Consequently, (1.8), (1.11) and Vitali's theorem imply that, for \P\ = m, 
D^Uj^—D^ in Lp(co), and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. 
Assume that instead of III condition 
nr. 2 [/«.,-(*, 0 -Aj(X, ni(L- O > 0 
is fulfilled if 
An easy modification of the proof of Lemma 1 gives 
Lemma 2. Suppose that uj—u weakly in V and 
where 
= 2 [/«./(*, D"UJ' - ) - f * . j ( x , u, ..., DPu, ...)](D*UJ-DU). 
| x\Sm 
Then there is a subsequence (Uj ) of (uj) such that Uj —u with respect to the norm of 
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2. Stability results 
Theorem 1. Assume that conditions I—XI are fulfilled and ufiV is a solution 
of 
(2.1) 2 / f..j(*> »;> •••> ~)D*vdx + 
\a\Sm a 
+ 2 J8x,j(x< «j> ...,D*UJ, ...)D*vdx = <Fj, v) 
si 
for all v£V (j= 1,2, . . .) . 
Then there is a subsequence (uJk) of (uJ) which converges weakly in V to a solution 
V of (2.1) for 7=0. Moreover, Dfiujk—Dfu a.e.inQif |/?| ̂ m, and for arbitrary 
bounded coaQ, wJfc—m strongly in Wpm(a>). 
If solution u of (2.1) for 7=0 is unique then uj—u weakly in V and strongly in 
Wpm(a>) for any bounded oxzQ. 
Remark . According to [1], for any F f i V ' there exists at least one solution 
UjZV of (2.1). 
P roof of Theorem 1. Applying (2.1) to v=Uj, by assumptions IV, VI, VII 
we obtain that 
(2.2) c2 \\uj№ - J K2(x) dx- 2 IMlo'ho) W »j\\Lilm = II^jIIk' KIIk 
where qx is defined by i/(p/g)+l/qt = l. 
By an imbedding theorem (see e.g. [4]) fal-
lal ^ /(< m-(njp)(l-p + g)), v£Wpm(Q) we have 
(2.3) W v l f r w ^ c M v m 
(c is a constant) because q^npfo—fa— l)p). Thus (2.2) and p> 1 imply that (u/) 
is bounded in V. Therefore, there exist a subsequence (uJt) of (uj) and u£V such that 
(2.4) uJk — u weakly in V, 
(2.5) D y u J k ^ D ? u a.e. in Q for \ y \ ^ m - l 
(see [5]). 
Consider an arbitrary bounded domain coci2 and a function 0£C~(R") 
such that 0 S O and 0(x)=l for x€co. By the theorems on compact imbedding 
(see e.g. [4]) it may be supposed that 
(2.6) D*uJk - D'u in LP(Qflsupp0) for \y\^m-l 
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and 
(2.7) D*ujk Dyu in Lq' (Q D supp 0 ) for |y| == /, 
where QT is defined by 1/(PIQ)+ l/tfi= 1 ( / < m - ( n / p ) { l - p + G ) ) . By a "diagonal 
process" the subsequence (uj ) can be chosen so that (2.6), (2.7) are true for any 
fixed 06C~(R"). 
In virtue of assumption X 0(uJk—u)€V and thus from (2.1) one obtains 
(2-8) 2 ¡Ajk(x,Ujk,...,Dl>Ujk,...)iy[(0(Ujk-u)]dx + 
+ 2 ¡8*,h(x> ujk>->^uJk, ...)D*[0(uJk-u)]dx = l«|3i n 
Since (uJk — u) — 0 weakly in V 
(2.9) 0(ujk-u) - 0 weakly in V. 
From (2.8) it follows that 
(2-10) 2 / [/«.,*(*, «jh, D'uJk, ..., D>uJk, ...)-
\a\ = m a 
-fa.Jk(x,Ujk, ...,D'UJk, ...,D"u, ...] 0Lf(uJk-u)dx = 
= 2 J f*,JK(X, UJK, ...,D*uJk, ..., D"u, ...)0D?(u-ujk)dx+ 
+ 2 J fx,Jk(x,Ujk,...,D?Ujk, ...,Dl>uJk,...) 2 cyD>(u-uJk)D*-y0dx + 
M = m n |j>|sm-l 
+ , , 2 ¡Ajk(x,fJk, • ••> D'Ujk, ...,Di>ujk, ...)Dx[0(u—uJk)] dx + Mam-I n 
+ 2 /g* , j k ( x ,u J k , ...,Dyujk, ...,Dl>Ujk, ...)IT[0(U-Ujk)]dx + !al—' o 
+ <F J K , 0 ( U J K - A)> (|Y| < M, |J5| = M). 
Now we show that all the terms on the right-hand side of (2.10) converge to 0 
as By (2.4), D a (u J k -u )^0 weakly in L"{Q). Furthermore, from (2.5) and 
assumption V we get 
(2.11) •••> •••) -
- < 9 / a > 0 ( * , U, ...,D?u, ...) 
a.e. in Q, and, consequently, by assumption II, (2.6) and Vitali's theorem (2.11) is 
valid in Lq(Q) norm, too. Thus the first term in (2.10) converges to 0. 
By assumptions I, II the functions 
f*.jk(x>ujk D'uJk,...,.Di>uJk,...) 
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are bounded in Lq(Q), hence (2.6) implies that the second and third terms in (2.10) 
converge to 0 as k— 
From assumptions VI—VIII it follows that 
g*.jk(x, Uu> D*uu> • >Di>uu> •••) 
is bounded in ¿" '"(f i f lsupp 0) , thus (2.7) implies that the fourth term in (2.10) 
converges to 0 as i - o o . Finally, for the last term we have 
\(Fjk,0(uJk-u))\ s \(Fjk~Fo,0(uJk-u))\ + 
+ |<F„©(«a-«)>| S \\Fjk-Fo\\y.\\0(ujk-u)\\y + \(Fo,Q(ujk-u% 
thus assumption XI, (2.9) imply that also the last term in (2.10) converges to 0 as 
fc-CO. 
Thus we have shown that the term on the left-hand side of (2.10) converges to 0 
as k— co. By assumption III and 0 S O we find that (1.1) is valid for a subsequence 
of (hj). Consequently, from Lemma 1 we obtain that (itjJ contains a subsequence 
(uj^) such that 
(2.12) D>uK _ Di>u a.e. in Q 
if \fi\^m, and for any bounded axzQ 
(2.12) and assumption V implies that 
f*.ii(x>uii> ->Dl,uji> ••) -/«. o(x,u, ..., D9u, ...) 
a.e. in Q. Therefore, assumption II the boundedness of Holder's inequality 
and Vitali's theorem imply that for any v€V 
By using assumption IX and (2.12) we find gxj^x, uyk, ..., ...)— 
—iTa.oC*' •••> •••) a e - i n ® and thus, by assumptions VI—VIII, (2.3), Holder's 
inequality and Vitali's theorem we find that for any V 
(2.13) (UF) - U in WPM(CO). 
(2.14) lim 2 f /«*'(*, Uj,, ..., D«ujL, ...)D>vdx = 
* °° 14s« Q 
[ fx,o(x,u, ...,DHu, ...)D*vdx. 
lim 2 fg*.ti(x>uji>-,B>uJi, ...)D*vdx = 
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Thus from (2.1), (2.14), assumption XI it follows that u is a solution of (2.1) 
for 7 = 0 and, by (2.4), (2.12), (2.13), the proof of the first statement of Theorem 1 is 
complete. 
If solution u of problem (2.1) for j= 0 is unique but "uj—u weakly in V" is 
not true then there are G£V', a positive number e and a subsequence (u'j) of (uj) 
such that 
(2.15) \Gu'j-Gu\ > e, j = 1,2, ... . 
Applying the first statement of Theorem 1 to (u'j) instead of (uj) we find that there is 
a subsequence (u'j) of (u'j) which converges weakly in V to a solution of (2.1) for j= 0, 
i.e. uj—u weakly in V (because the solution of (2.1) for j= 0 is unique). But this is 
impossible because of (2.15). It can be proved similarly that then Uj-*u strongly in 
B£"(co) for any bounded (oczQ. 
Theorem 2. Assume that conditions I—II, III', IV—XI are fulfilled and Uj£V 
is a solution of (2.1). Then there is a subsequence (ujJ of (uj) which converges strongly 
in V to a solution u£ V of (2.1) for j—0. If the solution u of (2.1) for j= 0 is unique 
then (uj) also converges to u strongly in V. 
Proof . Assumption III' implies III thus all conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
Consequently, by Theorem 1 there is a subsequence (ujJ of (u}) such that 
(2.16) uJk u weakly in V 
and 
(2.17) ^ujk -* Dfu a.e. in i2 for m, 
where u is a solution of (2.1) for j= 0. 
Now we show that the sequence (w^) satisfies the condition of Lemma 2. Since 
Ujk is a solution of (2.1) with j=jk, v=ujk and u is a solution of (2.1) with j—0, 
v— u, we have 
(2.18) 
2 f [/*.;>(*> ujk' -'^Ujk,...)-fXth(x, u, ...,Df>u, ...)](D*ujk-D*u)dx = 14am n* 
= 2 f u, ..., D"u, ...)(D*u-D*ujk)dx + |«fsm Q 
+ 2 J[f«,o(x,u, ..;DI>U, ...)-faiJk(x,uJk, ...,Dl>Ujk, ...)]D*udx + 
+ 2 f[gaAx,u, ...,D"u, ...)Dxu—gXijk(x, uJk, ...,D0u}k, ...)D"uJk]dx + 
l«|ai ¡i 
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Applying Vitali's theorem, Holder's inequality, assumptions I, II, V and (2.16), (2.17), 
we find that the first and second terms on the right-hand side of (2.18) converge to 
0 as k-»°=>. By assumption XI and (2.16) we have 
I ft» UJ*)~(F<>> u) | ^ | < F A - F „ wA>| + |<F„, uJk-u) | == 
S I I F ^ - F o M l n J v + KFo, uJk-u)| - 0 as k 
Furthermore, (2.17) and assumption IX yield 
P*,jk(x> uJk> •••> Di>uJk< •••)DXujk ^P*,o(x, u, ..., D»u, ...)D*u 
a.e. in Q. In virtue of Fatou's lemma and assumption VII we get the inequality 
(2.19) /p„,o(x , u, ..., D*u, ...)D*udx s 
n 
- HBlnf IP*.h(x> UJ«> • ••)DxuJkdx. si 
Assumptions VII, IX, (2.17), Holder's inequality and Vitali's theorem imply that 
¿"H IR'-J>(X> UJ*> •••>DPUJK> -WUSJX = n 
= frXy0(x,u, ...,DI>U, ...)iyudx. 
n 
Hence and from (2.19) it follows that 
limsup 2 f[g.,o(x>u>...)/>*«-
l«l*« a 
~ga.Jk(x, uJk, ..., Dhi]k, ...)D*uJk]dx = 
= limsup 2 [ [PZO(*> «» D*", . . . ) n * u -
\,\&i ¡i 
-Pa.jk(x,Ujk, -,DfiUjk, ...)D°uJk]dx S 
= 2 fp*,o(x,u, ...)D"udx + l«|si ^ 
+ , 2 ^msup J [~pa,Jk(x, uJk, ..., Dl>ujk, ...)D>ujk] dx =g 0. 
In virtue of (2.18) we have shown that 
Km sup 2 J lfa.jk(x, Ujk, ..., D^Ujk, ...) — |a| SBj) 
-fx,Jk(x, u, ...,D>u, ...)](lFuJk-iy*u)dx 0. 
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Hence by assumption III' it follows that (w^) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 
and there is a subsequence (u^) of (uJt) such that и^—и in Wpm(Q). This completes 
the proof of the first statement of Theorem 2. The case when the solution и of (2.1) 
for j—0 is unique can be treated in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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A characterization of weak convergence of weighted 
multivariate empirical processes 
J. H. J. EINMAHL, F. H. RUYMGAART and J. A. WELLNER 
1. Introduction 
The characterization of weak convergence of the one-dimensional weighted 
empirical process indexed by points is obtained by CHIBISOV [5] and O'REILLY [11]. 
Later, SHORACK [16] and SHORACK and WELLNER [17] wanted to give a new, "ele-
mentary" proof of this so called Chibisov—O'Reilly theorem but their proofs were 
not correct wihout additional monotonicity conditions on the weight functions. This 
was pointed out in CSÖRGŐ, CSÖRGŐ, HORVÁTH and MASON [6] (pp. 2 5 — 2 7 ) . SHORACK 
and WELLNER [17] also gave a characterization of weak convergence of the one-
dimensional weighted empirical process indexed by rectangles. Their proof, however, 
is again only correct with an additional monotonicity condition on the weight func-
tion. Recently a new approximation of the empirical process is established in CSÖRGŐ 
CSÖRGŐ, HORVÁTH and MASON [7] which among others yields a proof of the Chibi-
sov—O'Reilly theorem. 
The aforementioned theorems can be generalized in two directions: (I) the case 
of dependent and/or non-identically distributed random variables and (II) the multi-
variate case. Case I has been studied by ALEXANDER [1], ALY, BEIRLANT and HORVÁTH 
[3] and BEIRLANT and HORVÁTH [4]. In our paper, which is a revision of the technical 
report EINMAHL, RUYMGAART and WELLNER [9], we study case II, i.e. we derive nec-
essary and sufficient conditions on the weight functions for weak convergence of 
weighted multivariate empirical processes; these processes are indexed by quadrants 
(points) and rectangles respectively. Our main tools are exponential probability 
inequalities for the empirical process. The paper is a continuation of RUYMGAART 
and WELLNER [14], [15], where the basic tools are already presented but attention is 
focussed on strong convergence properties. 
Received November 8, 1984. 
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During the preparation of the earlier version of this work we became aware of 
recent developments in this area, especially the work of ALEXANDER [1], already quoted 
before, on weighted empirical processes based on non-i.i.d. random elements and 
indexed by Vapnik—Chervonenkis classes of sets. Although his results are of impres-
sive generality, also this author needs a rather unnatural monotonicity condition 
which we can avoid everywhere, i.e. though his theorems allow more general indexing 
classes, our theorems allow more general weight functions. Very recently, ALEXANDER 
[2] also obtained our (stronger) version of the multivariate characterization theorem 
for points. 
In order to be more explicit we need to present the basic notation. Let 
X ^ , ..., «CN, be a triangular array of i.i.d. random vectors that are uniformly 
distributed on [0, l]d, d£ N. Adopting the notation in OREY and PRUITT [12] we 
shall write (x l5 ..., xd)= (x,-)= (x(j))£ Rd if it is desirable to display the coordi-
nates of x If Xj=% for all j we simply write (£). For x, y£Rd we write x^y if 
Xj^yj for ally and x<y if x=y and x^y. It has some advantage to denote the 
half-open rectangles (xl5 j J X ...X(xd, yd] by R(x, y) rather than (x, y]. The classes 
(1.1) = {R«0>, y) : R((0), y) e [0, 1]"}, ® = {R(x, y) : R(x, y) c: [0, 1]"}, 
of all half-open quadrants respectively rectangles in the unit square will play an im-
portant role. We will write l i ^ ^ X . - . X ^ , \dt\ for Lebesgue measure on [0, l]d 
and |R| for the Lesbesgue measure of a rectangle R. Using this notation for the uni-
form underlying d.f. F we have 
Given any function A: Rd—R and an arbitrary rectangle R= R(x, y) we write 
extending the difference operator Ayx, usually applied only to distribution functions. 
The weight functions will be always restricted to the class' 
(1.4) 2.* = {q : [0, 1] — [0, with q continuous and non-decreasing, 
(1.2) m = kl, f€[0, 1]". 
(1.3) 
q > 0 on (0, 1]}. 
The subclasses that will appear in our characterization are 
i 
(1.5) M0={q£2*: f a^exp^Xq*(o)/<j)d<j <<*> for all X > 0}, 
o 
(1.6) \ = {qiâ*: <jr(<7)/j/<7(log(l/<7))* as cr|0}, kdN. 
Occosionally it will be convenient to use 
(1.7) 2, = {q£â*: ( - ) _ 1 / 2 9( - ) non-increasing on (0, 1]}. 
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The (reduced multivariate) empirical process (indexed by points) is defined by 
(1.8) Un(t) = nV2(Fn(t)-\t\), /€[0,1]", 
where the empirical d.f. Fn is based on X^, ..., X(nn) and defined by nF„(t)— 
= XV£R((0), 0}, /€[0, l]d. It is well-known that Un^dU, as и - « , , 
where U denotes the standard tied-down ¿/-parameter Brownian motion. The so 
called Skorokhod construction ensures the existence of processes, equal in law to the 
Un and U above and all defined on the same probability space, for which this conver-
gence in distribution may be even replaced by almost sure convergence in the supre-
mum norm. Without loss of generality we can and will assume that the present U„ 
and U are obtained from the Skorokhod construction so that we have 
(1.9) sup \Un(t)-U(t)\ -v , .0 , as и - c o . ' 
te[o,i]d 
In view of (1.3) it will be clear that we even have 
(1.10) sup I f/„ {jR} — —a.s. 0> as л 
лея 
It is the purpose of this paper to give necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
weight functions q and q in order that 
(1.11) svLp\Un{R}-U{R}\/q(\R\)q(l-\R\)~pO, as 
where either <в=01й (Section 2) or ^ с З ? (Section 3). 
Since for R—R((0), we have (7„{Я«0>, t)}=U„{t) and |Д«0>, О Н И , 
the random variable in (1.11) could as well be represented by means of the time 
points i€[0, \]d instead of the quadrants. More generally, a similar remark holds true 
for R=R(s, t)£M provided we allow the time points to be of dimension 2d. Let us 
write s=(sj)—(l — sj) and note that 
F{R(s, 0} = PiX^ZRis, 0) = 
(1.12) = P(l-X($ == , ..., 1-Х®, ш sd> X($. щ Xtf = 
- - - _ r l ^ + s - H = f o r s ^ t , 5, f<E[0, l ] d , 
= F(s, 0 = ( 0 ; if s < t is not fulfilled; 
cf. KIEFER and WOLFOWITZ [10]. Let U„ denote the reduced empirical process based on 
the vectors ( 1 - X $ , ..., X f f , ..., X f f i j in [0, l]2d, for i=\, ...,n. Now it 
suffices for our purposes to consider 
CI i-j\ Un(s, 0 i n s t e a d 0f 0} 
This will be called the point representation for rectangles. 
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To conclude this section we present, in the next paragraph, our basic inequality 
which can be found in RUYMGAART and WELLNER [14], [15]. The main results are pre-
sented in Section 2 and 3. They are derived under the assumption that the d.f. of the 
X[n) is uniform. We conjecture, however, that extension to the case that F has a den-
sity w.r.t. to Lebesgue measure that is bounded away from 0 and <=° is possible. Let 
\p : [0, <*>)—[0, oo) be the decreasing function defined by 
x. 
(1.14) i/f(A) = 2A-2 / log(l + ff)i/<x, A > 0; ^(0) = 1. 
o 
See SHORACK and WELLNER [17] for elementary properties of ¡¡/. 
Theorem 1.1 (basic inequality). Let with |R | s l / 2 . Then we have 
(1.15) PCsupltUS}, 22d+4exp A S 0, 
where 
2. Weight functions for quadrants (points) 
We first derive a useful inequality that should be compared with Inequality 1.1 
in SHORACK and WELLNER [17]; see also RUYMGAART and WELLNER [14] (Corollary 
2.3). For the proof a special countably infinite partition of (0, \]d will be used that 
becomes arbitrarily fine near the lower boundary of this set. This kind of partition is 
motivated by O'REILLY [11]; see also SHORACK and WELLNER [17]. This partition is 
the collection of rectangles 
(2.1) ^ = {R(((l/2)k(J)), ((l/2) l (-')-1)): <*(./)>€ N'}. 
For any R(a, we have the useful property 
(2-2) -¡gj- = ( 1 / 2 y ( 1 U + --+(*W-i) = № = = 
notice that 6 is independent of the particular rectangle in the partition. 
For any let us introduce the subclass 
(2.3) = |fc| S a, \a\ < j?}, 
consisting of all rectangles having a non-empty intersection with the set {¿€[0, l]d: 
a ^ \ t \ ^ p } . The inclusions 
(2.4) (a ë | S /?} c U III s PIB} 
are immediate. 
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Inequal i ty 2.1. Let us choose any O<aS)?S0/2= l/2 i+1 . For any 
and A=0 we have 
(2.5) P{ sup |C/„(0I/<?(I'I) S X) s 
Proof . It follows from the monotonicity of q and from Theorem 1.1 that 
(2.6) P{ sup |C / „ (0 IMI ' l ) £ A) Pi max sup | C / „ ( f ) I M M ) S A) ^ 
^ 2 P{ sup \u„(t)\ s Xq(\a\)) ^ 
R(a, »)€?„,, t£R(a, b) 
22d+4 V exp * f ]) 
In view of (2.2) and because (-)~ll2q(-) is non-increasing we may bound the 
first factor in the exponent in (2.6) below by 
(2.7) A2<72(|a|)/32|f>| s 0A2^2(|i|)/32|i|, for t£R(a,b). 
Using the monotonicity of q and ¡¡/ and q£Q, the second factor in the exponent in 
(2.6) may be bounded below by 
(2.8) il,{Xq(\a\)imnll2)^^{lqi.oi)IAainil% for R(a,b)ZP«t. 
When we use 
(2.9) 1 = 2"/\b\ J \dt\ ^ 2 " J 1 /\t\ \dt\, for R(a, b)£&>, 
R(a,b) R(a,b) 
at the transition from summation to integration we find, by combining (2.4), (2.6)— 
(2.8) that 
(2.10) P( sup^ \Un(t)\lq(\t\) S i ) -
To complete the proof we use the change of variables <r=jx= |i|, s2=t2,... 
i 
..., sd=td with Jacobian (JJ s)_1 to compute the integral on the right hand side >=2 
of (2.10). This yields as an upper bound for the right hand side of (2.10) 
which is easily seen to be equal to the expression on the right in (2.5). 
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Theorem 2.1. Let F (0= | ' l» '€[0,-1]'', rfeN, and Then we have 
(2.12) sup \Un(t)-U(t)\/q(\t\) - p 0 , as 
0 S | l | 3 1 
if and only if gd^-i-
Proof . The theorem is well-known for d= 1; see O'REILLY [11]. Hence we 
assume cfe2. The notation 
(2-13) 8(a) l/o)d-\ o > 0, 
will be used in both parts of the proof. 
(«=) Suppose that q H ^ y . Following SHORACK and WELLNER [17] (p. 649 ) 
we can and will assume without loss of generality that 
(2.14) g ( - ) ^ }/(logl/C-))"-1 and g\ on (0,1] (hence qiM). 
For any 0<5^( I /2 ) d + 1 we have 
(2-15) sup \Un(t)-U(t)\/q(\t\)^ 2Ynk, 0s|(|sl k = 1 
where, with a„=q\l/ri), p„=(d-1)! •(«(log n)*-1)'1 and y€(0, the r.v.'s 
Y„k are given by 
(2.16) Ynl = sup \Un(t)\/q(\t\), 
o=s|r | S0nh-
(2.17) Y„2 = sup \Un(t)\lq(\t\), 
(2.18) Yn3 = sup \U„(t)\/q(\t\), . 
(2.19) Yni = sup \U(t)\/q(\t\), 0s|r|s3 
(2.20) Y„5 = sup \Un(t)-U(t)\/q(ô). 
0 S | ( | S 1 
It will be shown that for any e>0 and each k= 1, ..., 5 there exist y—y(e), ô—8(e) 
and n(e)ÇN such that 
(2.21) P ( Y „ k ^ e ) ^ e , for n s «(e). 
To show (2.21) for k= 1 let |A-|1:n=min {|JfW|, ..., Note that. 
P(\X\1:nspnly)^l-exp(-l/y), as , so that P(\X\1:n^PJy)se for y suf-
ficiently large. Under the condition sup F„(f)=0, which is fulfilled with 
. os|i|spjy 
probability S 1 — e according to the remark just made, it is easy to see that 
(2.22) Ynl =§ n1/2 sup \t\/q(\t\) == n^ÇPJyf" {g(PJy) (log n)«'.-»/*}-1 < e, 
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for n sufficiently large. Hence it follows that 
(2.23) P(Ynl ^ £) S P( sup F„(t)> 0) + 
os|(|a/)„/y 
+ i>( sup \Un{t)\lq(\t\) ^ e| sup Fn(t) = 0) S e, 
oali|sp„/y os|t| sfijy 
for n sufficiently large. 
For k=2 the left hand side of (2.21) is for any Vi€(0, bounded above by 
P ( sup \UM/\t\112 s eg(a„) (log l / a ^ " 1 » 2 ) s 
(2 24) 
S i ( sup \ U M M V 2 ^ y i Q o g n ) « - » ' % ejyts |t|s<z„ 
for n^n^n^ji). Hence, applying Inequality 2.1 with q(-)—(- )1/2, we see that 
there exist c l 5 ..., c4£(0, such that the last expression in (2.24) is in turn bounded 
above by 
cx (log rif exp ( - c2 vKlog « )d" V ( c a 7i y1'2 (log nf ~*)) s 
S c1 (log rif exp (— c4y1y"1/2 log log n) s s, 
provided and n are chosen sufficiently large. 
Inequality 2.1 may be directly applied to Yn3 with a=a„ and P—5. The integral 
in the resulting upper bound decreases to 0 as <5|0, since q££ d-1 implies that 
i 
(2.26) / (l/a2)exp(-Xq2(a)/a)dc for all A > 0 ; 
o 
see SHORACK a n d WELLNER [17], ( (1.9) , (1 .15) a n d (1.26)) . 
According to OREY and PRUITT [12] (Theorem 2 .2) the function Xq is point 
upper class for U, for all 2>0. This yields 
(2.27) sup |t/(OI/?(|i|)-a.s.O, as ¿10, 
which entails (2.21) for k=4. The validity of (2.21) for k—5 is immediate from (1.9). 
(=>) Let p„ be as before. We obviously have 
(2.28) sup \Un(t)-U(t)M\t\)^ sup \U„(t)-U(t)\/q(\t\) = Y. 
Using the remark below (2.21) we see that with probability larger than 1/2 we have 
(2.29) F M ^ ' V - W - sup \U(t)\}/q(p„) S 
S (2n1'2q(P„))-1 m (3((d- W'Wfa))-1 
for all large n, where for the second inequality again Theorem 2 .2 in OREY and 
PRUITT [12] is applied. 
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The assumption that sup \Un(t)— U(t)\lq(\t\)-» 0, as n— jointly with 
Oslflsi 
(2.28), (2.29) and the fact that q is nondecreasing, implies that q£2J_1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let F ( i )= | ' | , '€[0,1]'', N and q£2*. Then we have 
(2.30) sup \U„(t)-U(t)\/q(l-\t\) - p 0 , as 
if and only if q££0. 
Proof . Suppose q£20. Starting with the equalities 
(2.31) Un(t) = -Un{R((0),ty} and U(t) = - U{R({0), ty} 
we obtain using the union-intersection principle 
(2.32) \U„(t)-U(t)\ s 2 |tU*.(0} -
where the /?j(')'s are rectangles and . / a finite index set. This yields 
(2.33) sup \Un(t)-U(t)\/q(l-\t\) s 2 SUP os|t|si t(.sos\t\mi 
It turns out to be convenient to split this sum into two parts. Define as the 
set of all such that R^t) is (0, 1 1]X(0, l]d~J for some l ^ J ^ d . 
Write = . For we have 
(2.34) 
sup sup |c /n{i?,(0}-c/№(0}| / i ( l^(0l)-
Application of Theorem 2.1 with d— 1 (the case d= 1 is symmetrical) completes 
the proof for this part of the sum. 
Now let 1 . Define dimension (P ;(/))= # {j: /?,(i) depends on tj}. Suppose 
dimension (Ri(t))=l, 2s.ls.d. By symmetry considerations, studying 
sup |u„{R t(t)} - uW0}|/?(1 - I'D 
is equivalent with studying 
sup \un(f)-u(f)m\-\(\)-t\), 
where t' is t restricted to [0, 1]' in the way suggested above. 
Define £,= max t>. We have lsjsd 1 
(2.35) £ ( 1 - K l ) - ' I ) S q(£), 
and for small values of ^ 
(2.36) q ( 0 £ y j , 
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because using an argument similar to SHORACK and WELLNER [17] ((a) on 
p. 648). Define in the following way: 
q(o) = sup ]/z (log 1/T)' . 
OSTSit 
Using it is easy to see that 
(2.37) i l ^ l/|i'|(log W\y = q(\t'\) 
for small values of \t'\. The assertions (2.35)—(2.37) entail that 
sup \Un(t')-U(t')M\t'\) as 
<'€[0,1]' 
implies 
sup \Un(t')-U(t')\/q(l-\(l)-t\) - p 0 , as n 
03|r]51 
Combining this with Theorem 2.1 completes the " i f" part of the proof. 
The "only i f" part is clear from the "only if" part in the one-dimensional case by 
restricting the supremum e.g. to points of the form t=(t1} 1, ..., 1). 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yields 
Coro l l a ry 2.1. Let F ( f )= | f | , <£[0,1]'', and q,q^Si*. Then we have 
(2.38) sup \U„(i)-U(t)\lq(\t\)q(\-\t\) - p 0 , a* 
oslr ls l 
if and only if both q£Md-1 and q£ 
3. Weight functions for rectangles 
Extending an example in SHORACK and WELLNER [17] to the multivariate case we 
have 
(3.1) sup 11/„{*}|A?(I*I) a.s. 
Rim 
for any q££* with q(0)=0. For this reason |i?| should be bounded away from 0 
when the growth of the empirical process for small rectangles is studied. 
Our first goal is to obtain a suitable modification of Inequality 2.1. The special 
countably infinite partition of (0, l ] 2 d \ {F= 0} that will be used now becomes arbi-
trarily fine near the lower boundary of this set; for d= 1 this boundary is the line 
segment joining (0, 1) and (1, 0). This partition cannot be written as a product of a 
partition of (0, 1] like (2.1), but it can be written as a product of a partition of a subset 
of (0, l]2, namely the set {(.r, 1]2: X+J>1). So we know the partition 
completely if we define it on A. 
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Let us first introduce a sequence ... of partitions of (0, l]2 consisting of 
a finite number of half-open squares. More specifically, let 
(3.2) 91 = {R(((l/2T"(k(j)- 1)), ((\/2)n+1k(j))), (k(j))i{\, ..., 2-+1}2}. 
Let us next define recursively 
= {R&Z: R c {(*, 0, l]2: (1/2) ^ x + y- I s 1}}, 
(3.3) 
= : R c [{(x, y)e(0, I f : (1/2)" < x + y - U 3 . ( l /2)"}\ U *]}, 
for n s 2, 
and finally the desired partition of A by 
(3.4) U ^ ' . 
n=1 
We now obtain the partition of (0, 0} by taking the product of taking 
the co-ordinates Sj and tj together to form (0, l]2, l ^ j ^ d . Denote this partition 
as SP. 
For any R{a, we have the property 
(3.5) F(a)/m ^ (1/2)" = B(d) = 06(0, 1). 
Again for we introduce 
(3.6) = {K(a, b)&: F(b) s a, F(a) < P} 
and remark 
(3.7) {a s F(s, t)^P] c (J F(s, i) S p/0}. 
I n e q u a l i t y 3.1. Let us choose any 0«x^P^B/2=(\/2)i+1. For any 
and A=0 we have 
(3.8) P( sup |i7„(s, t)\jq(\t-s\) is X) == 
xsF(s,0se 
P r o o f . The same reasoning as in the proof of Inequality 2.1. yields 
(3.9) P{ sup 117.(5,/) | /g( | i-j |)fe A) ^ 
asF(s,t)sp 
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In this case we have, moreover, that 
(3.10) k2q2(F(a))l32F(b)^Bk2q2(F(t))/32F(t), for t£R(a,b); 
(3.11) #(Jlq(F(a))/4F(b)nL^^t(Xq(a)/4ril'ta), for R(a, b)£9a,f. 
The way of construction of & entails 
(3.12) 1 =g 22d • 32d / (1/Я0)2 \dt\ for 
к 
Combination of (3.7) and (3.9)—(3.12) yields 
(3.13) P( sup \Un(s,t)M\t-s\)^X)^ 
To complete the proof let us recall formula (1.12) for F(s, t). The change of 
variables Uj=t}+Sj—\ and Vj=tj—Sj for 1 =./=d, with Jacobian (l/2)d, yields 
as upper bound for the integral in (3.13) 
Another change of variables, similar to the one above (2.11), completes the proof. 
Theo rem 3.1. Let F(0=l ' l> '€[0, I f , </€N, and For any fixed 
y£(0, we have 
(3.15) sup |Ц,{Д}-С/{Д}|М|Д|)- р0, as n , 
ylogn/nS|R|sl 
if and only if 
Proof . (<=) Supposethat q£2. Like in the proof of Theorem 2.1 the notation 
(3.16) ' g(a)= 9(ff)/|/<xlog 1/ff, < r>0 , 
will be used. We can and will assume without loss of generality that (2.14) holds true 
(for q as in (3.16)) with ]/(log l/( • ))d_1 replaced by /log l/( •) . We have for any 
0 < 5 s ( l / 2 ) d + 1 that 
(3.17) sup \Un{R}-U{R)\lq(\R\)^ ZZnk, 
yIogn/ns!«|sl -k=l 
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where with an=q\n~l) and P„=y log n/n the r.v.'s Z^ are given by 
(3.18) Zfll = sup |C7n{R}|/9(|R|), 
(3.19) Zn2 = sup |C/„{«}|M|K|), 
(3.20) Z„3 = sup |t/{/?}|/<7(|tf|), 
(3.21) Z„4 = sup . |t/n{K} - U{R}\/q(ó). 0 = S | K | 3 1 
Again it will be shown that for any e>0 and each 6 = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 there exist 
<5=<5(e) and n(e)€N such that 
(3.22) P(Znk S í ) S í for n s n(e). 
For k= 1 the left-hand side of (3.22) is bounded above by 
P( sup |£/„{*}|/|/?r2 ^ £g(an) (l°g I /O1 '2) ^ 
(3.23) 
s f ( sup C/„{i?} / | i?r 2 ^yiOogn)1 '2) 
for Vi€(0, oo) arbitrary and n S «i=Hi(yi). Using the point representation for 
rectangles we can apply Inequality 3.1. This yields the existence of c l5 ..., c4£(0, 
such that the last expression of (3.23) is bounded above by 
(3.24) 
Ci • n (log rif-2 exp (-c2y\ log «(/'(Cay!)) s q n (log nf~2 exp ( - c4yj log log n) £) 
provided yx and n are chosen sufficiently large. 
To handle Z„2 we can again use Inequality 3.1. The integral in the resulting upper 
bound decreases to 0 as <5|0 since implies 
(3.25) for all A > 0 , 
by a slight modification of the proof of Proposition 3.1 in SHORACK and WELLNER 
[17]. 
Using Theorem 2 .1 in OREY and PRUITT [12] we can treat Z N 3 in the same way as 
R„4 in the preceding section. We also have similarity between Z„ 4 and YnS using ( 1 .10 ) 
instead of (1.9). 
(=>) For this half of the proof we refer to CSÖRGŐ, CSÖRGŐ, HORVÁTH and 
MASON [7] (pp. 8 7 — 8 9 ) where the proof is given for the quantile process and the one-
dimensional empirical process. Their proof immediately carries over to the multi-
variate empirical process; the generalizations of the results required in that paper can 
be found in EINMAHL [8] (p. 2) and PYKE [13] (p. 340) respectively. 
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We note in passing that the analogue for rectangles of Proposition 2.1 in 
O ' R H L L Y [11] can be obtained using some of the ideas in the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 : 
Let N and q^SL*. Then we have 
(3.26) lim sup = 0 a.s. 
if and only if 
For any y€(0, define Un>y, a process indexed by rectangles, by 
(3.27) U„,y{R} = £/„{*} 1 
Combining Theorem 3.1 and (3.26) yields 
Coro l l a ry 3.1. Let F ( f )= | i | , /€[0, I f , ¿€N and q£l*. For any fixed 
y£(0, we have 
(3.28) sup jC/B>J{R}-E/{R}|/g(|R|)-p0, flJ 
if and only if 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let F ( 0 = | i | , /€[0, I f , d£N and Then we have 
(3.29) sup |C/n{tf}-tf{tf}|/£(l-|i?|)-*p0, as 
if and only if q£2.0. 
Proof . (<=) To avoid difficulties with notations and technicalities we restrict 
ourselves to the case d=2. Without any mathematical problems the proof can be 
extended to arbitrary d. (See also the proof of Theorem 2.2.) 
Let us first remark that for 0<<5< 1 
(3.30) sup | l /„{tf}-t /{2?}|A?(l- | i? |)s 
^ sup |tfn{/?}-t/{*}|/<?((5)+ sup \U„{R) — U{R)\lq(l — |i?|). 
The first term of the last expression causes no problems, so we focus on the second 
term. Let us choose R with | R\ ^ 1 — S and angular points ax, a2, a3, a4 starting at the 
upper vertex and moving clockwise. Remark that l a ^ l — <5 and \a2\, \a3\, ¡a^^d. 
Using the inequality 
(3.31) \U„{R}-U{R}\m-\R\)^ 2\U,{ad-U(aiy[m-\R\) ¡=i 
we see that we only have to handle sup \Un{a^—U{a^\lq(\ — \R\) for 
l-a=5|R|3l 
1=1,2,3,4. Using we can apply Theorem 2.2 to handle the 
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ease i'= 1. With the same technique as used in the proof of this theorem we can also 
treat the cases i— 2, 3, 4. 
(=>) Theorem 2.2 together with the remark that (3.29) implies (2.30) yields this 
part of the proof. 
Combining Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 yields 
Coro l l a ry 3.2. Let F ( í )= | í | , <€[0, l]d, and q,q£2*. For any fixed 
y£(0, oo) the following three statements are equivalent: 
(3.32) sup I ^ W - C A W l M l i í D í í l - I R D ^ O , as 
ylogn/nig|R|Sl 
(3.33) sup I ,,{/?} - U{R}\/q(\R\)q(l - |i?|) 0, or n , 
sea 
(3.34) qt^ and 
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Large deviations of the empirical characteristic function 
HEINZ-DIETER KELLER 
1. Introduction. Let Xx, X2, ... be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables defined on a probability space (£2, 91, P) and 
taking values in R with common distribution function F(x), x€R, and charac-
teristic function 
c(t) = J eUx dF(x), /CR. 
R 
The nlh empirical characteristic function (e.c.f.) of the sequence is 
c„(t) = (l/n) j? e»xj = J ei,x dF„(x), R, 
J - i R 
where Fn(x), .v€R, denotes the empirical distribution function (e.d.f.) of Xx, ..., Xn. 
CSÖRGŐ [2], [3] and MARCUS [8] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak 
convergence of the empirical characteristic process in(c„(t)— c(t)) in the space of 
continuous complex-valued functions on a compact interval. CSÖRGŐ and TOTIK 
[4] solved the problem of consistency. The present investigation deals with the problem 
of large deviations of the e.c.f.. More precisely, let ScrR and r „=sup |c„(/)—c(i)|, 
tes 
M€N. We shall derive asymptotic expressions for the limit 
lim (1/n) log P{T„ sr e}, E > 0. c® 
Theorems on probabilities of large deviations for related statistics are contained 
in the work of GROENEBOOM (see e.g. [6]) and many other authors, a powerful theory 
being available now. But such results only yield first order terms in an expansion of 
logarithms of large deviation probabilities, whereas our representation immediately 
gives higher order terms and can be used for the computation of the (relative) asymp-
totic Bahadur efficiency. Although some doubt exists as to the value of the concept 
of Bahadur efficiency, the present work was partly motivated by it (cf. [7]). 
Received November 23, 198.4. 
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2. Results. If />€[0, + e£(0, 1), let J(0, e)= + 7 (1 -e , e ) = - l o g (1 -e ) , 
J(p, e) = 
_((p + e)\og((p + e)/p) + (l-p-E)log((l-p-E)/(l-p)) if 0 < / > < l - e 
— I -foo if 1 — e < p. 
Lemma 1. Suppose e£(0, 1). Then 
Cm (1/«) log P{sup |F„(a) - F(x)| s e } s - min {J(p, e): 0 < p == 1 - e}. 
P roof . Let \JX, U2, ... be a sequence of i.i.d. U(0, 1) random variables defined 
on a probability space (i2*, 21*, P*). Denote the e.d.f. of the sample {/l5 ..., Un by 
G„. If w£[0, 1] let F"1(w)=inf {JC: F(x)^u}. Then F~\u)^x if and only if 
u s F ( x ) . X1 and F_ 1(£/j) are identically distributed. Hence we get 
P{sup\Fn(x)-F(x)\ = i>*{sup|Gn(F(x))-F(x)| s e} ^ 
i fS x€R 
sup \G„(x)-x\ s e } . 
O S l S l 
This completes our proof since 
lim (1/n) log P* { sup |G„(x) - x\ s e} = - min {/(/?, e): 0 < p ^ 1 — e} 
OSxSl 
(cf. [6], Example 1.3.1, p. 21). 
Before stating our main theorem let us introduce the random vector Yj(t)= 
= (cos (tXj)— Re c{t), sin (tXj)—Im c(t)) with its Laplace transform Mt(0)= 
= jfexp((0, Y^ttydP, 0€R2, for i£R, J€N. If /<ER, e>0, O&R2, let ht(e, 0)= 
= inf {exp(-re)M ((r0): rSO} and if t£ R, e>0, let /,(s)=log (sup {ht(s, 0): 
6£ R2, ||0|| = 1}). Let C(S) be the space of continuous functions on S, AP thz space 
of all almost periodic functions. 
Now the following theorem holds : 
T h e o r e m 2. Let the subset S be compact and let /(e)=sup {/,(£): t£S) for 
each e>0. Then lim (1/n) log P{Tn^e} = i(e). 
B - » o o 
Proof . If t£S, we get by Theorem 7 of SETHURAMAN [10] that 
i,(e) = lim ( l /«) logF{ |c„(0-c(0l £ e} s hm (l /n)logP{r. S e}. 
Hence / ( e ) H m (1/n)logP{T„^s}. 
n-*oo 
Now let /c£N be arbitrary, and let us cover the set S by a finite number of 
open balls B(kj,l/k) with center kj£S and radius 1 ¡k, 1 Writing 
Sn,k = sup{|c„(i) — c(t) — (cn(t*)— c(i*))|: t, t*£S, \t-t*\ < 1 / fc}, 
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we have 
T„^maxk \c„(kj) — c(kj)\ + S„ik for each N. 
Let ¿6(0, e) be given. Then 
I im( l / « ) l ogP{r ,S8} s n-*- oo 
S Em (1/n) log [F^max^ \cn(kj)- c(kj)| + S„,k £ e, 5 > S„,k} + 
+ P{ max | c n ( k j ) - c ( k j ) \ + Sn,k s e, Sn>k s <5}] =1 ISJSKi 
^ Em (l/n)log[P{ max^ \cK{kj)~ c(kj)\ ^ e-S} + P{Sn,k ^ <5}] ^ 
S I S (1/«)log[2• max{P^max^\c„(kj) — c(kj)\ ^ e-8), P{S„,k ^ ¿}}] = 
= max (Em (1/«) logP{ max \c„(kj)-c(kj)\ == e-<5}, Em (l/n) logP{Sa k ^ <5}|. 
Looking for a bound for the first Em in this expression, we get 
Em (l/n) log P^max \cn(kj) — c(kj)\ & e — ^ 
S Em (l/n) log 2 P{\cn(kj)-c(kj)\ s 8 - 3 ) ^ max ikj(e-S) m i(e-8). 
The second Em requires some computations concerning S„tk. Let t, t*£S, \t—t*\< 
<\/k and A>0 be given, where A is a continuity point of F such that 8/16> 
> 1 - F ( A ) + F ( - A ) . Then we get 
| c . ( 0 - e ( 0 - ( c . ( / * ) - c ( 0 ) | ^ 
f (ei,x-eu**)d(Fn(x)-F(x))| + |- J (e«x-eu*x) d(Fn(x)-F(x))\. 
< I * M ) {MSA} 
Now 
S / |e"*—e"*x\ dF„ (x) + / |eitx - ei,tx\ dF(x) s 
{1*1=.^} {|x|=-A} 
S 2|F„(A)-F(A)| + 2 |F„(-A)-F(-A) | + 4(1 -F(A) + F(-A)). 
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Let K=max {|/|: t£S} and A*=2(l +KX)X. Using integration by parts, 
| j (e^-e^)d(Fn(x)-F(x))\ = 
= \(eia - e'w)(F„(A -)-F(X-))- - ei'*(-'l))(Fn( — A) — F( — A)) -
- / / (F„(.v)-F{x))(te"x-t*£>"**) d!x| si 
S 2|Fn(A - ) - F(A)| + 2 |F„( - A) - F ( - A)| + \t- f*| A* • sup \F„(x) - F(x)\ s *€R 
^ 2|F„(A- ) - F(A)| + 2 |F„(- A)- F ( - A)| + (X*/k) sup |F„(x)-F(.r)|. 
Summing up 
Sn,k S 2|Fn(A)-F(A)| + 2 |Fn(A-)-F(A) | + 4 | F „ ( - A ) - F ( - A ) | + 
+ 4(1 - F(A) + F( - A)) + (A*//e) sup |F„(x) - F(x)|. 
Hence lim 1/H log P{Fn&£} is bounded by the maximum of /(e—<5), n-*oe> 
IIS (1/n) log P{|F„(A) —F(A)| ^ 5/16}, ITS (l/«)logP{|F„(A-)-F(A)| s 5/8}, 
n~+ OO n—-oo 
Irn (1/n) log P{|F„( — A) — F( — A)| ^ 5/16} and 00 
lim (l/«)logP{sup|F„(x)-F(x)| e (k/?*)(S/4 - 4(1 - F(A) + F( - A)))}. 
If we let first k and then A tend to infinity, we get 
Em ( l /n) log P{T„ g £ } s i(e - S). B-» 00 
This can be seen from the equality 
IIE (l/«)logP{|F„(x)-F(x)| = 
tl-~ co 
= - min {J{F(x), e), 7 ( 1 - F(x), e)}, jc€ R, e > 0, 
and Lemma 1 or directly. 
Finally, ¿€(0, E) was arbitrary. Hence i is continuous from the left by [10] 
Theorem 7 C (S)) and [10] Lemma 3. This gives the result. 
Example 3. If L(XJ=B(1,p), i.e. P f A ^ O } ^ and P(JT1= 1}= \-p=:q, 
some straightforward computations lead to the equality 
r max {-J(p, e/a,), -J(q, e/a,)} if £<o ( 
'»(8) { _ oo otherwise, 
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where at=(2(l — cos 0)1/2- Hence i(e)=max {—/(/>, e/a), —J (<7, e/a)}, if T=»0, 
5 = [ - T , + T ] and a = m a x { a f : i€S}>£. 
That T„ converges to zero almost surely even in the case S= R when F is purely 
discrete was pointed out by FEUERVERGER and MUREIKA [5]. We are now able to 
derive the corresponding large deviation generalization of Theorem 2. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let F be purely discrete. If S— R and i(e)=sup {/,(e): 
> — oo for each e>0, then lim (1/n) log P{TnSe}=/(e). 
P roo f . With the same conclusion as in the proof of Theorem 2 we get 
= !lm (!/") log P{T„^e). Now Fis purely discrete. Hence there exist iV€NU{+°°}, 
pkS0 and pairwise distinct with P{X1=ak}=pk, k£N, and 
N 
Let <56(0, e), ;w£N, m < N + 1 , and y > 0 be given and l e t / deno te the 
ii=i 
m 
function f(t)= 2 |1 —e1'""!2, /6R. Since / is almost periodic, there exists an 
*=i 
L~ L(y2)>0 such that every interval of the real axis of length not smaller than L 
contains at least one e-almost period, i.e. a number T satisfying | f ( t + z ) — f ( t ) \ < y 2 
for all /6 R. Hence, if R is fixed now, we can choose an e-almost period from the 
open interval (— t, —t+L). Then we get 
| c„ (0 -c (0 l ^ kn(/ + T ) - c ( i + T)| + | c n ( / ) - c ( 0 - ( c „ ( / + T ) - c ( / + T))| == 
sup |c„( / ) -c(0l + | c n ( 0 - c ( 0 - ( c n ( / + T)-c(/-f-T))|. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that 
Em (1 /n) log P{ sup |c„(0 - c(i)| ^ e - 5} == i(e - <5). 
Next we study the second term which is a.s. 
1(1/") 2 2{(e><"*-e^°.){I{x )-Pkj)\ S 
j=lk=l ' 
^ (1 In) 2 1 2 V* ~ • |/(*,=flfc> ~PuI + 2 1 \I{Xj=ak)-pk|] S j=l k=1 k-m+1 
S (1/«) 2 [ ( / « • 2 \^ak)-pk\T2 + 2 J Ihj=a k) - p k \ ] S 
j=l k=l k=m+1 
n m N n ^(rn 2b(2\hxJ=ak)-Pk\2yi2+2 2 \h^ak)-pk\] = d/n) Z Z j , j=1 fc = l * = m + l j=l 
14» 
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where 
m N 
fc=l k=m+l k = 1 
l ^ j ^ n . It follows from Theorem 3 .1 of BAHADUR [1] that 
Gm (l/«)logP{(l/n) 6} = i n f { ( l o g / ^ d P ) - r d : r £ 0}. 
But now, since /£R was arbitrary, the preceding inequalities lead to 
Em (l / / i ) logP{sup|c„(0-c(0l 
Eg max |i(e - c5), (log f erZ> dP) - r<5} for all r ^ 0. 
If we let first y converge to zero, then m tend to N, and finally r go to + we get 
The closing step in the proof of Theorem 2 yields the desired result (SCcz API). 
Having Theorems 2 and 4, we are finally interested in an expansion of the limits 
of the logarithmic large deviation probabilities. 
Lemma 5. Let /£R, A,=E cos (tXj), B,=Esin (tX^, Ct=Ecosz (tX1), 
D,=E(sin tXi • cos tXJ, E,-E sin2 ( f ^ ) and 
of = (1/2)[(C,- Af) + (jEt - £?)] + [(1/4)((C,- A?)- (E, - Bf)f + (D, - A,BJ2]1'2. 
Then <r2=sup {Var (0, Y^t)): 0£R2, ||0|| = 1} and 
Proof . For 0=(01 ,02)£R2 we have 
Var <0, Y^t)) = £((01(cos (tXJ-Re c(/)) + 02(sin ( r Z J - I m c(i)))2)-
Defining a=E{cos (tXJ-Re c(t))\ b=E((cos ( / Z J - R e c(i))(sin ( f Z J - I m c(i))), 
c=£(sin ( f Z J - I m c(i))2 and 
we get Var (0, Y1(t))=0@6T. Hence sup {Var <0, Y^t)): 06R2, ||0|| = 1} is the 
greatest eigenvalue of 3S, which is equal to 
This proves the first part of our lemma, since a=Ct— A,, b=D,—A,B, and 
c—E,—B2. The remaining expansion follows from Lemma 2 .2 of JAMMALAMADAKA 
RAO [9]. 
ITm (l//i) log P{T„ ^ £} =s i(e~S). 
it(e) = — e2/2a? + o(e2) as e|0. 
(1/2) (a + c) + [(1/4) (a — c)2 + b2]1'2. 
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Now Lemma 5 immediately yields expansions for the functions / appearing in 
our Theorems 2 and 4. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let S c R be arbitrary, /(e)=sup {/t(e): / £5} and <r2:= 
= sup {a*: teS}, where 0<<r2< + °°. Then i(e)= -e2/2<t2+o(s2) as e|0. 
P roof . Let (e„)„6N be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to zero. 
Then Lemma 5 yields 
- - 1/2of = lim it(e„)/e2 lim /(e„)/e2 for all t£S. n — oa 
This implies — l/2cr2^lim /(en)/e2. Now tt~* oo 
i,(e) = log(sup{inf exp(-T-e) f e'«>-W> dP: R2, ||0|| = l}) = 
= sup {inf { - r e + log f e'<°. dP\ r & o}: 0£R2,1|0|| = l} =s 
S sup {-(e/a2)e + l o g / e x p ((e/<x2)<0, £(<)» dP: 0£R2, ||0|| = l} 
for all e > 0. 
Let n be chosen large enough such that we have e„<a2/4. Then 
Jexp((en/a2)(e,Y1(t)))dP = 
= 1 + (e2/2er4) Var <0, Y^t)) + J - 1 - ( e j j y f «0, Y ^ d P s 
^ 1 + £2/2<72 + ¿ - V (2e„/<T2)v 1 + e2/2<T2 + 8£®/a8, if 06R2, ||0|| = 1. 
v=3 Since 
i,(e„) - zHa2 + log (1 + £2/2CT2 + 8 e ^ 6 ) ^ - £2/2a2 + 8 e > 8 , 
we have 
Em / , (0/«! ^ - l/2^2. 
Combining this result with the first inequality we get the desired expansion. 
Note added in proof. Theorem 2 can also be derived from [10] Theorem 2 by tak-
ing the set functions ft,o(x)=61 cos (tx) + d2 sin (tx), t£S, 0=(0 l 5 02)£R2, ||0|| = 1, x^R. 
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Ralph H. Abraham—Christopher D. Shaw, Dynamics — The Geometry of Behavior, Part 3: 
Global Behavior (The Visual Mathematics Library, 3), XI+123 pages, Aerial Press, Inc., Santa Cruz, 
California. 
At the defence of a Ph. D. thesis on topological dynamics one of the referees criticized the author 
not presenting figures enough in his work. A sharp debate broke out about the question whether or 
not figures are necessary in articles or books on dynamics. Some people said "no" arguing that every 
drawing takes us in to some extent, it is in the way of the abstraction oversimplifying the circum-
stances. By the way, in his original work, Mécanique analitique Lagrange used no diagrams. Other 
people (including the reviewer) said that the geometrical ideas having been appeared in dynamics 
nowadays should be visualized in some way. Abraham's and Shaw's book shows that this purpose 
can be realized on a very high level. Their pictures do not restrict the abstraction, quite the contrary, 
they help the reader imagine and assimilate very abstract concepts and phenomena. 
In talking among themselves mathematicians universally use the so called "dynamic picture 
technique": a picture is drawn slowly, line-by-line, along with a spoken narrative. The coordination 
between the phases of the picture and the narrative is very important in the process of comprehension. 
The book preserves the dynamics of the live presentation. If the final picture is sophisticated, the 
reader can find its intermediate phases with appropriate comments. A typical example is the section 
on the famous and mysterious Lorenz attractor, which is not so mysterious after having read and 
watched the section. Yes, the book has to be read and looked at alternately, and the interaction of 
reading and watching results a deep and quick understanding. 
The book contains chapters and sections on attractors, séparatrices, generic properties, structur-
al stability, heteroclinic and homoclinic tangles, horseshoes and nontrivial recurrence. As an ex-
cellent supplement to the standard monographs in the field, it should be on the bookshelf of each 
student, user of mathematics or mathematician studying or teaching dynamics. 
László Hatvani (Szeged) 
A. N. Andrianov, Quadratic Forms and Hecke Operators (Grundlehren der mathematischen 
Wissenschaften, 286), XII-I- 374 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—London— 
Paris—Tokyo, 1987. 
In the classical theory of quadratic forms remarkable multiplicative properties of the number of 
integral representations of integers by positive definite integral quadratic forms were discovered. To 
explain these properties, E. Hecke had introduced operators in 1973, which were named later after 
him. Hecke operators are classically linear operators acting on the space of modular forms of one 
variable. This concept may be generalized in a natural way to multivariate modular forms. Using this 
idea, many interesting multiplicative properties of the number of integral representations of quad-
ratic forms of more than one variable by quadratic forms were discovered in the last 50 years. 
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The purpose of this book — as the author writes in the preface — is to present in the form of a 
self-contained text-book the contemporary state of the theory of Hecke operators on the spaces of 
holomorphic modular forms of integral weight (the Siegel modular forms) for congruence sub-
groups of integral symplectic groups. 
The book is divided into five chapters. Three short appendices with the required knowledge 
about symmetric matrices, about quadratic spaces and about modules in quadratic fields make it 
complete. 
The content of the book is briefly as follows. In Chapter 1 theta-series of positive definite quadrat-
ic forms are introduced and their automorphic properties are studied. Looking at all functions which 
satisfy similar transformations as the theta-series, the space of modular forms is defined in Chapter 2. 
This way makes it possible to study a lot of properties of theta-series using the nice analytic expan-
sions of modular forms. Chapter 3 deals with Hecke rings. This concept is defined first abstractly, 
for pairs (r, S), where 5 is a multiplicative semigroup and r is a suitable subgroup of S. The special 
properties of the most interesting Hecke rings of the general linear groups, of the symplectic groups 
and of the triangular subgroup of the symplectic groups are studied in detail. Chapter 4 is devoted 
to the study of the multiplicative properties of the Fourier coefficients of modular forms. The most 
important tools to get such relations are Hecke operators, introduced also here. The last chapter 
deals with the action of Hecke operators on theta-series. Here, there are not proved final, general 
results on the multiplicative properties of the Fourier coefficients of theta-series but rather a possible 
way is shown to study this problem. So this book does not have a happy end, but I think, it will 
inspire further research on this topic. 
This book is written in a clear, well readable style. I want to emphasize the few introductory 
sentences explaining the goal and methods before each section. I find the exercises another valuable 
component of the book. 
. This volume is designed for graduate students and researchers who wish to work in the arith-
metic theory of automorphic forms. 
Attila Pethô (Debrecen) 
M. Berger, Geometry I—II, (Universitext), XIII+428 pages, X + 4 0 6 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—London—Paris—Tokyo, 1987. 
There are a lot of books on geometry but only few of them include all part of geometry and 
also written clearly, using modern terminology but do not lose in the labirinth of formalism. Here 
is an excellent book which certainly satisfies these conditions. It is the translation of the French book 
"Géométrie" originally published in five volumes. The book contains the detailed discussion of classi-
cal geometries and beside this it is a unified reference source for all the subfields of geometry. The 
author's aim was threefold as he writes : "to emphasize the visual, or 'artistic' aspect of geometry, 
by using figures in abundance; to accompany each new notion with as interesting a result as possible, 
preferably one with a simple statement but a non-trivial proof; finally, to show that this simple-look-
ing mathematics does not belong in a museum, that it is an everyday tool in advanced mathematical 
research, and that occasionally one encounters unsolved problems at even the most elementary level". 
It is hopeless to give even a short summary of the material discussed, so let us mention only 
some of the most delicate parts which usually omitted from textbooks: the classification of crystal-
lographic groups, the classification of regular polytopes in arbitrary dimension, Cauchy's theorem 
on the rigidity of convex polyhedra, the discussion of polygonal billiards, Poncelet's theorem on 
polygons inscribed in a conic, the Villarceau circles on the torus, Clifford parallelism, the.isoperi-
• metric inequality in arbitrary dimension, the simplicity of the orthogonal group,, the theorem ¿of 
Witt and Cartan-Dieudonné. 
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In each chapter there are a great number of exercises which are usually more difficult than 
those in comparable books. The solutions of the most difficult ones and other exercises can be found 
in the companion volume "Problems in Geometry". 
This book can be used in different ways. Teachers and students can use it for introductory 
course and some parts of it for higher-level course. It also serves as a handbook for researchers in 
geometry. 
J. Kineses (Szeged) 
T. Beth—D. Jungnickel—H. Lenz, Design Theory, 688 pages, Cambridge University Press, 
London—New York—New Rochelle—Melbourne—Sydney, 1986. 
The main concepts and ideas of modern Design Theory are presented in this book. 
Chapter I is a general introduction to the different topics of Design Theory. This part of the book 
provides those algebraic, geometric and parametric properties of certain incidence structures which 
are important for an advanced study of them. The second chapter is concerned with the techniques 
of deriving necessary parametric conditions which have to be fulfilled by an incidence structure of a 
given type. (Some titles from this chapter: Fisher's inequality for pairwise balanced designs, symmet-
ric designs, generalizations for Fisher's inequality.) Since it is sometimes heplful to use the group of 
automorphisms of a design, the Chapter III deals with the connections between groups and designs. 
Separated chapter is devoted to Witt designs, which have been constructed with special Steiner 
systems and the Mathieu groups. (These are the only known finite f-transitive permutation groups 
with /=-3, except for the symmetric and alternating groups.) For those readers who are familiar 
with non-elementary groups theory Chapter 5 is a nice application with the higly transitive groups. 
Further two chapters present the difference sets and the regular symmetric designs. Chapter 8 deals 
with various direct constructions of designs. In Chapter 9 some important recursive reconstruction 
methods are developed which will be applied to mutually orthogonal Latin squares and pairwise 
balanced designs. The next part provides more advanced existence and non-existence results for 
transversal designs. Separated chapter is devoted for the proof of Wilson's main theorem concern-
ing the existence of an 5^(2, K, v). In the last chapter after returning to the discussion of automor-
phism groups an extensive literature is presented on characterisation problems. 
An extensive bibliography of about 500 titles — all quoted in the previous sections — has been 
included. 
The reader is expected to be familiar only with basic algebra but otherwise the work is self-
contained. It is suitable for advanced courses and a reference book for private study, too. The proofs 
of several fundamental theorems have been simplified and many, advanced results are presented. 
Last we notice that the book achived its aim: "to provide some of the necessary mathematical back-
ground for anyone working in Communication Engineering, Optimization, Statistical Planning, 
Computer Science and Signal Processing". 
G. Galambos (Szeged) 
Béla Bollobás, Combinatorics (Set systems, hypergraphs, families of vectors, and combinatorical 
probability), XII+180 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London—New York—New 
Rochelle—Melbourne—Sidney, 1986. 
Béla Bollobás has published formerly "Graph.Theory", an introductory text, and two research 
monographs, "Extremal Graph Theory" and "Random Graphs". "Combinatorics" is a book whose 
main theme is the study of subsets of finite sets. 
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This book is an expanded account of a first-year graduate eourse in combinatorics but it con-
tains considerably more material than one could reasonably hope to cover in a one semester course, 
this gives the lecturer ample freedom to slant the lectures to his taste. 
The contents of the book (the list of section headings) present the topics very well: 
1. Notation, 2. Representing Sets, 3. Sperner Systems,4.The Littlewood — OfTord Problem, 5. Shad-
ows, 6. Random Sets, 7. Intersecting Hypergraphs, 8. The Turan Problem, 9. Saturated Hyper-
graphs, 10. Well-Separated Systems, 11. Helly Families, 12. Hypergraphs with a given number of 
Disjoint Edges, 13. Intersecting Families, 14. Factorizing Complete Hypergraphs, 15. Weakly Sat-
urated Hypergraphs, 16. Isoperimetric Problems, 17. The Trace of a Set System, 18. Partitioning Sets 
of Vectors, 19. The Four Functions Theorem, 20. Infinite Ramsey Theorem. 
Generally an initial combinatorics textbook contains very little for these topics, but ones are as 
worthy of consideration as any, in view of their fundamental nature and elementary structure. 
The sections are short summaries of the topics, with their main theorems and with elegant and 
beautiful proofs, those which may be called the gems of the theory. 
The reader can consolidate his understanding of the material by tackling over one hundred 
exercises. If a researcher wants to know more about a special topic, he (or she) finds many articles 
on the basis of references. 
Zoltdn Blazsik (Szeged) 
Detection of changes in random processes (Edited by L. Telksnys) Optimization Software, Inc. . 
Publications Division, New York, 1986. 
Changepoint problems have originally arisen in the context of quality control, where one typi-
cally investigates the output of a production line and would wish to signal deviation from an accept-
able average output level while investigating the data. Such situations can usually be modelled by 
saying that we have a random process {X(t), O s r s T ) and we wish to detect whether the prob-
abilistic behaviour of {X(t), O^tmz} and {X(/), r S t ^ T } is the same. Not surprisingly, changepoint 
problems have been studied by many researchers from theoretical as well as applied points of view. 
The book under review is a new addition to the literature on this subject. It contains 25 papers 
on detection of changes in random processes. The papers give a nice summary on recent progress in 
the Soviet Union on these problems. The references reflect intensive activity in this field. The authors 
of the volume cite a lot of papers on changepoint problems published in the Soviet Union. However, 
they do not seem to be aware of results which have appeared in Western journals. 
The translation of this collection makes results of researchers working in the Soviet Union read-
ily available for a wider audience. This translation series of Optimization Software Inc. is a great 
service for the mathematical community. 
Lajos Horvdth (Ottawa, Canada) 
Dietrich Braess, Nonlinear Approximation Theory (Springer Series in Computational Mathemat-
ics), XIV+290 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—London—Paris—Tokyo, 
1986. 
The monograph is based on the lectures given by the author to fourth year students at German 
universities. The material of these lectures is widened by additional one so that the book is a useful 
text not only for students but for researchers interested in approximation theory, too. 
The prerequisites consist essentially of a good basic knowledge of analysis and functional 
analysis. 
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The book has been organized so that the sections recommended mostly for researchers (so as 
rational approximations, exponential sums, spline functions with free nodes) are independent of 
each other. 
Let us give a short detail of the chapters pointing out just the main topic of them. 
Chapter I is a review of well-known results from the linear theory. Chapter II contains the 
functional analytic approach (properties of Chebyshev sets; Kolmogorov criterion for suns). Chap-
ter III is devoted to the methods of local analysis (critical points; nonlinear approximation in Hil-
bert spaces; Gauss—Newton method). Chapter IV is consisting of the methods of global analysis 
(the uniqueness theorem for Haar manifolds; concepts of the classification of critical points). In 
Chapter V the rational approximation is included (existence of best approximation; Chebyshev 
approximation by rational functions; rational interpolation; Padé approximation and moment 
problems; degree of rational approximation; the computation of best rational approximation). 
Chapter VI is devoted to the approximation by exponential sums (existence of best approximation; 
interpolation). Chapter VII contains Chebyshev approximation by /-polynomials (Descartes family; 
approximation by proper -/-polynomials and by extended y-polynomials; local best approximation). 
An finally Chapter VIII is dealing with the approximation by spline functions with free nodes (spline 
functions; Chebyshev approximation by spline functions; monosplines of least , Lp and L„ 
norms). 
The book is pretty well organized, its style is clear. Hopefully it can certainly be a very useful 
text for both researchers and students. 
József Németh (Szeged) 
Walter Dittrich—Martin Reuter, Selected Topics in Gauge Theories (Lecture Notes in Physics, 
244), 315 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1986. 
This volume contains a collection of lectures and seminar talks given by the authors at Tübin-
gen University and elsewhere. The material is organized into 16 chapters which are devoted to 
various aspects of chiral anomalies, topological objects like instantons and skyrmions, effective 
actions, background field methods and other topics of current interest in gauge theories. The material 
is presented in an unorthodox way: standard explanations (which can be found in textbooks) are 
omitted to a large extent, whereas computational details are completely given. The only general pre-
requisite is some grounding in quantum field theory, however, to get better acquainted with the back-
ground of the topics presented here, the reader should first consult some of the references cited at the 
end of each chapter. 
The book is particularly recommended to those who are looking for a good introduction to 
topological aspects and chiral anomalies in gauge theories. The manner of presentation makes it 
ideally suited to the needs of graduate students. 
L. Gy. Fehér (Szeged) 
Beno Eckmann Selects, Edited by M. A. Knus, G. Misiin and U. Stammbach, XII+835 pages, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1987. 
The edition of 65 selected papers of Beno Eckmann is in honor of his work on the occasion of 
his seventieth birthday. The volume contains the representatives of his research papers. Some of his 
survey articles have also been included, which are exceptional in their art of presenting mathematical 
ideas to non-specialists. Professor Eckmann writes in his Biographical notes: "Under the wonderful 
guidance of Heinz Hopf I then got my doctoral thesis work. It was characteristic of Hopf's views 
on our science that this meant not only learning algebraic topology — then a very young field — but 
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also getting acquainted with group theory, differential geometry, and algebra in the 'abstract' sense 
of the Emmy Noether school. The combination of these fields, considered at that time to be largely 
separated from each other, remained a constant challange during all my later work." Really, it is 
the characteristic feature of the fundamental results and all scientific activity of Beno Eckmann that 
the mentioned fields represent a unified, organically connected subject in mathematics. The most 
competent classification of the directions of his research can be formulated by the titles of his com-
ments to the selected papers: Homotopy groups and fiber spaces; Continuous solutions of linear 
equations; Cohomology of groups; Homological algebra, transfer; Duality in homotopy theory; 
Duality groups, Poincaré duality. 
Péter T. Nagy (Szeged) 
A. T. Fomenko—D. B. Fuchs—V. L. Gutemacher, Homotopic Topology, 310 pages, Akadémiai 
Kiadó, Budapest, 1986. 
This book is a translation of the Russian original which based on the lectures held at the Mos-
cow University. The authors' main aim "was to dig a tunnel for the ignorant from the basic terms to 
the 'height of heights' — the Adams spectral sequence, and it was a lucky chance that this tunnel led 
through a few reefs of gold". This aim is completely fulfilled. 
The first chapter contains the basic ideas of homotopy theory. First the general constructions 
are presented: natural group structures on the sets n(X, Y), homotopy groups, covering spaces, 
fibratons and homotopy sequences and then the homotopy of CW-complexes are studied in details. 
The second chapter introduces the general homology theory. This is started with singular homology 
and cohomology of topological spaces, especially the computation of the homology groups of 
CW-complexes and then the connections between homology and homotopy groups are studied, 
namely Hurwitz's theorems are proved. The chapter ends with the obstruction theory. The third 
chapter deals with the construction of the spectral sequences of filtered spaces and with their applica-
tions to the calculation of homology groups. The subject of the fourth chapter is the discussion of 
cohomology operations. After the general constructions some particular but very important cases are 
presented namely the Steenrod squares and Steenrod algebras. Finally the fifth chapter is fully devoted 
to the Adams spectral sequence and to its applications. 
The presentation of the material is clear, the proofs, even of the most abstract theorems, are as 
geometric as possible. The book is fully illustrated by A. Fomenko's pictures which are organic 
part of it. Each of them gives an intuitive insight into a complicated construction or shows the main 
point of a proof. The book contains also a great number of exercises which help to understand the 
main concepts and extend the theory. 
The book is recommended to everybody interested in homotopy theory but it can be useful for 
researchers in topology and related fields. 
J. Kineses (Szeged) 
George K. Francis, A Topological Picturebook, X V + 1 9 4 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York— 
Berlin—Heidelberg—London—Paris—Tokyo, 1987. 
This book is about how to draw mathematical pictures. Many mathematicians and teachers 
would like to draw pictures, but they belive that they can not do it. No this book teaches everybody 
to draw, but gives some method how one can imagine and draw some figures in mathematics. 
The author believes that: "There are some rules, based on differential geometry, which can be 
distilled into practical routines for 'calculating' how to draw a picture." He proves his idea using 
many examples from different objects of mathematics. 
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It is noteworthy that each chapter is a "picture story", i.e. tells a topological story matching the 
picture. 
This very nice book with 87 illustrations is warmly recommended to all teachers of mathematics 
and mathematicians who would like to illustrate their lectures. 
Árpád Kurusa (Szeged) 
Felix R. Gantmaclicr, Matrizentheorie, 654 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New 
York—Tokyo, 1986. 
This book is the German translation of the Russian original edition appeared in 1966. 
The text is divided into two parts, the fist of which (chapters 1—10) deals with general theory of 
matrices and the second one is devoted to special questions and applications. Chapters 1—8 give the 
theory of matrices in general finite dimensional vector spaces. Chapters 9 and 10 investigate special 
matrices, linear operators, quadratic and Hermitian forms in inner product spaces. Chapters 11—14 
deal with complex symmetric, antisymmetric and orthogonal matrices, matrices with non-negative 
elements, regularity criteria and localization of characteristic roots. Chapter 15 presents applications 
of the theory of matrices for systems of linear differential equations. The last chapter is devoted to 
Routh—Hurwitz problem and joined questions. 
The book is recommended not only to mathematicians but to every specialist interested in 
application of mathematics. 
László Gehér (Szeged) 
M. B. Green—J. H. Schwarz—E. Witten, Superstring Theory, Volume 1: Introduction, X + 4 6 9 
pages; Volume 2: Loop Amplitudes, Anomalies and Phenomenology, XII+596 pages, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, Cambridge—London—New York—New Rochelle—Melbourne—Sydney, 1987. 
Recently there has been an enormous and even growing interest in superstring theory. No won-
der, superstring theory is the most promising candidate to reconcile general relativity with quantum 
mechanics and to unify the fundamental interactions. There is a widely felt need for a systematic 
exposition of the subject. This two volume text written by outstanding experts on string theory is 
intended to meet this need. 
Volume 1 is a self-contained introduction to string theory. It starts off with an introductory 
chapter in which the authors explain what string theory is, present its historical background and 
general philosophy concentrating on bosonic strings. The next two chapters develop the theory of a 
free bosonic string in detail. All the four approaches (covariant, light cone, path integral and BRST) 
of quantization are presented here. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to questions concerning world-
sheet and space-time supersymmetry in string theory, i.e. the fermionic degrees of freedom are in-
troduced. In Chapter 6 the authors describe how gauge symmetries can be introduced in string theory. 
This is essential to make the link with the real world. Finally, this volume contains a detailed discus-
sion of the evaluation of scattering amplitudes in the tree approximation. 
Volume 2 contains a number of topics from current research papers. Chapters 8 and 9 deal with 
one-loop amplitudes in bosonic string and in superstring theory respectively. A large amount of 
space is given to questions concerning anomalies in effective field theory. The authors investigate the 
emergence of effective field theory and possible mechanisms of compactification of extra dimensions. 
The necessary differential and algebraic geometric background material is presented in cosiderable 
detail in separate chapters. In the final, 16th chapter the authors illustrate how the machinery of al-
gebraic geometry can be used to understand the properties of four dimensional models obtained from 
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D = 10 effective field theory via compactification. They discuss how topological formulae can fix 
the number of generations, the couplings and symmetries of elementary particle interactions. 
The authors write in the preface: "We hope that these two volumes will be useful for a wide 
range of readers, ranging from those who are motivated mainly by curiosity to those who actually 
wish to do research on string theory." There is no doubt that this excellent book will become a stand-
ard reference on string theory. It is a need for everybody interested in this very exciting subject. 
László Gy. Fehér (Szeged) 
E. Hairer—S. P. Norsett—G. Wanner, Solving Ordinary Differential Equations I. Nonstiff 
Problems (Springer Series in Computational Mathematics, 8), XIII+480 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—London—Paris—Tokyo, 1987. 
Nowadays many mathematicians dealing with pure mathematics also have a personal computer 
of big capacity and efficiency on their desks. So dealing with differential equations one is strongly 
tempted to get or firm conjectures via computer experiments. (The most exciting problem of the last 
decade in the theory of dynamical systems, the chaotic behavior has been discovered by such an ex-
periment.) This activity needs precise and fast numerical methods of solving differential equations, so 
there is a great interest in them among mathematicians and users of mathematics. The present mono-
graph will satisfy these demands. 
The first chapter gives a survey of the "Classical Mathematical Theory" of differential equations 
from Newton and Leibniz to limit cycles and strange attractors. Fortunately, it does not repeat the 
standard way of recalling the basic theorems, it is written markedly by numerical analysts. The reader 
can find existence theorems using iteration methods and Taylor series, and the very first proof of the 
convergence of Euler's method due to Cauchy, which has recently been discovered on fragmentary 
notes and was never published in Cauchy's lifetime. 
The second chapter contains the one step methods, i.e. the Runge—Kutta and extrapolation 
methods. Besides the classical ones, the modern procedures with practical error estimation and 
stepsize control are presented such as Dormand and Prince formulae, the embedded Runge—Kutta 
methods, the newest Nyström type methods for the second order equations, etc. Special section is 
devoted to delay differential equations and their applications (infectious disease modelling, enzyme 
kinetics, population dynamics, etc.). 
The third chapter is concerned with the multistep methods and general linear methods. The 
order, stability and convergence properties are studied. The various available codes are compared 
by using numerical examples. » 
The book is concluded by an appendix containing the FORTRAN codes of some very new 
effective procedures treated in the book. They can be obtained from the Authors also on IBM diskette 
on payment of 15 Swiss Franks. 
László Hatvani (Szeged) 
Arthur Jones—Alistair Gray—Robert Hutton, Manifolds and Mechanics (Australian Mathemati-
cal Society Lecture Series, 2), IV+166 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London— 
New York—New Rochelle—Melbourne—Sydney, 1987. 
We learned from the classical texts of mechanics (see e.g. P. E. Appel's and E. T. Whittaker's 
books) that the motions of a holonomic system with n degrees of freedom could be described by the 
Lagrange equation of second kind, in which the Lagrangian function is defined and differentiable on 
an open set in the configuration space R". However, it may often happen that a single equation de-
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fined on an open set describes the motions only locally. For example, in the case of the double plain 
pendulum the configuration space is a two dimensional torus, which cannot be mapped by any single 
one-to-one function onto an open set in R8. But we can find an "atlas" for the entire torus with 
"charts" giving coordinates only for some parts of the torus. In the other words, wanting to study 
the motions globally one needs the differentiable manifold technique. But the text-books based upon 
this approach (e.g. R. Abraham's and J. E. Marsden's or V. I. Arnold's books) demands essentially 
more than the standard undergraduate advanced calculus texts give. This gap has been bridged by 
the present excellent lecture notes. 
The first part is an easy mathematical introduction, in which the reader can get acquainted with 
such concepts as differentiable manifold, tangent space, tangent boundle, double tangent, etc. In the 
second part the authors show how the theory can be used for the development of the theory of 
Lagrangian mechanics directly from Newton's law, and give some applications (the spherical pen-
dulum, rigid bodies). 
This well-written book is highly recommended to students, applied mathematicians and theo-
retical physicists as well as to mathematicians interested in applications of the modern mathematicsi 
László Hatvani (Szeged) 
Hiiseyin Kocak, Differential and Difference Equations through Computer Experiments (With 
Disketts Containing PHASER: An Animator/Simulator for Dynamical Systems for IBM Personal 
Computers), XV+224 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1986. 
Nowadays the "strange attractor" is a key word of both theoretical and applied dynamical 
systems. It is an attracting set of the phase space that is more complicated than an equilibrium point 
or a limit cycle studied by classics. And this kind of attractors has been discovered by using numerical 
integration of a "simple" polynomial differential equation. E. Lorenz, a mathematician-meteorolog-
ist was investigating the motion of a layer heated from below. Using a routine numerical algorithm 
he got a strange attractor and noticed that the solutions behaved at almost random. Despite the 
strong efforts of many mathematicians, most of the properties noticed have not been proved yet 
theoretically. So it can be understood that computer experiment is becoming a very important tool 
in the theory of dynamical systems, in other words, the computer is becoming the mathematician's 
laboratory. Kocak's book makes this tool available also for those scholars not having any program-
ming knowledge. 
The first part gives a synopsis of the facts from the theory of differential equations, difference 
equations and numerical methods that are prerequisite for the book. The second part is a handbook 
of PHASER. It should be noted here that the program is a masterpiece. Let us cite the author to 
describe how it works and what it does: "It is an extremely versatile and easy-to-use program, incor-
porating state-of-the-art software technology (menus, windows, etc.) in its user interface. The user 
first creats, with the help of a menu, a suitable window configuration for displaying a combination of 
views-phase portraits, text of equations, Poincare sections, etc. Next, the user can specify, from an-
other menu, various choices in preparation for numerical computations. He or she can choose, for 
instance, to study from a library of many dozen equations, and then compute solutions of these 
equations with different initial conditions or step sizes, while interactively changing parameters in 
the equations. From yet another menu, these solutions can be manipulated graphically. For example, 
the user can rotate the images, take sections, etc. During simulations, the solutions can be saved in 
various ways: as a hardcopy image of the screen, as a printed list, or in a form that can be reloaded 
into PHASER at a later time for demonstrations for further work." 
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The third part briefly describes the over sixty differential and difference equations stored in the 
permanent library of PHASER, among them the Lorenz equation, van der Pol's oscillator, Lotka— 
Volterra equation, Mathieu's equation, the restricted problem of three bodies on the plane. One can 
meet with different kinds of bifurcations, strange attractors, homoclinic orbits etc. Moreover, 
Phaser provides a menu entry for adding new equations to the library without any programming 
knowledge so that each user can easily enlarge the library according to personal needs. 
Summing up, this unusual book with the diskettes gives an invaluable help for using computers 
in teaching, research and application of differential equations. 
László Hatvani—János Karsai (Szeged) 
J. L. Koszul, Lectures on Fibre Bundles and Differential Geometry, (Tata Institute of Funda-
mental Research, Lectures on Mathematics and Physics, 20) IV +127 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1986. 
The first edition in 1960 of these Lectures was one of the first explanations of the general con-
nection theory making a significant influence on the further development of both differential geo-
metry and the applications in mathematical physics. In the present time the wide-ranging interest of 
fibre bundle technique and of the notion of connections on principal and vector bundles has increased 
considerably and the present "classical" treatment of this modern theory can serve as a very good 
introduction to the differential geometric methods used in the mathematical manifold and Lie group 
theory and in their applications in Yang—Mills theory and in the related fields. The first two Chap-
ters are devoted to the coordinate free differential calculus on manifolds and to the notion of dif-
ferentiable bundles. In Chapters III and IV there is given the explanation of the notion of connec-
tions on principal bundles and holonomy groups. In Chapters V and VI the attention is focused on 
derivation laws on the associated vector bundles determined by the connection on principal bundle 
and to the applications in holomorphic connection theory. 
Péter T. Nagy (Szeged) 
J. P. LaSalle, The Stability and Control of Discrete Processes (Applied Mathematical Sciences, 
62), V+150 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—London—Paris—Tokyo, 
1986. 
The book is concerned with systems whose development in time can be described by difference 
equations. The system is observed at any integer point of time, and it is assumed that the state of the 
system at time n+1 is completely determined by its state at time n. This means, that x(n+ 1)= 
= T(x(ri)), where x€R m is the state variable and the function T: R m - R m is given. Therefore, if 
the initial state x(0) is known, then the future of the system can be computed. However, not only 
computing problems arise. For example, if x is a periodic point or equilibrium (i.e. T(x)=x) then 
it is important to know whether or not it is stable. This means that x(n) remains arbitrarily close to x 
for all n if *(0) is sufficiently close to x. As is known, the stability theory for the continuous processes 
(for the differential equations) has been developed by A. M. Lyapunov. LaSalle has established the 
corresponding theory for difference equations. During this extension a great number of deep questions 
were to be solved, and the new theory is interesting and useful not only for those dealing with discrete 
processes but also for mathematicians interested in differential equations. 
The second part of the book is devoted to the control system (x(n+l)=Ax(n)+/(n)}, where the 
matrix A is given,/is the control function. This model often appears in controlling vehicles, economy, 
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illnesses, epidemics, populations, floods, crime, manufacturing processes, etc. The book is concluded 
by the stabilization by feedback. • 
The book was published posthumously with the assistance of Kenneth Meyer, one of the stu-
dents of LaSalle. 
Anyway, this monograph also has the characteristic feature of every LaSalle's book and paper: 
it gives a very clear and plastic presentation of a sophisticated theory, which is enjoyable and useful 
equally for students, users of mathematics and mathematicians. 
László Hatvani (Szeged) 
Tamás Matolcsi, A Concept of Mathematical Physics (Models in Mechanics), 335 pages, Aka-
démiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1986. 
This is a continuation of the author's monograph "A Concept of Mathematical Physics, Mod-
els for Space-Time" published in 1984. The notations and results of that monograph are used and 
referred to throughout this volume. 
The author sets forward his program in the introduction: "The modelling of some sort of 
physical phenomena means a construction of a category. The objects of the category are the models 
and we require that there be no morphisms between the models of different physical phenomena, 
there be morphisms between models of similar phenomena and two models be isomorphic if and only 
if the modelled phenomena are physically identical." 
In this book he presents mathematical models of mechanical phenomena. The models of classi-
cal and quantum mechanics (nonrelativistic and special relativistic) presented here are based on a 
consistent application of the basic prirciples of covariance and relativity. The construction of mech-
anical models takes up the first half of the book, the second half is devoted to mathematical tools. 
Among the topics touched upon in the second part of the book are the following: probability theory 
on subset lattices and Hilbert lattices, star algebras, elements from functional analysis and from the 
theory of group representations, representations of space-time groups, basic notions concerning sym-
plectic manifolds and Poisson brackets. 
In this monograph the material is treated from a uniform viewpoint of principle. This book is 
not an easy reading but it is well worth studying for everybody interested in its subject. 
L. Gy. Fehér (Szeged) 
Kazuo Murota, Systems Analysis by Graphs and Matroids, Structural Solvability and Control-
lability, (Algorithms and Combinatorics, Volume 3), 281 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidel-
berg—New York—London—Paris—Tokyo, 1987. 
This monograph is devoted to the study of the structural analysis of a system of linear/nonlinear 
equations and the structural controllability of a linear time-invariant dynamical system. The outline 
of the contents of this book is as follows: 
In the first Chapter mathematical preliminaries are given. Basic results in graph theory and 
matroid theory are mentioned and some useful relevant theorems as the Dulmage—Mendelsohn 
decomposition of bipartite graphs are shown. This chapter presents some results on the submodular 
functions as well. 
Chapter two is devoted to a graph-theoretic method for the structural analysis of a system of 
equations. First the structural solvability of a system of equations is formulated. The /.-decomposition 
and the A/-decomposition of graphs are introduced in connection with Menger-type linkings, to-
13 
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gether with their applications to the hierarchiai decomposition of a system of equations into 
smaller subsystems. • 
Chapter 3 presents graph-theoretic conditions to the structural controllability of a linear dynam-
ical system expressed in the descriptor: F-dxldt=Ax+Bu. Some known results on controllability 
condition of a descriptor system are mentioned, too. Various descriptions of a dynamical system are 
compared from the viewpoint of structural analysis. 
Physical observations are made for providing the physical basis for the more elaborate and 
faithful mathematical models adapted in the second half of the book. It is explained in Chapter 4 
that two different kinds are to be distinguished among the nonvanishing numbers characterizing 
real-word systems. Algebraic implications motivate the introduction of "mixed matrix" and "physi-
cal matrix". 
In Chapter 5 a matroid-theoretic method is developed for the structural analysis of a system of 
equations. The rank of a mixed matrix is characterized, and an efficient algorithm for computing is 
described. Matroidal conditions are given to the structural solvability under the refined formulation. 
In the last Chapter a structural controllability of a dynamical system is investigated. The 
dynamical degree is characterized in connection with the independent-flow problem. Relations to 
other works are mentioned. 
G- Galambos (Szeged) 
Stefan Pokorski, Gauge Field Theories (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics), 
XIV+394 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London—New York—New Rochelle— 
Melbourne—Sydney, 1987. 
This new volume in the authorative series Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics 
deals with physical and technical aspects of gauge theories. 
The author first presents an overview of the standard SU(3)XSU(2)XU(\) model, then he 
gives a short introduction to (path integral formulation of) perturbative quantum field theory and 
Feynman rules for Yang—Mills theories. In the following there is a careful discussion of the renor-
malization program. Separate chapters are devoted to quantum electrodynamics, renormalization 
group techniques and quantum chromodynamics. The book contains a detailed examination of global 
and gauge symmetries and their breaking schemes. The important topics of chiral symmetry, its 
breaking and chiral anomalies are also treated in detail. A fair amount of space is given to questions 
concerning scale invariance and low energy effective Lagrangians. The last chapter contains a dis-
cussion of basic elements of supersymmetric field theory. 
The author presented here an extraordinarily wealthy material on theoretical methods and com-
putational techniques of gauge field theories underlying our present understanding of elementary 
particle phenomena. The book is clearly written and practically self-contained, the reader is only 
assumed to have some familiarity with standard quantum field theory in its canonical formulation. 
Consequently, this book is warmly recommended to every research worker and graduate student 
interested in modern developments of gauge theories. 
L. Gy. Fehér (Szeged) 
George Pólya, The Pólya Picture Album: Encounters of a Mathematician. Edited by G. L. Alex-
anderson, 160 pages, Birkháuser, Boston—Basel, 1987. 
Imagine Albert Einstein, "young and good looking, not the Einstein we usually see", and young 
Lisi Hurwitz, whom you don't know, playing the violin as a duet and Adolf Hurwitz whom of course 
you know playfully conducting with a drumstick. This is the cover photo of this most enjoyable 
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selected personal picture album. Then picture yourself to be conducted and guided through his al-
bum by -Uncle George Pólya himself, at his best humour, describing the people or the occasion you 
see, relating the pictures to each other, and telling stories and anecdotes most charmingly, with in-
telligence and wit, and with obvious fondness towards all these people even if the story has a mild 
edge. This is exactly what you get in this book, a guided tour through the Pólya album by the late 
Professor Pólya, a nice afternoon in Palo Alto, California. His words were taped and transcribed. 
Therefore, the advanture is very intimate. Most, but not all, of the stories from Pólya's famous lecture 
"Some mathematicians I have known" [Amer. Math. Monthly 76(1969), 746—753] are told again, 
some of them almost verbatim (he must have told them many times), but there are quite a number of 
new ones, new at least to the reviewer, like the one about the absent-mindedness of Paul Levy, or 
Pringsheim's remark that "Rosenthal was just a special case of Blumenthal". 
Of necessity, the book is rather Magyar. The editor's care in using proper Hungarian first 
names and especially in accenting without an error deserves special mention. All the more so that 
such a care, an elementary courtesy, seems to have died out with the generations of the Pólyás. 
The nicest things are of course the pictures themselves. One notices that quite a few of the photos 
in the illustrated history of the International Mathematical Congresses by D. A. Albers, G. L. Alex-
anderson and C. Reid [Springer-Verlag, New York, 1987; a review of which is in these Acta 51 
(1987), p. 503] were in fact taken from Pólya's album. The present book has an introduction (pp: 
7—8), a really intelligent biographical sketch of Pólya by the editor (pp. 9—22), and the photos 
with Pólya's accompanying remarks take the pages 23—155. A useful index of names completes 
the album. Any decent mathematics library will want to have a copy of it. It would still be better 
just to leave a copy in the coffee lounge or mail room of the Department of Mathematics. 
Slips of the memory make narratives more authentic. The following nice little contradiction 
(or is it really a contradiction?) was left without remark by the editor. Probably this was intentional, 
and if so, then rightly so. On page 78 Pólya says: "And here are the Nevanlinnas and myself. These 
pictures were taken in Switzerland the year Nevanlinna came to take Weyl's place at the ETH, when 
Weyl went to Princeton to the Institute." On the other hand, on page 131 he says: "Ernst Völlm, 
myself, and Heinz Hopf in Switzerland, 1949. Hopf had replaced Weyl at the ETH when Weyl went 
to the Institute at Princeton." Was Nevanlinna declined in Ziirich? Did he just go there to take the 
place but did not like it? Or, who took Weyl's place? 
Sándor Csörgő (Szeged) 
Lothar Sachs, A Guide to Statistical Methods and to the Pertinent Literature. Literatur zur 
Angewandten Statistik, XI+212 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Lon-
don—Paris—Tokyo, 1986. 
About 5500 statistical key words and phrases are arranged in alphabetical order, a smaller 
portion of which is in German. To each entry reference numbers are assigned which represent 1449 
papers and books from the statistical literature listed also in alphabetical order. The orientation is 
very much toward applications. Although the book cannot compete with recent encyclopedic works, 
it may prove to be useful to practicing applied statisticians and to research workers from many 
fields who use statistical methods as a quick and handy guide. 
Sándor Csörgő (Szeged) 
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Robert I. Soare, Recursive Enumerable Sets and Degrees (Perspectives in Mathematical Logic), 
XVIII+437 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—London—Paris—Tokyo, 
1987. 
The study of computable functions and computably generated (or recursively enumerable) 
sets of numbers goes back to the 1930's when Gödel proved his Incompleteness Theorem and Church, 
Gödel, Kleene, Post and Turing formulated several versions of computability. Since then recursion 
theory has become one of the basic parts of mathematical logic. 
A classical topic, initiated by Post, deals with the classification of sets of integers into "degrees" 
on the basis of how difficult it is to compute them. Two sets are said to belong to the same class 
called degree or degree of unsolvability if they are "equally difficult to compute" and degrees are 
partially ordered by the relation "is more difficult to compute than". Degree theory studies this 
structure. 
This book mainly deals with the degree theory of r.e. degrees, i.e. degrees that contain an r.e. 
set (and is complemented by M. Lerman: Degrees of Unsolvability (1983), also in the Omega 
Series). 
Part A contains an introduction to recursion theory (computable functions, r.e. sets, reducibi-
lities, complete and creative sets, the recursion theorem, the jump operator, the arithmetical hier-
archy, etc.). 
The latter parts contain more advanced results. 
Part B describes Post's initial problem (are there more than two r.e. degrees?), the initial results 
of Post and Kleene—Post, simple, hypersimple, hyperhypersimple sets and the solution of Fried-
berg and Muchnik to Post's problem explaining the fundamental finite injury priority method. 
Part C explains the infinite injury priority method and gives deeper results about the upper 
semi-lattice of r.e. degrees such as the Density Theorem of Sacks, the theorem of Lachlan and 
Yates about the existence of minimal pairs, a theorem of Lachlan about nonbranching degrees and 
many others. It also discusses another important structure on r.e. sets: the lattice of r.e. sets formed 
under inclusion, proving e.g. splitting theorems and the existence of maximal sets. The relationship 
between the two structures is also considered (e.g. the connections between high degrees and maximal 
sets). The final chapter deals with index sets, e.g. the Index Set Theorem of Yates. 
Part D contains more recent results which already lead toward current research. The topics 
include promptly simple degrees, priority arguments even more powerful (and more complicated) 
than the previous ones (leading to a proof of Zachlan's Nonbounding Theorem) and Soare's theorem 
about the automorphisms of the lattice of r.e. sets. The last chapter contains most recent work such 
as the unsolvability results of Herrmann, Harrington and Shelah (without proofs) and a valuable 
collection of open problems. 
The book, written by one of the main researchers of the field, gives a complete account of the 
theory of r.e. degrees. Without requiring any preliminaries, the author set up and realized the aim to 
"bring the reader to the frontiers of current research" which is even more to be appreciated consid-
ering the high stage of development of the field. The definitions, results and proofs are always 
clearly motivated and explained before the formal presentation; the proofs are described with 
remarkable clarity and conciseness. 
The book is highly recommended to everyone interested in logic. It also provides a useful 
background to computer scientists, in particular to theoretical computer scientists. Reading the book, 
one can agree with the author who points out similarities between the beauty of this field of mathe-
matics and the art of the Renaissance. It can be added that his book reflects this beauty. 
Zoltán Fülöp—György Túrán (Szeged) 
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Richard J. Trudeau, The Non-Euclidean Revolution, XIII+269 pages with 257 Illustrations, 
Birkhauser, Boston—Basel—Stuttgart, 1987. 
There is a more than 2000-year-old controversy whether the Euclidean geometry is the true 
description of the physical world. This philosophical and mathematical debate climaxed in the first 
half of the last century with the invention of the non-Euclidean geometry. As a result of this "new" 
geometry, from the second half of the 19th century mathematicians and scientists changed the way 
they viewed their subject. This was a real scientific revolution. R. J. Trudeau considers it as signifi-
cant as the Copernican revolution in astronomy, the Newtonian revolution in physics or as the Dar-
winian revolution in biology. 
According to the author's aim this book proceeds on three levels. On the first this is a book on 
plane geometry (both Euclidean and hyperbolic) with extra material on history and philosophy. On 
the second this is a book on a scientific revolution, and on the third level this book is about the pos-
sibility of significant, absolute certain knowledge about the world. 
To read this very interesting and enjoyable book only a sound knowledge of high school (sec-
ondary school) geometry is needed. In the first chapter we can read on the origin of the deductive 
geometry, and on introduction to the axiomatic method. The second chapter deals with Euclidean 
geometry. The short Chapter 3, entitled Geometry and the Diamond Theory of Truth contains phi-
losophical material. In Chapter 4 we can read about the attempts to prove or disprove Postulate 5 of 
Euclid. The next two chapters deal with the possibility of the non-Euclidean geometry and the 
hyperbolic geometry. In Chapter 7 we can read about consistency questions. The last chapter deals 
with the question of truth. Almost every chapter ends with exercises and notes. 
This well organized material is warmly recommended to the wide mathematical community, 
especially to the teachers of mathematics. We share Felix Klein's view on the non-Euclidean geo-
metry (it can be read in the Introduction written by H. S. M. Coxeter), who described it as "one of 
the few parts of mathematics which is talked about in wide circles, so that any teacher may be asked 
about it at any moment." 
Lajos Klukovits (Szeged) 
J. Wloka, Partial Differential Equations, XI+518 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cam-
bridge—London—New York—New Rochelle—Melbourne—Sydney, 1987. 
This is the English translation of the successful textbook in German on the abstract theory of 
partial differential equations. A modern approach to this theory needs many sophisticated concepts 
and methods, so it is the cardinal problem of writing a self-contained text on it to find a good pro-
portion of the cited and detailed prerequisites from the functional analysis. The book establishes a 
good balance in this respect. The reader should be familiar with the language and basic theorems of 
functional analysis relevant for analysis, but the less familiar material, such as the theory of Fredholm 
operators, Gelfand triples, abstract Green solution operators, the Schauder fixed point theorem and 
Bochner integral are thoroughly considered in separate sections. 
The first chapter is an excellent introduction to the theory of distribution and Sobolev spaces 
working with the Fourier transformation. The second and third chapters give the principal part of 
the book. In the second chapter the Lopatinskii—Sapiro condition and theorems on the index of 
elliptic boundary value problems are treated. It is a good choice that the L. 5. condition is formulated 
as an initial value problem for ordinary differential equations and not algebraically as a "covering 
condition". The third chapter is devoted to the strongly elliptic differential operators and the method 
of variations. In the fourth and fifth chapter those parabolic and hyperbolic equations are considered, 
respectively, for which the right-hand side, i.e. the derivatives with respect to the spatial variables is 
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an elliptic differential operator. The sixth chapter gives a brief account on the difference method for 
the numerical solution of the elliptic equations and the wave equation. 
This well-written book is recommended to graduate students, physicists and mathematicians 
interested in differential equations and mathematical physics. 
László Hatvani (Szeged) 
H. P. Yap, Some Topics in Graph Theory (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 
108) 230 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London—New York—New Rochelle— 
Melbourne—Sydney, 1986. 
The author of this book gave an optional course on Graph Theory to Fourth Year Honours 
students of the Department of Mathematics, National University of Singapore in the academic 
year 1982/83. This book has grown out from these lectures. It is not only suitable for using as a 
supplement to a course text at advanced undergraduate or postgraduate level but very useful to 
researchers in Graph Theory, too. The book consists of five chapters. 
Each main part gives an up-to-date account of a particular topic in Graph Theory which is 
very active in current research. After the introduction and basic terminology the four main topics 
are Edge-colourings of Graphs (Chapter 2), Symmetries in Graphs (Chapter 3), Packing of Graphs 
(Chapter 4) and Computational Complexity of Graph Properties (Chapter 5). 
In Chapter 2 after a few basic and important theorems for chromatic index Dr. Yap gives 
several properties of "so-called critical graphs". The author produces several methods for construct-
ing critical graphs and counterexamples to the Critical Graph Conjecture. The main results of this 
chapter have been proved by Vizing, Fiorini, Yap, Gol'dber'g and others. 
"The investigation of symmetries of a given mathematical structure has always yield the most 
powerful results" wrote E. Artin. Chapter 3 studies various general properties of vertex — or 
edge — transitiv graphs and their automorphism groups. The author write Weiss' elegant proof of 
Tutte's famous theorem on S-transitiv cubic graphs. There are several theorems for Cayley graphs, 
and the author discusses some progress made towards the resolution of Lovász' question which asks 
whether or not every connected Cayley graph is Hamiltonian. 
Packing of graphs is a NP-hard problem for arbitrary graphs, but for trees there exist poly-
nomial time algorithms. The author presents several results for trees and small size graphs. The proof 
or disproof of Tree Packing Conjecture, Ringel's, Erdős and Sós', Bollobás and Eldridge's Conjec-
ture wait for research workers. 
A graph property is "elusive" if it cannot be found without all information of a hypothetical 
graph. 
The connectedness and planarity are elusive properties. The main object of last chapter is to 
introduce a Two Person Game to tackle the problem whether or not a graph property is elusive. 
Each chapter contains numerous examples, exercises and open problems for the reader. 
Zoltán Blázsik (Szeged) 
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